Appendix 7
Full Sustainability Assessment of Sites

Bedale
Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

B/004/001

B/004/002

Bedale

Bedale

Aiskew

Aiskew

Address

Land Between 39 And 41 Northallerton Road Leeming Bar North
Yorkshire

Land to the East of Ashlands Drive Leeming Bar
North Yorkshire

Current Use

agricultural

No use/agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Employment

Site Size (HA)

1.29

1.16

Total Dwellings

33 has previously been recommended

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

footpath on south eastern boundary along A684.

There are currently no links to pavements or footpaths.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

potential to link to existing footpath.

There is limited potential for new links to footpaths or
pavements

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject No comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/004/001
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay, sand and gravel.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or gi corridor covers site
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

B/004/002
Bedale

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay, sand and gravel.

The site is within North Yorkshire GI corridor

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

development would be prominent along A684. the site is infill between council
depot and existing housing.

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards the
settlement.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

site acts as infill site between council depot and existing housing

Development on this site would have a limited impact on form
and character of the settlement. The site sits closely behind
existing residential and employment land.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

train line bounds the north western side of site. Commercial use in form of
council depot bounds north eastern boundary. Site fronts on to A684 so traffic
noîse. Leeming bar airfield is in proximity to site. Mitigation of noise may be
necessary.

no

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

railway line bounds north west of site and A684 bounds south east of site so
mitigation of noise would be necessary. Future bypass may reduce traffic noise.
Leeming bar airfield is in proximity to site

The site is adjacent to residential development which is to the
west of the site. Any employment use will need to be
considerate to residential amenity.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

possibly susceptible to surface water flooding in northern half of site

Almost half of the site (eastern section) is susceptible to
surface water flooding

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/004/001

B/004/002

Bedale

Bedale

potential to increase surface water flooding

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation
measures

potential to mitigate

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation
measures

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

NYCC to advise

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/004/001

B/004/002

Bedale

HE no issues

Bedale

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for type, The site has not been put forward for housing
principles of secure by design tenure and mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for type, The site has not been put forward for housing
Will the development
provide affordable housing tenure and mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto A684. This site cannot
be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to
be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed. TP/TA required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire
lines through the site to the nearest service centre/village. Passenger transport
will require additional facilities/service provision as determined in A traffic
assessment and/or travel plan.

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

= r ‐ the site has no direct frontage/connection to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site
to the nearest service centre/Village. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service provision as determined in
a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

Will off site work be required Highways to advise.
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Works will be required to improve the existing major road and
extend existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise.
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

115
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Bedale
1

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

2

B/004/003

B/004/004

Bedale

Bedale

Aiskew

Aiskew

Address

Land To The Rear Of Harkness Close Leeming Bar
North Yorkshire

Land North East Of 93 Bedale Road Aiskew North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Open Field

Garden, lawn

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

3.35

0.15

Total Dwellings

80 to 100 Homes

9

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time
of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

The northern boundary of the site has a direct link to
Harkness Drive in the adjacent housing estate with
pavements which inturn link to Bedale Road.

There is a pavement along Bedale road which the southern
boundary of the site fronts on to.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Yes

There is potential to link to the existing pavement along
Bedale road which runs from Leeming Bar to Bedale.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield
brownfield land?

The site is currently garden / lawn which is part of the curtilage
of a dwellinghouse. The house is not included in the site
boundary.

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/004/003
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay, sand and
does it impact on a mineral gravel.
safeguarding area?

B/004/004
Bedale

NYCC safeguarding area. Limestone.

The far eastern end of the site is in the North Yorkshire GI
Is there scope to develop or The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a
improve green infrastructure potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity corridor and therefore condieration should be given to this
when designing any development. The site is within or
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
through the development?
environment

adjacent to the GI and could have a potential negative impact
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards
the settlement

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards a
settlement

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site fits well within the form of the settlement. The
site is directly adjacent to existing residential development
on the eastern and northern boundary. Development of
the site would have minimal impact on character of the
settlement.

The impact on the form and character of the settlement is
limited as the site is an extension to the existing built form,The
site is immediately adjacent to the A1 motorway, opposite
commercial development. The A1 (M) creates a sense of
separation between the site and the main part of the
settlement at Leeming Bar. The site does not physically adjoin
the settlement of Aiskew. Development of the site would not
relate well to either settlement.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

The western boundary of the site is adjacent to the railway
line, the eastern boundary is adjacent to the A1 motorway and
the southern boundary fronts on to Bedale road. Mitigation of
noise from these sources would therefore need to be a
consideration of

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a
a none confirming use
none confirming use. However, mitigation of noise from road
and rail would need to be a consideration of the design of any
development.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

A small strip of land is susceptible to surface water flooding A relatively large section of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

A relatively large section of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding so development may increase risk of flooding.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation
measures

B/004/003

B/004/004

Bedale

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Bedale

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

NYCC to advise

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/004/003

B/004/004

Bedale

HE no issues

Bedale

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and will be
principles of secure by design subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject
to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing

the site has been put forward for housing and will be
Will the development
provide affordable housing subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject
to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by
design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto
Harkness Close. Will need to be determined by a traffic
assessment. TA/TP required.Routes for pedestrians and
cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village. This site is not likely to
generate significant public transport travel demand.

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto A684.
From a point within the site to reflect the most convenient
desire lines to the nearest service centre/village. This site is
not likely to generate significant public transport travel
demand.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Extensive work will be required to improve junction of =a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major road
and extend existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
and what will the impact be Harkness Close and A684
Exisiting access will need to be improved.
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

115
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Bedale
3

5

B/004/005

B/004/006

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Aiskew

Aiskew

Aiskew

Land To The South Of Ashville Low Street Leeming Bar North
Yorkshire

Allotments Bridge Street Bedale North
Yorkshire

Wilbert Farm Sandhill Lane Aiskew
North Yorkshire DL8 1AU

Agricultural

Leisure & residential

Part employment / part brownfield

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.97

1.96

3.73

Total Dwellings

25

80

Potential for up to 120 dwellings

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

4

B/004/007

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

no comment

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

There are TPOs on the eastern boundary of the site no comment

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy All residential development should
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line address energy efficiency and sustainable
with relevant national standards.
building practices in line with relevant
national standards.

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is no PROW adjacent to the site. There is no footway adjoining the
site to low street

Sustrans National route is north of the site. Given
that the site is located in close proximity to the
town centre, the site is also in close proximity to
pavements along the highway. Highways would
need to advise on access to these.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There may be potential for links to footpaths but this would be dependent Potential to link to Sustrans National route to north There is potential to link to the existing
on development of the adjacent site
of the site and potential to link to pavements in and public footpath and Sustrans National
around the town centre.
Route. There is some potential to link to
pavements on Sandhill Lane.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

There is access to superfast broadband

Public footpath runs along the south
western boundary of the site. Sustrans
National Route runs along the north
western boundary. There are no
pavements along the site boundary.

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

Will the development re‐use Greenfield
brownfield land?

Previously developed site (currently occupied by
some residential but mostly leisure ‐ green space).

Partly developed with redundant farm
buildings and partly farmland

Is the site potentially subject
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

no comment

site is not agricultural (it is currently occupied by
some residential but mostly leisure (green space)

loss of 3a and 3b

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/004/005
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay, sand and gravel.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

B/004/007

Bedale

Bedale

Within safeguarding area. Building stone,
limestone, sand and gravel.

NYCC within safeguarding area.
Limestone, sand and gravel.

site is within North Yorkshire GI corridor

A significant proportion of the site is
within the North Yorkshire GI corridor

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site can be seen from the A1, The site is visible in the apporach to the
settlement from Low st. The site may be prominent from the Bedale
Aiskew Leeming Relief Road

The site is not prominent in any significant views
towards the settlement.

The site is not prominent in any significant
views towards the settlement. Views of
the site from Sandhill Lane and Back Lane
are screened by vegetation. Views of the
site from Bedale road are currently
screened by vegetation and existing
housing.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site is disconnected from the village. There is limited development
immediately to the south of the site and this is of a linear nature

The site sits within the existing development limits
and within the existing built form of the settlement
so there is no negative impact on form.
Development of the site will change the character
of this area from open green space to built form.

The majority of the site is within existing
development limits of Aiskew and is
adjacent to existing housing so no
negative impact on form or character.

Railway line is adjacent to the southern boundary
so there may need to be consideration of noise in
design of any development.

no

To provide a good quality
built environment.

The relief road is located to the north of the site. The A1 is to the west of
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light the site and Leeming Bar industrial estate is also to the west. These uses
may impact on the suitablility of the site for residential purposes.
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

see above

seems appropriate. Residential development would seems appropriate. Residential
development would not be a none
not be a none confirming use. The railway is
confirming use
adjacent to the southern boundary so there may
need to be consideration of noise in design of any
development.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

no comment

Marginal sections of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/004/006
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

B/004/005

B/004/006

B/004/007

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any
development and mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any
development and mitigation measures

NE no issues identified.

no comment

HE no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issue

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

The site is in close proximity to the boundary of the HE no issues
Bedale conservation area. Careful consideration
would need to be given to the design of any
development at this location due to the proximity
to the CA.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

CO the site lies opposite the Grade II* listed
watermill.

HE no issues

CO The Station House is identified within the
Bedale CAA as a Building of Local Interest.

CO no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?
To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage

Would development impact NYCC to advise. However, the site is within close proximity of Deer Street There is no data to suggest that the development of NYCC to advise
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
and is therefore likely to have archaeological potential.
sites of archaeological
archaeological importance.
importance?

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issue

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/004/005

B/004/006

B/004/007

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for the site has been put forward for housing and will
be subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of
principles of secure by design type, tenure and mix of housing
housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

the site has been put forward for housing
and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for the site has been put forward for housing and will
Will the development
be subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of
provide affordable housing affordable housing
housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will
be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto Low Street.This
site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed. From a point within the site
to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village. This site is not likely to generate significant public transport
travel demand.

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of adopt good design standards considering
secure by design
the principles of secure by design

=r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a current access on to Sandhill Lane.
highway maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP Highways to advise
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/Village.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Improvements to Low Street required including footway and street
and what will the impact be lighting. Possible improvements to Low Street/Leases Lane required.
on viability?

=a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. Passenger
transport will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

Highways to advise

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

115
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Bedale
EXTRA

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

6

7

8

B/004/008

B/004/009

B/004/010

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Aiskew

Aiskew

Aiskew

Aiskew

OS Fields 0885, 0940 & 1100
Northallerton Road Leeming Bar
North Yorkshire
Address

Land South Of Lowlands Low
Street Leeming Bar North
Land North and West of 23
Yorkshire
Low Street & OS Field 4365
Leases Road Leeming Bar
North Yorkshire

Agriculture

B/004/011

Land North East Of Ashgrove 89 Bedale
Road Aiskew North Yorkshire

agriculture

Current Use

Agriculture

agriculture

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

7.43

0.41

2.94

3.27

Total Dwellings

180

5 plus

70

70

Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time
of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time
of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

No impact

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

No

No

no comment

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in
line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should All residential development should address energy
address energy efficiency and
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
sustainable building practices in
with relevant national standards.
line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Potential for access through neighbouring
residential site (Foundry Way ). There are
footways to Foundry Way

There are no PROW, within the
immideate vicinity of the site.
There is a footway opposite the
site to the south.

There is a PROW to the east of the There are public footpaths in fairly close proximity
site. There is no footway adjacent to the site. There is a pavement along Bedale road
which the site fronts onto. No link to cycle route
to the site
evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

no apparent direct access to footpaths except
via apparent private track. Only potential
would if links could be made through housing
development under construction.

there may be potential to expand there is potential to crease a link
the footway but given the size and from Leases road to low street.
location of the site there are
limited opportunities to create
new links

Potential to link to nearby footpaths and
pavement along Bedale road. No potential to link
to cycle route

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

there is access to superfast
broadband

The area has access to superfast
broadband

Area is served and has capacity

greenfield

greenfield

no, greenfield site

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?
To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
NEW‐CFS ‐ Colour Summary with Comments ‐ VER002‐ BEDALE ‐ 03‐11‐16FP ‐ All Sites.xlsx
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Bedale
B/004/008
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and
does it impact on a mineral clay, sand and gravel.
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or gi corridor covers site
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

B/004/010

B/004/011

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

NYCC within safeguarding area.
Brick and clay, sand and gravel.

development would be prominent from A684 The site can be seen from the A1
and on approach to leeming bar, from
to the west of the site. The sites
leeming.
prominence from low st is reduced
by development to the north of
the site

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The development of the whole site would be
a significant extension to south side of
Leeming Bar. The southern end of Leeming
Bar is linear in nature. The northern end of
the site would adjoin existing development
to the west and development limits to the
north, although there is no development to
the north of the site at present.

leeming airfield is to south east of site but
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light development would be adjacent to other
residentîal
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

The site is adjacent to the North Yorkshire GI
corridor and therefore this should be taken into
consideration in the design of any development

The site can be seen in views
towards the settlement. It is
difficult to establish the
prominence of the site in the
future due to the cosntruction of
the Bedale/ Aiskew /Leeming
Relief Road

The site would be prominent when approaching
Aiskew on Bedale road but the site would not
block significant views to the settlement.

The site is a narrow site along the
frontage of Low St. Development
of the site would extend the linear
development along low street out
of Leeming Bar.

the development of the site
extends the form of the settlement
northwards. The relief road is to
the north of the site, with
development land allocated for
employment to the south.

Impact on form and character would be limited as
the site is directly adjacent to the existing
development limits of the settlement and fits well
with the settlement boundary.

The site is near to the relief road

There is an existing employment no
site to the west of the site, the
releif road is being constructed to
the north which could impact on
new residents.

seems appropriate

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and NYCC safeguarding area. Limestone, sand and
clay, sand and gravel.
gravel.

The site is within North Yorkshire
GI corridor and therefore this
should be taken into consideration
in the design of any development

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

To provide a good quality
built environment.

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/004/009

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

All new development will be
expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type
and nature are not known at
present

All new development will be
All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type nature are not known at present.
and nature are not known at
present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

surface water flooding is identified to centre
of site

There is a marginal section of the site susceptible
to surface water flooding
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/004/008

B/004/009

B/004/010

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

B/004/011
Bedale

potentially due to scale of development

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

potential to mitigate

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies this
area as strip fields.

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact NYCC to advise. However the site overlaps NYCC to advise.
the Roman Road of Dere Street, therefore it
sites of archaeological
is likely that this site has archaeological
importance?

NYCC to advise. Note proximity to NYCC to advise
Deer Street which suggests this
site may have archaeological
potential.

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

potential.
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/004/008

B/004/009

B/004/010

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the potential due to scale of site
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

the site has been put forward for housing and will
be subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of
housing

potential due to scale of site
Will the development
provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current
All sites above the current
All sites above the current threshold will be
threshold will be assumed to meet threshold will be assumed to meet assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .
policies on affordable housing .
policies on affordable housing .
This is a small site and may be
bewlo the threhold for affordable
housing. This could reduce the
potential for the site to make a
contribution to affordable housing.

Will the site incorporate the potential
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be
expected to adopt good design
standards considering the
principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

HE no issues

B/004/011

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto unadopted road (covered by
a S38). TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village.

#NAME?

All new development will be
expected to adopt good design
standards considering the
principles of secure by design

#NAME?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto A684. TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Passenger transport will require
additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
and what will the impact be existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site.
on viability?

=a ‐ Footways and street lighting
will be required to connect to
existing facilities on Low Street.

=a ‐ Works will be required to
improve the existing major road
and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve
the site.

=a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing
major road and extend existing footway/street
lighting to serve the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a
traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

115
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Bedale
Sustainability Objective

9

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

B/004/012

10

B/004/013

Bedale

Bedale

Aiskew

Aiskew

Address

Roseleigh 13 Bedale Road Leeming Bar North Yorkshire DL7 9AZ

Land North And East Of Aiskew Bank Farm Back Lane, Land t
the North and Rear of Willow Drive and Land to Rear of 16 to
28 Kingfisher Drive Aiskew North Yorkshire

Current Use

Garden

Land between Back Lane and Bedale relief road, Aiskew

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.43

20.68

Total Dwellings

Not specified

Land to be available from 2017

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified

NE no issues identified

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There are pavements at both sides of Bedale road which the site fronts on to.
There are also pavements on Grange Avenue which is adjacent to the western
boundary of the site.

A footpath and bridleway bounds the south east boundary. The south
west corner of the site is in fairly close proximity to Back Lane which has
pavements, linking to Bedale road. However, no direct link to pavements
or cycle route.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to existing pavements

potential to link to existing public footpath and bridleway on south east
boundary of site and pavements on Back Lane. No links to cycle route.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use The majority of the site is garden ‐ greenfield but it includes a dwellinghouse.
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
NEW‐CFS ‐ Colour Summary with Comments ‐ VER002‐ BEDALE ‐ 03‐11‐16FP ‐ All Sites.xlsx
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Bedale
B/004/012
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or Site is within North Yorkshire GI corridor
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Bedale

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay, building stone, limestone,
sand and gravel.

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards a settlement. The site is The site is not currently prominent in any significant views to the
currently fairly well screened by vegetation.
settlement when approaching from Bedale Road. However, the new
Bedale bypass is close proximity to the north west boundary of the site.
The site is prominent in views towards Bedale / Aiskew when approached
from the bypass.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Development of the site for housing would have a limited impact on form and
character of the settlement. The site fits fairly well with existing housing
developments and would therefore be in keeping with the character. Providing
vegetation is maintaine

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/004/013

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a none confirming use

The south east boundary of the site is adjacent to the existing
development limits of Aiskew and the south west side follows the line of
the railway, however, development of a site of this scale would change the
existing form of the settlement and the character of Bedale/Aiskew

the railway line is in close proximity to part of the south western boundary
and the north western boundary of the site will be in close proximity to
the new Bedale bypass. Noise mitigation will therefore need to be
considered.

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a none
confirming use. However, noise mitigation will need to be considered
given the proximity to the new Bedale bypass.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Updated info states no or minimal risk of surface water flooding HDC map layers There is a marginal section of the site susceptible to surface water flooding
out of date. SFRA indicates the the sites is entirely in Flood Zone 1 withi Minimal or but this is unlikely to affect development of the site
no risk form surface water flooding.
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/004/012

B/004/013

Bedale

Bedale

No issues. HDC map layers out of date. SFRA indicates the the sites is entirely in
Flood Zone 1 withi Minimal or no risk form surface water flooding.

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

No issues

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

This site lies less than 135 metres from the boundary of the Bedale
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

CO This site has potential to adversely affect the character of the
Conservation Area.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE within buffer zone of listed building. HDC The listed buildings are not in close
proximity to the site and development of the site would not be expected to affect
the setting of these listed buildings.

CO no issues

CO no issues
Will the development of the This site contains an historic building which may meet the criteria for non
designated heritage assets. The site is also adjacent to a row of terraced properties
site affect non‐designated
which may also meet the critera. Development of the site should seek to retain the
heritage assets?
historic building and complement the setting of the exisitng terrace.

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

The HER shows a number of finds within this area and study carried out
alongside the application for the bypass. This site has archaeological
potential.

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable.
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/004/012

B/004/013

Bedale

HE no issues

Bedale

This site lies within 600 metres of the Aiskew Roman Villa which is a
Scheduled Monument. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance of
the Monument
See Comments (g)

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for type,
principles of secure by design tenure and mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for
type, tenure and mix of housing

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for type,
Will the development
provide affordable housing tenure and mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for
type, tenure and mix of housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto A684 and Grange Avenue.
This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements
to be developed. From a point within the site to reflect the most convenient desire
lines to the nearest service centre/village. This site is not likely to generate
significant public transport travel demand. Grange Avenue would be the prefered
access for the site.

=r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable
at the public expense. TA/TP required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists
to reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered public right of way
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order.

Will off site work be required Highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

=a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to serve the site. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

115
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Bedale
11

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

12

B/004/014

B/004/016

Bedale

Bedale

Aiskew

Aiskew

Address

Land Between 39 And 41 Northallerton Road Leeming Bar North
Yorkshire

Land South West Of 70 Bedale Road Aiskew North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Grassing

Paddock

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.29

2.35

Total Dwellings

33

60

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building in line with relevant standards

All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There are no PROW within the immediate vicinity of the site. There is a footway
which extends to the centre of Leeming Bar

There is a PROW over the road from the site. There is a
footway to the north of th esite along Bedale Road which links
to the adjacent convenience provision and to the centre of
bedale

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There are limited opportunities to create new links

There may potential to create new links to PROW.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Ther immeidate area has access to superfast broadband.

Area is served and has capacity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Grenfield
brownfield land?

Greenfield

Is the site potentially subject
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?
To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/004/014
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay, sand and gravel.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/004/016
Bedale

NYCC safeguarding area limestone, sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may provide The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
improve green infrastructure an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The prominance of the site in views towards the settelment from the east are limited The site is not prominent in views towards the settlement from
by the depot buildings to the east of the site
Bedale Road.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site will extend development eastwards along northallerton road. Which impacts There are views to open countryside across the site.
on the form of the settlment. The impact however is reduced slightly by the presence Development at this location along bedale road is linear in
nature however to the west of the site and to the east
of the depot to the east of the site.
development extends to the rialway line, which reduces the
impact on the form of the settlment and combined with lack of
prominence of the site in views into the settlment from Bedale
Road this reduces the impact of the development on character.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

there is a depot site to the east, railway line to the rear of the site.
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

the eastern half to the site is liable to surface water flooding

The eastern corner of the site is liable to flooding.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

B/004/014

B/004/016

Bedale

development of the site could increase the risk of surface water flooding but it may
be possible for development to mitigate against the risk

Bedale

Development of the site could increase the risk of flooding.
There may be opportunities to mitigate against surface water
flooding.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/004/014
HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet
principles of secure by design policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

B/004/016

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
Will the development
policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable housing housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering
principles of secure by design the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=A
Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto A684. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed. TA/TP required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

=r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site
to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is not likely to
generate significant public transport travel demand.
HDC comment, BH2 update on progress as this site could
provide access as envisaged by allocation BM2

Will off site work be required Highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

=a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to
serve the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise
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Bedale
13

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

14

15

B/004/017

B/004/018

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Aiskew

Aiskew

Bedale

Address

Land East Of The Covert And Lowfield
Back Lane Aiskew North Yorkshire

Land North East Of 93 Bedale Road Aiskew North
Yorkshire

Land North East Of Low Ashbank
Grange Burrill Road Bedale North
Yorkshire

Current Use

pasture

Garden, lawn

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.63

0.40

3.45

Total Dwellings

20

9

75

no comment

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

B/011/001

NE no issues. Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not
assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency
All residential development should address
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a PROW to the soth east of the site
which connects to the wider PROW
network.There is no footway adjacent to the
site boundary.

There is a pavement along Bedale road which the southern
boundary of the site fronts on to.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Due to the size and location of the site there is There is potential to link to the existing pavement along Bedale Potential to link to Sustrans national route.
limited potential for new links
road which runs from Leeming Bar to Bedale.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

Sustrans national route runs along the
northern boundary of the site (along Burrill
road). The northern boundary fronts on to
Burrill road but there are no pavements at
this point. There are pavements further
along Burrill road which are in fairly close

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use greenfield
brownfield land?

Area is served and has capacity

The site is currently garden / lawn which is part of the curtilage no, greenfield site
of a dwellinghouse. The house is not included in the site
boundary.

no comment
Is the site potentially subject GIS data indicates Road Haullage, this is
adjacent to the site to the southern boundary
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/004/017
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC not within safeguarding area.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC safeguarding area. Building stone,
limestone, sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or The site is within or adjacent to the GI and
improve green infrastructure could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful
through the development?

The far eastern end of the site is in the North Yorkshire GI
corridor and therefore condieration should be given to this
when designing any development.

The site is in North Yorkshire GI corridor

B/004/018

B/011/001

Bedale

Bedale

design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in views towards the The site is not prominent in any significant views towards a
settlement. The relief road is being
settlement
constructed to the north, the prominance of
the site in views towards the settlement is
unknown

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Development of the site would have a limited
impact on the overall form of the settlement
due to its size. Development of the site would
impact on the character of the settlement at
this location.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Part of the eastern boundary of the site is
adjacent to existing development limits,
however the site represents a significant
extension eastwards of the existing
settlement and does not fit well with the
existing form. Development of the site as
presented would change the character of the
area in this location

The relief road is to the north and could affect
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light residents amenity
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The western boundary of the site is adjacent to the railway line, no
the eastern boundary is adjacent to the A1 motorway and the
southern boundary fronts on to Bedale road. Mitigation of
noise from these sources would therefore need to be a
consideration of

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a
none confirming use. However, mitigation of noise from road
and rail would need to be a consideration of the design of any
development.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

The impact on the form and character of the settlement is
limited as the site is an extension to the existing built form,
given that tThe site is immediately adjacent to the A1
motorway, opposite commercial development. The A1 (M)
creates a sense of separation between the site and the main
part of the settlement at Leeming Bar. The site does not
physically adjoin the settlement of Aiskew. Development of the
site would not relate well to either settlement.

The site is significant in views towards the
settlement when approaching on Burrill
road.

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
type and nature are not known at present
present.
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Relatively small sections of the site are susceptible to surface
water flooding

A section in the centre of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

B/004/017

B/004/018

Bedale

Bedale

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

B/011/001
Bedale

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation
measures

will depend on the scale of any development
and mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation
measures

will depend on the scale of any development
and mitigation measures

no comment

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

CO not within conservation area

CO no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

CO unlikely to impact upon conservation area CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

CO no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
NYCC to advise
Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
development
of
this
site
would
affect
any
non‐
sites of archaeological
designated site of archaeological importance.
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any
non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

CO no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/004/017

B/004/018

Bedale

Bedale

CO no issues

CO no issues

B/011/001
Bedale

HE no issues

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to the site has been put forward for housing
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
and will be subject to policies for type,
principles of secure by design development will be expected to meet policies policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
tenure and mix of housing
on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to the site has been put forward for housing
and will be subject to policies for type,
policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
tenure and mix of housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to
principles of secure by design adopt good design standards considering the standards considering the principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

=r ‐ The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. From a
point within the site to reflect the most
convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village. This site is not likely to
generate significant public transport travel
demand.

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto A684.
This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. From a point within the site to
reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village. This site is not likely to generate significant
public transport travel demand. Exisiting access will needs to be
required.

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto Burrill Road. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists
to reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village. This site is
not likely to generate significant public
transport travel demand.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
and what will the impact be existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site.
on viability?

Highways to advise

=a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Improvement to Back Lane and its junction
with A684 required.
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Bedale
16

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

17

18

B/011/002

B/011/020

B/011/021

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale Park Golf Course South West Part OS Field 3541 & Welham House
Burrill Road Bedale North Yorkshire
Bedale North Yorkshire DL8 2ES

OS Field 0006 Hird Avenue Bedale
North Yorkshire

Current Use

Golf Course Land surplus to requirement

Agricultural Land,Farm Buildings &
residential dwellings

Agricultural Land

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.66

9.31

14.95

Total Dwellings

8

156

Site B 152, Site C 646

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

no comment

No

No

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Sustrans National route runs along the
eastern boundary. There is a pavement
opposite the north east corner of the site.

A public footpath runs along part of the
Public footpath cuts across the south west
corner of the site. No pavements on the
north west boundary and continues slightly
highway which the site fronts on to.
north of the boundary. Currently no
pavements as site is set away from the
Potential to establish connectivity (links to
pavements with adjacent site (LDF allocation existing development limit and where it does
converge marginally with the limits, there is
with planning permission).
no connectivity to pavements in adjacent
residential area.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to Sustrans National route
and existing pavement on adjacent housing
estate.

Potential to link to the existing footpath but
no pavements or cycle routes to link to.

Potential to link to existing footpath.
Currently no pavements to link to.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no comment

no comment

Loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use greenfield ‐ wooded area of the golf course
which is surplus to requirements
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?
To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/011/002
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC safeguarding area. Building stone,
does it impact on a mineral limestone, sand and gravel.
safeguarding area?

B/011/020

B/011/021

Bedale

Bedale

Within safeguarding area. Brick and clay,
sand and gravel, limestone.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and
clay, limestone, sand and gravel, building
stone.

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and
The site is within or adjacent to the GI and
Is there scope to develop or The site is within or adjacent to the GI and
could have a potential negative impact but could have a potential negative impact but
improve green infrastructure could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful may provide an opportunity through careful may provide an opportunity through careful
through the development?
design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is prominent in significant views
towards the settlement from Burrill Road,
when approaching along the highway. The
prominence is reduced by the existing
hedgerow and tree coverage.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Part of the eastern boundary of the site is
adjacent to existing development limits,
however the site is at the opposite side of
Burrill road and in this respect does not fit
well with the existing form and character of
the settlement.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

design and landscaping to improve the
environment

design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site would be prominent in views
towards the settlement when approaching
Bedale on the B6285.

The site would be prominent in views
towards the settlement when approaching
Bedale on the B6285 and Firby road.

A small section of the to the northern and The site is a significant extension southwards
north western boundaries of the site are
of the existing settlement into adjacent
adjacent to the existing development limits famland. The site does not sit well with the
of Bedale. Site to north has is an LDF
existing form. Development of the site
allocation with planning permission.
would change the character of this area of
Development of the whole site would
the settlement.
significantly extend the form of the existing
settlement and this impacts on the form and
character.

no

no

seems appropriate. Residential development seems appropriate. Residential development seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use
would not be a none confirming use
would not be a none confirming use

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

There are three sections of the site which are
susceptible to surface water flooding

A marginal section of the site in the north
west corner of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding

The central area of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

will depend on the scale of any development will depend on the scale of any development will depend on the scale of any development
and mitigation measures
and mitigation measures
and mitigation measures

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

will depend on the scale of any development will depend on the scale of any development will depend on the scale of any development
and mitigation measures
and mitigation measures
and mitigation measures

B/011/002

B/011/020

B/011/021

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified. Concern if general
impact on the setting of the combustion processes >50MW energy input.
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any
non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any
non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any
sites of archaeological
non‐designated site of archaeological
importance?
importance.

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/011/002

B/011/020

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing
principles of secure by design and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

the site has been put forward for housing
and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing

the site has been put forward for housing
Will the development
provide affordable housing and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

the site has been put forward for housing
and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing

no comment

B/011/021

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to
principles of secure by design adopt good design standards considering the adopt good design standards considering the adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto Burrill Road. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists
to reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village. This site is not
likely to generate significant public transport
travel demand.

Will off site work be required Works will be required to improve the
and what will the impact be existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site.
on viability?

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto South End. TA/TP required.
Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/Village. This site is not likely
to generate significant public transport travel
demand.

=r ‐ the site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists
to reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village. This site is
not likely to generate significant public
transport travel demand. Site isolated from
highway network.

=a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend =a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site.
existing footway to serve the site.

Footway and street lighting will be required
to link to the exisiting footway on Burrill
Road.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise
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Bedale
19

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

20

B/011/022

B/011/023

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Land To The North Of St Gregorys House 1 North
End & OS Field 5563 Bedale North Yorkshire

Land At The Rear Of 25 Hird Avenue Bedale North Yorkshire

Current Use

Field laid to graass

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.35

0.58

Total Dwellings

45

18

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?
To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a footway opposite the site linking the area to the No PROW in vicinity. In order to provide access to the site, the site promoter has
included an existing residential property in the site boundary. If this property is
town centre
removed, then the site would have access to the highway, including public
footpaths. There are footways to Hird Avenue. Which lead to South End.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There are limited opportunities to crease new links given If the property on Hird Avenue is removed, then the site would have access to the
highway, including public footpaths. No cycle route evident.
the scale of the site.

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

majority is greenfield.

Is the site potentially subject
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no issues

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
NEW‐CFS ‐ Colour Summary with Comments ‐ VER002‐ BEDALE ‐ 03‐11‐16FP ‐ All Sites.xlsx
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Bedale
B/011/022
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Within safeguarding area. Building stone, limestone, snad
and gravel.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Building stone, limestone, sand and gravel.

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

B/011/023
Bedale

environment

This site would be prominent in significant views towards
Bedale when approaching from the North and the Bypass.
Including views towards the listed buildings adjacent to
the site.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Residential development of this site would impact on the The site is adjacent to the development limits and existing built form. The site has
character and form of the settlement. It would have a
the potential to impact on the character and form of the settlement but careful
significant impact on the character of the settlment and
design could mitigate against the potential impact with careful consideration to
height, s
the setting and approach to the Grade 1 listed st Gregory's
church. Notes that the site is part of the Bedale Gateway
site

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no issues

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

The site is open and prominent, affecting views from Firby road but sensitive
design would reduce the impact of built development

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

NEW‐CFS ‐ Colour Summary with Comments ‐ VER002‐ BEDALE ‐ 03‐11‐16FP ‐ All Sites.xlsx

Bedale Gateway car park site

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at present.

SFRA indicates that 0.01 of the site is within Flood Zone 2.

site is outside floodzone 2

site is outside floodzone 3

no susceptibility to surface water flooding
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

B/011/022
Bedale

B/011/023
Bedale

there is a history of surface water flooding adjacent to the site, ao new
development in that location could increase flooding.

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

This site abuts and in one area lies within the Bedale
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

CO the site lies in a sensitive location on the northern
approach to the Conservation Area and within the
foreground of the Grade I listed church and other listed
buildings.

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

Development of this site could affect the setting of the
Grade I Listed Church of St Gregory and other Listed
Buildings at the northern end of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (a)

HE no issues

CO no issues

no issues

Does the site have a negative
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Will the development of the
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?
To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect any non‐
site would affect any non‐designated site of
designated site of archaeological importance.
archaeological importance. However it is within close
proximity of Bedale's historic town centre and numerous
events have been recorded close by. This site may
therefore have archaeological potential.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

CO no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/011/022

B/011/023

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale Market Cross

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

Will the development
provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering
All new development will be expected to adopt good
Will the site incorporate the
the principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by
design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is not likely to generate significant
public transport travel demand.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major
and what will the impact be road and extend existing footway/street lighting to serve
the site.
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

=r ‐ The site does not include a sufficient frontage to enable an access of
acceptable standards to be formed onto the public highway. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed. From a point within the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines
to the nearest service centre/village. This site is not likely to generate significant
public transport travel demand.

'=a ‐ Junction would need to be formed at site adjoining carriageway but may
encroach other neighbouring properties.

Highways to advise
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Bedale
21

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

22

B/021/001

B/011/024
Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Burneston

OS Fields 8229 and 9021 Cross Lane and Land to the East of
Manor House Walk Burneston North Yorkshire
Address

OS Fields 3674, 4169 & 4275 Bedale North Yorkshire

Agricultural

Current Use

agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.27

1.38

Total Dwellings

20

22

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Housing

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No issues

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a public right of way along the north eastern boundary of PROW to south of site across main village street. Main village street has
the site, connecting to the wider footpath network. There is no pavements either side and cul de sac leading to the adjacent site (B/021/002)
has pavement down one side. Served reasonably well with footpaths to
footway to the B6285 at this point.
village.

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Links could be improved to connect to village.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Not in superfast broadband area and not in planned area.

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Green field site

Is the site potentially subject
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

No issues

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
NEW‐CFS ‐ Colour Summary with Comments ‐ VER002‐ BEDALE ‐ 03‐11‐16FP ‐ All Sites.xlsx
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/011/024

B/021/001

Bedale

Bedale

NYCC safeguarding area. Limestone, sand and gravel.

Overlapping sand and gravel safguarding area

Is there scope to develop or The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a potential The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a potential negative impact but
improve green infrastructure negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment
design and landscaping to improve the environment
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site will be prominent from the B6285 when approaching from Site is not prominent as screened by existing in depth development on the
the south.
east side of the village with access from the main village street. Site may be
seen at a distance in views from Burneston Hargill and A6055 but only seen at
a distance and against existing development

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

There is limted development on this side of the road at this
location, bar the water treatement works to the north of the site.
The existing settlement limits to adjoin the site to the north
western boundary. Given the sclae of the site the development for
residnetial purposes would have an impact on the form of the
settlement.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

There is a water treatment works to the north.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

there is a treatements works to the north

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Burneston was originally linear in form with the village running north south.
In the 1960s and 1980s development took place in depth on the eastern side
of the main village street. This development would form an extension to that.
Access is through St Lamberts Drive/Manor House Walk. Careful design will
be required as the site is elevated from the main street and much of the cul
de sac (St Lamberts Drive) development is single storey.(Pennine View is 2
storey detached dwellings with no acces through to the site.)

There may be road noise from A1

No non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

No surface water flooding issues
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

B/011/024

B/021/001

Bedale

Bedale

N/A

N/A

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified.

No issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

CA lies to west on main street

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

No listed buildings affected

Will the development of the
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

Unlikley to have significant impact

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

N/A

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage

NEW‐CFS ‐ Colour Summary with Comments ‐ VER002‐ BEDALE ‐ 03‐11‐16FP ‐ All Sites.xlsx
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archaeological potential and requires further investigation.Further advice to
follow
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/011/024

B/021/001

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

N/A

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the development
provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be expected to meet the councils policies for
affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto South
End. From a point within the site to reflect the most convenient
desire lines to the nearest service centre/village. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has
been provided and confirmed by order. This site is not likely to
generate significant public transport travel demand.

=r The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. The site will need to be consider in connection with
B/021/002.This site cannot be viewed in isolation as previously stated. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.This site is not affected by a registered public right of way. Internal
roads to comply with NYCC standards

Will off site work be required '=a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major road '=a This site cannot be viewed in isolation as previously stated. The
and extend existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
and what will the impact be
achieved. Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement to
Footway and street lighting require connect to Bedale Town
on viability?
Centre or exisiting footway.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

serve this development.

Highways to advise
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Bedale
23

B/021/002

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

24

B/021/003

Bedale

Bedale

Burneston

Burneston

OS Fields 8229 and 9021 Cross Lane and Land to the East of
Manor House Walk Burneston North Yorkshire

Old Hall Farm, Hall Farm Cottage & Land
North of Albert House Burneston North
Yorkshire DL8 2HX

Agricultural

Greenfield/Agricultural

Housing

Address

Current Use

Site Size (HA)

0.88

Housing
Housing
1.87

Total Dwellings

20

30‐40

Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

No issues

No comments provided

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No Issues

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No issues

Mature tree on site

No

No

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable All residential development should address energy
building practices in line with relevant national standards.
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW to south of site across main village street. Main village street has
pavements either side and cul de sac St Lamberts leading to the site has
pavement down one side. Served reasonably well with footpaths to village.

Public footpath to south of Albert House. Pavement to
Church on opposite side of road then pavements either
side of main village road. (B6285).Giving access to
limited local services

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Links could be improved to connect to village.

Connection to public footpths and pavements could be
improved.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Not in superfast broadband area and not in planned area.

NO access to superfast broadband and not in planned
area.

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Green field site
brownfield land?

Partly occupied with The Old Hall traditional and
modern agricultural buildings but primarily agricultural
land.

Is the site potentially subject No issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

No issues

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/021/002
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Overlapping sand and gravel safguarding area
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/021/003
Bedale

Not in safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a potential negative impact but All of the site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
improve green infrastructure may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
through the development?
improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Site is not prominent as screened by existing in depth development on the
east side of the village with access from the main village street. Site may be
seen at a distance in views from Burneston Hargill and A6055 but only seen at
a distance and against existing development.

The site is very prominent on the southern approach to
the village due to the road alignment.It affords open
views of the church and part of the site is in the CA. It
provides an open setting for the CA on the edge of the
village.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Burneston was originally linear in form with the village running north south.
In the 1960s and 1980s development took place in depth on the eastern side
of the main village street. This development would form an extension to that.
Access is through St Lamberts Drive/Manor House Walk. Careful design will
be required as the site is slightly elevated from the main street and much of
the cul de sac (St Lamberts Drive) development is single storey.(Pennine View
is 2 storey detached dwellings with no access through to the site.)

The historic core of the village is linear in form. More
modern development has taken plce on the eastern
side of the vilage to the north of this site. The open
character of this land provides a setting for the Church
and the CA and would detract from both and lead to
the consolidation of the loose form of development on
the entrance to the village.May be some scope to re
develop The Old Hall and the existing original farm
buildings to northern end of site. Land to south of site
provides long distance views of attractive landscape to
the west and development would block these open
dramatic views.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

There may be road noise from A1
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

No non conforming uses

No non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

A wide band running east to west across the site is in
flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

A wide band running east west through the site is in
flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

No surface water flooding issues

Area to the south of the site is included in surface
water interm area. Southern half of site in the surface
water less area. A deep surface water (I in 200 years)
runs est to west across the site.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

No issues known
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/021/002

B/021/003

Bedale

Bedale

N/A

Development may increase risk of flooding

N/A

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a negative No issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

No comments provided

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

CA to east

The northern end of the site, including the Almshouses,
The Old Hall, The Square and the agricultural building
on the site frontage are in the CA

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

The development of the site will affect the setting of
the CA

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

No listed buildings affected

The site lies directly opposite the St Lambert Church
and is close to Burneston Hall and Lane House all listed
buildings.

Will the development of the Unlikely to have a significant impact
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

No issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian limestone ridge and the This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian
limestone ridge and the alignment of Neolithic and
alignment of Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments. The site has high
sites of archaeological
archaeological potential and requires further investigation.Further advice to Bronze Age monuments. The site has high
importance?
follow

archaeological potential and requires further
investigation.Further advice to follow

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

Will development of the site N/A
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

No issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/021/002

B/021/003

Bedale

Bedale

N/A

N/A

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
principles of secure by design meet policies on size type and tenure.
type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
Will the development
provide affordable housing affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

'=a Direct access is available from St Lamberts. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation and needs to be considered with B/021/001. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.This site
is not affected by a registered public right of way. Internal roads to comply
with NYCC standards.

'=a Direct access is available from the B6285.The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved. This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way. Internal
roads to comply with NYCC standards

Will off site work be required '=a This site cannot be viewed in isolation and needs to be considered with
and what will the impact be B/021/001. The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Extend existing foot / street lighting system for
on viability?

'=a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.Extend
existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement
to serve this development. Existing footway to be
extended along the frontage of the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

the settlement to serve this development.

115
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Bedale
25

B/022/001

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

26

B/032/001

Bedale

Bedale

Burrill

Crakehall

Burrill Manor Farm Cowling Road Burrill North
Yorkshire DL8 1RG

Land To The North Of Crakehall Water Mill Hackforth Road Little
Crakehall North Yorkshire

Agricultural

Agriculture

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.25

0.68

Total Dwellings

8

15

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

No issues

NE state: East Nidderdale Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles) (within 10,000m).

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
of assessment. Further information to follow.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Mature tree to west

no issues

No

No

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
building practices in line with relevant national standards.
national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Public Footpath 32 metres to east of site.Pavement to north PROW is in close proximity to the southern end of the site. Site fronts on to a
private track. Access to the highway and pavements would depend on gaining
side of village. Links to services poor.
access through the adjacent site to the west which has planning permission &
development is pending. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Little prospect of improving connectivity

Potential to link to PROW network. Access to the highway and pavements would
depend on gaining access through the adjacent site to the west which has
planning permission & development is pending. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

No superfast broadband and outside of planned area

yes

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Site is agricultural with yard and grain store building and
dryer.
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject No contamination issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no issues

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/022/001
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Overlapping safeguarding area for Building Stone,
does it impact on a mineral Limestone, Sand & Gravel
safeguarding area?

B/032/001
Bedale

site overlaps with sand and gravel, building stone and limestone mineral
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative The southern end of the site is adjacent to the GI. Development could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
improve green infrastructure impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
and landscaping to improve the environment
design and landscaping to improve the environment
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is located in the centre of a small village. The site is
not prominent as it is screened by development to the east
and by dwellings/curtilage to the west.It has a narrower
frontage and opens out to the south.

The site is set behind another site which fronts onto the highway and which has
planning permission ‐ development on site is pending. The site will be prominent
in views towards the settlement from the PROW but it will not be prominent in
significant views towards the settlement (as there will be existing new
development at this location adjacent to the site).

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site forms an infill to the site frontage and much of the
mid to rear of the site would not go beyond the existing
development in the village. The full development of the site
to the south would however extend the existing limits of the
village to the south which would be clearly visible from the
adjacent PROW to the west, it would not be prominent from
the village street. Careful design required as dwellings to
west at right angles to street and face site.

The site is set behind another site which fronts onto the highway and which has
planning permission ‐ development on site is pending. At the proposed scale, the
site would result in loss of open countryside which is important to the character
of the CA. The site has limited impact on form as it will be adjacent to the built
form.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Large agricultural buildings associated with the Manor
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light House immediately adjacent.
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

Large agricultural buildings associated with the Manor
House immediately adjacent but other uses would not give
rise to any issues.

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known exact type and nature are not known at present.
at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Large area to front of site within the surface water less area Updated info from SFRA states no or minimal risk of surface water flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/022/001

B/032/001

Bedale

Bedale

The site frontage is susceptible to surface water flooding so the majority of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding so development
this may increase risk of flooding
may increasw risk of flooding.
Advised by SFRA consultants that HDC map layers out of date. SFRA indicates the
the sites is entirely in Flood Zone 1 withi Minimal or no risk form surface water
flooding.

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a negative Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy
impact on the setting of the input
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Not in CA

HE state: Development of this area could affect elements which contribute to the
significance of Crakehall Conservation Area (see comment d). HDC: Southern end
of site is adjacent to the CA boundary. Loss of this open countryside could impact
on character of CA.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

HE state: Development of this area could affect elements which contribute to the
significance of Crakehall Conservation Area (see comment d). HDC: Southern end
of site is adjacent to the CA boundary. Loss of this open countryside could impact
on character of CA.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

Adjacent to Manor Farm and associated curtilage buildings
on eastern boundary of site

HE: The loss of this open area could affect the setting of Crakehall Mill House (see
comment b). HDC: the site overlaps with the consultation zone for listed buildings
and is in close proximity to a listed building. Loss of this open countryside would
impact on setting of listed building.

Will the development of the Thornton Watlass Hall located to south of site. Due to
distance unlikely to have a significant affect
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies this area as ridge and furrow.
Assessment of the significance will be required.

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

Will development of the site N/A
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/022/001

B/032/001

Bedale

Bedale

N/A

no issues

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development
principles of secure by design will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
Will the development
provide affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design standards considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

'=a Direct access is available from Cowling Road. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. To reflect desire lines through
the site to the village. Existing pedestrian facilities on the
north side of the carriageway, uncontrolled crossing point
required. This site is not affected by a registered public right
of way. Internal road to comply with NYCC standards.

'=a ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. The private road leading to the
site will need to be brought up to an adoptable standard. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service centre/village. HDC:
Access could potentially be gained through the site to the east which has planning
permission & development is pending. Highways would need to advise.

Will off site work be required '=a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
and what will the impact be suitable and safe access can be achieved. Extend existing
foot lighting system for the settlement to serve this
on viability?

'=a ‐ Highways state: The private road leading to the site will need to be brought
up to an adoptable standard. Footway provision required from the site to the
existing public maintained highway, existing footway opposite junction that
pedestrians could cross over and use.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

development.
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Bedale
27

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

28

B/032/002

B/032/003

Bedale

Bedale

Crakehall

Crakehall

Address

Land To The North Of
Crakehall Water Mill
Hackforth Road Little
Crakehall North Yorkshire

OS Field 0044 Hackforth Road Little Crakehall North Yorkshire

Current Use

Grazing

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.68

1.95

Total Dwellings

14

45
NE state: East Nidderdale Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles) (within 10,000m
buffer zone).

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?
To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs through site. No pavements on highway at this point. Site is
disconnected from pavement network within village. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to PROW network. Site is disconnected from pavement network
within village. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no issues

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/032/002

B/032/003

Bedale

Bedale

site overlaps with sand and gravel, building stone and limestone mineral
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

site is separated from GI corridor by existing residential development. there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

At the proposed scale, development at this location would result in loss of
open countryside which is part of an important view point towards the
settlement when approaching from the north.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

the proposed scale and location of the site does not site well with the existing
form and character.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

B/032/002

B/032/003

Bedale

Bedale

HDC map layers out of date. SFRA the south east corner of the site extending across to the south west corner of
indicates the the sites is entirely in the site is susceptible to surface water flooding so development may increase
risk of flooding
Flood Zone 1 withi Minimal or no
risk form surface water flooding.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

no issues

Will the development of the NYCC Historic Landscape
Assessment identifies this area as
site affect non‐designated
strip fields.
heritage assets?

no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/032/002

B/032/003

Bedale

Bedale

no issues

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

Will the development
provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from the C36. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Internal road layout to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards. To reflect desire lines through the site to the village.

Will off site work be required
and what will the impact be
on viability?

'=a ‐ Highways state: This site is affected by a registered public right of way
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order. Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement to serve this development.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise
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Bedale
Sustainability Objective

29

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

B/032/004

30

B/032/005

Bedale

Bedale

Crakehall

Crakehall

Address

OS Field 1700 Back Lane Crakehall North Yorkshire

OS Field 7948 Little Crakehall North Yorkshire

Current Use

Paddock

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.11

4.58

Total Dwellings

15

108

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

Natural England state: site within 10,000 m of East Nidderdale Moors
(Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles).

NE state: East Nidderdale Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles) (within
10,000m).

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs along eastern boundary and cuts throguh site. Site fronts on to
private track (Back Lane). Does not appear to be access to highway or
pavements. No cycle route evident.

PROW in close proximity to site. There is a pavement on the same side of the
road to which the site entrance links to. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to PROW network. Site fronts on to private track (Back Lane).
Does not appear to be access to highway or pavements. No cycle route evident.

Some potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link to pavement on the
same side of the road to which the site entrance links to. No cycle route
evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject no issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no issues

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/032/004
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or site overlaps with sand and gravel, building stone and limestone mineral
does it impact on a mineral safeguarding area
safeguarding area?

B/032/005
Bedale

site overlaps with sand and gravel, building stone and limestone mineral
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may site is separated from GI corridor by existing residential development. there is
improve green infrastructure provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the limited scope to develop or improve the GI.
environment
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Site is fairly well screened by vegetation and sits behind existing residential
development which fronts onto the highway so the site is not prominent in
views towards the settlement from the highway. It is however, fairly
prominent in significant views from the PROW network.

At the proposed scale, development at this location would result in loss of
open countryside which is part of an important view point towards the
settlement when approaching from the north.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Site does not sit well with existing form and character of the settlement.

the proposed scale and location of the site does not site well with the existing
form and character.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
the exact type and nature are not known at present.
the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

northern end of site is just outside floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

northern end of site is just outside floodzone 3

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

no issues

south east corner of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding and there
are sections across the centre of the site
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/032/004

B/032/005

Bedale

Bedale

unlikely to

south east corner of the site is susceptible to surfcae water flooding and there
are sections across the centre of the site so development may increase risk of
flooding

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a negative no issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE state: Development of this area could affect elements which contribute to
the significance of Crakehall Conservation Area (see comment d). HDC: site is
adjacent to CA boundary. Loss of this open countrysde could impact on
character of CA.

no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: Development of this area could affect elements which contribute to
the significance of Crakehall Conservation Area (see comment d). HDC: site is
adjacent to CA boundary. Loss of this open countrysde could impact on
character of CA.

no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE acknowledge listed building in area but make no comment. HDC: Site would HE acknowledge listed building in area but make no comment. HDC: the site
not have direct impact on setting of listed building as it it is fairly well screened entrance is in close proximity to a listed building. The loss of open countryside
by vegetation.
could impact on setting of listed building.

Will the development of the no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

no issues

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

Will the development of the no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/032/004

B/032/005

Bedale

no issues

Bedale

no issues

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
principles of secure by design meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
Will the development
provide affordable housing affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

'=a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Back Lane. Approximately
30 metres from the A684 west is black topped carriageway the remainder is
green lane – no through route to Station Road. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved and the existing
highway will need to be brought up to an appropriate standard. HDC: site visit
reveals very narrow access with poor visibility. Internal road layout To comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards. To reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest service centre/village.

'=a ‐ Highways state:Direct access is available from the A684, however the
frontage is very narrow and an access of acceptable standards may be difficult
to achieve. The site will need to be consider in connection with B/032/003.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout To comply with North Yorkshire County
Council’s highway design standards.To reflect desire lines through the site to
the village.

Will off site work be required '=a ‐ Highways state: the existing highway will need to be brought up to an
and what will the impact be appropriate standard. This site is affected by a registered public right of way
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate
on viability?

'=a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the
settlement to serve this development.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

route has been provided and confirmed by order. Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement to serve this development
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Bedale
31

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

32

B/048/002

B/048/001
Bedale

Bedale

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Land Off Exelby Lane Leeming North Yorkshire
Land On The West And South West Side Of Sycamore Lane
Leeming North Yorkshire

Address

Agricultural

Current Use

dormamt grassland

Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.32

0.87

Total Dwellings

? dependent on development requirements 15+

10‐15

Housing

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified

NE no issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Bridleway bounds part of the western boundary. Mill Lane bounds part of the no footpaths on site. No pavements on Exelby Lane which site fronts on
to.
western edge of the site but there are no pavements. A small section of the
eastern boundary is adjacent to Sycamore Lane which provides access to
pavements.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to pavements on Sycamore Lane and St Johns road.

potential to link to existing pavements in Mill Lane and Sycamore Lane,
however Exelby Lane is a single track highway so limited opportunity to
establish new links. Highways to advise.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/048/001
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/048/002
Bedale

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

Is there scope to develop or The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or improve The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to GI corridor. The
site is relatively small and given its location in relation to GI corridor,
improve green infrastructure the GI/A large mixed use site within the GI could have an adverse impact.
there is limited scope to develop or improve GI.
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards the settlement

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards the settlement.
The site would be prominent in views form Exelby Lane.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site overlaps the development limits in the north east corner of the site
and part of the eastern boundary is adjacent to the development limits,
however, the vast majority of the site is outside development limits and does
not fit well with the form

The north west boundary of the site is adjacent to the development
limits of Leeming. However, the site represents a southern extension to
the settlement does not fit well with the existing form and character.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Leeming airfield is adjacent to Leeming. Noise pollution may need to be a
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light consideration in the design of any development
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

Leeming airfield is adjacent to Leeming. Noise pollution may need to be
a consideration in the design of any development

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a none confirming seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a none
use
confirming use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
the exact type and nature are not known at present.
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

green no comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding

no comment
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Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/048/001

B/048/002

Bedale

Bedale

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE note that there is a listed building in Leeming, however, the site is not in
close proximity to the listed building and development would not affect the
setting of the listed building

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

NYCC to advise

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/048/001

B/048/002

Bedale

Bedale

no comment

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for
principles of secure by design type, tenure and mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies
for type, tenure and mix of housing

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for
Will the development
provide affordable housing type, tenure and mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies
for type, tenure and mix of housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto Sycamore Lane.
TP/TA required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by
a registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction
until such time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by
order.

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto Exelby Lane.
This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development
brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. From a point
within the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest
service centre/village. This site is not likely to generate significant public
transport travel demand.

Will off site work be required '=a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major road and extend
and what will the impact be existing footway/street lighting to serve the site. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
on viability?

'=a ‐ Footway and street lighting are required to connect to exisiting
footway.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

assessment and/or travel plan.
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Bedale
33

B/048/003

B/048/004

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

OS Field 6535 Tofts Lane Exelby North Yorkshire

Land To The North Of Westfield
House Londonderry North Yorkshire

OS Field 6535 Tofts Lane
Exelby North Yorkshire

Farm yard with pig housing

Arable farming

Arable farmland

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.36

0.29

0.20

Total Dwellings

6

9

10

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

35

34

B/048/005

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not Locally specific biodiversity
available at time of assessment. Further
information not available at time
of assessment. Further
information to follow.
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

The site is not within 500m of a
local nature reserve

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

None adjacent to or near

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in
line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

no PROW. No pavements or cycle routes.

The site fronts onto Dere street and there
Poor connectivity to routes suitable
are pavements on the opposite side of Dere for cycling with little or no prospect
of improvement/no pavements
street.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

no

Potential to link to existing pavements on
Dere street.

Little or no prospect of improved
connectivity or creation of new
routes/footpaths

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

Will the development re‐use partly previously developed
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Around 50% of site is farm
buildings ‐ previously developed
land.

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

No contamination issues, however,
some investigation may be needed
as currently is farm site

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2 (100% of site)

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/048/003
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel.

Is there scope to develop or The site is not adjacent to GI corridor and due to the
improve green infrastructure small scale of the site, there is limited scope to develop
or improve the GI.
through the development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the
GI/A large mixed use site within the GI could
have an adverse impact.

The site is not adjacent to GI
corridor and due to the small scale
of the site, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI.

B/048/005

Bedale

Bedale

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is adjacent to farm buildings. It is not prominent The site would be prominent in views
in significant views towards the settlement.
towards the settlement from the A1

The site is not prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site is adjacent to farm buildings which is part of the
built form of the settlement, however, the site
represents an extension in a northwards direction which
is not in keeping with the form and character of the
settlement.

The eastern boundary of the site fronts on to
the highway and is opposite existing
buildings. The south eastern boundary is
adjacent to existing residential development
and the north western boundary is adjacent
to a wooded area. The site fits fairly wel

The impact on form and character
is limited as the site is already
partly developed with large farm
buildings and the site is adjacent to
the built form.

Leeming airfield is adjacent to Leeming.
Noise pollution may need to be a
consideration in the design of any
development

no apparent issues. Site fronts on
to minor road

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Site is adjacent to a farm yard which may provide some
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light nuiscance in terms of smell.
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no comment

seems appropriate. Residential development residential would be appropriate
would not be a none confirming use

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be
expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

no comment

no comment

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/048/004
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Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/048/003

B/048/004

B/048/005

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface water
flooding on or near the site.

will depend on the scale of any development site is within flood zone 1/no
and mitigation measures
history of surface water flooding
on or near the site.

n/a

will depend on the scale of any development n/a
and mitigation measures

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

Londonderry Lodge opposite this site is a
Graded Ii Listed Building. The loss of this
currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO site opposite buildings which formerly
belonged to Newton Lodge and may meet
the criteria for NDHAs.

CO no issues

Would development impact Unknown at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at this stage

not known at this stage

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/048/003

B/048/004

B/048/005

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

the site has been put forward for housing
and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing

the site has been put forward for
housing and will be subject to
policies for type, tenure and mix of
housing

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to the site has been put forward for housing
Will the development
and will be subject to policies for type,
provide affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
tenure and mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current
threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to
Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by adopt good design standards considering the
design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be
expected to adopt good design
standards considering the
principles of secure by design

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and will be
principles of secure by design subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Direct access is available from the unclassified road
U1443. The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. To reflect
desire lines through the site to the village.

=g ‐ Direct access is available from the C114.
The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the village. This site is not likely to
generate significant travel demand.

=g ‐ Direct access is available from
the unclassified road U1443. The
developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. To
reflect desire lines through the site
to the village.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the =a ‐ extend existing foot / street lighting
system for the settlement to serve this
and what will the impact be settlement to serve this development.
development. Existing footway to be
on viability?

=a ‐ Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement
to serve this development.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

extended along the frontage of the site.

Highways to advise
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Bedale
36

38

B/048/006

B/048/007

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Part OS Field 4161 Londonderry North
Yorkshire

Land To The South Of Crosby Farm
Londonderry North Yorkshire

OS Field 6535 Tofts Lane Exelby North Yorkshire

Paddock

Arable farming

Arable farming

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.66

0.59

0.39

Total Dwellings

16

15

10

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

37

B/048/008

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

The site is not within 500m of a local nature reserve

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no comment

None adjacent to or near

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy
All residential development should address
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards. relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a public footpath in close proximity
to the site boundary which fronts onto the
highway. There is a pavement on the
highway.

Poor connectivity to routes suitable for cycling with little or
There are no pavements adjacent to the site
boundary which fronts onto the highway, but
no prospect of improvement/no pavements
there are pavements further into the settlement.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is potential to establish a link to the
existing footpath and pavement.

There is potential to develop new links to existing Little or no prospect of improved connectivity or creation of
pavements in the settlement.
new routes/footpaths

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area not served and unlikely to be served in
the short/medium term/ significant costs of
connection/no capacity

Area not served and unlikely to be served in the
short/medium term/ significant costs of
connection/no capacity

Yes

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

No contamination issues

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2 (100% of site)

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/048/006
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC not within safeguarding area.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/048/007

B/048/008

Bedale

Bedale

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited The site is not adjacent to GI corridor and due to the small
Is there scope to develop or The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
improve green infrastructure limited scope to develop or improve the GI/A scope to develop or improve the GI/A large mixed scale of the site, there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI.
large mixed use site within the GI could have use site within the GI could have an adverse
through the development?
an adverse impact.

impact.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant
views towards a settlement.

Due to the tree line, the site is not prominent in
significant views towards a settlement.

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards
the settlement

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The part of the site which fronts onto the
highway acts as an infill site within the
existing line of development along the
highway. However, the site does extend
beyond the rear boundaries of existing
properties and this does not fit well with the
existi

The north west boundary of the site is adjacent to
existing residential development, however, the
site extends the settlement beyond the main
cluster of development and in this respect does
not fit so well with the form and character of the
settlement.

The site is not directly adjacent to the existing built form of
the settlement. It represents an extension in an eastwards
direction along a private single track road and in this
respect is not in keeping with the form and character of the
settlement.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Leeming airfield is adjacent to Leeming.
Noise pollution may need to be a
consideration in the design of any
development

Leeming airfield is adjacent to Leeming. Noise
pollution may need to be a consideration in the
design of any development

the site is close to a farm yard which may cause smell

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

seems appropriate. Residential development seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use
would not be a none confirming use

To provide a good quality
built environment.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
nature are not known at present.
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

no comment

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

no comment

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

A marginal proportion of the site is
susceptable to surface water flooding.

A small margin of the north west corner of the
site is susceptibel to surface water flooding but
this would not be expected to affect
development.

no issues

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

no issues
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Bedale
B/048/006

B/048/007

B/048/008

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

will depend on the scale of any development will depend on the scale of any development and site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface water
and mitigation measures
mitigation measures
flooding on or near the site.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

will depend on the scale of any development will depend on the scale of any development and n/a
mitigation measures
and mitigation measures

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

There are listed buildings in the settlement of HE no issues
Londonderry but the site is not in close
proximity and development would not be
expected to affect the setting of any listed
building.

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

no comment

no issues

Would development impact not known at this stage
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at this stage

Unknown at present

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/048/006

B/048/007

B/048/008

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and the site has been put forward for housing and will All sites that are put forward for residential development
principles of secure by design will be subject to policies for type, tenure and be subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
mix of housing
housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

the site has been put forward for housing and the site has been put forward for housing and will All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
Will the development
provide affordable housing will be subject to policies for type, tenure and be subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of meet policies on affordable housing
housing
mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

All new development will be expected to adopt good
All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to
principles of secure by design adopt good design standards considering the good design standards considering the principles design standards considering the principles of secure by
of secure by design
design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

=g ‐ Direct access is available from the C114.
The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the village.

=g ‐ Direct access is available from the C114. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the village.
This site is not likely to generate significant travel
demand.

=g ‐ Direct access is available from the Tofts Lane. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. The public highway leading to
the site will need to be brought up to an acceptable
standard. To reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/village. This site is not likely to
generate significant travel demand.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Extend existing foot / street lighting
and what will the impact be system for the settlement to serve this
development.
on viability?

=a ‐ Extend existing foot / street lighting system
for the settlement to serve this development.
Existing footway to be extended along the
frontage of the site.

=a ‐ Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the
settlement to serve this development.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

115
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Bedale
39

41

B/048/009

B/048/010

B/053/001

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Exelby , Leeming & Newton

Firby

Land Adjacent Green Dragon Inn Exelby
North Yorkshire

Part OS Field 0006 Exelby North
Yorkshire

Land To The North Of Firby Lodge Firby Road Firby North
Yorkshire

Temp Caravan Site for Workers

animal grazing

Agricultural/Woodland

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.41

0.67

0.14

Total Dwellings

6

12 minimum

4

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

40

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

"SINC ‐ Firby Beck Fields
"

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

No issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
address energy efficiency and sustainable sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.
building practices in line with relevant
national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

no PROW. No pavements. No cycle routes.

PROW in close proximity to site. Public
footpaths in close proximity to site. No
cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Little or no prospect of improved connectivity or
creation of new routes/footpaths

Potential to link to PROW. Potential to May be scope to link site to PROWs in vicinity. No pavements and roadside
link to public footpaths leading into
verge appears too narrow to add pavements.
centre of Exelby. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

Not in superfast broadband area and not in planned area

Will the development re‐use Part greenfield but partly used for temporary
caravans and gravelled track to provide access
brownfield land?

partly developed as building on site.
Partly greenfield.

Green field site

Is the site potentially subject no issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no issues

No issues

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

PROWS to north and south of the site. No pavements in settlement and
no access to services

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

to caravans.

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
NEW‐CFS ‐ Colour Summary with Comments ‐ VER002‐ BEDALE ‐ 03‐11‐16FP ‐ All Sites.xlsx
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Bedale
B/048/009
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC safeguarding area. Limestone, sand and
does it impact on a mineral gravel.
safeguarding area?

B/048/010

B/053/001

Bedale

Bedale

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and clay,
sand and gravel, limestone.

Overlapping brick and clay safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or The site is not near to GI corridor and due to the The site is within the GI and could have a The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve green infrastructure small scale of the site, there is limited scope to potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful improve the environment
develop or improve the GI
through the development?
design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant views
towards the settlement. The site is fairly well
screened by trees and vegetation.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Development of the site would change the
The proposed scale of development does
not fit well with the existing character
character of this area of the settlement from
and form of the settlement.
what is a largely undeveloped green space
which has a number of mature trees within it.
The site is not adjacent to the existing built form
and would not be in keeping

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Site in located centrally in small settlement of Firby, it is on a prominent
triangle on the approach to the hamlet.

Firby is a small collection of dwellings; the site is central to the hamlet
with development to the east, south and west. Due to the size and
narrow shape of the plot of land and the fact that it is densley covered
with trees it is difficult to see how the site could be developed with the
proposed four dwellings. There may be scope for one dwelling adjacent
to Firby Lodge, if the consolidation/expansion of the settlement was
considered appropriate. This would result in the loss of the existing trees
on the site.

no issues

Timber yard to west?

no issues

no issues

Timber yard may give rise to noise/disturbance

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
exact type and nature are not known at
present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

no issues

the site is not susceptible to surface
water flooding

No issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

The site is not prominent in any
significant views towards a settlement.
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/048/009

B/048/010

B/053/001

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface
water flooding on or near the site.

site is within flood zone 1 and has no
history of surface water flooding on or
near the site so development is unlikely
to increase risk of flooding

N/A

n/a

n/a

N/A

NE no issues identified.

No issues

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

N/A

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

CO Within close proximity of listed
building but unlikely to impact upon
setting.

Firby Hall, Ashla Cottage and John Clapham House are LBs located to the
west of the site

Will the development of the CO The public house and adjoining cottages may CO no issues
meet the criteria for NDHAs.
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

N/A

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

N/A

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

This site appears to lie within the boundary of the Grade II Registered
Historic Park and Garden at Thorpe Perrow. The loss of this open area
and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute
to its significance.
See
comment (j)

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/048/009

B/048/010

B/053/001

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE no issues

N/A

All sites that are put forward for
All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
principles of secure by design development will be expected to meet policies residential development will be expected expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
on size type and tenure.
to meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to
Will the development
meet the councils policies for affordable housing
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design good design standards considering the principles adopt good design standards considering considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design
the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Direct access is available from the B6285.
The developer would need to demonstrate that
a suitable and safe access can be achieved. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the
village. The existing footway may need to be
extended to allow access to the proposed
development. This site is not likely to generate
significant travel demand.

=g ‐ Direct access is available from the
unclassified road U1509. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.
To reflect desire lines through the site to
the village. This site is not likely to
generate significant travel demand.

=r Direct access is available from the unclassified U1505. The existing
carriageway is single track with substandard visibility. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This
site is not affected by a registered public right of way. Internal road to
comply with NYCC standards.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Extend existing foot / street lighting system =a ‐ Extend existing foot / street lighting =r The existing carriageway is single track with substandard visibility.
and what will the impact be for the settlement to serve this development. system for the settlement to serve this The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
development. Existing footway to be
Existing footway to be extended along the
can be achieved.
on viability?
frontage of the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

extended along the frontage of the site.

Highways to advise

Highways to advise
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Bedale
42

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

43

44

B/055/001

B/062/001

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Gatenby

Hackforth

Hackforth

Address

W H Malcom Ltd Newton Picot Depot Gatenby
North Yorkshire DL7 9NG

OS Field 2839 & 0034 North Road Hackforth
North Yorkshire

OS Fields 4710 and 5600 Hackforth
North Yorkshire

Current Use

Haulage Yard (Sui Generis)

Agriculture

Agricultural/Equine

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.77

7.38

0.53

Total Dwellings

30

To be agreed

6

no comment

B/062/002

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

No issues

No issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not
of assessment. Further information to follow.
at time of assessment. Further information to
available at time of assessment. Further
follow.
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

no comment

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No issues

no comment

No issues

No

No

No

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency All residential development should address energy
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
national standards.
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROWs nearby. Pavement on opposite side of the road.
No cycle route evident. Limited connectivity.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Scope to improve links to primary school and other facilities. Potential to link to existing pavement on North road. Little scope for improved connectivity
Highways to advise. Limited connectivity.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Included in superfast broadband area

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards

There is a pavement on North road which the eastern No PROWs nearby and no pavement on North
Road.
boundary of the site fronts on to. The pavement
links into the settlement.

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Site used as depot. More than 25% site covered with
buildings and all of site hard surfaced
brownfield land?

Area not served and unlikely to be served in the
short/medium term/ significant costs of
connection/no capacity

No access to superfast broadband and not in
planned area

no, greenfield site

Green field site

Is the site potentially subject Possible historic contamination but the development of the no comment
site could lead to cleaning up.
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?
To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/055/001
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Not in safguarding area
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/062/001
NYCC within safeguarding area. Building stone,
limestone, sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative no comment
improve green infrastructure impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the environment
through the development?

Bedale

Overlapping limestone and sand and gravel
safeguarding areas

The site is outside of the boundary of the North
Yorkshire GI corridor. There is limited scope to
develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The frontage of the site is not prominent as it is largley
screened by existing development to the south east and
north.The existing buildings on the eastern half of the site
are prominent from approach roads at a distance.

The site would not be prominent in any significant
The site is very prominent in views from the
views towards the settlement when approaching on main southern approach to the village.
the highway due to trees and hedges and slope in the
landscape but once in the village it is a significant
open view from within the settlement.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Although outside the immediate built up area of RAF
Leeming the front of the site forms an infilling of an area
which has been previously developed.Removal of depot
might be advantageous to existing neighbouring dwellings in
terms of noise and disturbance. Care will be required as the
eastern end of the site is prominent in the landscape. The
site is not part of the main built form of the settlement.

Parts of the eastern (frontage) boundary of the site
are adjacent to the development limits of the
settlement of Hackforth. However, development of
the site would see the coalescence of what are
currently two separate parts of the settlement.

The site lies outside the village which is
positioned to the north west and is physically
separated by the 90 degree bend in the road
beyond the village hall. The site lies outside the
existing built limits of the settlement, this
would form a significantly long extension of the
village into open countryside.

no

No issues identified

seems appropriate. Residential development would
not be a none confirming use

no non conforming uses

To provide a good quality
built environment.

No issues known
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

No non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
at present.
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

The south east corner of the site is in flood zone 2

Just outside flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

The south east corner of the site is in flood zone 3.

Just outside Flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Small area of site in surface water less area

A marginal section of the central area of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding.

Small western corner of site in surafce water
less area

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/062/002

Bedale
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/055/001

B/062/001

Bedale

Bedale

B/062/002
Bedale

there is a small section susceptible to surface water flooding will depend on the scale of any development and
which may increase risk of flooding in this area
mitigation measures

minor section of site susceptible to surface
water flooding so development unlikely to
increase risk of flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

minor section of site susceptible to surface
water flooding so development unlikely to
increase risk of flooding

no comment

No issues

Does the site have a negative No issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

N/A

no comment

Not within CA

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

no comment

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

N/A

Careful consideration would need to be given to the N/A
design of any development at this location due to the
proximity to the listed building (pub). Development
on this site would affect views from the listed
building.

No comments made

Will the development of the N/A
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

Careful consideration would need to be given to the
design of any development at this location due the
site being within the consultation zone for heritage
assets.

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian
limestone ridge and the alignment of Neolithic and
Bronze Age monuments. The site has high
archaeological potential and requires further
investigation.Further advice to follow

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

This site adjoins the boundary of Hornby Castle Park No comments made. Top weatern corner of
a Grade II Registered Historic Park and Garden. The site in buffer zone.
loss of this currently‐open space and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute
to its significance
See comment (j)

Will development of the site N/A
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/055/001

B/062/001

Bedale

Bedale

N/A

no comment

B/062/002
Bedale

N/A

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will the site has been put forward for housing and will be All sites that are put forward for residential
subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of
development will be expected to meet policies
principles of secure by design be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
on size type and tenure.
housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet the site has been put forward for housing and will be All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development
assumed to meet policies on affordable
subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of
provide affordable housing policies on affordable housing .
housing
housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good All new development will be expected to adopt
design standards considering the principles of secure good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design standards considering the principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design
by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=a Direct access is available from the C115.The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved. This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way.Internal roads to comply with NYCC
standards.

=a Direct access is available from North Road.The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved.This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way. Internal
roads to comply with NYCC standards

=a Direct access is available from the C132.
The developer would need to demonstrate that
a suitable and safe access can be achieved.This
site is not affected by a registered public right
of way. Internal roads to comply with NYCC
standards

=a Extend existing foot / street lighting system for =a The existing 40mph speed limit extents
Will off site work be required =a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
and what will the impact be suitable and safe access can be achieved.Extend existing foot the settlement to serve this development. Existing may need to be moved to incorporate the
footway to be widened along the frontage of the site proposed development.
/ street lighting system for the settlement to serve this
on viability?
development. Existing footway to be extended along the
frontage of the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

115
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45

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

46

47

B/083/001

B/083/002

Bedale

Bedale

B/083/003
Bedale

Fleetham with Fencote

Fleetham with Fencote

Fleetham with Fencote

OS Field 4151 Great Fencote North
Yorkshire

OS Field 0073 Lumley Lane Kirkby Fleetham
North Yorkshire

Agriculture

Agriculture

None

Housing

0.71

1.43

Land West And North West Of St Andrews Terrace
Great Fencote North Yorkshire

Current Use

Paddock

Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.71

Total Dwellings

17

Potential for up to 30 dwellings

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

No issues

No comments

no issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not
of assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No issues (TPOs to north at a distance)

No issues

no issues

Zone 3

Zone 3

Zone 3

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency All residential development should address
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
energy efficiency and sustainable building
national standards.
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW running through the site joining with footpaths to
north and south (across Fleetham Lane). National cycle route
running through the main village road and to Hergil Lane to
south to Little Fencote and beyond and to Kirby Fleetham to
north and beyond.Footpath over fields to Kirby Fleetham
where access to limited local services.No pavements in
village

National Route on Fleetham Lane and Public
Footpath to east of site and across the road to
the west. No pavements either side of
Fleetham Lane which is a narrow public
highway. Accessibility to local services poor

There are several PROWs in fairly close proximity to the
site. There are no pavements along Lumley Lane which
the site fronts on to. There are some pavements
further in the village but these are adhoc. New links
would need to be established but the roadside verge
may limit potential for pavements in certain areas. The
national cycle network route links to the other end of
the village.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Links to existing network good and scope to improve.

Potential to improve connectivity to PROW
network

Potential to link to PROW. Some potential to link to
footpaths in village. The national cycle network route
links to the other end of the village.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

No superfast broadband available and not in planned area

No superfast broadband available and not in
planned area.

yes

Will the development re‐use Greenfield site
brownfield land?

Green field site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject No issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

No issues

no comment

Loss of grade 2 land

loss of grade 3b

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/083/001
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Overlapping Sand and gravel safeguarding area
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/083/002

B/083/003

Bedale

Bedale

Not in safguarding area

overlaps with sand and gravel mineral safeguarding
area

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
The site is within the GI and could have a
Is there scope to develop or The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a potential
potential negative impact but may provide an negative impact but may provide an opportunity
improve green infrastructure negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
careful design and landscaping to improve the environment opportunity through careful design and
through the development?
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent as it is behind existing development Site is prominent on the approach to the
in the village.
settlement from the south.

The site would be fairly prominent in significant views
to the settlement. Development at proposed scale
would result in loss of open countryside which is an
important part of the view when approaching the
settlement from the west.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site is to the rear of the relatively recent development
(1950's?), is in the centre of the southern area of the village
and has development in three sides. Care will be needed as
most of the houses to the immediate east, fronting onto the
main village street, are single storey.There is no vehicular
access to the site.

The site is outside the settlement and
separated by land to the north west adjacent
to Prospect House. (PP for development
immediately to west of Prospect House and
site for sale.) It will appear as an intrusion into
open countryside beyond the frontage site
with PP, narrowing the current separation
between Great and Little Fencote.

The site is outside the development limits. The scale
and location of the site does not reflect, and has a poor
relationship with, the existing built form. It would have
a negative impact on character of settlement.

No issues

no issues

No non conforming uses

no issues

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Not aware of any issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

environment

No non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to provide
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
type and nature are not known at present.
at present.
are not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Small area on western boundary in surface water interm and Central band of site running north south in
larger area on western edge of site in surface water less area. surface water less area
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The southern half of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding and this partly extends into the north
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B/083/001

B/083/002

B/083/003

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Surface water flooding is concentrated to the western end of some susceptibility to surface water flooding
the site. Development may increase risk of flooding

The southern half of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation depends on scale of development and
measures
mitigation

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

Does the site have a negative No issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

No comments

no comment

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Not in CA

N/A

HE do not comment. The site is not within CA but would
be a prominent site at the entrance to the village,
leading to loss of green open countryside which as an
important character of the entrance to the village and
CA.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

N/A

HE do not comment. The site is not within CA but would
be a prominent site at the entrance to the village,
leading to loss of green open countryside which as an
important character of the entrance to the village and
CA.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

N/A

N/A

HE acknowledge that there is a listed building in the
area but do not provide comment. HDC: There are
listed buildings within the village but development at
this location would not have direct affect on the setting
of a listed building.

May have impact on setting

no comment

Will the development of the Unlikely to affect
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?
To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage

not known at this stage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

no issues

Will development of the site N/A
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

N/A

no issues
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/083/001

B/083/002

B/083/003

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Motte and Bailey Castle, Medieval Settlement

N/A

HE identify Motte and Bailey Castle, Medieval
Settlement as being in the vicinity but do not comment.
HDC: The site is located at the other end of the village
to the scheduled ancient monument and is unlikely to
result in harm.

All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies development will be expected to meet policies on size
principles of secure by design to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
type and tenure.
on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development
assumed to meet policies on affordable
provide affordable housing to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good
Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering the design standards considering the principles of secure by
principles of secure by design standards considering the principles of secure by design
design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway No comments provided
maintainable at the public expense. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. This site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order. Internal roads to comply with NYCC standards

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from
Lumley Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.
To reflect desire lines through the site to the village.

No comments provided
Will off site work be required =a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
and what will the impact be suitable and safe access can be achieved. Extend existing foot
/ street lighting system for the settlement to serve this
on viability?

=a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement to serve this
development. Existing footway to be extended through
the village and along the frontage of the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

development

Highways to advise

115
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Bedale
48

B/083/004

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

49

B/083/005

Bedale

Bedale

Fleetham with Fencote

Fleetham with Fencote

Land At Lowfield Lane Kirkby Fleetham North
Yorkshire

Land South West and West Of 15 Lumley Lane Kirkby
Fleetham North Yorkshire

Horse & Ponies Grazing (Grass let monthly)

Ponies Grazing

Recreation

Housing

Site Size (HA)

2.61

0.30

Total Dwellings

n/a

n/a

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE: No issues.

no issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

Zone 3

Zone 3

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
relevant national standards.
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs along part of site boundary and national
cycle network route runs along Lowfield Lane and
Fleetham Lane which the site fronts onto. Close links to
pavements which run through village.

PROW runs along eastern boundary of site and in close proximity
to southern boundary. There are pavements on the opposite side
of the road to which the site fronts onto but pavement network in
village is adhoc. The national cycle network route links to the
other end of the village.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to provide links to PROW and national cycle
network. Close links to pavements.

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link to pavements
within village but pavement network in village is adhoc. Proximity
to national cycle network route which links to the other end of the
village.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use greenfield site ‐ no development proposed ‐ proposal is no, greenfield site
for designation as village green / School Equipment &
brownfield land?
Grounds.

Is the site potentially subject no issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?
To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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loss of grade 3b

no issues

loss of grade 3b
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B/083/004
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or not in mineral safeguarding area.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/083/005
Bedale

site is not in mineral safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or Designation for recreation / village green would retain The site is not near to GI corridor ‐ it is separated from the GI
improve green infrastructure the greenfield element and could provide opportunities corridor by road and housing.
to enhance the green infrastructure in this location.
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

No development proposed ‐ proposal is to retain land
for village green / School Equipment & Grounds. By
retaining the green open space, this would protect an
important view point into settlement.

The site would be prominent in views across the open countryside
towards the scheduled monument site when approaching the
village from the west.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

No development proposed ‐ proposal is to retain land
for village green / School Equipment & Grounds. By
retaining the green open space, this would protect an
important element of the character and form of the
settlement.

The northern boundary is adjacent to development limits but the
majority of the site is outside the development limits and extends
beyond the linear pattern of existing built development in that
part of the settlement. In this respect, the site does not fit well
with the existing built form and character.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
are not known at present.
present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

marginal section susceptible to surface water flooding The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding
towards edge of site but no development proposed so (extending across the southern part of the site and towards the
no implications
centre).
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/083/004

B/083/005

Bedale

Bedale

marginal section susceptible to surface water flooding The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding
towards edge of site but no development proposed so (extending across the southern part of the site and towards the
no risk
centre) so development may increase risk of flooding.

n/a

Does the site have a negative NE: no issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE provide no comment. Site is within CA, however,
there is no development proposed. The proposal is to
retain the site for village green / recreation so
protecting the green open space which is a key element
of the CA.

HE do not make comment. HDC: The site fronts onto Lumley Lane
and would be visible on the approach into the village and CA.
Given the scale, there may be scope to mitigate against any
impact through careful design.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE provide no comment. Site is within CA, however,
there is no development proposed. The proposal is to
retain the site for village green / recreation so
protecting the green open space which is a key element
of the CA.

HE do not make comment. HDC:The site fronts onto Lumley Lane
and would be visible on the approach into the village and CA.
Given the scale, there may be scope to mitigate against any
impact through careful design.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

no impact

HE do not make comment. HDC:the site would not have direct
impact on setting of listed building

Will the development of the no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not make comment

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/083/004

B/083/005

Bedale

Bedale

HE provide no comment. Site boundary is adjacent to
the scheduled monument site of Hall Garth Motte and
Bailey Castle. However, the proposal is to retain the
site for village green / School Equipment & Grounds so
green open space will largely be protected which is
important to the setting of the scheduled monument
site.

HE do not make comment. HDC: The Hall Garth Motte and Bailey
Castle scheduled monument is at the other end of the village,
however, the site would be prominent in views across the open
countryside towards the scheduled monument site when
approaching the village from the west.

Will the site incorporate the proposal is to retain the site for village green / School
principles of secure by design Equipment & Grounds
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

proposal is to retain the site for village green / School
Will the development
provide affordable housing Equipment & Grounds
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good All new development will be expected to adopt good design
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by standards considering the principles of secure by design
design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

No highways comment as no development proposed.

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Lumley Lane.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.To
reflect desire lines through the site to the village.

Will off site work be required No highways comment as no development proposed.
and what will the impact be
on viability?

=a ‐ Highwasy state: Extend existing foot / street lighting system
for the settlement to serve this development. Footway provision
required from the site to the existing public maintained highway,
existing footway opposite junction that pedestrians could cross
over and use. This site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time
as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

115
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Bedale
Sustainability Objective

50

51

B/083/006

B/090/001

Bedale

Bedale

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Fleetham with Fencote

Address

OS Fields 1745, 1936 & 2453, Kirkby Fleetham Garage
Workshop At Village Farm Dairy Bungalow and Rear of Black
Horse Inn 7 Lumley Lane Kirkby Fleetham North Yorkshire
DL7 0SH

Land And Buildings Adjacent East Farm Langthorne North Yorkshire

General use with Business & small holding

Current Use

Agricultural
Mixed

Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

3.02

16.35

Total Dwellings

n/a

Small to medium scale development
no comment

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no comment

Zone 3

No

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Employment development should have the potential to be Green if they All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building
follow BREEAM standards.
practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs through site. There are pavements within the village but
these are a bit adhoc. The national cycle network route links to the
other end of the village.

There is a footpath in to Langthorne in fairly close proximity to the south end of the site.
There are no pavements in the settlement.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link to pavements in
village but the pavement network is patchy. Potential to link into
national cycle network at the other end of village.

Potential to link to public footpath

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

No superfast broadband available and not in planned area

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use 90% greenfield, includes car park behind pub
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject no issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

There is possible historic contamination on a small section of the southern section of the
site. This would need further investigation before any development took place.

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/083/006
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or not in mineral safeguarding area
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/090/001
Bedale

Overlapping the safguarding area for Limestone,
Sand & Gravel

Is there scope to develop or The site is not near to GI corridor ‐ it is separated from the GI corridor by no comment
improve green infrastructure road and housing.
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site would be prominent in views across the open countryside
towards the scheduled monument site when approaching the village
from the west.

The site would be significant in views towards the settlement of Langthorne

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The northern boundary is adjacent to development limits but the
majority of the site is outside the development limits and extends
beyond the linear pattern of existing built development in that part of
the settlement. The proposed scale and location of the site does not fit
well with the existing built form and character.

The site does not sit fit well with the existing form and character of the site.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a none conforming use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

northern end of site is susceptible to surface water flooding plus a
section in the southern end.

The north east section and south east section of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

no
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/083/006

B/090/001

Bedale

Bedale

northern end of site is susceptible to surface water flooding plus a
section in the southern end so development may increase risk of
flooding

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

depends on scale of development and mitigation

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

Does the site have a negative no issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

no comment

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies adjoins the boundary of the Kirkby Fleetham
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance
of the Conservation Area. See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no comment
The proposed scale of the site would have a negative impact on
character and appearance of CA by resulting in loss of open countryside
which is important to the character.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

There are listed buildings in the settlement but the site would not affect the setting of the
HE make no comment. HDC: There is a listed building on the opposite
listed buildings.
side of the road. However, the site is set behind existing residential
development which fronts onto the road so there is no direct impact on
setting of listed building.

no comment

Will the development of the no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

no comment

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian limestone ridge and the alignment of
Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments. The site has high archaeological potential and
requires further investigation.Further advice to follow

Will the development of the no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/083/006

B/090/001

Bedale

HE state: This site lies within 160 metres of the Motte and
bailey castle and medieval settlement earthworks within Hall
Garth which is a Scheduled Monument. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to the significance of the Monument. See
Comments (g). HDC: Development at the proposed scale and
location would be prominent in views across the open
countryside towards the scheduled monument site when
approaching the village from the west.

Bedale

no comment

Will the site incorporate the preferred proposed use would be for commeral and light industrial
principles of secure by design useage mostly connected with their own business or other business's
renting.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing

preferred proposed use would be for commeral and light industrial
Will the development
provide affordable housing useage mostly connected with their own business or other business's
renting.
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

the site has been put forward for housing and will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g site boundary includes access to highway ‐ highways to advise

=a Direct access is available from the unclassified U591 road.The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved and the existing highway will
need to be brought up to an appropriate standard. This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way.Internal roads to comply with NYCC standards.

Will off site work be required highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

=a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved and the existing highway will need to be brought up to an
appropriate standard. Dependent upon the proposed use, this site may require
additional facilities / service provision as determined in a traffic assessment and
/ or travel plan.Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement to
serve this development.
Existing footway to be extended along village and the frontage of the site.The
existing 30mph speed limit extents may need to be moved to incorporate the
proposed development.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise
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Bedale
52

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

53

54

B/127/001

B/127/002

Bedale

Bedale

B/127/005
Bedale

Scruton

Scruton

Scruton

Land To The East Of Council Depot
Land Adjacent The Nook Common Lane
Northallerton Road Leeming Bar North
Scruton North Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Address

Rose Cottage Scruton North
Yorkshire DL7 0RD

Current Use

Residential to southern part of the site.
Derelict ‐ light industrial

Caravan club site/agriculture

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Employment

Site Size (HA)

0.17

0.17

8.05

Total Dwellings

5

5

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

not within 500m of a local nature reserve.

No further comment required at present

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no tpos on site

No TPO's within the site however there are
no comment
some trees within the site and one to southern
boundary

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Existing public right of way to the south of
the site and across the road.

131m from the edge of the site to the public
bridleway on opposite side of A684. footpath
right of way, there is a pavement which would ends at adjacent council depot.
connect the site to the public right of way,
invoving crossing of a quiet road

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

pavement along southern boundary of the
site.

the entrance of the site is at the edge of the
potential to link to footpath at depot but would
made road, NYCC would need to advise access need agreement of landowner
and footpath connections

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Area is served and has capacity

Will the development re‐use predominantly brownfield site
brownfield land?

the site is currently a green field although used no, greenfield site
for a caravan park

Is the site potentially subject unknown
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no further comment at present

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/127/001
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and
does it impact on a mineral gravel.
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or site is within wider north yorkshire green
improve green infrastructure infrastructure corridor, however is a small
site which is in current use.
through the development?

B/127/005

Bedale

Bedale

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay,
sand and gravel.

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and
could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the
environment

gi corridor covers site

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

the site is within the settlement, however it The site is not prominent from the main road, development would be prominent from bypass
is on the edge of a conservation areas and due to existing hedgerow. The site frontage is and on approach to leeming.
narrow.
within the consultation zone for listed
buildings. Development here would have an
impact on views towards the green.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

the site would form an infill site, there are
buildings on the site at present. Careful
consideration would need to be given to
the deisgn of any development at this
location due to the proximity to the listed
church and conservation area

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

would form extensive linear extension to
The site is located at the edge of the
settlement, it is a narrow plot which would not Leeming Bar and impact on the character and
form of the settlement
significantly extend the village. The site is
screened by hegerow to the western and
southern boundary.

There is a sewerage works to the east of the
site. The prevailing wind is unknown.

railway bounds north western boundary and
bypass bounds north corner of site.
Commercial use in the form of a garage is
opposite site. However, would not expect
nuisance to occupants of any new businesses.

the adjoining uses would be compatable
with further residential development.

no further comment

yes more appriate than housing

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no further comment

No further comment

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no further comment

no further comment

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

no further comment

No Further comment

limited surface water flooding to southern
extent of site

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/127/002
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

B/127/001

B/127/002

B/127/005

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

the site has existing hard standing

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Development at this location would invovle
development on the site could potential
the development of a greenfield site. The site increase the risk of flooding.
however is not near any current surface water
or floodzones

Advice on any necessary mitiation should be
sought from the EA

Potential to mitigate

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

HE no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of the
Scruton Conservation Area.
See comment (f)

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

CO this site to the rear of Rose Cottage
currently has modern commercial sheds.
Their replacement with sensitively designed
properties is likely to result in an
improvement subject to detail.

The site is farily distant from the boundary of HE no issues
the conservation area. It is not considered that
the site would have an impact on the character
and appearance of the conservation area

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues
HE This site lies 100 metres from the
churchyard of the Grade II* Listed Church of
St Radegund
See comment ©

HE no issues

Will the development of the CO no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

to refer to NYCC

NYCC to advise

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/127/001

B/127/002

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE no issues

B/127/005
Bedale

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing
principles of secure by design and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

The site has been put forward for housing and no
at this stage would be expected to comply with
wider plan policies.

the site has been put forward for housing
Will the development
provide affordable housing and will be subject to policies for type,
tenure and mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has been put forward for housing and no
at this stage would be expected to comply with
wider plan policies.

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to
principles of secure by design adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt no
good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ The site has access from the main road. =r the red line boundary does not meet the
This access currently serves one residential adjacent highway.
property. NYCC to provide comments on
suitability of site access to serve additional
development.

=g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto A684. TA/TP required. Routes
for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire
lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village.

Will off site work be required Highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

NYCC highways to advise

=a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site.
Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a
traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

115
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Bedale
55

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

56

57

B/127/006

B/127/007

Bedale

Bedale

B/127/008
Bedale

Scruton

Scruton

Scruton

OS Field 0017 Station Road Scruton
North Yorkshire

OS Field 6348 Scruton North Yorkshire

Agriculture

Agriculture

None

None

3.07

1.36

OS Field 7100 Hamhall Lane Scruton
North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.63

Total Dwellings

5

not known

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified.

G

NE no issues identified

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no comment

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no TPOs on site but there are mature trees
interspersed across the site.

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a PROW running through the site.
Site access is from Ham Hall Lane which is a
single track road. The site is in close proximity There are no footways to the boundary of the
site
to a footpath which is to the east in the
adjacent field. There are no pavements on the
edge of the access road.

Public footpath runs across the site from
southern boundary in a north westerly
direction. No pavements along roadside.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Limited access for new links to footpaths as
there are no pavements on edges of Ham Hall
Lane and no cycle routes.

There are already links through the site

Potential for links to exitsing footpath across
the site but no pavements or cycle routes along
roadside

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

Area is served and has capacity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no comment

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/127/006
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC not within safeguarding area.
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or North Yorkshire GI corridor encompasses site
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

B/127/007

B/127/008

Bedale

Bedale

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel.

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and
could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is located to the western side of a
single track road (Ham Hall Lane) which leads
into the village but with high hedges at either
side of the road, the site would not be
prominent in any significant views to the
village.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Site is not within existing built form of the
The site contributes to the rural landscape
village and is disjointed from existing housing. setting of the village and makes a valuable
contribution to the overall character of the
village. The development of the whole iste
would have impact on both the form and
character of the setting

To provide a good quality
built environment.

The site is not prominent in views towards the There are long distance views towards the
settlement from station road , it is more
listed church and existing housing on approach
into the village. New housing would
prominent in veiws from Hamhill lane
compromise on the open rural character of the
countryside.

no
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and
could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site would be a linear extension to the east
of the existing village and would not sit well
with the existing settlement form

no

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

Seems appropriate

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

Entirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.
FRA required

no comment

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

Entirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.
FRA required

no comment

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Surface water flooding was evident during site Entirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.
visit both in the north, central and southern
FRA required
parts of the site.
The SFRA indicates that the site is entirely
within FZ1 with minimal or not risk from
surface water flooding.
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/127/006

B/127/007

B/127/008

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

dependent on design and flood mitigation.

Entirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.
FRA required

dependent on design and flood mitigation.

potentially

Entirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.
FRA required

potentially

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

NE no issues identified

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues. CO this site would affect the
approach to the Conservation Area and views
towards it.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

CO there are important views from Station
Road across to the west and rolling
countryside. Development here could interupt
that view.

the site is not within CA but development
would affect the setting of the nearby CA

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE note the LB but do not make any comments Development of the site would affect the
setting of the listed church

Will the development of the no comment
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

Development of the site is unlikely to have an
impact on Scruton Park and Gardens

This is within the non designated park and
garden of Scruton Grange and is therefore
likely to result in harm to the significance of
that asset. The boundary wall is also of historic
value.

Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

await input from third party

NYCC to advise

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/127/006

B/127/007

B/127/008

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

no comment

Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and the site has been put forward for housing and the site has been put forward for housing and
principles of secure by design will be subject to policies for type, tenure and will be subject to policies for type, tenure and will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing
mix of housing
mix of housing
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

the site has been put forward for housing and the site has been put forward for housing and the site has been put forward for housing and
Will the development
provide affordable housing will be subject to policies for type, tenure and will be subject to policies for type, tenure and will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing
mix of housing
mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the secure by design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

=g There is currently a gateway access to the
site directly onto Ham Hall Lane (single track
road). Highways to advise

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the
good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design

=Await response from highways

no apparent existing access point to site. Site is
bound by main road. Highways to advise.

Will off site work be required not known at this stage
and what will the impact be
on viability?

= await response from highways

not known at this stage

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?
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58

60

B/127/009

B/135/001

B/135/002

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Scruton

Snape

Snape

OS Field 7910 Hamhall Lane Scruton
North Yorkshire

Prices Paving And Tiles Limited The
Manor House Snape North Yorkshire
DL8 2TA

Land To The West Of West End House Snape
North Yorkshire

Agriculture

Storage and Distribution

Agricultural

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.69

1.38

2.54

Total Dwellings

17

56

50

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Sustainability Objective

59

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE no issues identified

NE state: site is within 10,000m of East
NE state: site is within 10,000m of East Nidderdale
Nidderdale Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles) Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles) SSSI.
SSSI.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no comment

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no comment

no issues

There are TPOs adjacent to the north west corner of the
site but not directly in site.

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Public footpath runs along the northern
boundary of the site. Ham Hall Lane bounds
the western side of the site but there are no
pavements along the edge of the road.

PROW on opposite side of road to site. There is a
No PROW adjacent to or within site but links
could be made to PROWs within village.There pavement on the roadside to which the site fronts onto
are pavements within the village where the site which links into the village. No cycle route evident.
fronts onto the road. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to existing footpath but there No PROW adjacent to or within site but links
are no existing pavements or cycle routes along could be made to PROWs within village.
Ham Hall Lane.
Potential to link into pavements within the
village where the site fronts onto the road. No
cycle route evident.

Potential to link to PROW. Potential to link into
pavement along highway. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Area is served and has capacity

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

majority is previously developed land (either
buildings or hard standing).

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject no comment
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no issues

no issues

some loss of grade 2 agricultural use

loss of grade 2

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/127/009
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or NYCC not within safeguarding area
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or North Yorkshire GI corridor encompasses site
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

B/135/002

Bedale

Bedale

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for building
building stone, limestone, sand and gravel
stone, limestone, sand and gravel

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The northern part of the site would have a
limited impact on views towards the
settlement due to existing screening. The
southern part of the site would block long
distance views to the village for existing
residents along Ham Hall Lane.

The site would be prominent in significant views Site would be prominent in signifcant views towards the
towards the settlement when approaching from settlement including Snape Castle.
the south or via the PROW.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The northern part of the site is immediately
adjacent to the edge of the settlement.
However, development of the whole site would
be a linear extension to the village.

The proposed scale of housing development at
this location would have a negative impact on
character and form of the settlement. The site
does not fit well with existing built form.

The proposed scale and location of the site has a
negative impact on the character and form of the
settlement, particulalry given the impact on the setting
of the listed building and scheduled monument (Snape
Castle)

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/135/001

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no comment

northern end of the site, extending towards the The north east corner of the site and a section on the
eastern edge of the site is in floodzone 2
centre is in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no comment

northern end of the site is in floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

no apparent surface water flooding. The SFRA site is not susceptible to surface water flooding the northern end of the site is susceptible to surface
states that the site Entirely in FZ1, with minimal but the site is adjacent to areas susceptible to water flooding
or no risk from surface water flooding.
surface water flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/127/009

B/135/001

B/135/002

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

dependent on design and flood mitigation.

northern end of the site is in floodzone 3 and
the northern end of the site is susceptible to surface
northern end of the site, extending towards the water floodingand the north east corner is in floodzone 2
and 3, so development may increase risk of flooding
centre is in floodzone 2, so development may
increase risk of flooding.

potentially

depends on scale of development and
mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

no issues

HE states: This site adjoins and at its eastern end lies
within the Snape Conservation Area. The loss of this
open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its significance (see
comment d).

Does the site have a negative NE no issues identified
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE state: This site adjoins and at its northern
end lies within the Snape Conservation Area
(see comment f).

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE: This site adjoins and at its northern end lies HE states: This site adjoins and at its eastern end lies
within the Snape Conservation Area. The loss of this
within the Snape Conservation Area (see
comment f).
open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its significance (see
comment d).

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

NE acknowledge listed building in area but make HE state: This site lies opposite the entrance to the
no comment. HDC: The site is unlikely to have Grade I Listed Snape Castle. The loss of this open area
direct impact on setting of listed building.
and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance (see comment a).
HDC: site is within consultation buffer zone for listed
buildings and loss of this open countryside would impact
on setting of listed building.

Will the development of the CO there are buildings within close proximity no issues
which may meet the criteria for non designated
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets.
heritage assets?

no issues

Would development impact NYCC to advise
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of the HE no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE acknowledge Thorp Perrow but make no
comment. HDC: This site lies within buffer zone
(300m) of Grade II Registered Historic Park and
Garden of Thorp Perrow.

HE state: This site lies opposite the Grade II Registered
Historic Park and Garden of Thorp Perrow. The loss of
this open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its significance. (see
comment j).

Will development of the site Not applicable
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

no issues

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/127/009

B/135/001

B/135/002

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

HE no issues

HE acnknowledge roam building but make no
comment. HDC: site is within 500m buffer of
roman building

HE state: This site lies 50 metres from Snape Castle which
is a Scheduled Monument. The loss of this open area and
its subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance (see comment g). HDC: Site
is within buffer of scheduled ancient monument.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
Will the site incorporate the the site has been put forward for housing and All sites that are put forward for residential
principles of secure by design will be subject to policies for type, tenure and development will be expected to meet policies will be expected to meet policies on size type and
tenure.
mix of housing
on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
the site has been put forward for housing and All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development
provide affordable housing will be subject to policies for type, tenure and assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing .
.
mix of housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt ‐ All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
NYCC comment access is available from Ham
Hall Lane,
. The site is bounded by a single track road.

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from The Avenue. HDC: Very narrow access.
Highways: The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards.To reflect desire lines through
the site to the village.

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from The
Avenue. The developer would need to demonstrate that
a suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal road
layout To comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards. To reflect desire lines through
the site to the village.

=a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot /
Will off site work be required =a
and what will the impact be Extend existing foot / street lighting system for street lighting system for the settlement to
the settlement to serve this development
serve this development
on viability?

=a ‐ Highways state: Existing footway to be widened and
extended along the frontage of the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise
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Bedale
61

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

62

63

B/135/003

B/135/004

B/135/005

Bedale

Bedale

Bedale

Snape

Snape

Snape

Address

Land And Buildings To The East Of
Snape Castle Barn Snape North
Yorkshire

OS Field 7500 Snape North Yorkshire

Land And Buildings On The North Side
Of Meadow Lane Snape North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Commercial and Agricultural

Agricultural

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.46

3.10

1.31

Total Dwellings

8

Up to 50

25

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

East Nidderdale Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High
Ruckles) (within 10,000m)

NE state: site is within 10,000m of East Nidderdale Moors
(Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles) SSSI.

NE state: site is within 10,000m of East
Nidderdale Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High
Ruckles) SSSI.

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not
assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency
All residential development should address
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national energy efficiency and sustainable building
standards.
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW invicinity. There is a pavement on PROW runs along part of eastern boundary. Access to
pavements in village. No cycle route evident.
the opposite side of the road to which the
site fronts onto. No cycle route evident.

No PROW close to boundary of site but links
could be made to PROW network around
village. There are pavements on highway
where the site access is located. No cycle route
evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to existing pavement
network in village. No cycle route evident.

PROW runs along part of eastern boundary so potential to link
to this. Access to pavements in village. No cycle route evident.

No PROW close to boundary of site but links
could be made to PROW network around
village. Potential to link to pavements on
highway where the site access is located. No
cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use part greenfield, part brownfield (60:40)
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

majority greenfield

Is the site potentially subject no issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no issues

no issues

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/135/003
B/135/004
B/135/005
Site ID
Bedale
Bedale
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for building stone, site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area
for building stone, limestone, sand and gravel
does it impact on a mineral for building stone, limestone, sand and gravel limestone, sand and gravel
safeguarding area?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a
improve green infrastructure potential negative impact but may provide an impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
opportunity through careful design and
and landscaping to improve the environment
through the development?
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is fairly prominent when
approaching Snape Castle from the village
centre, however, the site already
encompasses a large shed which is prominent
so sensitive design could reduce impact.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Proposed scale and location of site would have negative impact The proposed scale and location of the site
The site already encompasses some built
development. A sensitively designed scheme on form and character of settlement.
would not fit well with character and form of
would have limited impact on form and
settlement.
character.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

The site is prominent in views towards the
settlement from the PROW.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

potential for noise from commercial use to west which may
require mitigation

no issues

no issues

potential for noise from commercial use to west which may
require mitigation

no issues

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is adjacent to flood zone 2 but remains
outside

majority of eastern section of site is in floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is adjacent to flood zone 3 but remains
outside

majority of eastern section of site is in floodzone 3

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

marginal section of southern edge of site is
susceptible to surface water flooding.

north east corner and a section extending from east across
centre of site is susceptible to surface water flooding.

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

site would be prominent in sigificiant views towards the
settlement when apporaching from the south and via the
PROW. Site at proposed scale would result in loss of open
countryside which is significant in the view towards the
settlement.

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment
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Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/135/003

B/135/004

Bedale

Bedale

B/135/005
Bedale

marginal section of southern edge of site is majority of eastern section of site is in floodzone 2 and 3 and
susceptible to surface water flooding so some part of site is susceptible to surface water flooding so
increase in risk of flooding may be possible. development may increase risk of flooding

site is in floodzone 1 with no surface water
flooding issues

depends on scale of development and
mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

n/a

Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input

Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

Does the site have a negative no issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Site is entirely within Snape CA.

HE states: This site adjoins the boundary of the Snape
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to its
significance (see comment d). HDC: The proposed scale would
impact on the character of the CA.

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the
Snape Conservation Area. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance (see comment d). HDC: The site
overlaps with the CA boundary.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Site is entirely within Snape CA but there is HE states: This site adjoins the boundary of the Snape
scope to mitigate against any impact through Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to its
careful design
significance (see comment d). HDC: The proposed scale would
impact on the character of the CA.

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the
Snape Conservation Area. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance(see comment d). HDC: The site
overlaps with the CA boundary.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

Site is adjacent to listed building and is within HE acknowledge listed building in area but make no comment. HE do not comment on listed buildings. HDC:
HDC: The site is unlikely to have direct impact on setting of listed The site is unlikely to have direct impact on
listed building consultation zone. Impact
building.
could be mitigated against through good
setting of listed building.
design.

Will the development of the no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

no issues

no issues

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of the site is withinthe Thorp Perrow registered
park & garden.
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

HE state: This site lies 145 metres from the
boundary of the Grade II Registered Historic
Park and Garden of Thorp Perrow. The loss of
this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance (see comment g).
The site is within buffer zone.

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

no issues

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/135/003

B/135/004

Bedale

Bedale

Site is within 500m of scheduled monument. Site is within 500m buffer of Snape Castle & Roman Buildings

B/135/005
Bedale

HE state: This site lies 145 metres from the site
of Roman buildings and field system which is a
Scheduled Monument. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance (see comment j). HDC: site is
within 500m of scheduled monument.

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
principles of secure by design development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to
principles of secure by design adopt good design standards considering the standards considering the principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

=g ‐ highways state: Direct access is available
from The Avenue. The developer would need
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved. Internal road layout
To comply with North Yorkshire County
Council’s highway design standards.To reflect
desire lines through the site to the village.

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

=r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage
to a highway maintainable at the public expense. This site
cannot be viewed in isolation and needs to be considered with
B/135/001. The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards. To reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/village.

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Meadow Lane. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards.To reflect desire
lines through the site to the village.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ highways state: Extend existing foot /
and what will the impact be street lighting system for the settlement to
serve this development. Footway provision
on viability?

=r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage
to a highway maintainable at the public expense. This site
cannot be viewed in isolation and needs to be considered with
B/135/001. Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the
settlement to serve this development.

=a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot /
street lighting system for the settlement to
serve this development. Footway provision
required from the site to the existing public
maintained highway, existing footway
opposite junction that pedestrians could cross
over and use.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

required from the site to the existing public
maintained highway, existing footway
opposite junction that pedestrians could
cross over and use.
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Sustainability Objective

64

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

B/135/006

65

B/160/001

Bedale

Bedale

Snape

Thornton Watlass

Address

OS Field 2949 Ings Lane Snape North Yorkshire

Part O S 0004 Watlass Lane Thornton Watlass
North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Arable

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.40

1.34

Total Dwellings

8

12

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

no issues

No issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

No issues

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All Residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs along western boundary. No pavements at this
location. No cycle route evident.

No PROWs in vicinity and no pavements

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Offers little chance of improved connectivity
PROW runs along western boundary. No pavements at this
location. Limited opportunity to link to pavement network in village
as road access is narrow. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

No access to superfast broadband and not in planned
area

Will the development re‐use greenfield site
brownfield land?

Green field site

Is the site potentially subject no issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

Sewerage works to north of site

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/135/006
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for building stone,
does it impact on a mineral limestone, sand and gravel
safeguarding area?

B/160/001
Bedale

Overlapping sageguarding area for Building Stone,
Limestone, Sand & Gravel

Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact The site is in the GI and ther is a potential for a negative
impact. However the development of the site may
improve green infrastructure but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
provide opportunity to improve aspects of the green
landscaping to improve the environment
through the development?
infrastructure network

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is prominent from the PROW but not prominent in
significant views towards the settlement.

Site prominent from Watlass Lane as land is elevated
from road and sloping south to north.Any development
on the site would appear elevated and prominent on
views toward the village from the east.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

the site does not fit well with existing form and character of
settlement.

Village is centred around a triangular green area in the
centre of the settlement. There has been some more
recent devlopment to the south east of the village
outside the CA. The development of the site will be a
significant landscape intrusion due to lie of land and will
extend the form of the village beyond the existing limits
into the open countryside.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

no issues

No issues known

Appears to be builders yard to west but this is unlikley
to detract significantly

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities All new development will be expected to provide
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

majority of site in floodzone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

majority of site in floodzone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

majority of site susceptible to surface water flooding

Not in surface water fooding area
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/135/006

B/160/001

Bedale

Bedale

Majority of site is within flood zone 2 and 3 and with history of
surface water flooding

N/A

depends on scale of development and mitigation

N/A

Does the site have a negative no issues
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

"Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input
"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

no issues

Outside CA

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no issues

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

no issues

N/A

Will the development of the no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

N/A
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

B/135/006

B/160/001

Bedale

no issues

Bedale

N/A

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
principles of secure by design expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
Will the development
provide affordable housing policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies for affordable
housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design
principles of secure by design standards considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r ‐ highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. The private road leading to the site will need to be
brought up to an adoptable standard. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards. To reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/village.

=a Direct access is available from Watlass Lane. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved.This site is not affected
by a registered public right of way. Internal roads to
comply with NYCC standards

Will off site work be required =r ‐ highways state: The developer would need to demonstrate
and what will the impact be that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. The private road
leading to the site will need to be brought up to an adoptable
on viability?

=a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Extend
existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement
to serve this development. The existing 30mph speed
limit extents may need to be moved to incorporate the
proposed development.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise

standard. This site is affected by a registered public right of way
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order.
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Bedale
66

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

67

B/160/002

B/170/001

Bedale

Bedale

Thornton Watlass

West Tanfield

Address

OS Field 086A Watlass Lane Thornton Watlass
North Yorkshire

Land On Thornfield Road Thornfield Road Nosterfield North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Hay field

agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.33

0.90

Total Dwellings

6 or more

5

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

No issues

"SINC ‐ Nosterfield Quarry
"

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

TPO to wetern corner check position of TPO appears to No issues
be in this field from google maps?

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

No

No issues

SINC ‐ Nosterfield Quarry

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with building practices in line with relevant national standards.
relevant national standards.
Employment development should have the potential to
be Green if they follow BREEAM standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROWs in vicinity. No pavements to either side of
road.Narrow lane

Public footpath to immediate east of the site.Pavement to front of houses on
opposite side of road. Busy fast Thornfield Road (B6267) road to south of
land.Further PROW to west of site giving access to village of Well. Site poorly
connected to rest of village which lies to south across busy road.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Little prospect of improved connectivity

Little scope to improve connectivity

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

No access to broadband and not in planned area

No superfast broadband available and not in planned area.

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Greenfield site
brownfield land?

Green field site

Is the site potentially subject Sewage works to north east of site
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

Close to contamination area to south

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/160/002
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Not included in mineral safeguarding area data
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/170/001
Bedale

Overlapping safeguarding area for Building Stone,
Limestone, Sand & Gravel

Is there scope to develop or All of the site is within the GI and could have a potential The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the
improve green infrastructure negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment
through the development?
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Site is located on slightly lower ground than adjacent
The site is prominent from the main approach road to the village.
Watlass Lane. Any development would be prominent on
the eastern approach to the village but would be seen
against the main body of the village which is to the
immediate east.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Large village built around a central triangular green
area. The site is outide the historic core and opposite a
small ribbon of more modern development on the
south side of Watlass Lane. The site would not extend
the line of the village any further east into the open
countryside and therefore could be viewed as a
rounding off.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

No issues known
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

No non conforming uses

The main part of the village lies to the south of the site and the houses
opposite the site are of more recent construction. The development of the site
would be outside the main body of the village and would consolidate the more
sporadic development on the edge of the village in a prominent location.

Nosterfield Quarry nearby ‐ issue of heavy traffic on road.

no non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature the exact type and nature are not known at present.
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Field to east has small area of surface water less area

Western end of site in surface water interm and less area
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/160/002

B/170/001

Bedale

Bedale

No issues

Western area of site is susceptible to surface water flooding so development
may increase risk of flooding

N/A

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a negative NE: no issues.
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

East Nidderdale Moors (Flamstone Pin‐High Ruckles)

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Just outside.

N/A

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

N/A

Listed buildings at a distance to site so unlikley to have a significant impact

Will the development of the N/A
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

N/A

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian limestone ridge and the
alignment of Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments. The site has high
archaeological potential and requires further investigation.Further advice to
follow

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage

Will development of the site Just outside No HE comments and positioned on slightly N/A
lower ground outside the CA
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/160/002
N/A

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
principles of secure by design development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

B/170/001

Bedale

Bedale

This site lies close to the northern henge at Thornborough in an area of known
archaeological importance. The development of this site could result in harm
to important archaeological remains.
See comment (k)

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
Will the development
affordable housing
provide affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing.
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by considering the principles of secure by design
design.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=a Direct access is available from Watlass Lane. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved. This site is not affected
by a registered public right of way.Internal roads to
comply with NYCC standards.

=a Direct access is available from Thornfield Road. Access is also available
from Flask Lane which is not public maintained highway.The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. Should
Flask Lane become the main access, the private road leading to the site will
need to be brought up to an adoptable standard.This site is not affected by a
registered public right of way.Internal roads to comply with NYCC standards.
Parking layby adjacent the site may need to be retained.

Will off site work be required =a The developer would need to demonstrate that a =a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved. Should Flask Lane become the main access, the private road
and what will the impact be suitable and safe access can be achieved. Extend
existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement leading to the site will need to be brought up to an adoptable standard.Extend
on viability?
to serve this development.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement to serve this
development. Footway provision required from the site to the existing public
maintained highway, existing footway opposite junction that pedestrians could
cross over and use.

Highways to advise
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Bedale
68

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

69

B/170/002

B/170/003

Bedale

Bedale

West Tanfield

West Tanfield

Address

Land East Of South View Nosterfield North
Yorkshire

Danby Cottage Nosterfield North Yorkshire DL8
2QP

Current Use

Ancillary to Dwelling

Brownfield site ‐ workshop/store

Preferred Use

None

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.20

0.64

Total Dwellings

5

5

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

"SINC ‐ Nosterfield Quarry
"

"SINC ‐ Nosterfield Lime Kilns & Nosterfield LNR
"

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No issues

No issues

SINC ‐ Nosterfield Quarry

SINC ‐ Nosterfield Lime Kilns & Nosterfield LNR

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Public footpath to west of the site leading to the village of
Well .Pavement to front of houses on opposite side of
road. Busy fast Thornfield Road (B6267) road to south of
land.Further PROW to east of site. Site poorly connected
to rest of village which lies to south across busy road.

Public right of way footpath to north of site across busy
road giving access to Well village.No pavements to either
side of public road. Track to rear of site givingaccess to
rear of Danby Cottage. Access to services is poor

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Little scope to improve connectivity

Limited scope to improve connectivity

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

No superfast broadband available and not in planned
area.

No superfast broadband and outside of planned area

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Greenfield site (not in curtilage o adjacent dwelling)
brownfield land?

Part in curtilage of Danby Cottage but most of site
greenfield

Is the site potentially subject Close to contamination area to south
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

Close to contamination area to south

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/170/002
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Not in sfaeguarding area
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

B/170/003
Bedale

Overlapping safeguarding area for Building Stone,
Limestone, Sand & Gravel

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential
improve green infrastructure negative impact but may provide an opportunity through negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
careful design and landscaping to improve the
through the development?
environment

environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is very prominent from the main approach road
to the village from east.

The site is prominent from the B6267 main approach road
to the village from the west.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The main part of the village lies to the south of the site
and the houses opposite the site are of more recent
construction.(1960s?) The development of the site would
be outside the main body of the village and would
consolidate the more sporadic development on the edge
of the village in a prominent location. This is an attractive
green space in an open landscape.

The main part of the village lies to the south of the site.
The development of the site would be outside the main
body of the village and would consolidate the more
sporadic development on the edge of the village in a
prominent location. The site is opposite open fields and
Danby Cottage appears to form an end stop to this small
corner of more historic properties on the edge of the
village.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

Nosterfield Quarry nearby
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no non conforming uses

No non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

A small area to the eastern boundary is in the surface
Small area in surface water less area, larger area in
water interm, most of the site is in the surface water less surface water less area
area. An area to the north of the site is in the deep
surface water 1 in 200 years.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

Nosterfield quarry nearby
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/170/002

B/170/003

Bedale

Bedale

The site is susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

Areas of site in centre are susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of mitiagtion and development

Does the site have a negative Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy "Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input
impact on the setting of the input
"
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

N/A

No issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

Freemasons Arms pub is listed with 4 furTher listed
buildings in the village to the south. Unlikley to
significantly affect the character and appearance of the
LBs

Pub to the east of the site is a listed building.
Development on the site unlikely to impact LB

Will the development of the N/A
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian
Would development impact This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian
limestone
ridge
and
the
alignment
of
Neolithic
and
limestone
ridge and the alignment of Neolithic and
sites of archaeological
Bronze Age monuments. The site has high archaeological Bronze Age monuments. The site has high archaeological
importance?
potential and requires further investigation.Further
advice to follow

potential and requires further investigation.Further
advice to follow

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

Will development of the site N/A no CA
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not near a CA
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/170/002

B/170/003

Bedale

N/A

Bedale

N/A

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development All sites that are put forward for residential development
principles of secure by design will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure. will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
Will the development
provide affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by
design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
Access can be achieved. Foot paths are required on the
site frontage

=a Direct access is available from Thornfield Road. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved.This site is not affected by a
registered public right of way. Internal road to comply
with NYCC standards.

Will off site work be required =a
and what will the impact be Access can be achieved. Foot paths are required on the
site frontage
on viability?

=a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise
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Bedale
70

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

71

B/170/004

B/170/005

Bedale

Bedale

West Tanfield

West Tanfield

Address

Heron Hill West Tanfield North Yorkshire HG4
5JS

Chestnut House Nosterfield North Yorkshire DL8
2QX

Current Use

Residential :‐ house and garden

Workshops, storage yard, gardens. Part area was site of 7
terraced houses. Demolished 1959.

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.35

0.41

Total Dwellings

Oct‐15

5

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE state: SINC‐Nosterfield LNR & Westwood Disused
Railway as important. East Nidderdale Moors, River Ure
Bank, Ripon Parks (SSSI) within 4,000m.

"SINC ‐ Nosterfield LNR
"

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

No issues

SINC‐Nosterfield LNR & Westwood Disused Railway

SINC ‐ Nosterfield LNR

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No public footpaths in the vicinity. Pavements on either
No PROW invicinity. No pavements on highway at this
side of village street. Connectivity to local services poor
point. Site is in close proximiyt to pavements in village.
However, roadside verges are narrow so there may be
limitations in extending the village pavement network to
the site. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW invicinity to link to. No pavements on highway at Little prospect of improving connectivity
this point. Site is in close proximiyt to pavements in village.
However, roadside verges are narrow so there may be
limitations in extending the village pavement network to
the site. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Part brownfield, part greenfield (majority greenfield)
brownfield land?

No superfast Broadband and not in planned area

Some of site brownfield with builders
yard/house/curtilage/outbuildings

Contamination very close to the site to the west and
Is the site potentially subject Site encompasses contamination (both landmark data
and radon affected site) but the development of the site south
to contamination or other
could lead to cleaning up.
ground condition issues?

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/170/004
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or The site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for
does it impact on a mineral building stone, limestone
safeguarding area?

B/170/005
Bedale

Overlapping safguarding area for Building Stone,
Limestone, Sand & Gravel

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential
improve green infrastructure negative impact but may provide an opportunity through negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
careful design and landscaping to improve the
through the development?
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site encompasses a residential development,
Site is not prominent as it in in the centre of the village
however, this is set in gardens. Additional dwellings on with housing to either side. Existing house modern and
the site 9higher density) would be prominent from the
out of character in terms of design/siting.
highway on approach into the settlement from Bedale
and would not be ideal for a gateway location at entrance
into settlement and CA.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Site is outside but adjacent to the development limits.
The site already encompasses a residential development.
Additional dwellings would have negative impact on form
and character as this is a gateway site on approach into
the village and CA. The site has sense of being a
disconnected from main settlement.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Redevelopment of the site would represent infilling given
its central position in the village. Depending on the way
the site was developed it would not encroach beyond the
line of the existing limit of the village on its western side.
Careful treatment required as site wraps around existing
houses on the frontage. Small chestnut tree on site
frontage. Proposed scale and boundary does not fit well
with form and character.

No issues

no issues

No no conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Site has small area which is susceptible to surface water
flooding throuhg the centre of site

Small area to site frontage included in the surface water
interm area. Areas to the frontage of the site included in
surface water less area.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

environment
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

B/170/004

B/170/005

Bedale

Bedale

Site has small area which is susceptible to surface water
flooding throuhg the centre of site so new development
may increase risk of flooding

parts of site frontage has history of surface water flooding
so there may be an increase in risk of flooding.

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Nidderdale AONB (2km) ‐ All development with significant "Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy
impact on landscape. Concern if general combustion
input
"
processes >50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of >
20m3/day

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

outside conservation area

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Additional dwellings on the site would be prominent from N/A
the highway on approach into the settlement from
Bedale. Design would need to be sensitive as it would be
a key gateway site into the village which has a CA.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE acknowledges listed buildings in area but make no
comment. HDC: no direct impact on setting of listed
building.

Will the development of the no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

Not in conservation area

Village Farm opposite the site listed so may have an
impact on setting of LB

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian
Would development impact This site lies in an area of known archaeological
limestone ridge and the alignment of Neolithic and
importance.
The
development
of
this
site
could
result
in
sites of archaeological
harm to important archaeological remains.
See Bronze Age monuments. The site has high archaeological
importance?
comment (k)

potential and requires further investigation.Further
advice to follow

Will the development of the no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

N/A
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/170/004

B/170/005

Bedale

Bedale

This site lies in an area of known archaeological
importance. The development of this site could result in
harm to important archaeological remains.
See
comment (k)

This site lies close to the northern henge at Thornborough
in an area of known archaeological importance. The
development of this site could result in harm to important
archaeological remains.
See comment (k)

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development All sites that are put forward for residential development
principles of secure by design will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure. will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
Will the development
provide affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by
design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ highways state: Direct access is available from the
C36. The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal road
layout To comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards. To reflect desire lines through
the site to the nearest service centre/village.

=a Direct access is available from the unclassified road
U1530.The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way. Roads within
the site to comply with NYCC standards

Will off site work be required =a ‐ highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting =a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.Extend existing
and what will the impact be system for the settlement to serve this development.
Footway provision required from the site to the existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement to serve
on viability?
public maintained highway, existing footway opposite
junction that pedestrians could cross over and use.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

this development

Highways to advise
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Bedale
72

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

73

B/170/006

B/170/007

Bedale

Bedale

West Tanfield

West Tanfield

Address

Hillside House Thornborough North Yorkshire DL8
2RE

The Old Coach House West Tanfield North Yorkshire
HG4 5JH

Current Use

Farm buildings and land

Domestic

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.48

0.67

Total Dwellings

20. This is subject to size of dwellings

2

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

No issues

NE identify SINC ‐ Westwood (Haw Leas) Disused Railway as
important. Also, East Nidderdale Moors
River Ure Bank, Ripon Parks SSSI (within 10,000m).

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

outside buffer

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No issues

no issues

No

SINC ‐ Westwood (Haw Leas) Disused Railway

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Public footpath runs through the site and then further south
No PROW invicinity. Pavements along both side of highway which
east to join the public road with Bridlepath to south east.Track part of site fronts onto. No cycle route evident.
running through the site which appears to have public access to
the centre of the village.Pavements to opposite side of road in
village. Access to local services poor.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Scope to improve connectivity as area well served with PROWs No PROW to connect to. Potential to link to pavements on
but involves connection on the main roads
highway which link to village centre. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

no superfast braodband and not in planned area

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

yes

Will the development re‐use Approximately 20% of site brownfield with house/agricultural
buildings and yard areas.
brownfield land?

Part greenfield, part brownfield (majority greenfield)

Is the site potentially subject Comaminated land to south at a distance to site
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

Site encompasses radon affected area but the development of the
site could lead to cleaning up.

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/170/006
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Overlapping safeguarding area for Limestone,
does it impact on a mineral Sand & Gravel
safeguarding area?

B/170/007
Bedale

The site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for building
stone, limestone, sand and gravel

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
improve green infrastructure impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment
and landscaping to improve the environment.
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Large ares of the site will be prominent from Back Lane and
from Lime Lane, B6267, main road and from road leading to
Wath.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Frontage of the site is within the village centre. Development in Site is within development limits and forms a natural infill site but
depth and into the open field to the east of the site will appear extent of site boundary would have some impact on character and
as development in open countryside extending the boundaries form.
of the village in an open area of land visible from the PROW
ntework and main roads.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

No known issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

No non conforming uses

The site is set behind a high stone wall and set back from highway
so site is not visible from highway and not prominent.

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.
present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

not in flood zone 2

southern end of site is in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

southern end of site is in floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

No issues

Northern half of site is susceptible to surface water flooding
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/170/006

B/170/007

Bedale

Bedale

No issues

southern end of site is in floodzone 2 and 3 and Northern half of
site is susceptible to surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

N/A

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a negative Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Nidderdale AONB (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact
on landscape. Concern if general combus on processes >50MW
energy input. Concern if any discharge of > 20m3/day.Close prox
to LWS

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

No CA

HE state: This site lies within the West Tanfield Conservation Area.
The loss of this open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its Significance. See comment
(d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

HE state: This site lies within the West Tanfield Conservation Area.
The loss of this open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its Significance. See comment
(d).

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

N/A

HE state: This site lies close to the Grade I Listed (and Scheduled)
Marmion Tower. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to its
significance. See comment (a). HDC: site is within listed building
consultation zone.

Will the development of the N/A
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian limestone HE state: This site lies in an area of known archaeological
importance. The development of this site could result in harm to
ridge and the alignment of Neolithic and Bronze Age
sites of archaeological
important archaeological remains. See comment (k)
monuments. The site has high archaeological potential and
importance?
requires further investigation.Further advice to follow

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

Will development of the site N/A
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

no issues
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/170/006

B/170/007

Bedale

This site lies close to the central henge and cursus at
Thornborough in an area of known archaeological importance.
The development of this site could result in harm to important
archaeological remains.
See comment (k)

Bedale

HE state: This site lies close to the Grade I Listed (and Scheduled)
Marmion Tower. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to its
significance. See comment (a)

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by design expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
Will the development
provide affordable housing policies on affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design
principles of secure by design standards considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=a Direct access is available from Back Lane.The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. The public highway leading to the site will need to
be brought up to an acceptable standard.This site is affected by
a registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order. Roads within the site to
comply with NYCC standards.

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Main Street.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout To comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the village.

Will off site work be required =a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable =a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting system
and what will the impact be and safe access can be achieved. The public highway leading to for the settlement to serve this development
the site will need to be brought up to an acceptable standard.
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise
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Bedale
74

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

75

B/170/008

B/170/009

Bedale

Bedale

West Tanfield

West Tanfield

Address

OS Fields 3300 & 3912 Nosterfield Road West
Tanfield North Yorkshire

Storage Land And Buildings At The Sawmill West Tanfield North
Yorkshire HG4 5JU

Current Use

agriculture

General storage

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.81

0.35

Total Dwellings

35‐40 dwellings

11

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE: Site is adjacent to SINC ‐ Nosterfield LNR. Site is
NE identify SINC ‐ Nosterfield LNR as important consideration. NE state: Site
within 10,000m of East Nidderdale Moors, River U Bank, is within 10,000m of SSSI (East Nidderdale Moors, River Ure Bank and Ripon
Ripon Parks (SSSI).
Parks).

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

Site is within 500m of Nosterfield LNR.

Local nature reserve is close to the edge of the village but site is not within
HDC 500m buffer.

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

SINC ‐ Nosterfield LNR

SINC ‐ Nosterfield LNR

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW in vicinity. There are no pavements on the
highway at this point but there are pavements in close
proximity to the site. No cycle route evident.

No PROW in vicinity of site. Site fronts onto Back Lane which is private track
and does not have pavements. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity. There are pavements in close
proximity to the site where it fronts on to the highway
which could be linked to. No cycle route evident.

No PROW in vicinity of site. Site fronts onto Back Lane which is private track
and does not have pavements. No cycle route evident. New pavements
would need to be provided to link to pavements on the highway (Mombray
Terrace).

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

part brownfield, part greenfield

Is the site potentially subject The northern end of the site is adjacent to land with
contamination issues but this is not within the site.
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

no contamaination within site boundary

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/170/008
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or The site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for
does it impact on a mineral building stone, limestone, sand and gravel
safeguarding area?

B/170/009
Bedale

The site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for building stone,
limestone, sand and gravel

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may
Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential
improve green infrastructure negative impact but may provide an opportunity through provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment
careful design and landscaping to improve the
through the development?
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

At the proposed scale, this site would result in loss of
The site currently includes built development. The site is set behind existing
open countryside which is an important part of the view built development to west and south so visibility from the hgihway is limited.
towards the settlement.
Impact on significant views is limited.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The proposed scale and location of the site does not fit
well with the charcater and form, particulalry given that
it would result in loss of open countryside which is
important to the character of the settlement and CA.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

employment use is adjacent to west boundary so some noise mitiagtion
maybe required.

no issues

employment use is adjacent to west boundary so some noise mitiagtion
maybe required.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

only a marginal area in the corner of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding

small area in centre of site is susceptible to surface water flooding

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

Site is adjacent to but outside the development limits. However, site already
includes built development and is part of the built form so minimal impact on
form and character. Careful design could mitigate against the potential
impact.
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

B/170/008

B/170/009

Bedale

Bedale

only a marginal area in the corner of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding but this is minor
and any risk to increase risk of flooding would be
minimal

small area in centre of site is susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

depends on scale of mitiagtion and development

depends on scale of mitiagtion and development

NE state: Nidderdale AONB (2km) ‐ All development with NE state: Nidderdale AONB (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact
significant impact on landscape. Close prox to LWS.
on landscape. Concern if general combus on processes >50MW energy input
Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day
input. Concern if any discharge of > 20m3/day

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE: This site adjoins the boundary of the West Tanfield Conservation Area.
HE make no comment. HDC: Southern end of site is in
See comment (f).
close proximity to CA and the site is prominent on
approach into the settlement and the CA when coming in
via Nosterfield road.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE: This site adjoins the boundary of the West Tanfield Conservation Area.
HE make no comment. HDC: Southern end of site is in
See comment (f). The site currently encompasses built development so there
close proximity to CA and the site is prominent on
approach into the settlement and the CA when coming in is scope to mitigate against any impact through careful design.
via Nosterfield road.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE acknowledge there is listed building in area but make HE acknowledge there is listed building in area but do not comment. HDC:
no comment. HDC: The site would not impact directly on The site is within the consultation buffer zone for listed buildings but impact
setting of listed building.
could be mitigated against through good design

Will the development of the no issues
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

no issues

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact HE state: This site lies in an area of known archaeological not known at present
importance. The development of this site could result in
sites of archaeological
harm to important archaeological remains.see comment
importance?
K.

Will the development of the no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

no issues
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/170/008

B/170/009

Bedale

Bedale

HE state: This site lies in an area of known archaeological HE identify Tanfield Bridge as being in area which is a scheduled monument.
importance. The development of this site could result in HDC: site is not within 500m buffer zone. No direct impact.
harm to important archaeological remains. See comment
K.

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
principles of secure by design will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure. meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
Will the development
affordable housing .
provide affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
principles of secure by design design standards considering the principles of secure by considering the principles of secure by design
design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from
Nosterfield Road. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the village.

=r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense, however, direct access is available from
the private road Back Lane.The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. The private road leading to the site
will need to be brought up to an adoptable standard. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.To
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service centre/village.

Will off site work be required =a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting =r ‐ Highways state: The private road leading to the site will need to be
brought up to an adoptable standard.Extend existing foot / street lighting
and what will the impact be system for the settlement to serve this development.
system for the settlement to serve this development. Existing footway to be
Existing footway to be extended along the frontage of
on viability?
the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

extended along the frontage of the site.

Highways to advise
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Bedale
76

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

77

B/170/010

B/170/011

Bedale

Bedale

West Tanfield

West Tanfield

Address

Land North And East Of Bridge View Back Lane West Tanfield
North Yorkshire

Land At Thornborough North Yorkshire

Current Use

Grazing land (agricultural)

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.42

2.08

Total Dwellings

11

40‐50

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE identify SINC ‐ Nosterfield LNR& Westwood Disused Railway as being
important. Site is within 10,000m of SSSI (East Nidderdale Moors, River
Ure Bank and Ripon Parks).

"SINC ‐ Nosterfield Quarry
"

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

NE identify Nosterfield LNR as being important. Site not within 500m
buffer zone.

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

No issues

SINC‐Nosterfield LNR & Westwood Disused Railway

SINC ‐ Nosterfield Quarry

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW invicinity. Site does not front on to highway but fronts on to
Back Lane (private track) which has no pavement access. No cycle route
evident.

No nearby PROWs. Pavement on north side of street in front of houses. Access to local
srvices poor

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW invicinity. Site does not front on to highway but fronts on to
Little scope to improve connectivity
Back Lane (private track) which has no pavement access. No cycle route
evident. New pavements would need to be provided to link to pavements
on the highway (Mombray Terrace).

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

No superfast broadband and not in planned area

Will the development re‐use no, greenfield site
brownfield land?

All green field site

Is the site potentially subject no issues
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?

Area of contamination to south of site.

To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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Bedale
B/170/010
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for building stone and
does it impact on a mineral limestone
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but
improve green infrastructure may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment
through the development?

Bedale

Overlapping safguarding area for Limestone,
Sand & Gravel

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is set behind existing built development so visibility from the
Prominent in significant views towards settlement. Development would result in loss of
highway is limited. The site is not prominent in significant views towards open counryside which is currently prominent view towards settlement and key to
the settlement.
setting of scheduled monument.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site is adjacent to but outside the development limits. It is bound by Location and scale of development does not fit with form and character of settlement.
Development would result in loss of open countryside which is key to setting and
housing allocation to the north, existing built development to the west
character of scheduled ancient monument.
and south so in this respect, the site fits fairly well with the form of the
settlement. Development would impact on setting of church.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

site entrance would be opposite existing employment use so noise may
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light be an issue.
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

No issues known

site entrance would be opposite existing employment use so noise may
be an issue.

No non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

small section in southern end of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

southern end of site in surface water less area and small area on southern boundary in
deep surface water 1 in 200 years

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

B/170/011
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

B/170/010

B/170/011

Bedale

Bedale

small section in southern end of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of flooding

small section of southern area of site is susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk fo flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE state: Nidderdale AONB (2km) ‐ All development with significant
impact on landscape. Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day

Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

The site is outside the CA

Not in CA

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

The site is close to the boundary of the CA. Development would need to
be sensitive.

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

LB (Chapel Hill) to south of site. Development unlikely to have impact on character.
HE acknowledge listed building in area but provide no comment. HDC:
The site overlaps with the listed building consultation buffer zone and is in
close proximity to a listed building but impact could be mitigated against
through good design.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
impact on the setting of the
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Will the development of the NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies this area as strip fields.
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?

N/A

Would development impact HE state: This site lies in an area of known archaeological importance.
The development of this site could result in harm to important
sites of archaeological
archaeological remains. See comment k.
importance?

This site lies within close proximity to the magnesian limestone ridge and the alignment
of Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments. The site has high archaeological potential and
requires further investigation.Further advice to follow

Will the development of the no issues
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

Will development of the site no issues
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

N/A

To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/170/010

B/170/011

Bedale

HE state: This site lies in an area of known archaeological importance.
The development of this site could result in harm to important
archaeological remains. See comment k.

Bedale

This site adjoins the Scheduled Monument at Thornborough in an area of known
archaeological importance. The development of this site could result in harm to
important archaeological remains.
See comment (k)

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by design to meet policies on size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable
Will the development
housing .
provide affordable housing affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design considering the principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r ‐ highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense, however, direct access is
available from the private road Back Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. The private
road leading to the site will need to be brought up to an adoptable
standard. Internal road layout to comply with North Yorkshire County
Council’s highway design standards. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the nearest service centre/village.

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

=a Direct access is available from New Lane which is a green lane (U1553). If this is not
be used then the site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. The site will need to be consider in connection with B/170/012. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
The public track leading to the site will need to be brought up to an acceptable standard
or the site cannot be viewed in isolation as previously stated. This site is not affected by
a registered public right of way. Roads within the site to comply with NYCC standrads.

Will off site work be required =r ‐ highways state: The private road leading to the site will need to be =a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
and what will the impact be brought up to an adoptable standard. Extend existing foot / street lighting achieved. The public track leading to the site will need to be brought up to an
system for the settlement to serve this development. Existing footway to acceptable standard or the site cannot be viewed in isolation as previously stated.
on viability?
be extended along the frontage of the site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Footway provision required from the site to the existing public maintained highway,
existing footway opposite junction that pedestrians could cross over and use.

Highways to advise
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Bedale
Sustainability Objective

78

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

West Tanfield

Address

Land At Thornborough North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.38

Total Dwellings

TBC

B/170/012
Bedale

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

no issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

No issues

To Protect and enhance
bio‐diversity and geo‐
diversity

Is the site within a source
To Protect and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and reduce water
consumption

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No nearby PROWs. Pavement on north side of
street in front of houses. Access to local srvices
poor

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Little scope to improve connectivity

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

No superfast broadband and not in planned area

To protect and improve
air quality and reduce
climate change

Will the development re‐use Green field site
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject Area of contamination to south of site.
to contamination or other
ground condition issues?
To protect and enhance
soils and the most
Would there be loss of best
efficent use land
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?
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B/170/012
Site ID
Bedale
Sub Area
Is the development within or Overlapping safeguarding area for Limestone,
does it impact on a mineral Sand & Gravel
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to develop or The site is within the GI and could have a potential
improve green infrastructure negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
through the development?
the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Open site on edge of village any development will
be proiminent from the main village road from
west due to location on edge of village opposite
open fields.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Site on edge of village and will exten ribbon of
development beyond existing limits opposite open
farmland.

To provide a good quality
built environment.

No issues known
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and ensure re‐ infrastructure?
use

To ensure all
development is resilient
to climate change and
reduce the risk of flooding

No non conforming uses

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Much of site in surface water interm and surface
water less areas
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

B/170/012
Bedale

Site is susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk fo flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a negative Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water
impact on the setting of the of > 5m3/day
To maintain & enhance National Park or AONB?
the character of AONB &
National Park

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

No CA

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

LB (Chapel Hill) to south of site. Development
unlikely to have impact on character.

Will the development of the N/A
site affect non‐designated
heritage assets?
To preserve and where
enhance the historic
environment and improve
understanding of local
cultural heritage
Would development impact This site lies within close proximity to the
magnesian limestone ridge and the alignment of
sites of archaeological
Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments. The site has
importance?
high archaeological potential and requires further
investigation.Further advice to follow

Will the development of the N/A
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site N/A
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?
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Bedale
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

B/170/012
Bedale

This site adjoins the Scheduled Monument at
Thornborough in an area of known archaeological
importance. The development of this site could
result in harm to important archaeological
remains.
See comment (k)

Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
principles of secure by design development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?
To provide a mix of
housing types and
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing.
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime & the
fear of crime

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt
principles of secure by design good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design
reducing the potential for
crime and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=a Direct access is available from the unclassified
road U1531. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way. Internal roads to comply with
NYCC standards

Will off site work be required =a The developer would need to demonstrate that
and what will the impact be a suitable and safe access can be achieved. Extend
existing foot / street lighting system for the
on viability?
settlement to serve this development. Existing
footway to be extended along the frontage of the
site.

Is there sufficient capacity in Highways to advise
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?
115
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Easingwold
1

Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/006/001/E

Parish

Alne
Land To The West And South Of Shire Oaks Farm Forest
Lane Alne North Yorkshire

Brafferton

Current Use

Agriculture

Grassed areas maintained under licence by adjacent homeowners

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Employment

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

8.96

0.24

7.62

5

225

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

A PROW runs east‐west to the south of the site but no PROW is in fairly close proximity to site. The site is
adjacent to St Peters Close which has pavements.
direct connection. No footways alongside the Forest
There are also pavements on the opposite side of the
Road frontage to the site.
highway to which the eastern edge of the site fronts
onto.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

There is a PROW in the village but not in close proximity to site.
There is a pavement on the same side of the road to which the
western end of the site fronts onto. There are pavements on Raskelf
road at the point where the site bounds existing residential
development. No cycle route evident.

Little or no opportunity to connect with
footpaths/cycleways particularly as Forest Road bridge
over railway is too narrow to allow creation of
footways.

Potential to establish links to PROW. Potential to link
to pavements in St Peters Close and to pavements on
highway, although pedestrian safety issue to consider
as on opposite side of road.

There is a PROW in the village but not in close proximity to site.
There is a pavement on the same side of the road to which the
western end of the site fronts onto which the site could link to. There
are pavements on Raskelf road at the point where the site bounds
existing residential development, however, it is uncertain if these
could be extended along the roadside as narrow roadside verges. No
cycle route evident.

No

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Will the development No, greenfield.
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Brafferton

Address

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/018/002

Land north west of Brafferton Manor Boroughbridge Road OS Field 0046 Boroughbridge Road Brafferton North Yorkshire
Brafferton North Yorkshire

Total Dwellings

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

E/018/001

No issues

Page 1

Easingwold
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/006/001/E

Would there be loss of Grade 3 (75%) and 4 (25%)
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/018/001

loss of grade 2 but majority 3b

E/018/002

loss of grade 2

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps withbrick clay safeguarding area

site overlaps with sand and gravel mineral safeguarding site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for brick and clay and
area
sand and gravel

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is adjacent to the GI corridor and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact
potential negative impact but may provide an
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to landscaping to improve the environment
improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Although not seen in views of any settlement, this site
is very open and prominent, particularly as there are
views over the site from the adjacent road bridge over
the raiway line.

The site is well screened by vegetation meaning it has A development at the proposed scale in this location would be
limited visibility from the highway. It sits adjacent to an prominent in significant views towards the settlement when
existing housing development. It is not prominent in approaching from the north east on Raskelf road and when
approaching from the north.
significant views towards the settlement.

Site is outside but adjacent to development limits. Site A development at the proposed scale would have negative impact on
What is the impact on The site is physically and visually isolated from the
character and form of settlement. It would result in loss of open
form and character of group of properties that comprise Alne Station. As such is adjacent to built form and at the proposed scale
development would have a poor relationship to
would not have negative impact on form or character. countryside which is part of the character of the settlement and CA.
a settlement?
existing built form and would have a detrimental
impact on the character of the countryside.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to provide
contain individual /
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
communal site
type and nature are not known at present
type and nature are not known at present
are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

The south‐east section of the site and smaller
no issues
areas elsewhere across the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding.

a small area in the north east corner of site is susceptible to
surface water flooding
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Site ID

E/006/001/E

E/018/001

E/018/002

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

Although the site is in Flood Zone 1, areas of the
site are susceptible to surface water flooding so
development would increase the risk of flooding.

no issues

a small area in the north east corner of site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies close to the boundary of the
Brafferton and Helperby Conservation Area. The
loss of this currently‐open space and its
subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance. See comment
(d)

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Brafferton and
Helperby Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open
space and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance.

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies close to the boundary of the
Brafferton and Helperby Conservation Area. The
loss of this currently‐open space and its
subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance. See comment
(d)

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Brafferton and
Helperby Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open
space and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance.

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge listed building in area but make
no comment.HDC: site is in consultation zone for
listed buildings.

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

The site is within 500m of non designated park
The site is within 500m of non designated park and garden ‐
and garden ‐ Helperby Park, however, there would Helperby Park, however, there would be no direct impact.
be no direct impact.

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential development will
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/006/001/E

E/018/001

E/018/002

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g
Yes ‐ onto Forest Lane
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ highway state: Direct access is available from
St Peters Close and Boroughbridge Road. Access
from St Peters Close is preferred. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout
To comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the village centre.

= g ‐ highways state: Direct access is available from
Boroughbridge Road and Raskelf Road. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. Internal road layout To comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design standards. To reflect desire
lines through the site to the village

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

=a
= a ‐ highway state:Works will be required to
Significant Improvement to Forest Lane will be
extend existing footway / street lighting to serve
required as there are no footpath links.
the site.
Accessibility links are poor, bus stop facilities area
distance from the site.

= a ‐ highways state: Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway/ street lighting to serve the site.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/018/003

Parish

Brafferton

E/019/002
Brandsby cum‐Stearsby

OS Field 7346 Boroughbridge Road and Land to the South of Austins Home Farm Brandsby North Yorkshire YO61 4RH
Hill Brafferton North Yorkshire

Land To The Rear And North West Of Olivers View Olivers
Bank Brandsby North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agriculture

Farm Buildings, Garages, Sheep Pens and Out Buildings,

Pasture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

3.03

1.18

2.95

Total Dwellings

90

5

5

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE do not identify any issues

NE identify SINC ‐ Fairy Dell, Brandsby in proximity to
site. HDC: SINC within 500m.

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs through centre of site. Eastern edge of site fronts
PROW is on opposite side of highway to which site fronts on to.
onto highway ‐ there is a pavement at the opposite side of the
There are no pavements on the highway adjacent to site. No cycle
road which starts at the point where the site is closest to existing route evident.
residential development. For the majority of the road frontage,
there is no pavement. No cycle route evident.

PROW in fairly close proximity to site. No pavement on
highway to which site fronts onto. No cycle route
evident.

Development would need to incorporate PROW into the design or There are no pavements on the highway adjacent to site. No cycle
at least provide links to PROW network. Highways would need to route evident. Site is disconnected from settlement.
advise on whether pavement could be extended to serve any new
development on site. No cycle route evident.

No pavement on highway to which site fronts onto.
Limited potetntial to add new pavements as road very
narrow. Highways to advise. No cycle route evident.

yes

yes

yes

majority is previously developed, includes farm buildings.

no, greenfield site

site is within RADON contamination area but development of site
may lead to cleaning up of site

site is within Radon contamination area but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning up.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/019/001
Brandsby cum‐Stearsby

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/018/003

Would there be loss of loss of grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/019/001

loss of majority of grade 3b and minor section of grade 2

E/019/002

loss of grade 3b (majority) and some grade 4

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for sand and gravel NYCC do not identify any issues

NYCC do not identify any issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is withinthe GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environmen

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site would be prominent in sigificant views towards the
settlement when approaching from the north. Development at
proposed scale would result in loss of open countryside which is
important to the character of the settlement and CA.

Site is fairly well screened from highway by high hedgerows and
vegetation and is not prominent in significant views towards the
settlement. The site already encompasses built development (farm
buildings and hard standing). However, introduction of housing site
would impact on rural setting on approach into settlement.

Part of the site is set behind existing residential
development. Due to the lie of the land the site is not
visible from Town Street. Overall the site is not
prominent in significant views towards the settlement.

What is the impact on Development at proposed scale in this location would result in a Site is disconnected from built form of settlement. The site already The proposed scale of the site is not in keeping with the
encompasses built development (farm buildings and hard standing) character and form of the settlement.
form and character of significant extension northwards of the settlement, making it
more linear and it would not be in keeping with form or character but introduction of housing site in this rural setting would not fit with
a settlement?
of settlement.

form and character of settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide
Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
contain individual /
are not known at present.
are not known at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

northern end of site is adjacent to floodzone 2 but data no issues
suggests it does not overlap site boundary.

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

Pond is in northern end of site ‐ this may suggest this area
of site is susceptible to surface water flooding.

no issues

The eastern edge of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding ‐ this extends towards the
centre of the site and along more than half of the
eastern section.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/018/003

E/019/001

E/019/002

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

There may be some susceptibility to flooding in northern
end of site and so development may increase risk of
flooding

no issues

The eastern edge of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding ‐ this extends towards the
centre of the site and along more than half of the
eastern section so development may increase risk
of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE do not identify any issues

NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (within)‐ All development with NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (within)‐ All
significant impact on landscape
development with significant impact on landscape

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE do not identify any issues.
Is the development in HE state: This site lies close to the boundary of the
a Conservation Area? Brafferton and Helperby Conservation Area. The loss of this

HE do not identify any issues

currently‐open space and its subsequent development
could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
HDC: Development at proposed scale and location would
impact on character of CA.

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies close to the boundary of the
NE do not identify any issues.
Brafferton and Helperby Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently‐open space and its subsequent development
could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
HDC: Development at proposed scale and location would
impact on character of CA.

HE do not identify any issues

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

NE do not identify any issues.
HE acknowledge listed building in area but make no
comment. HDC: The site is within the consultation buffer
zone for listed buildings. Development at proposed scale
and location would result in loss of open countryside which
could impact on setting of the listed buildings (The Old
Vicarage & Laural Farm).

HE identify listed building in area but do not make
comment. HDC: Site is within consultation zone
for listed buildings.

Will the development The site is within 500m of non designated park and garden ‐ Site is within 500m buffer of Brandsby Hall non‐designated
of the site affect non‐ Helperby Park, however, there would be no direct impact. park and garden
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

HDC: Site is within 500m of Brandsby Hall
nondesignated park and garden

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

NE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE identify Round Barrow as scheduled monument. HDC: site
is within 500m of Round Barrow.

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development
Will the site
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/018/003

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

E/019/001

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

E/019/002

the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a Highways state:Direct access is available from
Boroughbridge Road. The developer would need to
suitable access to a
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the village street which is very narrow. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal
road layout to comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design standards.

achieved. Internal road layout To comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.
To reflect desire lines through the site to the village centre.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Town
Street. The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout
to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

Highways state:Works will be required to extend existing
= g ‐ Highways state: no works identified.
footway / street lighting to serve the site. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which must be
kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order.

= a ‐ Highways state: Works will be required to
improve the existing major road to allow 2 way
traffic flow.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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5 EXTRA

Site ID

E/034/001

E/034/002

E/034/003

Parish

Crayke

Crayke

Crayke

OS Field 2337 West Way Crayke North Yorkshire

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Land South East Of Crayke Primary School Easingwold
Road Crayke North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Agricultural

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.39

1.59

0.57

Total Dwellings

8 number

28 number (flexible)

12 number (flexible)

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW is in close proximity to site. The site boundary does not PROW is in fairly close proximity. No pavements on
identify access to highway. Site is set back from highway. There highway to which site fronts onto. No cycle route
is no direct access to pavements. No cycle route evident.
evident

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

PROW network through village in fairly close proximity
to site. There are pavement at the opposite side of
road to which site fronts onto. No cycle route evident.

The site boundary does not identify access to highway. Site is set No pavements on highway to which site fronts onto. No PROW network through village in fairly close proximity
to site. There are pavement at the opposite side of
back from highway. There is no direct access to pavements. No cycle route evident
road to which site fronts onto, pedestrain safety would
cycle route evident.
need to be considered as close to junction. No cycle
route evident.

yes

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Land South And East Of Broad Dyke Crayke Lane Crayke
North Yorkshire

Address

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

6

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Site is within radon contamination area but the development of no issues
the site could lead to cleaning up.

Small section of site is in radon contamination area but
the development of the site could lead to cleaning up.
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/034/001

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/034/002

E/034/003

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC do not identify any issues

NYCC do not identify any issues

NYCC do not identify any issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is set behind existing development which fronts on to The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement. Development of site would
West Way. The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement when viewed from the PROW. The site is result in loss of open countryside which provide
not prominent from the highway.
important views on approach into the settlement and
CA.

The site is prominent in significant views towards the
settlement. Development of site would result in loss of
open countryside which is currently a prominent part of
the view into the settlement when approaching from
the south along Crayke Lane.

What is the impact on The main site is adjacent to existing development which fronts The site is disconnected from the existing built form of The site extends out into the open countryside and at
proposed scale, it does not fit well with existing form
the settlement. Proposed scale of housing in this
form and character of on to West Way. However, the site boundary does extend
and character of settlement. Development could
beyond the existing development line. There would be negative location would not fit well with character of
a settlement?
settlement.

impact on pinfold opposite Town End Farm adjacent to
this site which is a Grade II Listed Building.

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

adjacent to school so mitigation from noise
may need to be considered

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

adjacent to school so mitigation from noise
may need to be considered

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
contain individual /
nature are not known at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

impact on form and character.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/034/001

E/034/002

E/034/003

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

n/a

n/a

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (500m) ‐ All development NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (500m) ‐ All
NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (500m) ‐ All
with significant impact on landscape
development with significant impact on landscape development with significant impact on
landscape.

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: site is outside HE do not identify any issues. HDC: site is outside
Is the development in HE state: This site adjoins and, at its north‐western half,
CA.
a Conservation Area? lies within the boundary of the Crayke Conservation Area. the CA boundary
The loss of this currently‐open area could harm elements
which contribute to its significance. See comment (d)

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site adjoins and, at its north‐western half,
lies within the boundary of the Crayke Conservation Area.
The loss of this currently‐open area could harm elements
which contribute to its significance. See comment (d)

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: Development
of site would result in loss of open countryside
which provide important views on approach into
the settlement and CA.

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: development
at this location would result in loss of open
countryside which is prominent on approach into
the settlement and CA.

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

He state: April Cottage on West Way is a Grade II Listed
Building. The loss of this currently‐open area could harm
elements which contribute to its significance. See
comment (b). HDC: site sits behind a number of listed
buildings fronting on to West Way and site could impact
on the setting of these.

HE do not identify any issues

HE state: The pinfold opposite Town End Farm
adjacent to this site is a Grade II Listed Building.
The loss of this currently‐open area could harm
elements which contribute to its significance. See
comment (b)

no issues

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of HDC: development at this location would result in loss of Development of site would result in loss of open
open countryside which is prominent on approach into the countryside which provide important views on
the site affect the
approach into the settlement and CA.
setting of an elevated settlement and elevated CA when veiwed from PROW.
conservation area?

HDC: development at this location would result in
loss of open countryside which is prominent on
approach into the settlement and elevated CA.

Would development HE idenitify Crayke Castle. HDC: Site is within 500m buffer HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a of Crayke Castle.
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE idenitify Crayke Castle. HDC: Site is within
500m buffer of Crayke Castle.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
Will the site
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/034/001

E/034/002

E/034/003

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good
Will the site
design standards considering the principles of secure by
incorporate the
principles of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at the
suitable access to a
public expense. Could also be accessed through site 004.
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Crayke Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable be achieved.Internal road layout to comply with
and safe access can be achieved.
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

= r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. Visibility toward the junction
with West Way is restricted. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: This site cannot be viewed in
= g ‐ Highways state: no works identified
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts
to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding
for strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

= r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. Visibility toward the junction
with West Way is restricted.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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7

Sustainability Objective

Site ID

8

E/034/004

Parish

E/041/001

Crayke
Recreational Area Brandsby Street Crayke North Yorkshire

Easingwold
Land North West Of Football Ground Stillington Road
Easingwold North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agriculture

Agricultural Land

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.72

6.74

Total Dwellings

15 number

175

HE do not idenify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs through part of site. Pavement on opposite side of road to which
site fronts on to. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

No

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link to pavement on opposite
side of road but pedestrain safety access will need to be considered. No cycle
route evident.

yes

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Site is within radon contaimination area but the development of the site
could lead to cleaning up.
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/034/004

E/041/001

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?
Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC do not identify any issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Proposed site entrance links to Brandsby Street, however, the main site is set
back from the highway and so the prominence of the site is reduced. The site
would be prominent in views towards the settlement from the PROW as it
would result in loss of open green field which provides the setting for the
existing settlement at this location.

NYCC no issues

What is the impact on The proposed scale of the site would have negative impact on form and
form and character of character of the settlement.
a settlement?

To provide a good
quality built
environment.
Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
contain individual /
present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

no issues
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Site ID

E/034/004

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

E/041/001

NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (500m) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape

Is the development in HE state: This site adjoins and, at its north‐western half, lies within the HE no issues
a Conservation Area? boundary of the Crayke Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐
open area could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site adjoins and, at its north‐western half, lies within the HE no issues
boundary of the Crayke Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐
open area could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)

Would development HE identify listed building in area but make no comment. HDC: The site HE no issues
would not impact on setting of listed building.
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

CO no issues

The site has had previous archaeological survey
and contains two finds from exploration. The
National Mapping Data notes the presence of
earthworks here which could require further
investigation.

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of HDC: development at this location would result in loss of open
countryside which is prominent on approach into the settlement and
the site affect the
setting of an elevated elevated CA when veiwed from PROW.
conservation area?

Not applicable

Would development HE idenitify Crayke Castle. HDC: Site is within 500m buffer of Crayke
affect the setting of a Castle.
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/034/004

E/041/001

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
Will the site
considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Brandsby Street.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
suitable access to a
access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state the site has direct access
onto Stillington Road. TA/TP required. To reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced. centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of
This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
any obstruction until such time as an alternate
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
route has been provided and confirmed by order.
improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Footway required on site frontage and
pedestrian crossing point to link to existing footway. This site cannot
be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided
and confirmed by order.

= Ambler ‐ Minor works may be required to
extend existing footway to serve the site. Will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan. NYCC expect to see improvement to
Stillington Road/York Road junction.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/041/002

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Easingwold
Land Between Acacia Lodge And Stoneybroke Raskelf Road Easingwold North
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Vacant paddock

Vacant allotment/market garden

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.29

0.13

Total Dwellings

7

Immediate vernacular would suggest site would be best suited to 2 detached but could be
utilised for 5 in a row (max)

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.
Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

Pavements on both side of highway. National cycle network runs along
highway to which site fronts onto. No PROW in vicinity.

Pavements on side of road to which site fronts onto. National cycle network
in close proximity.

Pavements on both side of highway. National cycle network runs along
highway to which site fronts onto.

Pavements on side of road to which site fronts onto. National cycle network
in close proximity.

yes

yes

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/041/003

Easingwold
Land Adjacent Ash Lea And Bellwood Cottage Raskelf Road Easingwold North
Yorkshire

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

10

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no, greenfield site

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/002

Would there be loss of loss of grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/003

loss of grade 2

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC not within mineral safeguarding area

NYCC do not identify any issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment
the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

site is not prominent in sigificant views

site is not prominent in significant views

What is the impact on Site is an infill site and fits well with the form of the settlement. Providing
form and character of density of new housing is in keeping with existing residential homes, there
should be limited impact on character.
a settlement?

Site is infill site and fits well with form and character

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
contain individual /
present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/041/002

E/041/003

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

n/a

NE no issues

NE no issue

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE no issues
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE no issues

Will the development CO no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

CO no issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

HE no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/002

E/041/003

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
on affordable housing
on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
Will the site
considering the principles of secure by design
considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access onto Raskelf Road. = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access onto Raskelf Road.
This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development
suitable access to a
brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
highway?
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. From a point
within the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
nearest service centre/village. This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way.

impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. From a point
within the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
nearest service centre/village. This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way.

Will off site work be = a ‐ Highways state that access arrangements for site need to include = a ‐ Highways state that subject to site investigation and in the event
of gypsum being found, standard road construction would not be
required and what will pedestrian facilities to link exisiting footways
sufficient and expensive engineering alternatives would be necessary.
the impact be on
viability?

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/041/004

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/006

Easingwold
Land West Of York Road Easingwold North Yorkshire

Easingwold
Land Adjacent 1 Alne Road Easingwold North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Grazing

Agriculture

Greenfield Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.11

2.43

2.00

Total Dwellings

1

70

78

no issues

no issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW on opposite side of road (125m) leading south across PROW runs along the western boundary. There is a
public footpath along York road which the site fronts
fields to Thirsk Road. Bridlepath to east (550m)No
onto. No cycle route evident.
pavements to either side of road. Poor access to any local
services

SUSTRANS National Route runs adjacent to western
boundary of site. Pavements run along Alne road which
the site fronts onto. No PROW in vicinity.

Connectivity poor. Little scope to improve

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link
into public footpath along York road. No cycle route
evident.

Potential to link into SUSTRANS national route.
Potential to link to pavements on Alne road.

Outside superfast broadband area and not in planned area

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development Greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

13

E/041/005

Easingwold
Land Adjacent North Moor House North Moor Road Easingwold
North Yorkshire

No issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

12

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/004

Would there be loss of Loss of grade 3b agricultural land. All land included
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/005

E/041/006

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 2

NYCC not in safeguarding area

no issues

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Not in a mineral safeguarding area

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative The site is within the GI and could have a potential
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
design and landscaping to improve the environment
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is on a narrow country lane and any new development
would be prominent from the adjacent road.

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Part of the site will act as an infill site between existing The site is fairly open and prominent but the site is
built development, however, due to the scale of the
well screened from Alne road by hedgerow which
proposed development, the western section of the site reduces its prominence to some extent.
is prominent in significant views towards the
settlement.

What is the impact on There are a number of houses/farmsteads/businesses either Part of the site will act as an infill site between existing While the western boundary and part of the northern
boundary is adjacent to development limits, the
form and character of side of North Moor Road in a sporadic way in an area outside built development, however, due to the scale of the
of a settlement. Further development would be in the open proposed development, the western section of the site majority of the site appears disjointed from the existing
a settlement?
does not fit well with the form and character of the
settlement.

built form and does not fit so well with the character

Is the development in House immediately adjacent to west with
an area where noise, Farm/business to the north west.
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

may be need for some mitigation against
traffic noise from York road

no issues

No non conforming uses
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

may be need for some mitigation against
traffic noise from York road

no issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
contain individual /
nature are not known at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

The site is outside floodzone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

The site is outside floodzone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

Eastern edge of site in surface water less area

a small section of the south east corner of the site no history of surface water on site
is susceptible to surface water flooding

countryside and would serve to consolidate this existing
sporadic form of development.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/041/004

E/041/005

E/041/006

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The eastern edge of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding and therefore development may
increase risk of flooding

a small section of the south east corner of the site there is a history of surface water flooding
has history of surface water flooding so
adjacent to the site so new development in that
development may increase risk of flooding
location could increase flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

No issues

NE no issues

no issues

Is the development in Not in CA
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

no issues

Would development N/A
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

no issues

Would development N/A
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE no issues

no issues

Will the development N/A
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

HE no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

N/A

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Archaeological investigation has been undertaken not known at present
here. Further information required.

Will the development N/A
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

no issues

Will development of N/A
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

no issues

Would development N/A
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on size
incorporate the
principles of secure by type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/004

E/041/005

E/041/006

Will the development the site has been put forward for housing and will be
subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

the site has been put forward for housing and will be
Will the site
subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

the site has been put forward for housing and will All new development will be expected to adopt
be subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of good design standards considering the principles
housing
of secure by design

= g ‐ Highways advise that the site has direct
Is there potential for a = a Direct access is available from North Moor Road.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a
access onto York Road
suitable access to a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. There are no
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: Site has direct access onto
Alne Road.

Will off site work be = a The developer would need to demonstrate that a
required and what will suitable and safe access can be achieved.
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways advise that works will be required
to improve the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
Will require additional facilities/service provision
as determined in a traffic assessment and/or
travel plan.

= a ‐ Highways state: Works will be required to
improve the exisitng major road and extend
exisiting footway/ street lighting to serve the site.
May be required to improve junction of Alne Road
and Raskelf Road.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

existing pedestrian facilities.This site is not affected by
a registered public right of way.Internal roads to
comply with NYCC standards.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/041/007

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/010

Easingwold
Land North Of Hall Windows And West Of Claypenny
Cottages Millfield Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire

Easingwold
Newlyn Oulston Road Easingwold North Yorkshire YO61
3PR

Address
Current Use

Agriculture

Agriculture

Not used at all other than goalposts for son.

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.67

0.47

0.38

Total Dwellings

10‐15

10‐15

5

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

The site is not within 500 m of a Local Nature Reserve

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

There are a number of TPO along the opposite side of
Oulston Road.

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity. There are no pavements on the
highway at the point the site fronts onto highway. The
site is in close proximity to existing pavements. Millfield
Lane is very narrow so currently limited opportunity to
add new pavements. Highways to advise. National cycle
network route is in very close proximity to site.

No PROW in vicinity. There are no pavements on the
highway at the point the site fronts onto highway. The
site is in close proximity to existing pavements.
Millfield Lane is very narrow so currently limited
opportunity to add new pavements. Highways to
advise. National cycle network route is in very close
proximity to site.

A national sustrans cycle rout runs along lime tree
Avenue and Oulston Road. There is a public right of
way that can be accessed from the south of the site.
There is an existing pavement on the opposite side of
oulton road. NYCC to advise on capacity to c

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

There are no pavements on the highway at the point the No PROW in vicinity. There are no pavements on the
site fronts onto highway. The site is in close proximity to highway at the point the site fronts onto highway. The
existing pavements. Millfield Lane is very narrow so
site is in close proximity to existing pavements.
currently limited opportunity to add new pavements.
Millfield Lane is very narrow so currently limited
Highways to advise. National cycle network route is in opportunity to add new pavements. Highways to
very close proximity to site.
advise. National cycle network route is in very close
proximity to site.

There is an existing grass verge alongside the site which
may enable connection to the existing footpath
network. Highways to advise on ability to create a
connection. The site is alongside an existing sustrans
cycle route.

yes

yes

The area is served by superfast broadband. Capacity
unknown

no, greenfield site

around 1/4 of the site is occupied by an existing
residential premises

site is within radon contamination area but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning up.

Within an area of 3‐5% radon potential.

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

16

E/041/008

Easingwold
Land North Of Hall Windows And West Of Claypenny
Cottages Millfield Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

15

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Site within radon contamination area but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning up.
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/007

Would there be loss of loss of grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/008

E/041/010

loss of grade 2

The site falls within Grade 3b, the site is not currently
used for argiculutral purposes.

NYCC do not identify any issues

NYCC No issues

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC not in mineral safeguarding area.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the Green Infrastructure corridor
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant views towards the The site is not prominent in significant views towards
the settlement. The site is set back from the highway
settlement. The site is set back from the highway
behind existing built development. The site fronts onto behind existing built development. The site fronts onto
Millfield Lane but this is not a through road.
Millfield Lane but this is not a through road.

The view from Oulston Road is dominated by the
existing Trees and hedgerow. There are very limited
view of the settlement of Easingwold due to the
landscaping. Ouslton Road is not a main road into
Easiingwold. Careful design and landscaping could
mitigate.

What is the impact on The site is adjacent to existing built development to the The site is adjacent to existing built development to the Whilst the site is adjacent to development at Lime Tree
form and character of south and opposite residential development. However, south and opposite residential development. However, Road, the development of this site alone would not
at the proposed scale with the site boundary extending at the proposed scale with the site boundary extending relate well to the existing settlement form.
a settlement?
westwards into the open countryside, there would be an westwards and northwards into the open countryside,
impact on form and character of the settlement.
there would be some negative impact on form and
character of the settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

The site is off a minor road, adjacent to
residential development and bounded by
greenfields to the north, south, and east. It is
not next to any large farmsteads

Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

There are no known surface water issues present
on the site
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Site ID

E/041/007

E/041/008

E/041/010

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

no issues

The site is within Flood Zone 1 and there is no
history of surface water floodign

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

n/a

N/A

NE no issues

NE no issues

Howardian Hills AONB (2km) ‐ All development
with significant impact on landscape

Is the development in HE no issues
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

The site is not within the conservation area.

Would development HE no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development HE : Yes within close proximity of St John the
Baptist Church (grade II*).
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE no issues

The site is not adjacent to a listed building and
views of the listed building (Cedar Place) are
limited from the site. CO suggests that impact on
the setting of the listed building is unlikely subject
to screening.

Will the development CO no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.
archaeological importance.
archaeological importance.

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

The site does not affect an historic park and
garden or registered battlefield.

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable.

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

The site is outside the buffer zone of any
scheduled Monument

All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/007

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

E/041/008

E/041/010

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles of good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
of secure by design
principles of secure by secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access NO Highways comments received (assume
onto Millfield Lane. From a point within the site to comments for E/041/007 apply)
suitable access to a
reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: site has direct access onto
Oulston Road. A Transport Assessment/Travel
Plan will be required. From a point within the site
to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
nearest service centre/village.

nearest service centre/village. This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state that this site cannot be viewed NO Highways comments received (assume
in isolation. A comprehensive development brief
comments for E/041/007 apply)
for the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Highways to advise

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Parish

E/041/011
Easingwold
Millfield Surgery Millfield Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire YO61 3JR

Easingwold
Part OS Field 6000 York Road Easingwold North Yorkshire

Health ‐ GP Surgery

Field pasture

Preferred Use

None

Housing

Employment

Site Size (HA)

0.65

1.13

8.92

Unknown but certainly more than 5

Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

no issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

No comments

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

There are no TPO's on site

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

The National Sustrans Route runs through the site. The site is well
connected but careful consideration will be needed to ensure the
safety of cycle and predestrian users in this location.

SUSTRANS National Route is in close proximity to site. No pavements on highway which site fronts on to. No
Currently no links to public footpaths or cycle routes.
PROW in vicinity. No cycle route in proximity.Poor
connectivity

There are existing links through the site and pavements to the west of
the site, connecting the site to the wider footpath cycle network.
Careful consideration will be needed to ensure that the use of the
cycle way is not adversely affected.

No obvious potential for links to public footpaths or
cycle routes from the site. It would be necessary to
establish links through adjoining land.

No pavements on highway which site fronts on to. No
PROW in vicinity. No cycle route in proximity. Little
prospect of improvement.

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

There is access to superfast braodband, capacity unknown at present.

yes

no

Will the development
re‐use brownfield
land?

The site of the surgery and the car park, there is greenfield land on
the north of the eastern part of the site.

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Maximum Radon Potential 3‐5%

no issues

no issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

To protect and
enhance soils and

Easingwold
OS Field 1776 Alne Road Easingwold North Yorkshire

E/041/013

Current Use

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/012

19

Address

Total Dwellings

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

18
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/011

Would there be loss of The western part of the site is within Grade 2 and the eastern part of
the site is within Grade 3. There is currently a car park on the Grade 2
best and most
part of the site
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?
Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

no issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor.

E/041/012

E/041/013

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

not known at present

Overlapping brick and clay safeguarding area

A large employment use site within the GI could have
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
an adverse impact
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is visible from Milfield Lane. Milfield Lane is not a main road
The site is currently well screened by vegetation
(established trees and hedgerows) and given the
into Easingwold. The site is prominent from the National Sustrans
relatively small scale of the proposed development, the
Route. Careful design could mitigate impact.
site would not be prominent in any significant views
towards the settlement.

What is the impact on
form and character of
a settlement?

Careful design and layout would be needed to mitigate against the
impacts on the settlement form particularly on the Eastern Part of
the site (to the north). There is a natural boundary halfway through
the eastern part. Of the site. Careful consideration

Given that two boundaries of the site are adjacent to
existing development limits and built development,
and given the relatively small scale of the site, the site
would fit well with the form and character of the
settlement.

Site is disconnected from settlement and existing
employment areas. Site would have negative impact
on form and character of settlement.

Is the development in
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

site would be prominent in significant views towards
the settlement as the development would result in loss
of open countryside which currently forms part of key
view towards the settlement from A19 and York road.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

TO the North West ‐ residentail development. To the West
Is the proposed
‐ Residentail Development
preferred use for the
To the South ‐ Residential Development
site appropriate to the
North East ‐ open space/cycle network
land uses of the
The site is currently used for a surgery, the intensification
surrounding land
of use has the potential for impact
(north, south, east,
west)?

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

no issues

marginal sections towards the edge of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding

small sections of southern and western edges of
site susceptible to surface water flooding

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

the central part of the site is suceptable to surface water
flooding. HDC layers out of date
SFRA states that the site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no
risk from surface water flooding.
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Site ID

E/041/011

E/041/012

E/041/013

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

There is potential for additional development to increase the
risk of flooding. A car park and the existing surgery currently
occupy the site.

some susceptibility to surface water flooding

small sections of southern edge of site susceptible
to surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Scope for mitigation to be discussed with engineers and EA

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

NE no issues

No issues

The site is not within the conservation area, but is adjacent to
the boundary of the conservation area. HE: This site lies close
to the boundary of the Easingwold Conservation Area. The loss
of this currently‐open area could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (d)

HE no issues

Not in CA

Conservation officer to advise.
Would development
There would be scope to mitigate the impacts though careful
affect the character
consideration of the design, scale and layout of the
and appearance of the
development.
HE: This site lies close to the boundary of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

N/A

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowldge listed building in area but do not comment.
HDC: The site is near to listed buildings on the corner of
uppleby.
Careful design, scale, massing and layout of development
would be required particularly at the south eastern end of the
site.

HE no issues

N/A

Will the development
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

HE no issues

no issues

not known at present

There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

No comments

Will the development
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

HE no issues

N/A

Will development of
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

Not applicable

no issues

Would development
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

no issues

HE no issues

No issues

Will the site
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

site has been put forward for medical centre use

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

site has been put forward for employment use

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park
Is the development in
a Conservation Area?

Easingwold Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open
area could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Site ID

E/041/011

E/041/012

E/041/013

Will the development
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

site has been put forward for medical centre use

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

site has been put forward for employment use

Will the site
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

= g ‐ Highways: Site has access onto Millfield Lane. From a
= r ‐ Highways advise the site has no direct
Is there potential for a
point within the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
suitable access to a
to the nearest service centre/village. From a point within the the public expense. To reflect desire lines through
highway?
site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest
service centre/village.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

= g ‐ Highways state:No additional works identified.

Highways to Advise

= a Site has direct access onto York Road.
Transport assesment required. Access for site
shall only be taken from York Road

the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This
site is not affected by a registered public right of
way. Site will need to connect to adjoining site if
its going to link to an adopted highway

= a ‐ Highways advise that Works will be required = a Minor works required to extend footway and
to improve the existing major road and extend
other works as may be required in transport
existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
assessment.
Site will need to connect to adjoining site if its
going to link to an adopted highway

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

Parish

E/041/015
Easingwold
Land To The North Of Shires Bridge Mill Easingwold North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

House and garden

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

None

Site Size (HA)

0.20

4.33

Total Dwellings

6

Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

No issues

No issues

Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

TPOS within site boundary

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

To protect and
enhance soils and

Easingwold
16 Thornlands Easingwold North Yorkshire YO61 3QQ

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/014

21

Access to pavements on Thornlands estate road. Cycle route in fairly Distance to PROW to south approx 700m. No pavements either side of main A19 York
close proximity. No PROW in vicinity.
Road

Access to pavements on Thornlands estate road. Cycle route in fairly Connectivity poor with little scope to improve. (Could be scope to improve footpath to
close proximity.
bus stop on A19)

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

yes

Not in superfast braodband area and not in planned area

Will the development
re‐use brownfield
land?

residential dwelling and garden

Green field site

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

site in area affected by radon but the development of the site could
lead to cleaning up.

Middle band of site affected by historic contamination
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/014

E/041/015

Would there be loss of
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

loss of grade 3b ‐ not currently agricultural land

All of site grade 3b agricultural land

NYCC No issues

Overlapping safeguarding area for brick and clay

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may provide an
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment
landscaping to improve the environment

site not prominent in significant views

The site is prominent from the A19 being open on the northern side of the existing
relatively isolated existing group of buildings.

What is the impact on
form and character of
a settlement?

This area is characterised by fairly large gardens, providing a green
buffer between the existing housing estate and countryside.
Development would not relate well to existing form and character
of this area of the settlement. This would be back land
development.

Existing industrial uses are a re‐use of former mill in a detached position outside any
settlement. Proposed extension of the existing grouping which has more recently been
extended with new industrial buildings. This proposal will extend the site further into
the open countryside further to the north, beyond the existing boundary of the site and
further west into open countryside making the site appear more dominant in the open
countryside.

Is the development in
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

Existing industrial/employement uses taking place.

Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no non conforming uses

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

much of the site in flood zone 2. SFRA indicates that FZ2 could increase to
FZ3 magnitudes

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

eastern most half of the site in flood zone 3

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

no issues

Small area in centre of site in surface water interm area. Central area of the site
in surface water less area

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use
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E/041/014

E/041/015

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

The site is within flood zones 2 and 3 and areas of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding so development is likely to increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

no issues

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Howardian Hills AONB (2km) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape

No issues

Is the development in
a Conservation Area?

HE No issues

N/A

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE No issues

N/A

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE No issues

N/A

Will the development
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

HE No issues

N/A

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

N/A

Will the development
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

N/A

Will development of
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

N/A

Would development
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

No issues

N/A

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
Will the site
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Site has been proposed for employment

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/014

E/041/015

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

Site has been proposed for employment

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: site has access onto Thornlands. This
site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This
will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. From a point within the site
to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest
service centre/village.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= g ‐ Highways tdo not identify any additional works.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

=a
There may be access to the site.there is an existing access onto the A19,
however there would be concerns if this was to be used for a significant
increase in trip movements.

=a
there is an existing access onto the A19, however there would be concerns if
this was to be used for a significant increase in trip movements. Accessibility
links are poor with not footpath/cycle links in the area, bus stop facilities a
distance from the site.

Highways to Advise
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To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

24

Site ID

E/041/016

E/041/017

E/041/018

Parish

Easingwold

Easingwold

Easingwold

Land North East Of Easingwold Community Primary School Thirsk Road Easingwold OS Field 4530 Knott Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire

OS Field 4266, 4295 & 2261 Knott Lane Easingwold North
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Agricultural

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

6.62

3.55

3.89

Total Dwellings

160‐190

116‐132

175‐200

NE no issues identified.
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

no issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

There are TPOs on the eastern boundary of the site

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

SUSTRANS National Route is in fairly close proximity to southern boundary of PROW runs along eastern boundary. No links to
PROW is to south of site further along Knott Lane. No
site. Part of the western boundary at the northern end of the site fronts onto pavements. Limited to potential to add new pavements pavements to which site fronts onto. There are
Husthwaite road. There are no public footpaths alongside this road but the site as Knott Lane is very narrow. Highways to advise.
pavements within the adjacent residentail housing
National cycle network in Easingwold in fairly close
estate which are in close proximity to the north west
is in fairly close proximity to Thirsk road which does have public footpaths.
corner of the site. National cycle network in Easingwold
There is potential to establish new links to this network.
proximity.
in fairly close proximity.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Potential to establish new links to existing public footpaths on Thirsk road.

Potential to link to PROW network. Site is not near any No pavements to which site fronts onto. May be
pavements. Limited to potential to add new pavements challenging to extend pavements as Knott Lane is very
as Knott Lane is very narrow. Highways to advise.
narrow. Highways to advise. Potential to link to public
National cycle network in Easingwold in fairly close
footpaths which are in close proximity to the north
west corner of the site. National cycle network in
proximity.
Easingwold in fairly close proximity.

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Will the development The site boundary encompasses some additional dwellings in the north west
part of the site but it is not clear if these are to form part of the developable
re‐use brownfield
area. The majority of the site is greenfield.
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

23

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Radon contamination is identified within the site but the development of the
site could lead to cleaning up.
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/016

Would there be loss of Majority of site is grade 2 with a marginal section including grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/017

E/041/018

loss of grade 2

loss of majority grade 3a and some grade 2

NYCC no comments

Not in safeguarding area

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

no issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the negative impact but may provide an opportunity
environment
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and prominent in significant views
The northern end of the site has some prominence but benefits from some
screening from vegetation and it is opposite existing built development. Part of towards the settlement. Development would result in
loss of open countryside which currently is part of
the western boundary is set behind existing built development so there are
limited views of site from Husthwaite or Thirsk road. Site would impact on
important view into settlement from PROW.
views to grade II* listed church.

Due to the scale of proposed development, the site is
prominent and would result in loss of open countryside
which is currently part of the view into the settlement
from PROW. However, given that the site is adjacent to
the existing built form, sensitive design may reduce the
impact of built development. The site is not prominent
from main road.

The scale and location of the site does not reflect, and Due to the scale of the proposed development, the site
What is the impact on The part of the site which is behind the school and existing residential
form and character of development forms a fairly natural extension to the built form. However, in has a poor relationship with, the existing built form and has the potential to impact on the character and form
isolation this would represent back land development. The northern section of character of the settlement.
of the settlement, but given that the site is
a settlement?
the site does not fit as well with the form and character of the settlement.
Development of the southern end of the site and loss of this open area could
harm elements which contribute to significance of grade II* listed church and
CA.

immediately adjacent to the development limits of
Easingwold and existing built form, the impact may be
mitigated through sensitive design.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
contain individual /
present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

The site is outside of floodzone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

The site is outside of floodzone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

The northern edge of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding.

a marginal section at the eastern end of the site is no history of surface water flooding within site
susceptible to surface water flooding
boundary.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/041/016

E/041/017

E/041/018

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The northern edge of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding
and this may increase risk of flooding in this area of the site.

a marginal section at the eastern end of the site is there is a history of surface water flooding
adjacent to the eastern boundary of the site but
susceptible to surface water flooding and so
not within site boundary.
development in this area may increase risk of
flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues

NE no issues.

Is the development in HE: This site adjoins the boundary of the Easingwold Conservation Area. HE no issues
a Conservation Area? The loss of this currently‐open area could harm elements which

HE no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

contribute to its significance.
comment (d)

See

HE no issues
Would development CO: development here is likely to affect the significance of heritage
assets. A smaller site further from the church may be achievable subject
affect the character
and appearance of the to size and design.
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE affects a listed building
CO the site is screened from the nearest listed
buildings by modern development.

CO no issues

NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies
this area as strip fields.

CO There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance. However, ditched crop
marks and banked earthworks are evident on
National Mapping Data and may require further
investigation.

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE: This site adjoins the churchyard of the Grade II* Listed Church of St
John the Baptist and All Saints. The loss of this currently‐open area
could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (a)

HE no issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/016

E/041/017

E/041/018

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
Will the site
considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access onto Husthwaite
Road. TA/TP required. To reflect desire lines through the site to the
suitable access to a
nearest service centre/Village. This site is not affected by a registered
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state site has direct access onto
= g ‐ Highways state the site has direct access
Knott Lane. This site is not affected by a registered onto Knott Lane. This site is not affected by a
public right of way.
registered public right of way.

public right of way. . As determined in the traffic assessment/travel plan

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state that minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. Will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic assessment and/or
travel plan. Site will need to improve exisitng facilities for pedestrians to
encourage people to walk to Town Centre.

= a ‐ Highways state that works will be required
to improve the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
Knott Lane will be required to be improved along
its frontage with the site towards hedge.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site. Knotts
Lane will be required to be improved along its
frontage with the site.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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25

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Site ID

E/041/021

E/041/022

Parish

Easingwold

Easingwold

Land South East Of White Horse View Copperclay Walk Easingwold
North Yorkshire

OS Field 0044, 0056, 0071 Thirsk Road, OS Field 2957 Husthwaite Road and
Land and Buildings to the West Side of Millfield Lane Easingwold North
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Grass/scrub land

Agriculture, Light Indudustrial

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.50

29.06

Total Dwellings

28

NE make no comment.
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

TPOs bound part of the northern end of the site which provides
access to the existing estate road.

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity that can easily be linked to. There is a
SUSTRANS National Route which is in fairly close proximity to the
site. The proposed site boundary provides a link to the existing
estate road to the north of the site (Copperclay Walk) and
therefore if development was taken forward, there would be an
opportunity to link to existing public footpaths on this road.

PROW is in close proximity to the northern end of the site (at other side
of road). SUSTRANS National Cycle Route is in close proximity to
southern end of site. There is a pavement on the opposite side of Raskelf
Road to which the southern end of the site fronts onto. There is also a
pavement on the opposite side of Thirsk road to which the northern end
of the site fronts on to and adjacent to the entrance identified on to
Thirsk road, opposite the school.

Potential to link to existing public footpaths on Copperclay Walk.

Potential to connect to PROW at northern end of the site (at other side of
road) but pedestrian safe access would need to be addressed. Close
proximity to SUSTRANS National Cycle Route. Potential to link to
pavements on the opposite side of Raskelf Road to which the southern
end of the site fronts onto. Potential to link to pavement on the opposite
side of Thirsk road to which the northern end and eastern side of the site
fronts on to.

yes

yes

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development The site includes some out buildings to the southern end of the
site. The majority of the site is greenfield.
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

26

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no, greenfield site

Radon and possible historic contamination but the development of radon area overlaps into eastern side of site but the development of the
the site could lead to cleaning up
site could lead to cleaning up.
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/021

Would there be loss of Loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/022

loss of grade 2

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

No issues identified by NYCC

NYCC within safeguarding area, brick and clay

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
landscaping to improve the environment
improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant views towards a settlement. Development would be prominent in significant views towards the
It is fairly well screened by vegetation from Millfield Lane and
settlement when approaching from the west. Development would result
screened by existing residential development from Oulston road in loss of open countryside which currently forms part of the key views
and Uppleby road.
into the settlement.

What is the impact on The northern end of the site is adjacent and in parts overlaps with Part of the site is adjacent to development limits and existing built form,
form and character of the existing development limits. The southern end of the site is in however, the proposed scale of development would have a negative
close proximity to the development limits. However, the eastern impact on form and character of settlement. Development would result
a settlement?
boundary is disconnected from the existing built form.
in loss of open countryside which is currently a key part of the
Development would result in loss of open green space which is part charcateristics of the approach into Easingwold from the west. Some
smaller scale extension to the existing built form may be appropriate.
of character of this part of settlement, providing gap between
Copperclay Walk development and Uppleby Road. The site does
not fit well with character and form.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
contain individual /
are not known at present.
at present
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

Site is outside floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

Site is outside floodzone 3

no issues

Site has no history of surface water flooding

marginal section in the western side of the southern end of the
site is susceptible to surface water flooding. Fairly substantial part
of the northern section of the site is susceptible.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/041/021

E/041/022

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface water
flooding on or near the site.

Fairly substantial part of the northern section of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding and given the proposed scale
of development, there may increase risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE: Howardian Hills AONB (2km) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape.

NE no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

HE no issues
Is the development in HE: This site adjoins the boundary of the Easingwold
a Conservation Area? Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open area could
harm elements which contribute to its significance. See
comment (d)

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues
HE: This site adjoins the boundary of the Easingwold
Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open area could
harm elements which contribute to its significance. See
comment (d).

Would development 1 ‐ 13 Cedar Place are a Grade II Listed Building. The loss of
this currently‐open area could harm elements which
affect the setting
and/or significance of contribute to its significance. See comment b.
a Listed Building?

HE Development at this scale could impact the setting of the listed
church.

Will the development CO: NDHAs are positioned to the east and south of this site. CO no issues
of the site affect non‐ Prior to allocation an assessment would need to be
undertaken to consider the impact on these assets.
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that any non‐designated sites
would be affected.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

Will the development no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Not applicable

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

Would development no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development
Will the site
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/021

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

E/041/022

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Site has direct access onto Copperclay = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access onto Thirsk
Walk. From a point within the site to reflect the most
Road.TA/TP required. To reflect desire lines through the site to the
suitable access to a
convenient desire lines to the nearest service centre/village. nearest service centre/Village. This site is not affected by a
highway?
registered public right of way.

Will off site work be = a ‐ Need to consider combining exisiting junction onto
required and what will Copperclay Walk with the new site access.
the impact be on
viability?

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

= a ‐ Highways state that minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. As determined in the traffic
assessment/travel plan. Site will need to improve exisiting
facilities for pedestrians to encourage people to walk to Town
Centre

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/041/023

Parish

Easingwold
Longbridge House Stillington Road Easingwold North
Yorkshire YO61 3ET

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/024

E/041/025

Easingwold

Easingwold

Land To The South Of Roxby House York Road Easingwold OS Field 0651 Easingwold North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire

Current Use

gradens / paddock

Agricultural

agriculture (grazing/arable) 11.6 hectares and 4.4 hectares (coppice
woodland)

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.87

8.42

17.07

Total Dwellings

45

up to 200

480

NE no issues

NE no issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

no PROW in vicinity. Public footpaths are in fairly close PROW runs through the centre of the site. Currently no PROW runs through the northern end of the site. There
access to public footpaths or cycle routes. Site is set
proximity to the site but new links would need to be
is a public footpath on York road at the northern end of
added to connect to the footpaths. No cycle route
the site. No cycle route evident.
back from highway.
evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Potential to link to public footpath on Stillington road Potential to link into PROW network. The site is not near Potential to link in to PROW network. Potential to link
but this would require the addition of new footpath to to any existing public footpaths. No cycle route evident. to public footpath on York road but this would require
the addition of a new footpath to link up to existing
link up to existing footpath.
footpath. No cycle route evident.

yes

yes

Will the development the site encompasses an existing residential property, no, greenfield site
garden and adjoining paddock. The site is therefore
re‐use brownfield
partly developed and partly greenfield.
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

29

Address

NE no issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

28

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

yes

no, greenfield site

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/023

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/024

loss of majority grade 2 and some grade 3b

E/041/025

loss of grade 2 majority and some grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC no issues

NYCC the site is within the minerals safeguarding area NYCC within minerals safeguarding area brick and clay
and noted to be brick and clay.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and prominent in significant views
The site is open and prominent when approaching on The site is open and prominent in significant views
Stillington road, but given that the site is adjacent to an towards the settlement ‐ where built development will towards the settlement ‐ where built development will
have a negative impact
employment site, it is not impacting on significant
have a negative impact
views towards the settlement and sensitive design
would reduce the impact of built developme

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is outside development limits of the
What is the impact on While the site is in close proximity to the development The site is outside development limits of the
settlement and is disjointed from the built form. The
settlement and is disjointed from the built form. The
form and character of limits and existing built development (Easingwold
Business Park) and would form an extension to this,
scale and location of the site does not fit well with the scale and location of the site does not fit well with the
a settlement?
proposed housing use does not fit well with existing
employment site.

form and character of the settlement.

form and character of the settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

The site is adjacent to employment uses which no issues
are located to the south and west of the site.
Mitigation against potential noise etc may be
required to avoid impacting on the amenity of
new residents.

No significant issues. May need some
mitigation against noise from traffic on York
road.

Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

The site is adjacent to employment uses which no issues
are located to the south and west of the site.
Mitigation against potential noise etc may be
required to avoid impacting on the amenity of
new residents.

No significant issues. May need some
mitigation against noise from traffic on York
road.

Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
contain individual /
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

the site is outside of floodzone 2

The north east corner of the site and eastern
edge of the site is within flood zone 2.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

the site is outside of floodzone 3

The north east corner of the site and eastern
edge of the site is within flood zone 3.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

almost the entire site is susceptible to surface
small sections of the northern end of the site are
water flooding.
susceptible to surface water flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

The north east corner of the site and eastern edge
of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding
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E/041/023

E/041/024

E/041/025

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water small sections susceptible to surface water
flooding and so development may increase risk of flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding
flooding

part of site is within flood zone 3 and part of site
has history of surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues

NE no issues

NE no issues

Is the development in HE no issues
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

The listed milepost is located 150m to the south HE no issues
east along the roadside. The CO confirms that it is
unlikely that the setting of this milestone would
be affected by the development of this site.

Will the development CO no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

CO no issues

CO: A listed milepost is sited to the west along
York Road. The setting of the milepost will need
to be considered in the design and layout of any
development but should not proclude appropriate
development.

CO no issues

There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of of this site would affect any non‐designated site of of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.
archaeological importance. However, banked
archaeological importance.
earthworks are evident on National Mapping Data
and may require further investigation

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

HE no issues

Not applicable

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/023

E/041/024

E/041/025

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a Highways state site has direct access onto
Stillington Road. Works will be required to
suitable access to a
improve the existing major road and extend
highway?

= r ‐ Highways state that the site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. TP/TA required. To reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of
any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order.

= g ‐ Highways state site has direct access from
York Road. TA/TP required. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of
any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order.

Will off site work be Highways identify no issues.
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways advise that minor works may be
required to extend existing footway to serve the
site. Will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

= a ‐ Highways state the site will require '= a ‐
additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan. Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
From a point within the site to reflect the most
convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/041/026

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/028
Easingwold

Easingwold
Prospect Park Thirsk Road Easingwold North Yorkshire
YO61 3HL

Land And Buildings On The West Side Of Millfield Lane
Easingwold North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Leisure

School car park, industrial units and agricultural use

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.20

1.73

16.83

Total Dwellings

5

50

500

no issues

no issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

Pavement on highway where site fronts onto road.
National cycle route in fairly close proximity.

No PROW in vicinity. There are public footpaths along
Thirsk road which site fronts on to which provide
pedestrian access to services and facilities in town
centre which is in close proximity. No cycle route
evident.

SUSTRANS National Route is in close proximity to
southern boundary. There is a public footpath along
Raskelf road.

Pavement on highway where site fronts onto road.
National cycle route in fairly close proximity.

Potential to link to public footpath along Raskelf road.
Site will have direct access to public footpaths along
Thirsk road, providing pedestrian access to services and
facilities in town centre which is in close proximity.

yes

yes

yes

majority of site is previously developed

no, greenfield site

Radon contamination covers part of site but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning up.

Radon contamination covers part of site but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning up.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

32

E/041/027

Easingwold
OS Field 349A Husthwaite Road Easingwold North
Yorkshire

NE do not identify issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

31

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

site in area affacetd by radon but the development of
the site could lead to cleaning up.
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/041/026

Would there be loss of loss of grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/027

E/041/028

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2 (majority) and 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC confirm site not within minerals safeguarding
area.

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

brick and clay

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site does have some prominence on approach into
settlement as would result in loss of open field
(countryside) but the site is adjacent to garage so
impact on significant views is limited.

The site is not prominent in any significant views
towards a settlement.

Due to the scale of the site, proposed scale of
development and the location of the site, the site is
open and prominent and will affect significant views
towards the settlement

What is the impact on Site is adjacent to built development (garage) but site Part of the site is previously developed land and so is
form and character of does appear to be mostly disconnected from the main already part of the built form. The site extends into
built form and existing residential uses.
agricultural land but due to its location and scale,
a settlement?

Part of the site is adjacent to development limits and
existing built form, however the site is open and
prominent and the scale and location of the site does
not fit well with the existing form and character of the
settlement. Some smaller scale extension to the
existing built form may be appropriate.

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

development would not have a negative impact on
form and character of the settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

no issues

the site has no history of surface water flooding
some minor sections susceptible to surface water
and there is no surface water flooding adjacent to flooding
the site.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/041/026

E/041/027

E/041/028

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

site is within flood zone 1 withno history of
surface water flooding on or near the site so
development is unlikely to increase risk of
flooding.

minor sections susceptible to surface water
flooding but this should not increase risk of
flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

no issues

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues

NE no issues

no issues

Is the development in HE no issues
a Conservation Area?

EH no issues

no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

EH no issues

no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

EH no issues

no issues

Will the development CO no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

CO no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development Archaeological survey has been undertaken on
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of this site. Further information required.
archaeological importance.

not known at present

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

EH no issues

no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

EH no issues

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/026

E/041/027

E/041/028

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g
Highways state: Yes‐onto Thirsk road
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
There is an access onto Thirsk Road.

=g.
There is an access onto Raskelf Road.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

=a
=a
=a
Highways state:Pedestrian / cycle links links shold Pedestrian / cycle links links should be required. Pedestrian footpath links are required.
be required. Crossing facilities will also need to be Crossing facilities will also need to be considered.
considered.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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34

Site ID

E/041/029

E/041/030/E

Parish

Easingwold

Easingwold

OS Field 0044 Thirsk Road Easingwold North Yorkshire

Land West Of Shires Bridge Mill Easingwold North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Undeveloped section of former Ministry of Suppy flax mill site, adjoining Shires BridgeBusiness park

Preferred Use

None

None

Site Size (HA)

6.57

2.55

N/A

Total Dwellings
no issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further
of assessment. Further information to follow.
information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

N/A

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW is in close proximity to the northern boundary of the Distance to PROW to south approx 700m. No pavements either side of main A19 York Road
site at the opposite side of the road which development
could link into. The northern boundary fronts on to Thirsk
road and a public footpath runs alongside the road. National
cycle network route in fairly close proximity.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link into
public footpaths along Thirsk road. National cycle network
route in fairly close proximity.

Connectivity poor with little scope to improve. (Could be scope to improve
footpath/pavement link to bus stop)

yes

Outside braodband area and not in planned area

Will the development No, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

No issues

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

A marginal section of the eastern corner of the site falls
within the radon contamination area. Development of the
site could lead to cleaning up.

Greenfield site

No issues
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the most efficent
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Site ID

E/041/029

Would there be loss of Loss of grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/030/E

All of land grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay

In safeguarding area for brick and clay

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

A large mixed use site within the GI could have an adverse
impact.

The site is within the North Yorkshire GI corridor. Development could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and prominent in significant views towards The site is prominent from A19 particularly from views into the site from the south.
the settlement particularly when approaching on Thirsk
road. Built development will have a negative impact in this
location.

What is the impact on The site is disjointed from existing built development. The Existing industrial uses are a re‐use of former mill in a detached position outside any
form and character of scale and location of the site does not reflect, and has a poor settlement. Proposed extension of the existing grouping which has more recently been
relationship with, the existing built form and character.
extended with new industrial buildings. This proposal will extend the site further into the
a settlement?

open countryside further to the south, beyond the existing boundary of the site and further
west into open countryside making the site appear more dominant generally in the open
countryside. This site is less prominent than E/041/015 (and E/041/031) as it is further from
the road and provided units are of same size/scale as existing it should not be as obtrusive
from views to the south/north

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

Although the site is not directly adjacent to
Existing industrial uses taking place.
existing residential development, a mixed use site
with B1 and / or B2 and / or B8 use classes would
be expected to generate additional traffic in the
area which may affect the amenity of existing
residents in the vicinity.

Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No non conforming uses
Although the site is not directly adjacent to
existing residential development, a mixed use site
with B1 and / or B2 and / or B8 use classes would
be expected to generate additional traffic in the
area which may affect the amenity of existing
residents in the vicinity.

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
contain individual /
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
communal site
nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

Northern boundary of site in flood zone 2. The SFRA Notes that the flood risk
in parts of the development footprint currently within FZ2 could potentially
increase to FZ3 magnitudes in future due to climate change.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

The central section of the site is susceptible to surface No issues
water flooding which extends right across the site from
north to south.
HDC layers on surdace water flooding out of date. SFRA
indicates the the sites is entirely in Flood Zone 1 withi
Minimal or no risk form surface water flooding.
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E/041/029

E/041/030/E

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site requires a Flood Risk Assessment

No Issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

No issues

NE no issues

No issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE no issues
a Conservation Area?

N/A

Would development HE no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

N/A

Would development HE within close proximity of a listed milestone situated N/A
along Thirsk Road.
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

Will the development CO no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

N/A

N/A

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

N/A

Would development no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

N/A

The site has been put forward for (employment uses). Employment use proposed
Will the site
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/029

E/041/030/E

Will the development The site has been put forward for (employment uses). Employment use proposed
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
Will the site
design standards considering the principles of secure
incorporate the
principles of secure by by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access
onto Thirsk Road. TA/TP required. To reflect desire
suitable access to a
lines through the site to the nearest service
highway?

No highway comments

centre/Village. This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way. As determined in the traffic
assessment/travel plan.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing
No highway comments
major road and extend existing footway/street lighting
to serve the site. Will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/031/E

E/041/032

E/041/033

Parish

Easingwold

Easingwold

Easingwold

Shires Bridge Mill Easingwold North Yorkshire YO61 3EQ

Land Adjacent And Rear Of Police Houses York Road Easingwold North
Yorkshire

Land South Of Drovers Court Knott Lane Easingwold North
Yorkshire YO61 3NP

Address
Current Use

Undeveloped road frontage of existing business park

Agricultural land, however the site benefits from an extant planning permission for a
food store and petrol filling station

Agricultural land

Preferred Use

None

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.71

3.11

0.56

Total Dwellings

N/A

70 to 90

15

NE no issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

no issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

NE no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

TPOs bound northern boundary of site.

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

Distance to PROW to south approx 700m. No
pavements either side of main A19 York Road

There are pavements on the opposite side of the road and pavements
in close proximity to the northern boundary of the site, providing
direct link into town centre. No cycle route in close proximity. The
national cycle network route passes through Easingwold town. No
PROW in close proximity to site.

No PROW in vicinity. No pavements on Knott Lane
which site fronts onto. There are pavements in close
proximity to the north east corner of the site which link
into the adjacent housing estate. National cycle
network in Easingwold in fairly close proximity.

Poor connectivity with little scopr to improve. (Could
be scope to improve public footpath to bus stop on
A19)

Potential to link into existing pavement network. No PROW in
proximity to site. No cycle route evident. The national cycle network
route passes through Easingwold town.

No pavements on Knott Lane which site fronts onto.
Potential to link to existing pavements which are in
close proximity to the north east corner of the site and
which link into the adjacent housing estate. National
cycle network in Easingwold in fairly close proximity.

Not in superfast broadband area and not in planned
area

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development Greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

37

Site ID

No issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

36

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Small area on western boundary may be affected by
contamination.
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Site ID

E/041/031/E

Would there be loss of Loss of grade 3b land
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/032

E/041/033

Loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 2

NYCC no issues

no issues

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Overlapping brick and clay safeguarding area

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
through careful design and landscaping to improve the landscaping to improve the environment
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is very prominent as it is immediately adjacent The site is open and prominent in views towards the settlement.
to the A19 and in front of the existing buildings which Development would result in loss of open countryside which is
currently prominent in view when approaching the settlement from
are set back from the road.
the south.

The site is currently well screened by vegetation
(established trees and hedgerows) on the east and
western boundary and given the relatively small scale
of the proposed development, the site would not be
prominent in any significant views towards the
settlement

What is the impact on Existing industrial uses are a re‐use of former mill in a The northern boundary of the site fits well with the existing built form. Given that the site is adjacent to existing development
form and character of detached position outside any settlement. Proposed There is also residential development on the opposite side of the road limits and built development, and given the relatively
small scale of the site, the site would fit well with the
extension of the existing grouping closer to the main
to the site. Impact on character and form is limited.
a settlement?
form and character of the settlement.

road make the site appear more dominant in the open
countryside.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in Existing industrial/employment uses
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

Site is adjacent to existing residential development.
no issues
Certain commercial or retail uses may impact on amenity
of residents. Noise mitigation may need to be considered.

No non conforming uses
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

Site is adjacent to existing residential development.
no issues
Certain commercial or retail uses may impact on amenity
of residents. Noise mitigation may need to be considered.

Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to
contain individual /
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

no issues

site is outside of floodzone 2

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

no issues

site is outside of floodzone 3

No issues

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water floosing.

the majority of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/041/031/E

E/041/032

E/041/033

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

N/A

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water floosing so
development may increase risk of flooding.

the majority of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding so development may increase risk
of flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/A

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

No issues

NE: no issues

NE no issues

Is the development in N/A
a Conservation Area?

HE: no issues

HE no issues

Would development N/A
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE: no issues

HE no issues

Would development N/A
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE: no issues

HE no issues

Will the development N/A
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

HE: no issues

CO no issues

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance. However, ditched crop marks and banked
earthworks are evident on National Mapping Data and may
require further investigation.

There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance. However, ditched crop
marks and banked earthworks are evident on
National Mapping Data and may require further
investigation

Will the development N/A
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE: no issues

HE no issues

Will development of N/A
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development N/A
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE: no issues

HE no issues

Employment use proposed
Will the site
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

N/A

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/031/E

E/041/032

E/041/033

Will the development Employment use proposed
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a No highway comments
suitable access to a
highway?

Highways advise the site has direct access onto York Road. This
site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. May be better if sites in this
area are reviewed together for access onto York Road.

= g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access
onto Knott Lane and Drover's Court. From a point
within the site to reflect the most convenient
desire lines to the nearest service centre/village.
This site is not affected by a registered public right
of way.

Will off site work be No highway comments
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

None identified.

= a ‐ Highways state that works will be required
to improve the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
Knott Lane to be improved to allow development.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/034

E/041/035

E/041/036

Parish

Easingwold

Easingwold

Easingwold

OS Field 5100 Crayke Road Easingwold North Yorkshire

Longbridge House Stillington Road, OS Fields 1879, 3982
and 4291 York Road and OS Fields 3565 and5968
Pennycarr Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire

Land South Of Drovers Court Knott Lane Easingwold North
Yorkshire YO61 3NP

Address
Current Use

Agricultural land

agriculture (grazing/arable)

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

4.92

21.17

0.56

Total Dwellings

104

site 2 = 156 dwellings (5.14 ha)

15 ‐ 20

NE no issues identified.

no issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

TPOs bound part of the western boundary of the site.

TPOs run along part of western boundary of site.

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs through centre of site. Site fronts on to
Mill Lane. There are public footpaths along
Meadowfields and Crayke road which site fronts onto.
No cycle route evident.

PROW in fairly close proximity to site. The site does
not front onto a highway as it is set behind existing
employment development. There are therefore no
pavements adjacent to site. No cycle route in
proximity. Highways would need to advise on access.

No PROW in vicinity. No pavements on Knott Lane
which site fronts onto. There are pavements in close
proximity to the north east corner of the site which link
into the adjacent housing estate. National cycle
network in Easingwold in fairly close proximity.

potential for new links to footpaths and PROW
network

The site does not front onto a highway as it is set behind
existing employment development. There are therefore
no pavements adjacent to site. No cycle route in
proximity. Highways would need to advise on access.

No pavements on Knott Lane which site fronts onto.
Potential to link to existing pavements which are in
close proximity to the north east corner of the site and
which link into the adjacent housing estate. National
cycle network in Easingwold in fairly close proximity.

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no contaomination in site boundary. Landmark data
identifies contamination to west of site

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development no greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

40

Site ID

NE no issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

39

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Contamination issues but the development of the site
could lead to cleaning up.
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Site ID

E/041/034

E/041/035

Would there be loss of majority of site is grade 2 with a marginal section grade loss of grade 3b
3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/036

loss of grade 2

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC do not identify this as an issue

no issues

NYCC No issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and prominent on approach into the
settlement on Mill Lane. The site is adjacent to land
allocated in the LDF for housing but new development
at proposed scale would be prominent on the
landscape.

site is set behind existing employment development
and is set away from the highway. However, the site
would be prominent in significant views towards the
settlement from the PROWs. Development would
result in loss of open countryside which is currently
part of the views into the settlement from the PROWs.

The site is currently well screened by vegetation
(established trees and hedgerows) on the east and
western boundary and given the relatively small scale
of the proposed development, the site would not be
prominent in any significant views towards the
settlement

Given that the site is adjacent to existing development
What is the impact on The site would form a fairly natural extension to land The site bounds employment site to north. New
form and character of already allocated in the LDF for housing. Development housing development at this location and at proposed limits and built development, and given the relatively
would relate fairly well to existing built form to the
scale would not fit well with the existing character and small scale of the site, the site would fit well with the
a settlement?
north and south and to proposed buit development to form of the settlement.
the west. The proposed scale of development may
have some negative impact on the character of this
area.

form and character of the settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

The site bounds existing employment site so
potential for impact on amenity of residents.

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

The site bounds existing employment site so
potential for impact on amenity of residents.

no issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

site is not in floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

site is not in floodzone 3

no issues

There are marginal sections of site towards the
edge of the site which are susceptible to surface
water flooding

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/041/034

E/041/035

E/041/036

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

There are marginal sections of site towards the
edge of the site which are susceptible to surface
water flooding so this may increase risk of
flooding

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development would increase risk of
flooding

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE no issues identified.
NE: Howardian Hills AONB (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact on landscape

NE no issues

Is the development in HE: no issues
a Conservation Area?

no issues

HE no issues

Would development HE: No issues.
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no issues

HE no issues

Would development HE: no issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

no issues

HE no issues

Will the development CO: no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

HE no issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Banked earthworks are noted in this area. Further There is no data to suggest that the development Archaeological survey has been carried out at this
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of site and finds registered. Other finds have been
investigation may be required.
archaeological importance. However, ditched crop noted within close proximity.
marks and banked earthworks are evident on
National Mapping Data and may require further
investigation

Will the development HE: no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

HE no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

Not applicable

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/034

E/041/035

E/041/036

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

= g ‐ Highways state the site has direct access
Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access Highways state that the site has no direct
onto Crabmill Lane/Uppleby. TP/TA required. To connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at onto Knott Lane and Drover's Court . From a point
suitable access to a
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest the public expense. TA/TP required. To reflect
within the site to reflect the most convenient
highway?
service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
registered public right of way which must be kept centre/Village. Also see E/041/041.
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order.

desire lines to the nearest service centre/village.
This site is not affected by a registered public right
of way. All sites abutting Knott Lane should not be
viewed in isolation to form an opinion on access
onto Raskelf Road and include Long Street.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= g ‐ Highways state that works identified in the
TA/TP may be required. Minor works may be
required to extend existng footway to serve the
site.

Highways state that minor works may be required
to extend existing footway to serve the site. Will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan.

= a ‐ Highways state that Works will be required
to improve the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
Knott Lane to be improved to allow development.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Site ID

E/041/037

Parish

Easingwold
OS Fields 0488, 1879, 3982 & 4291 York Road Easingwold North
Yorkshire

43

E/041/038

E/041/039

Easingwold

Easingwold

Part OS Fields 529A And 591 Knott Lane Easingwold North OS Field 3982 York Road Easingwold North Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Grazing / Arable Fields

agriculture (grazing/arable)

Preferred Use

Mixed

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

9.75

5.55

5.15

Total Dwellings

TBC

130 ‐ 140 houses

Site 3 ‐ 198

NE no issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE: no issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

NE no issues identified.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

TPOs bound part of the western boundary

TPOs on eastern boundary of site

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW is in fairly close proximity to eastern boundary of site. Part No PROW in vicinity. No pavements on Knott Lane to Site in fairly close proximity to PROWS. The site is set
back from the highway. There is no access to highway
of the western boundary fronts onto York road where there is a
which site fronts onto. National cycle network route
public footpath. No cycle route evident.
runs through Easingwold and is in fairly close proximity. and therefore no access to pavements. No cycle route
in proximity.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Potential to connect to public footpath on York road. No cycle
route evident.

No PROW in vicinity. No pavements on Knott Lane to Site in fairly close proximity to PROWS. The site is set
back from the highway. There is no access to highway
which site fronts onto. National cycle network route
runs through Easingwold and is in fairly close proximity. and therefore no access to pavements. No cycle route
in proximity.
Limited potential for extending pavement network
from existing housing estate as Knott Lane is very
narrow. Highways to advise.

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

Possible historic contamination but the development of
the site could lead to cleaning up.

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

42

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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Site ID

E/041/037

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/038

E/041/039

loss of grade 3a and 3b

loss of grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC no issues

Not in safeguarding area

no issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

large mixed use site within the GI could have an adverse impact.

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and prominent in significant views towards the
settlement ‐ where built development would have a negative
impact

The site is prominent in significant views towards the
At proposed scale, the site would have some
prominence in significant views towards the settlement settlement from the PROW. Development would result
as development would result in loss of open
in loss of open countryside which is an important part
countryside which is currently prominent in views
of the view into the settlement from the PROW and
towards the settlement from the PROW. The site is not from York road.
prominent from the main road.

What is the impact on The site bounds a site which has planning permission for retail and While the eastern end of the site is adjacent to existing The site is disconnected from the existing settlement
and development would have negative impact on form
form and character of petrol filling station. However, the proposed site would create a residential development, the majority of the site is
disconnected from the settlement. Development would and character of settlement. Development would
considerable extension to this area on a scale that would not fit
a settlement?
well with the form and character of the settlement.

result in loss of open countryside which is currently a result in loss of open countryside which is key part of
key character of this area of the settlement. If site 018 character of this part of the settlement.
is allocated, this site would fit fairly well with built
form. Impact may be mitigated through sensitive
design.

Is the development in
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

Any development on this site would need to consider
neighbouring uses on the adjacent permitted site
(former allocation) and given that the proposal is for
mixed use, including residential, it would be necessary
to ensure careful design of the development to ensure
the amenity of residents is not affected.

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues
Any development on this site would need to consider
neighbouring uses on the adjacent permitted site
(former allocation) site and given that the proposal is
for mixed use, including residential, it would be
necessary to ensure careful design of the development
to ensure the amenity of residents is not affected.

no issues

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
contain individual /
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

A marginal section of the southern end of the site is in
flood zone 2

no issues

small section in southern end of site is in
floodzone 2

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

A marginal section of the southern end of the site is in
flood zone 3

no issues

small section in southern end of site is in
floodzone 3

almost the entire site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

marginal section of south east corner susceptible
to surface water flooding ‐ negligible area

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/041/039

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

marginal section of site is within flood zone 3 and almost
entire site has history of surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

marginal section of south east corner susceptible
to surface water flooding, however, this is a
negligible area and so development should not
increase risk of flooding.

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development would increase risk of
flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues

NE: no issues

NE no issues identified.

Is the development in HE no issues
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

CO no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

CO no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE no issues

CO no issues

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies
this area as strip fields.

CO no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site not known at present
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance. However, ditched crop marks and banked
earthworks are evident on National Mapping Data and may
require further investigation

There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance. However, ditched crop
marks and banked earthworks are evident on
National Mapping Data and may require further
investigation

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

CO no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

Not applicable

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

CO no issues

Will the site
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

The site is put forward for mixed development, with
potential to include housing. All sites that are put forward
for residential development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the development
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

E/041/037

The site is put forward for mixed development, with
potential to include housing. All sites above the current
threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing.

E/041/038

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

E/041/039

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
of secure by design
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access from
York Road. . TA/TP required. To reflect desire lines through
suitable access to a
the site to the nearest service centre/Village.
highway?

= g ‐ The site has direct access onto Knott Lane.

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to
a highway maintainable at the public expense.
Minor works may be required to extend existing
footway to serve the site. TA/TP required. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/Village.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state that the site will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and or travel plan. Minor works may be
required to extend existing footway to serve the site

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site.

= g ‐ Consider site's needs to be reviewed with
others for access and sustainable modes of
transport.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/041/040

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/041/042
Easingwold

Easingwold
OS Field 5968 Pennycarr Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire

OS Fields 0056 & 0071 Thirsk Road Easingwold North
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

agriculture (grazing/arable)

agriculture (grazing/arable)

Agriculture, Light Indudustrial

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

2.78

5.51

7.14

Total Dwellings

Site 4 ‐ 78

Site 5 ‐ 156

NE no issues identified.

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

NE no issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

site is landlocked. No access to pavements or cycle
route. PROW in fairly close proximity

Site is set back from highway so no access to pavements or cycle
route. PROW runs through site.

PROW in fairly close proximity to northern end of
site.There is a pavement on the same side of Thirsk
road to which site fronts onto. There are no pavements
on Husthwaite road to which site fronts onto. There is
national cycle route running through part of Easingwold
but not in close proximity to site.

site is landlocked. No access to pavements or cycle
route. PROW in fairly close proximity

Site is set back from highway so no access to pavements or cycle
route. PROW runs through site.

Potential to connnect to pavement on Thirsk
road.There is national cycle route running through part
of Easingwold but not in close proximity to site.

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

southern end of site is affected by radon
contimaination but the development of the site could
lead to cleaning up.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

46

E/041/041

Easingwold
OS Field 1879 York Road Easingwold North Yorkshire

NE no issues identified.
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

45

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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Site ID

E/041/040

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/041

E/041/042

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 2

no issues

no issues

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC do not identify issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
through careful design and landscaping to improve the landscaping to improve the environment
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is prominent in views towards the settlement. Site
would result in loss of open countryside which is
currently part of key view towards settlement from
PROW ans highway.

Site is prominent in significant views towards the settlement.
Development of the site would result in loss of open countryside
which is an important part of the view into the settlement from the
PROWs and from Stillington road when approaching from the east.

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Site would be prominent in significant views towards
the settlement. Development would result in loss of
open countryside which currently forms part of the
important views into the settlement.

Site is disconnected from the settlement. It has poor relationship
Site is disconnected from the settlement. Proposed
What is the impact on The northern end of site bounds site which has
scale and location of site would have negative impact
form and character of planning permission for retail and petrol filling station with the existing built form and development of the site would
(former LDF allocation). However, the site has no
result in loss of open countryside which is an important part of the on form and character of settlement. Development
a settlement?
access to highway and is largely disocnnected from the character of this part of the settlement.
settlement and relates poorly to form and character.

would result in loss of open countryside which is an
important part of the character of the settlement when
approaching from the west.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
are not known at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

southern end of site is in floodzone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

southern end of site is in floodzone 3

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

entire site is susceptible to surface water flooding vast majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding

Northern end of site and central section of site is
susceptible to surface water flooding
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E/041/040

E/041/041

E/041/042

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

southern end in floodzone and entire site is
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development would increase risk of flooding

vast majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding
so development may increase risk of flooding

Northern end of site and central section of site is
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE No issues

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues

Is the development in CO: No issues
a Conservation Area?

CO: Not an issue.

CO no issues

Would development CO: No issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

CO: Not an issue.

CO no issues

Would development CO: No issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

CO: Not an issue.

CO: within close proximity of listed milestone
along Thirsk Road.

Will the development CO: No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

CO: Not an issue.

CO no issues

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance. However, ditched crop marks and banked
earthworks are evident on National Mapping Data and may
require further investigation

There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

Will the development CO: No issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

CO: not an issue

CO no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable.

Would development CO: No issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

no issues

CO no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance. However, ditched crop
marks and banked earthworks are evident on
National Mapping Data and may require further
investigation

All sites that are put forward for residential development will All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on
development will be expected to meet policies on be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/040

E/041/041

E/041/042

‐ All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a Highways to advise
suitable access to a
highway?

The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. Minor works may be
required to extend existing footway to serve the site. TP/TA
required. To reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order.

= g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access
onto Thirsk Road and Husthwaite Road. TA/TP
required.To reflect desire lines through the site to
the nearest service centre/Village. This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way. As
determined in the traffic assessment/travel plan.

Will off site work be Highways to advise
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

Will require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

= a ‐ Highways state that minor works may be
required to extend existing footway to serve the
site. Will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan. Site will need to improve
facilities for pedestrians to encourage people to
walk into Town Centre.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/041/043

E/041/044

E/041/045

Parish

Easingwold

Easingwold

Easingwold

Land to the west of "The Edge" Thirsk Road Easingwold
OS Field 0044, 0056, 0071 Thirsk Road, OS Field 2957
OS Field 0044, 0056, 0071 Thirsk Road, OS Field 2957
Husthwaite Road and Land and Buildings to the West Side Husthwaite Road and Land and Buildings to the West Side
of Millfield Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire
of Millfield Lane Easingwold North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agriculture, Light Indudustrial

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

29.06

0.54

0.73

13

20

Total Dwellings
NE no issues identified.

Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Residential

No issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

TPO bounds the eastern edge of site

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW is not in close proximity. SUSTRANS National
Route runs through part of Easingwold but the site is
not in close proximity to this. There are no pavements
on this part of Husthwaite road which site fronts onto.

PROW network in village but not in proximity of site. No PROW invicinity. There are pavements on the
There are no pavements on Knott Lane next to site. Site opposite side of the highway to which the site fronts
onto. National cycle network link is in close proximity.
is in proximity to pavements network in existing
residential estate. National cycle network in close
proximity.

PROW is not in close proximity. SUSTRANS National
Route runs through part of Easingwold but the site is
not in close proximity to this. There are no pavements
on this part of Husthwaite road which site fronts onto.

PROW network in village but not in proximity of site. No PROW invicinity. Potential to link to pavements
There are no pavements on Knott Lane next to site. Site which are on the opposite side of the highway to which
the site fronts onto. Pedestrain safe access would need
is in proximity to pavements network in existing
residential estate. Establishing new links to site may be to be considered. Close links to National cycle network
which is in close proximity.
challenging as Knott Lane is very narrow and would
need widening. Highways to advise. National cycle
network in close proximity.

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

49

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

radon contaimination affects the majority of the site
no contamination in site boundary ‐ landmark data
but the development of the site could lead to cleaning identified to west of site.
up.

no issues
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Site ID

E/041/043

Would there be loss of loss of grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/041/044

E/041/045

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

no issues

no issues

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement. Development would result in
loss of open countryside which currently forms part of
the important views into the settlement.

The site would be prominent in significant views
Site is not prominent in significant views towards the
towards the settlement. Development of site would
settlement as it is set behind exitsing development to
result in loss of open countryside which currently form the south and east.
important views into the settlement.

What is the impact on The site is disconnected from the main settlement.It The site is disconnected from the settlement and built Site is adjacent to existing built development on east
form. Development of site would result in loss of open and southern boundary. Site sits fairly well with
form and character of does not fit well with form and character of the
settlement. Development would result in loss of open countryside which currently forms part of character of existing form and character of settlement.
a settlement?
countryside which is an important part of the character this part of the settlement.
of the approach into this part of the settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

the western edge of the site is susceptible to
no issues
surface water flooding and this extends aloing the
southern edge of the site.

no issues
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Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

the western edge of the site is susceptible to
no issues
surface water flooding and this extends aloing the
southern edge of the site so development may
increase risk of flooding

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

n/a

n/a

No issues

NE no issues identified.

No issues

Is the development in CO no issues
a Conservation Area?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development CO no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development CO no issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Will the development CO no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development
impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development not known at present
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of of this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance. However, ditched crop
archaeological importance.
marks and banked earthworks are evident on
National Mapping Data and may require further
investigation

Will the development CO no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Will development of Not applicable
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development CO no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

CO no issues

CO no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/041/043

E/041/044

E/041/045

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
of secure by design
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state that the site has direct access = g . Highways state: The site has direct access
onto Husthwaite Road. TA/TP required. To reflect onto Knott Lane and Drover's Court.
suitable access to a
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
highway?

=g
Access onto Thirsk Road.

centre/Village. This site is not affected by a
registered public right of way. As determined in
the traffic assessment/travel plan.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state that minor works may be
required to extend existing footway to serve the
site. Site will need to improve facilities for
pedestrians to encourage people to walk into
Town Centre.

=a
= a . Highways state: Works will be required to
improve the existing major road and extend
Pedestrian / cycle links links should be required.
existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.. Crossing facilities will also need to be considered.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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50

Site ID

E/050/001

Parish

Fathington
Whitestone Farm Farlington North Yorkshire YO61 1NW

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/054/001

E/054/002

Flawith
Land North Of 2 Tholthorpe Road Tholthorpe North
Yorkshire

Flawith
The Cottage Flawith North Yorkshire YO61 1SF

Current Use

Agricultural Farmyard

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.41

0.74

0.68

Total Dwellings

5

Unknown but greater than 5

6

NE make no comment.

NE make no comment.

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs along northern boundary. No pavements No PROWs in vicinity of site. National Cycle Route 65
on highway at point site fronts onto highway. No cycle passes by the opposite side of the village. No
pedestrian facilities on either of the road frontages.
route evident.

No PROWs in vicinity of site. National Cycle Route 65
passes to the east of the village. There is a footway on
the opposite side of Main Street.

PROW runs along northern boundary so potential to
Little or no prospect of improved connectivity or
connect to this. No pavements on highway at point site creation of new routes/footpaths.
fronts onto highway. There are pavements in village in
close proximity but limited potential for extending
pavements as narrow roadside verges. No cycle route
evident.

It would be possible to link the site with the exosting
pedestrian facoilities. Highways require a footway on
site frontage and pedestrian crossing point to link to
existing footway.

no

No

No

No, greenfield

No, greenfield except for derelict building on site
frontage (less than 10% of site area)

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development part greenfield, part brownfield (50:50)
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

52

Address

NE: Strensall Common (within 7000m)
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

51

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Possible historic contamination but the development of Evidence of a filled quarry in nort‐east corner of site
the site could lead to cleaning up.

No issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/050/001

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/054/001

E/054/002

Total site is grade 2

Grade 2

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for brick
and clay and coal deep

Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for sand
and gravel

Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for sand
and gravel

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to
GI corridor. The site is relatively small and given its
location in relation to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve GI.

The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to
GI corridor. The site is relatively small and given its
location in relation to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve GI.

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is prominent in significant views towards the
settlement when approaching from the west as it
would result in loss of open countryside which is
currently key view into the settlement.

The site is very prominent on the approach to Flawith
from the west. Built development would have a
significant impact.

There are views of the rear of the site on the approach
to the village from the south east, but the the site
would not be particularly prominent and sensitive
design could reduce the impact of development.

Redevelopment of the frontage would be well related
What is the impact on The site encompasses farm buildings and is adjacent to The site is divorced from the settlement, being
separated by open fields, and would therefore have a to the character of the village. Development on the
form and character of existing residential properties. It is also opposite
residential development. However, it would result in poor relationship wth the existing built form. Its
scale proposed, however, would be poorly related to
a settlement?
loss of open countryside and farm buildings which are development would have a significant detrimental
impact on the open character and appearance of the
key part of the rural character of this part of the
surrounding countryside.
settlement. The proposed boundary extends into
countryside which does not fit well with existing form.

existing built form and would have a detrimental
impact on the informal character of Flawith.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

There may be some issues of smell relating to No issues
the close proximity of the poultry farm to the
north‐east of the site.

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

The proximity of the poultry farm may be an
issue.

No issues

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

No issues

No issues

no issues

A small area within the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding.

The western edge of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding. Main Streen along the
frontage of the site also has a history of surface
water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/050/001

E/054/001

E/054/002

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site.

The site is in Flood Zone 1 but a small area of the The site is in Flood Zone 1 but a small area of the
site is susceptible to surface water flooding so the site along its western edge and the road fronting
risk of flooding would be increased.
the site are susceptible to surface water flooding
so the risk of flooding would be increased.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

Depends on the scale of development and
mitigation.

Depends on the scale of development and
mitigation.

NE: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

No issues

No issues

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues. HDC: the site would HE do not identify any issues
not impact on setting of listed building.
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/050/001

E/054/001

E/054/002

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available
Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the village street. The developer would need from Tholthorpe Road and Helperby Road. The
suitable access to a
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can developer would need to demonstrate that a
highway?
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

suitable and safe access can be achieved.

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available
from Main Street. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. This site can be accessed from the
public highway, however there may be ransom
strips involved ‐ this will need to be identified
through County Searches.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= g ‐ Highways state: Highways do not identify
= r. Highways state: There are no existing
any works needed. This site is affected by a
pedestrian facilities.
registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order.

= a . Highways state: Footway required on site
frontage and pedestrian crossing point to link to
existing footway.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/063/001

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/070/001

Helperby
Agricultural Building And Land Adjacent The Bungalow
Helperby North Yorkshire

Huby
Land Adjacent Oaklands Tollerton Road Huby North
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agriculture

Agricultural Depot, residential

Grass for cattle

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

3.43

0.79

0.80

Total Dwellings

100

8 to 10

5

NE do not identify any issues

NE identify: Strensall Common SSSI (within 10,000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW in fairly close proximity. There are pavements
on the opposite side of Back Lane which part of the site
fronts onto, but the pavements are not continuous as
Back Lane is too narrow in places, presenting some
pedestrian access issues. No pavements on Raskelf
road at point where site fronts onto road. No cycle
route evident.

PROWs in fairly close proximity. There are no
No PROW in vicinity. There are no pavements on the
pavements on Back Lane at the point where the site
highway at the point the site fronts on to the road. No
fronts onto the Lane. Limited opportunity to add
cycle route evident.
pavements as Back Lane is very narrow. No cycle route
evident.

Access to PROWs within the village but access is not
direct. Potential to link to pavements on Back Lane but
these are not continuous and some pedestrian access
issues. No pavements on Raskelf road. Limited
potential for new pavements as roadside verges are
quite narrow. No cycle route evident.

PROWs within village but not in close proximity. There No PROW in vicinity. There are no pavements on the
are no pavements on Back Lane at the point where the highway at the point the site fronts on to the road. No
site fronts onto the Lane. Limited opportunity to add cycle route evident.
pavements as Back Lane is very narrow. No cycle route
evident.

yes

yes

yes

part brownfield, part greenfield (50:50)

greenfield

no issues

no issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

55

E/063/002

Helperby
Land To West And South Of Balk Avenue Back Lane
Helperby North Yorkshire

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

54

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/063/001

Would there be loss of loss of grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/063/002

loss of grade 2

E/070/001

loss of grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for Brick
Clay and Sand and Gravel

site overlaps with sand and gravel mineral safegarding site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
area
deep

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
to develop or improve the GI
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is fairly well screened from Raskelf road when Site is not prominent in significant views ‐ site is not
visible from main highway. Site already encompasses
approaching the settlement from the north east so
farm buildings.
impact on significant views is limited.

The site is prominent on approach into the settlement
from the west on Tollerton road. The site will result in
loss of open countryside which is currently part of the
key view towards the settlement.

Site is disconnected from existing built development
What is the impact on The development fronts on to Back Lane and
and does not fit well with character and form.
form and character of development at this location would result in loss of
open countryside which is part of the character of the
a settlement?

The site is disconnected from the built form. The site is
not in keeping with the character or built form of the
settlement.

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

settlement and CA. Development of part of the site to
north of Balk Avenue could provide a fairly logical
extension of the settlement but the proposed scale
does not fit with form and character.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

central area of site is susceptible to surface water almost 50% of site is susceptible to surface water majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding
flooding
flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.
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Site ID

E/063/001

E/063/002

E/070/001

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

central area of site is susceptible to surface water almost 50% of site is susceptible to surface water majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding
flooding
flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE: comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

HE: no issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: Development HE: no issues
at proposed scale and location would result in loss
of open countryside which is part of the character
of the settlement and CA.

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues. Site is outside CA
a Conservation Area? and is not adjacent to CA.

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Old Start Cottage listed building adjacent to site. HE do not identify any issues
Would development HE acknowledge listed buildings in area but no
comment. HDC: site would not impact directly on Currently adjacent to farm buildings. Sensitive
affect the setting
design may provide potential to enhance setting.
and/or significance of listed building
a Listed Building?

Helperby Park within 500m but no direct impact
Will the development The site is within 500m of non designated park
and
garden
‐
Helperby
Park,
however,
there
would
of the site affect non‐
be no direct impact.
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE: no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE: no issues

HE do not identify any issues

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/063/001

E/063/002

E/070/001

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state:Direct access is available
from Raskelf Road and Back Lane. The developer
suitable access to a
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
highway?

Highways state:Direct access is available from
Back Lane

= g ‐ Highways state:Direct access is available
from Tollerton Road. The developer would need
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout
To comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the village

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ highways state: Minor works may be
required to extend existing footway/ street
lighting to serve the site. If access is to be taken
from Back Lane then this road will require
improving

= g ‐ Highways state: no additional work
Highways state:The developer would need to
identified.
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Minor works may be required to
extend street lighting to serve the site. Back Lane
may require improving

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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56

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/070/002

E/070/003

E/070/004

Parish

Huby

Huby

Huby

OS Field 4442 & 5361 Easingwold Road Huby North
Yorkshire

OS Field 1900 Stillington Road Huby North Yorkshire

OS Field 1900 Stillington Road Huby North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Agriculture

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Recreation

Housing

Site Size (HA)

3.49

3.32

0.50

Total Dwellings

30

N/A

15

Strensall Common (10,000m)

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (10,000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

There are no pavements on the highway at this point
but there are pavements in close proximity. No cycle
route evident. PROW and bridleway in fairly close
proximity.

No pavements on roadside at this point. No PROW
No PROW in vicinity. There is a pavement on the
invicinity of site. No cycle route evident. However, site opposite side of Stillington road to which the site fronts
in close proximty to existing pavement network linking onto. No cycle route evident.
into village.

There are no pavements on the highway at this point
but there are pavements in close proximity. Limitation
in extending pavement as roadside verge narrw.
Highways to advise.

No pavements on roadside at this point. No PROW
invicinity of site. No cycle route evident. Potential to
link to existing pavements adjacent to exising housing
estate on Stillington road, linking into village.

There is a pavement on the opposite side of Stillington
road to which the site fronts onto. There may be
potential to add new pavement to site frontage. No
cycle route evident.

yes

yes

yes

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

58

Site ID

NE: no issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

57

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues

greenfield ‐ retaining some of green space as proposal greenfield
for sports ground & combined village hall/sports
pavilion.

no issues

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/070/002

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/070/003

E/070/004

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

NYCC ‐ in mineral safeguarding area for coal deep

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

no issues

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope Proposed use would retain some green space and could The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI
provide opportunities to enhance the green
to develop or improve the GI
infrastructure in this location.

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

site is prominent in significant views towards the
settlement when approaching from the north.
Development would result in loss of open countryside
which is currently prominent in view towards
settlement.

Site is fairly well screened from highway by hedgerow Site is fairly well screened from highway by hedgerow
(vegetation). Due to the proposed use on the site, the (vegetation). However, development at this location
site will retain some green space. Providing the sports would still have some prominence on approach into
pavillion can be located in the least prominent location, settlement. It would result in loss of open countryside
there should be minimal impact.
which is currently prominent as approach settlement.

What is the impact on site is adjacent to existing built development. However, Due to the proposed use of the site, some greenspace The site is opposite existing built development.
form and character of proposed scale of site is not in keeping with character will be retained and this should be a complementary However, the site is disconnected from built
use to adjacent site which is preferred site for housing. development to the west.
and form and would result in further ribbon
a settlement?
development.

The impact on form and character should be minimal.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues.

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues.

no issues

small section of north west corner of site is
susceptible to surface water flooding

south west corner of site is susceptible to surface no issues
water flooding. The SfRA states that proposed
use is water compatible

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/070/002

E/070/003

E/070/004

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

small section of north west corner of site is
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk fo flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation) no issues.

n/a

NE comment: No issues

NE: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

south west corner of site is susceptible to surface no issues
water flooding, but proposed use should have
minimal impact. The SFRA states that the
proposed use is water compatible

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
not relevant
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/070/002

E/070/003

E/070/004

not relevant
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

‐ All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

=g
Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Easingwold Road.The developer would need There is an access onto Stillington Road
suitable access to a
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
highway?
be achieved.

Will off site work be = a ‐ Highways state:Works will be required to
required and what will extend existing footway / street lighting to serve
the site and provide a footway.
the impact be on
viability?

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from
Stillington Road. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to
secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

=g
none noted

= a ‐ Highways state:Pedestrian facilities exist on
the opposite side of Stillington Road.
Footway/street lighting required on site frontage
and pedestrian crossing point to link to existing
footway.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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59

Site ID

E/070/005

E/070/006

Parish

Huby

Huby

Land West Of Paddock Close Tollerton Road Huby North
Yorkshire

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/070/007
Huby
OS Field 8912 Bell Lane Huby North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural/pasture

Residential, garden and paddock

Equestrian

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.78

0.54

4.70

Total Dwellings

6

7

around 100

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (10,000m)

NE stateL Strensall Common SSSI (witin 10,000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs along edge of site. Bridleway runs along
There is a bridleway fairly close to site. There is a
The site fronts onto the highway (Sutton road ‐ Bell
pavement on the opposite side of the road to which the private track to which site fronts on to. Site does not
Lane) and there is a pavement on the same side of the
site fronts on to. No cycle route evident.
front on to highway. There are no pavements to access. road as the site. PROW on opposite side of road to
No cycle route evident.
which site fornts onto. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

There is a pavement on the opposite side of the road to Site does not front on to highway. There are no
pavements to access. No cycle route evident.
which the site fronts on to. Pedestrain safety to be
considered. No cycle route evident.

Potential to link directly to pavement on the same side
of the road as the site. PROW on opposite side of road
to which site fronts onto, so pedestrain saftey issue to
consider. No cycle route evident.

yes

yes

Will the development greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Westriggs Robin Lane Huby North Yorkshire YO61 1HH

61

Address

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (within 10,000m)
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

60

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues

yes

partly previously developed (residential property), but greenfield
majority is greenfield

no issues

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/070/005

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/070/006

E/070/007

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI
to develop or improve the GI
to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and prominent when approaching the The site is not prominent in significant views towards
settlement on Baston Lane.
the settlement.

Site benefits from some screening by vegetation (high
hedge) from highway. However, there are gaps in the
hedgerow. The site will have prominence in views
towards the main settlement of Huby.

The site is disconnected from the main built form of the
What is the impact on The site is partly adjacent to the existing built form and Part of site is in development limits. However, the
form and character of is opposite existing built development. Therefore the proposed site boundary extends beyond the limits in a settlement. The proposed scale is not in keeping with
site fits fairly well with the form of the settlement.
linear form. The proposed scale and linear extent of
the character. Development will result in loss of a large
a settlement?
Development will result in loss of open countryside
the site does not fit well with character and form of
which is part of the character of the approach into the settlement.
settlement. However, careful design could limit impact.

area of open countryside which is key part of the
character of this part of the settlement. Development
would lead towards coalescence of settlements.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water
flooding
HDC layers are out of date the SFRA states that
the site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk
from surface water flooding.

Surface water flooding is concentrated to the
north of the site and this extends into the site on
the western side, central section and eastern side.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/070/005

E/070/006

E/070/007

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding
HDC layers out of date the SFRA states that the
site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development would increase risk of
flooding
HDC layers are out of date the SFRA states that
the site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk
from surface water flooding.

Surface water flooding is concentrated to the
north of the site and this extends into the site on
the western side, central section and eastern side.
Development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE do not identify issues but do comment:
NE comment: Concern if general combustion
Concern if general combustion processes >50MW processes >50MW energy input.
energy input.

NE do not identify issues but do comment:
Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input.

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge listed building but make no
HE do not identify any issues.
comment. HDC: Site will not affect setting of listed
building.

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Will development of HE do not identify any issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/070/005

E/070/006

E/070/007

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a Highways state:Direct access is available from
Tollerton Road. The developer would need to
suitable access to a
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
highway?

= a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Robin Lane, which is a private road at this
point. The road is very narrow. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Bell Lane.The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. To comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design standards

Will off site work be Highways state:Works will be required to extend
required and what will the existing footway / street lighting to serve the
site.
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Works will be required to
= a ‐ Highways state:Works will be required to
improve the existing major road to allow 2 way
improve the existing street lighting to serve the
traffic flow and extend existing street lighting to site.
serve the site. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of
any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order.

be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards. To reflect desire lines through the site
to the village.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/070/008

Parish

Huby
Land To Rear Of Huby Old Hall Huby North Yorkshire

64

E/070/009

E/070/010

Huby

Huby

Land Adjacent To Greencroft House Huby North Yorkshire Follywood House Easingwold Road Huby North Yorkshire YO61 1HJ

Address
Current Use

No formal existing or past use

Grass/meadow

Residential and former coal merchants

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.04

0.42

0.49

Total Dwellings

20

5

6

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (10,000m)
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (within 10,000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (10,000m)

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

TPOs are on boundary of site on road frontage.

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity of site. There are pavements on the opposite
side of Stillington road to which site fronts onto. No cycle route
evident.

PROW runs through site. There is a pavement on
Bridleway runs along edge of site. PROW in fairly close proximity.
opposite side of highway to which site entrance fronts Pavements is on both sides of road to which site fronts onto. No
cycle route evident.
onto. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

There are pavements on the opposite side of Stillington road to
There is a pavement on opposite side of highway to
which site fronts onto. Safe pedestrian access to pavements would which site entrance fronts onto. Pedestrian safety
need to be considered. Highways to advise. No cycle route evident. issues to be considered. No cycle route evident.

Bridleway runs along edge of site. PROW in fairly close proximity.
Pavements is on both sides of road to which site fronts onto. No
cycle route evident.

yes

yes

yes

greenfield (except access road)

previously developed (currently part residential and part field)

no issues

no issues

Will the development majority greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

63

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/070/008

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/070/009

E/070/010

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal deep

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal deep

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop
or improve the GI
to develop or improve the GI
or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant views towards the
settlement. The site is well screened from the highway by high
hedges (vegetation).

Site is not prominent in significant views towards the
settlement. The site is well screened from highway by
vegetation and existing residential properties.

The site encompasses redundant residential property at front of
site. However, the site boundary extends into the countryside in a
linear fashion. This site would have prominence on approach into
the settlement.

The site is outside the settlement boundary. The site is The site boundary extends into the countryside in a linear fashion.
What is the impact on The site is adjacent to the development limits to the west and
This does not fit well with form or character of settlement.
form and character of north. Site is adjacent to built development to the west and there adjacent to some existing residential proiperties.
is built development opposite the site. The site would form a fairly However, the site does appear to be disconnected from Redevelopment of existing residential property on road frontage
a settlement?
logical extension to the settlement.

the settlement. It does not fit well with form and
may be appropriate.
character. The site essentially provides an access road
to two farms which runs through centre of site.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

access road for two farms runs through centre no issues
of site, presenting issues of noise and odour
and presents amenity issues for residents.

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

access road for two farms runs through centre no issues
of site, presenting issues of noise and odour
and presents amenity issues for residents.

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
contain individual /
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
communal site
are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to provide
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/070/008

E/070/009

E/070/010

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

n/a

n/a

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE do not identify issues bu comment: Concern if NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes
general combustion processes >50MW energy
>50MW energy input.
input.

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

no issues

not yet known

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of HE do not identify any issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential development
All sites that are put forward for residential development will All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
development will be expected to meet policies on will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/070/008

E/070/009

E/070/010

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet All sites above the current threshold will be
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
of secure by design
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from
Stillington Road. The developer would need to demonstrate
suitable access to a
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.This site
highway?

Highways state:Direct access is available from Bell
Lane. The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from
Easingwold Road. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This
will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Pedestrian facilities exist on the
opposite side of Stillington Road. Footway/street lighting
required on site frontage and pedestrian crossing point to
link to existing footway. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to
be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Highways state:Pedestrian facilities exist on the
opposite side of Sutton Road. Footway required
on site frontage and pedestrian crossing point to
link to existing footway. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order.

= a ‐ Highways state: This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order. This site cannot be viewed
in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to
be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/070/011

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/070/013

Huby
Land South Of Robin Lane Huby North Yorkshire

Huby
Part OS 8471 And 9170 Gracious Street Huby North
Yorkshire YO61 1HR

Address
Current Use

Storage facility for a door business

Pastural land and 1 dwelling (1 South View)

Grazing Land /Paddock

Preferred Use

Multiple

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.45

1.61

1.08

Total Dwellings

5

34

25

NE: no issues

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (10,000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

Part of site fronts onto Robin Lane which is private
Pavements on both sides of highway to which site
fronts on to. No cycle route evident. Bridleway in close single track road (not adopted) and no pavements.
Access is identified onto Tollerton road which has
proximity to site.
pavements on same side of road. Bridleway runs
adjacent to site. PROW in close proximity. No cycle
route evident.

PROW in close vicinity of site. There are no pavements
on Gracious street to which the site fronts onto. No
cycle route evident.

Potential to link into pavements on Tollerton road.
Pavements on both sides of highway to which site
fronts on to. No cycle route evident. Bridleway in close Bridleway runs adjacent to site. PROW in close
proximity.
proximity to site.

There are no pavements on Gracious street to which
the site fronts onto. No cycle route evident. Gracious
street is narrow so there may be challenges in adding
pavements. Highways to advise.

yes

yes

yes

greenfield

greenfield

no issues

no issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development brownfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

67

E/070/012

Huby
Helderleigh Easingwold Road Huby North Yorkshire YO61
1HJ

NE state: Strensall Common SSSI (10,000m)
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

66

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/070/011

Would there be loss of no agricultural land on site
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/070/012

E/070/013

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

no issues

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI
to develop or improve the GI
to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site already encompasses employment use (storage for Site has some prominence in views towards settlement
door business). Buildings already on site.
from PROW and bridleway. Site is well screened from
Development of new business unit for owner should
highway.
have limited impact. Addition of residential dwellings
not in keeping with existing business uses.

Site is not prominent in significant views towards the
settlement. The site is set back from the main highway
behind existing residential development. The site
would have some prominence when approaching the
settlement via the PROW on Gracious Street.

What is the impact on Residential property at front end of site near highway is Site is adjacent to existing built development, however, The site is very close to but is outside the development
the proposed scale of development does not fit well
limits. The site is opposite existing built development.
form and character of in development limits. Site already encompasses
employment use (storage for door business). Buildings with form and character of settlement.
However, at the proposed scale, the site does not fit
a settlement?
already on site. Additional business unit for owner
should have negligible impact on form and character.
Redevelopment with residential properties would not
fit with form and character.

well with the character of the settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

significant proportion of site is susceptible to
almost half of the site is susceptible to surface
surface water flooding. There is large section in
water flooding
west of site and smaller section in eastern part of
site. Surface water flooding is also adjacent to
site.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/070/011

E/070/012

E/070/013

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

significant proportion of site is susceptible to
almost half of the site is susceptible to surface
surface water flooding. There is large section in
water flooding so development may increase risk
west of site and smaller section in eastern part of of flooding
site. Surface water flooding is also adjacent to
site. Development may increase risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

NE: no issues

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of HE do not identify any issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/070/011

E/070/012

E/070/013

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

=g
Is there potential for a = g
Highways state: There is an access onto Sand
Highways state: There is access onto Boston
suitable access to a
lane.The access width must meet appropriate LHA LaneRobin Lane is too narrow to use, it could be
highway?

= a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Gracious Street which is very narrow.Works
will be required to improve the existing major
road to allow 2 way traffic flows. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be = g
required and what will Highways state:The access width must meet
appropriate LHA requirements.
the impact be on
viability?

=g
Highways state: No additional comment.

= a ‐ Highways state:Works will be required to
improve the existing major road to allow 2 way
traffic flows.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

requirements.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

considered as an emergency access only‐
depending of existing use and width.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/070/014

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Huby
OS Field 4442 Easingwold Road Huby North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Multiple

Housing

Site Size (HA)

862.88

1.45

Total Dwellings

A Master Plan is currently being prepared and will be submitted in
due course.

30

NE state: No issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/070/015

Huby
New Parks Estate (call For Sites) New Parks Wood Track
Huby North Yorkshire

Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

69

No

No

Pavement on opposite side of road to which site fronts
on to so pedestrian safety would need to be
considered. Bridleway runs along edge of site. No cycle
route evident.

Potential to link to pavement on opposite side of road
to which site fronts on to. Pedestrian safety would
need to be considered. Bridleway runs along edge of
site

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

yes

Will the development
re‐use brownfield
land?

greenfield

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/070/014

E/070/015

Would there be loss of
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

loss of grade 3a

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

overlaps with coal deep

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

site would be prominent in sigificant views towards the
settlement. Development would result in loss of open
countryside which is currently prominent view towards
the settlement.

What is the impact on
form and character of
a settlement?

site is opposite existing residential properties which are
low density (large long gardens). Development which
mirrowed the existing built form may be
acceptable.The proposed scale does not fit well with
form and character.

Is the development in
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

marginal section in south east corner susceptible
to surface water flooding but negligible
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Site ID

E/070/014

E/070/015

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

marginal section in south east corner susceptible
to surface water flooding but negligible

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation)

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE comment: No issues

Is the development in
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

Would development
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

Will the site
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/070/014

E/070/015

Will the development
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

Will the site
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Highways state: Direct access is available from
Easingwold Road. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

Highways state: The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Works will be required to extend
existing footway / street lighting to serve the site
and provide a footway. The existing speed limit
will require amending.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/071/001

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Husthwaite
Land To Rear Of Tenter Close Husthwaite North Yorkshire

Address
Stock grazeing

Current Use

None

Multiple

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

0.74

0.73

Total Dwellings

150

5‐10

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

no PROW within close vicinity. There are pavements on Low street but the site
boundary does not identify access to highway. No cycle route evident.

PROW runs along the northern boundary. The site boundary identifies
two access points on to highway. There are pavements within close
proximity on the Nookin but there may be limitations to extend
pavement due to narrow road verges. There are no pavements and very
narrow roadside verges on Gibbet Hill. No cycle route evident.

no PROW within close vicinity. There are pavements on Low street but the site
boundary does not identify access to highway. No cycle route evident.

PROW runs along the northern boundary providing potential to link to
this. The site boundary identifies two access points on to highway.
There are pavements within close proximity on the Nookin but there
may be limitations to extend pavement due to narrow road verges.
There are no pavements and very narrow roadside verges on Gibbet Hill.
No cycle route evident.

yes

yes

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/071/002

Husthwaite
Land Adjacent Husthwaite Sewage Treatment Husthwaite Sewage Works Track Husthwaite
North Yorkshire

no issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

71

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no, greenfield site

radon affected area marginally overlaps with eastern boundary,
however, the development of the site could lead to cleaning up.
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use land

Site ID

E/071/001

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/071/002

loss of grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

not in mineral safeguarding area

not in mineral safeguarding area

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may provide
an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is set behind existing residential development and is fairly well screened by
vegetation which means visibility is limited. The site is not prominent in significant
views towards the settlement.

The site is set behind existing residential development so is fairly well
screened by vegetation. Development at the proposed scale in this
location would not be prominent in significant views towards the
settlement.

What is the impact on The proposed scale and location of the site would have a negative impact on form and Whilst the site is adjacent to development limits and partly adjacent to
existing built development, development at the proposed scale and
form and character of character of the settlement.
location would have negative impact on character and form of
a settlement?
settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in The site is in close proximity to sewage works which may present
an area where noise, amenity issues for future residents.
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

The site is in close proximity to sewage works which may present
Is the proposed
preferred use for the amenity issues for future residents
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

The northern end of the site is in floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

The northern end of the site is in floodzone 3

no issues

The northern end of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/071/001

E/071/002

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The northern end of the site is in floodzone 2 and 3 and is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development may increase risk of flooding

site is within flood zone 1 with no history of surface water
flooding on or near the site so development would not be
expected to increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

n/a

Howardian Hills AONB is within 2km. We would have concerns for all
development proposals with significant impact on landscape.

NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (500m) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape.

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE: This site lies adjoins the boundary of the Husthwaite Conservation Area.
a Conservation Area? The loss of this open area and its subsequent development could harm

Part of the site overlaps into the conservation area boundary.

elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area. See
Comments (d)

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE: This site lies adjoins the boundary of the Husthwaite Conservation Area.
The loss of this open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area. See
Comments (d). HDC: Development at the proposed scale and location would
result in loss of open countyside which forms part of the character of
settlement and conservation area.

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Husthwaite
Conservation Area. The development of this area could harm
elements which contribute to its significance. HDC state:
Development of the site would result in loss of green open space
which is part of the character of the settlement and conservation
area.

Would development HE make no comment. HDC: The site is within the consultation buffer zone for No impact on the setting and or Significance of a listed building
listed buildings. However, this development would not impact directly on
affect the setting
and/or significance of setting of a listed building.
a Listed Building?

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

no issues

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE make no comment
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

Would development HE make no comment
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
Will the site
meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/071/001

E/071/002

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing.

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
Will the site
considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = r ‐ Highways state: no access, no links to the adopted road network.
HDC: proposed site boundary does not identify access to the highway
suitable access to a
highway?

= a ‐ highways state: awaiting comments. Access may be
achievable. Access can be achieved but the carriageway width
will need significant improvement, this should also include
footpaths. Accessibility links are poor, the site is some distance
from existing bus stops.
HDC state: Proposed site boundary identifies two access points to
highway (both on The Nookin and Gibbet Hill).

Will off site work be = r ‐ Highways state: awaiting comments
required and what will HDC: proposed site boundary does not identify access to the highway
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ highways state: awaiting comments.Access can be achieved
but the carriageway width will need significant improvement, this
should also include footpaths. Accessibility links are poor, the site
is some distance from existing bus stops.
HDC state: Proposed site boundary identifies two access points to
highway (both on The Nookin and Gibbet Hill). There are no
pavements on Gibbet Hill and lack of pavements in The Nookin so
cost implications likely.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/093/001

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/103/001

Linton ‐ on ‐ Ouse
Land To West Of Harrison View Mill Lane Linton On Ouse
North Yorkshire

Myton‐on‐Swale
Land North West Of Pond And North East Of Church Farm
Myton On Swale North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Paddock ‐ grazing, Arable

Agriculture

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.10

3.72

0.54

Total Dwellings

22

120

5 dwellings

NE do not identify issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

There are 2 trees with TPOs ‐ one on the site frontage
and the other within the site.

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

A PROW runs N‐S along the eastern boundary of the
site. The site fronts onto Main Street which has
pavements on either side providing convenient and
safe access to village facilities. Main Street is also a
cycle route linking with the National Cycle Route
network a short distance away.

PROWs within village but not in close proximity. There No PROW in vicinity of site. No cycleways evident.
Footways are available on either side of Moor Lane.
is a footway on the opposite side of Mill Lane which
fronts the site to the west. No direct links to cycleways
although local and national cycle routes are in close
proximity.

Any development could be linked to the existing
footpaths and cycle route along Main Street and the
PROW.

Potential to link with footway on east side of Mill Lane The site can be linked to the existing
and local and national cycle routes.
pedestrianfacilities either side of Moor Lane. Highways
require works to extend existing footway / street
lighting to serve the site.

Yes

Yes

Not presently, but planned for phase 2.

No, greenfield

No, greenfield

No issues identified on EA website

No issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

74

E/093/002

Linton ‐ on ‐ Ouse
Land Adjacent And To The Rear Of Applegarth Cottages
Main Street Linton On Ouse North Yorkshire

No issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

73

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/093/001

E/093/002

Would there be loss of Approximately 15% of site (across the site frontage) is The whole site is grade 2
grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/103/001

A very small area in the south‐east corner is grade 2.
The rest is grade 3b.

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal and sand Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal and brick Site overlaps safeguarding area for sand and gravel
clay
and gravel

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site near to GI corridor but there is limited scope to The site is within the GI and could have a potential
The site is within the GI and could have a potential
develop or improve the GI as it is completely enclosed negative impact but may provide an opportunity
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the by development
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Some prominence in views toward settlement due to Site is not prominent in significant views towards
loss of open countryside which provides setting to this settlement.
part of the settlement on approach from east.

This is an open and extremely prominent site in a
sensitive location on the edge of the village. Its
development would have a significant impact on views
into and out of the village.

What is the impact on Development at the proposed scale and location would The site adjoins the development limit. Although it
would represent a significant extension in relation to
form and character of have adverse impact on character and form of
the defined settlement it is bounded on all four sides
settlement. It is adjacent to development limits but
a settlement?

Development of the site would have a significant and
detrimental impact on the form and character of the
village and is likely to be harmful to a number of
important heritage assets.

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

Site is in close proximity to Linton‐on‐Ouse
airfield.

No issues

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

No issues

would involve a significant extension that would be
poorly related to the settlement. However, there may
be scope to develop the frontage of the site without
harming the form and character of the settlement.

by housing. Developent of the site would therefore
have minimal impact on the form, if the adjoining
military housing is taken into account. However,
proposed scale does impact on character.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

The exteme southern edge of the site falls
within Flood Zone 2 but this involves a very
small area.

No issues

The north‐east corner of the site is in Flood
Zone 2.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

The north ‐west and south‐west corners of the site The north and west parts of the site (comprising
are susceptible to surface water flooding
approximately 50% of the site area) are
susceptible to surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/093/001

E/093/002

E/103/001

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

Virtually all of site iis within flood zone 1 with no
history of surface water flooding on or near the
site so development would not be expected to
increase risk of flooding

The site is within flood zone 1 but small areas are Part of the siye is in Flood Zone 2 and significant
areas are susceptible to surface water flooding so
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development might increase the risk of flooding development would increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/A

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

No issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in No issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development No issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development No issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

HE state: The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to the significance of the Grade
II* Listed Church of St Mary. See comment (a)
HDC: There could also be a harmful impact on
elements that contribute to the significance of
Myton Hall.

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

HE do not identify any issues

HDC: The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Myton Hall
Park and Garden.

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development No issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

This site lies just over 100 metres from the edge of
the Registered Battlefield at Myton. The loss of
this currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (i)

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

HE do not identify any issues

No issues

Would development No issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE make no comment

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites put forward for residential development All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on will be expected to meet policies on size type and development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/093/001

E/093/002

E/103/001

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing.
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing.

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available
from Main Street. The developer would need to
suitable access to a
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
highway?

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available
= a . Access is available to Moor Lane. The
from Mill Lane, Mill Lane is adopted as highway
developer would need to demonstrate that a
maintained at the public expense for
suitable and safe access can be achieved.
approximately 30 metres in the south‐west corner
of the site. The remainder is a private road. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be = g . Highways to advise
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: The developer would need Highways state: Works will be required to extend
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can existing footway / street lighting to serve the site.
be achieved. Minor works would be required to
extend the existing footway to serve the site.

be achieved.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/109/001

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/114/002

Oulston
Land North Of Alda Cottage Oulston North Yorkshire

Oulston
Land To North And West Of Old Brick House Yeoman
Course House Lane Oulston North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Nothing

agriculture

agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.24

0.41

0.41

Total Dwellings

5 dwellings

circa 5

circa 5

HE do not identify any issues.

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

There is a TPO'd tree immediately adjacent to the
no issues
south west corner of the site which may impact on the
layout of any housing scheme.

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is no PROW in the vicinity and neither are there PROW at other side of road to site. There are very narrow pavements (fairly
any footways linking with the village, although
poorly maintained) on the road to which the site fronts onto. No cycle route
evident.
Tollerton Lane is relatively quiet.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No

No PROW in close proximity of site. No pavements at
the point the site fronts onto the highway. No potential
to add new pavements as road side verges are too
narrow. No cycle route evident.

There are no opportunities to link with existing
pedestrian facilities.

PROW at other side of road to site so predestrian safety issues. There are very No pavements at the point the site fronts onto the
highway. No potential to add new pavements as road
narrow pavements (fairly poorly maintained) on the road to which the site
side verges are too narrow. No cycle route evident.
fronts onto. Improvements would be needed. No cycle route evident.

Yes

no

no

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

77

E/114/001

Newton‐on‐Ouse
Beeches Row Tollerton Road Newton On Ouse North
Yorkshire YO30 2BZ

NE comments: Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

76

No issues
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enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/109/001

Would there be loss of All Grade 2
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/114/001

E/114/002

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for Sand &
Gravel

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

No issues.

site overlaps within mineral safeguarding area for sand and gravel

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within or adjacent to the GI corridor so
there is limited scope to develop or improve the GI.

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may The site is within the GI and could have a potential
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the negative impact but may provide an opportunity
environment
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The is generally well screened by hedgerows but would The site is prominent in significant views towards the settlement.
have some prominence in views along the approach to Development at this location would result in loss of open countryside which is
currently prominent view at the approach into the settlement and
the settlement from the north.
conservation area.

Development at this location would have some
prominence on approach into the settlement from the
west as it would result in loss of open countryside
which currently forms an important view into the
settlement.

What is the impact on Although outside the built up area of the village, the
form and character of site is reasonably well related to existing settlement
form. Development would result in the loss of
a settlement?

The site is opposite built development but overall appears disconnected from At the proposed scale of development, the site does
the existing built form. Residential development that is to the south of the
not fit well with form and character of settlement.
site is low density and development at the proposed scale, although relatively
countryside but would not adversely affect settlement small scale would not be in keeping with character of the settlement.
character to any significant degree.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

no issues

no issues

No issues

no issues

negligible section in north east tip of site is
susceptible to surface water flooding

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/109/001

E/114/001

E/114/002

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site.

site is within flood zone 1 with no history of surface water flooding on negligible section in north east tip of site is
or near the site so development unlikely to increase risk of flooding
susceptible to surface water flooding but given
that the limited extent of this development is
unlikely to increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

n/a

n/a

NE comments: Concern if any discharge to
ground/surface water of > 20m3/day.

NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (within)‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape. HDC state: any development will be
assessed in accordance with AONB management plan.

NE state: Site is within Howardian Hills AONB ‐ All
development with significant impact on
landscape.

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE no issues
a Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies within the Oulston Conservation Area. The loss HE state: This site adjoins and, at its western end,
lies within the Oulston Conservation. See
of this currently open area and its subsequent development could
comment (f).
harm elements which contribute to its significance. HDC state: site
completely within CA and any development would result in loss of
open countryside which is key to character of entrance into settlement
and CA.

Would development HE no issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies within the Oulston Conservation Area. The loss
of this currently open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its significance. HDC state: site
completely within CA and any development would result in loss of
open countryside which is key to character of entrance into settlement
and CA.

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge there is listed building in area but make no comment. HE acknowledge listed building in area but make
no comment. HDC: The site will not impact on
HDC: There are listed buildings within the settlement but a
development at the proposed scale and location would not impact on setting of listed building.
the setting and or significance of a listed building.

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

HE state: This site adjoins and, at its western end,
lies within the Oulston Conservation. See
comment (f). Development would need to be
sympathetic to character of CA.

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE no issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE state: This area lies just under 225 metres from the boundary of
HE do not identify any issues
Newburgh Priory a Grade II Registered Historic Park and Garden. The
development of this area could harm elements which contribute to its
significance. HDC state: Site is within buffer zone of registered park
and garden.

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development HE no issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/109/001

E/114/001

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

E/114/002

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards All new development will be expected to adopt
considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available
from Tollerton Lane. Existing visibility onto
suitable access to a
Tollerton Lane is restricted by the neighbouring
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from the village street.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the village street which is very narrow. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal
road layout to comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design standards.

Will off site work be = a : Highways note that thereare no pedestrian
required and what will facilities to serve the site but don't comment on
need for off‐site works.
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Works will be required to extend existing
footway / street lighting to serve the site.This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided
and confirmed by order.

= a ‐ Highways state: Works will be required to
improve the existing major road to allow 2 way
traffic flow and extend existing footway / street
lighting to serve the site.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

properties. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/114/003

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/117/002

Overton
OS Field 4300 Overton North Yorkshire

Overton
Land East Of Thorney Croft And West Of The Bungalow &
Land East Of The Bungalow Overton North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

agriculture

Agriculture

agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Mixed

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.65

5.50

1.78

Total Dwellings

circa 10

30

potential for up to 20 dwellings

NE identify SINC ‐ Overton Borrowpits which is in close NE identify Strensall Common,
proximity to site. NE also identify Strensall Common, Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows SSSIs (3000)
Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows SSSIs (3000m). In
close proximity to LWS.

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs through site. Pavements on both sides of Sustrans National Route 65 passes along northern and Sustrans National Route 65 passes along the frontage
road to which site fronts onto. No cycle route evident. eastern boundaries of site. No links to other PROWs or of the sites. There are other PROWs in the vicinity of
the sites but no footways available along Overton
footways available.
Road.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Potential to link into PROW network. Direct link to
pavements on both sides of road to which site fronts
onto. No cycle route evident.

Development would link directly to National cycleway. Development would link directly to National cycleway.
No opportunity to provide footways along Stripe Lane No opportunity to provide footways along Overton
although this is a very quiet road.
Lane although this is a very quiet road.

yes

Yes

Will the development Includes farm buildings, majority previously developed. No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

80

E/117/001

Oulston
Oulston Hall Farm & Oulston Hall Cottage Oulston North
Yorkshire

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

79

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues

No issues however western boundary of site adjoins
East Coast main line, which is identified as having
contamination issues.

No

No, greenfield

No issues
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E/114/003

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/117/001

Grade 3b

E/117/002

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for sand and
gravel

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay
and deep coal.
and deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement and CA from the PROW.

Although not seen in views towards any settlement,
The sites are very open and prominent in relation to
the site is very open and prominent being highly visible the existing properies within this small and dispersed
from Stripe Lane, the railway line and the cycle route. settlement.

The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

What is the impact on The site is adjacent to the built form of the settlement. The site is divorced from any settlement and therefore Development of the scale and location proposed would
has a very poor relationship with existing development. have a poor relationship to existing built form which is
form and character of The site already encompasses built development.
However, proposed scale of housing does not fit well Development in this location would have a significant dispersed in nature and would have a detrimental
a settlement?
with form and character.

adverse impact on the character and appearance of the affect on the character of the settlement and
countryside.
surrounding countryside.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

The western boundary of the site adjoins the
East Coast rail line and development of the
site for housing may create amenity issues.

No issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

Given the proximity of the Main Coast rail line No issues
any residential development would require
appropriate noise mitigation.

Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
contain individual /
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

The western part of the site is in Flood Zone 2. No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

The eastern third of the site adjoining a
No issues
tributary of the River Ouse is in Flood Zone 3.

no issues

The eastern edge of the site and small pockets
Relatively small areas toward the frontage of the
towards the western boundary are susceptible to site are suceptible to surface water flooding
surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/114/003

E/117/001

E/117/002

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

The entire site is in Flood Zone 2 or 3 and parts of
the site are susceptible to surface water flooding
so development would increase the risk of
flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

Depends on scale of development and mitigation. Depends on scale of development and mitigation.
EA to advise.

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

The site is within flood zone 1 but relatively small
areas of the site are susceptible to surface water
flooding so development is likely to increase the
risk of flooding.

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
NE: Howardian Hills AONB (within)‐ All
NE comment: Concern if general combustion
development with significant impact on landscape processes >50MW energy input or if any discharge processes >50MW energy input or if any discharge
to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day
to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day

Is the development in HE state: This site lies close to the boundary of the HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area? Oulston Conservation Area. The loss of this

HE do not identify any issues

currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (d).
HDC: part of the site is within the CA.

HE state: This site lies close to the boundary of the HE do not identify any issues
Oulston Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (d).
HDC: part of the site is within the CA.

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE acknowledge is listed building in area but make HE do not identify any issues
no comment. HDC: Site would not impact on
affect the setting
setting
of listed building.
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/114/003

E/117/001

E/117/002

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Highway comments awaited
Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the village street.The developer would need
suitable access to a
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
highway?

= g . Highways state: Direct access is available
from the village street. The developer would need
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= g ‐ Highways state: no additional works
Highway comments awaited
identified by highways. Highways state: This site
is affected by a registered public right of way
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until
such time as an alternate route has been provided
and confirmed by order.

= g . Highways state: The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. No specific off‐site requirements are
identified.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards To reflect desire lines through the site
to the village.

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/122/001

Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/131/001

Raskelf
Land To West Of Green Acres The Green Raskelf North
Yorkshire

Shipton
Land South And South West Of Shipton Nurseries Main
Street Shipton By Beningbrough North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Paddock

Residential paddock

GRASSLAND

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Mixed

Site Size (HA)

0.63

0.20

3.63

Total Dwellings

18

2

UNKNOWN, BUT SIZE OF THE FIELD SHOULD ALLOW FLEXIBILTY FOR
SMALL OR LARGE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

NE do not identify any issues.

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common,
Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows SSSI (5000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW in fairly close proximity to site. No footways
along road fronting site. National Cycle Route 657
passes site along Easingwold Road.

PROW in fairly close proximity to site. There are
footways on Hag Lane to which site entrance links to.
National Cycle Route 657 along Easingwold Road is in
close proximity.

No PROWs in close proximity to site although there are
PROW links to other parts of settlement. No footways
along road frontage to site. National cycle route 65
pases along the rear of the site. Site fronts onto A19
which due to volume and speed of traffic does not
encourage pedestrian access.

May be possible to provide a link to existing footway
which currently stops at junction with Hag Lane.

Yes, possible link to footway on opposite side of Hag
Lane. Highways state: Footway required on site
frontage and pedestrian crossing point to link to
existing footway.

Not if developed in isolation. There may be potential if
site developed in conjunction with adjoining site
E/136/016 which would enable link with existing
footway on eastern side of Main Street.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, greenfield

No, greenfield

No issues

No issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development No, greenfield apart from small timber shed in NW
corner of site.
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

83

E/122/002

Raskelf
Land To East Of Green Acres The Green Raskelf North
Yorkshire

NE do not identify any issues.
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

82

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues
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Site ID

E/122/001

E/122/002

E/131/001

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

Grade 3b

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

No issues

No issues

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay
and deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

Although close, the site is not adjacent to GI corridor
and due to the small scale of the site, there is limited
scope to develop or improve the GI.

Although close, the site is not adjacent to GI corridor
and due to the small scale of the site, there is limited
scope to develop or improve the GI.

The site is adjoins the GI corridor and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Development on the site would be prominent in views Site is well contained and would not be prominent in
from the approach to the settlement along Easingwold any significant views.
Road.

Site is very prominent in views from A19 northwards to
main part of settlement.

The site is adjacent to an outlying group of properties
known as The Green and is therefore divorced from the
main settlement of Raskelf. Development would
Development would therefore represent consolidation therefore represent consolidation of existing sporadic
of existing sporadic development having a poor
development having a poor relationship with the main
relationship existing built form and a detrimental
settlement. The site is reasonably well related to
impact on the character of the countryside.
existing properties at The Green but still divorced from
main settlement.

The site is divorced from the settlement, being
separated by open fields, and would therefore have a
poor relationship wth the existing built form. Its
development would have a significant detrimental
impact on the open character and appearance of the
surrounding countryside.

What is the impact on The site is adjacent to an outlyiing group of buildings
form and character of known as the Green and is therefore completely
divorced from the main settlement of Raskelf.
a settlement?

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

The site fronts onto the A19 trunk road and is
therefore subject to noise emanating from
high traffic volumes. The rear of the site is
close to the East Coast railway line which may
limit proximity of new housing and require
appropriate mitigation due to noise from
passing trains.

Is the proposed
No issues
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

The site adjoins the busy A19 and is in close
proximity to a major rail line.

All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
contain individual /
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

Most of the site (approx.two thirds) is susceptible
to surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/122/001

E/122/002

E/131/001

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site so
development is unlikely to increase risk of
flooding.

The site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site so
development is unlikely to increase risk of
flooding.

Although the site is in Flood Zone 1 approximately
two‐thirds of it is suuscptible to surface water
flooding so development would increase the risk
of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/A

N/A

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE comment: Concern if any discharge to
ground/surface water of > 20m3/day

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

HE acknowledge there is listed building in area but
make no comment. HDC: Unlikely that
development of the site would impact on setting
and/or significance of any listed buildings.

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development No issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

No issues

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/122/001

E/122/002

E/131/001

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available
Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available
from Easingwold Road. Visibility may be restricted from Hag Lane. The site may not include a
suitable access to a
and the developer would need to demonstrate
sufficient frontage to enable an access of
highway?

=g.
There is access onto Main Street

that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.

acceptable standards to be formed onto the
public highway. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: Visibility may be restricted
and the developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Extend the existing footway/street lighting system
to serve this development.

= a . Highways state: The site may not include a
sufficient frontage to enable an access of
acceptable standards to be formed onto the
public highway. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Footway required on site frontage
and pedestrian crossing point to link to existing
footway.

=a
Footpath links need improving.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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85

E/131/002

E/131/003

Shipton

Shipton

Land To The West Of Forest Of Galtres Anglican Methodist Land At Main Street Shipton By Beningbrough North Yorkshire
Primary School Station Lane Shipton By Beningbrough
North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

GRASSLAND

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.50

3.28

Total Dwellings

20

116

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Clifton
Would the
Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows SSSI (5000m)
development impact Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows SSSI (7000m)
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is a link to the PROW network in close proximity No PROW links to the site but there is a footway on the opposite
to the west of the site. A footway on the north side of side of Main Street facilitating pedestrian access to local facilities.
Station Lane, which fronts the site, provides safe and No cycleways evident.
convenient access to local facilities.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Highways advise that a footway would be required
along the site frontage.

Yes, Highways advise that a footway is required on site frontage
and pedestrian crossing point to link to existing footway.

Yes

Yes

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues

No, greenfield

No issues
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E/131/002

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/131/003

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep
and deep coal.
coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

Although close, the site is not adjacent to GI corridor
and due to the small scale of the site, there is limited
scope to develop or improve the GI.

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is prominent in views from the approach to the Site is very prominent in views from A19 northwards to main part
of settlement. Views westwards across site are also important to
settlement from the west along Station Road.
setting of settlement and its relationship to wider countryside.
Development of this site would result in the loss of
open countryside which is currently important to the
setting of the settlement.

Although close, the site is not adjacent to GI corridor and due to
the small scale of the site, there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI.

Although the site is adjacent to the current development limit
What is the impact on The site is adjacent to the development limit and
form and character of although reasonably well related to existing built form and exiting built form, development would have a detrimental
to the north and east, development of this open site
impact on the open character and appearance of the surrounding
a settlement?
would adversely affect the character of this part of
countryside and the setting of the settlement.
settlement, particularly if the whole site is developed.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues but note that the site is not surrounded by
housing. The western boundary and most of the
southern boundary adjoins open countryside.

All new development will be expected to provide
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

Areas of the site along its frontage and towards the
western edge are susceptible to flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/131/002

E/131/003

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site so
development is unlikely to increase the risk of
flooding.

The site is within flood zone 1 but areas of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding so development is
likely to increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/A

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy
processes >50MW energy input or if any discharge input and if any discharge to ground/surface water of >
to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day
20m3/day

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge there is listed building in area but make no
comment. HDC: There is a listed building adjoining the NE
corner of the site but development of the site is unlikely to
impact on its setting and/or significance.

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/002

E/131/003

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the site
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = a . Direct access is available from Station Lane. = a . Highways state: Direct access is available from Main
Existing visibility on Station Lane is restricted by
Street (A19). The developer would need to demonstrate
suitable access to a
the neighbouring boundary hedges. The developer that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site
highway?
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved.

cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This
will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: Existing visibility on Station
Lane is restricted by the neighbouring boundary
hedges. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Footway required on site frontage

= a . Highways state: This site cannot be viewed in isolation.
A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to
be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.
Footway required on site frontage and pedestrian crossing
point to link to existing footway.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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87

E/131/004

Parish

E/131/005

Shipton
Land North Of Authitts Cottages And Saxon Vale Main Street Shipton By
Beningbrough North Yorkshire

Shipton
Land To East And South Of South Garth Sand Hole Lane Shipton By Beningbrough North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agriculture

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

2.70

4.06

Total Dwellings

30

20

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Clifton Ings And NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Fulford Ings, Clifton Ings & Rawcliffe
Would the
Meadows (10000m)
development impact Rawcliffe Meadows SSSI (5000m)
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

A PROW runs E‐W along the northern boundary of the site. Highways
No PROW in vicinity of site but existing footways alongside South Garth adjoining the site frontage.
advise that the PROW must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
No cycleways evident.
time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order.
There is a footway along the east site of Main Street which fronts the site.
No cycleways evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Development would link to existing footway and PROW system,

Links can be made to existing footways along South Garth to the west of the site. Highways advise
that works will be required to improve the existing road and extend existing footway / street
lighting to serve the site.

Yes

Yes

Will the development No. greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information
to follow.

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues

No, greenfield

No, but site adjoins a sewage works.
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E/131/004

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/131/005

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep coal.

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to GI corridor. Given The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to GI corridor. Given its location in relation to
its location in relation to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or improve GI.
improve GI.

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is extremely prominent in views of setllement on approach along
PROW from the east. Development of the site would have a negative
impact on these views.

Site is open and very prominent in views from the south towards the settlement. There are also
views over the site from the public footpath to the north.

What is the impact on The site is open and prominent and the scale of development proposed
form and character of would be poorly related to the existing form and character of the
settlement. The western section of the site (represented by site
a settlement?

Although the site is adjacent to the current development limit, development would have a poor
relationship to exiting built form and have a detrimental impact on the open character and
appearance of the surrounding countryside and the setting of the settlement.

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

Yes, a sewage works adjoins the site to the east and is therefore likely to adversely
affect residential amenity due to smell.

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

A sewage works adjoins the site to the east.

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
contain individual /
at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at present.

(E/131/006) would be better related to existing development adjoining
the site to the south but would still involve the loss of an important open
area that contributes to settlement character and may of heritage
importance.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

The rear (eastern) half of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding.

Areas of the site along, predominently in the northernhalf of the site, are susceptible to
surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/131/005

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

Although the site is in flood zone 1, nearly half of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding so development would
increase the risk of flooding.

The site is within flood zone 1 but areas of the site are susceptible to surface water
flooding so development is likely to increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and mitigation.

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input or if any discharge to ground/surface water of >
20m3/day

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input. Concern if
any discharge to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge there is listed building in area but make no
comment. HDC: There is a listed building on the opposite side of
Main Street but development of the site is unlikely to impact on
its setting and/or significance.

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development HDC: There is evidence of ridge and furrow on the western part of No issues
of the site affect non‐ the site.
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/004

E/131/005

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available from Main Street
(A19). The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
suitable access to a
and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in
highway?

= a . Highways State: The site has no direct frontage to a highway maintainable at the
public expense. Sand Hole Lane is not adopted as highway maintained at the public
expense to the east of South Garth. The remainder is a private road and works will be
required to improve the existing road and extend existing footway / street lighting to
serve the site. Could also be accessed through site 17. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs
to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

= a . Highways state: The site has no direct frontage to a highway maintainable at the
public expense. Sand Hole Lane is not adopted as highway maintained at the public
expense to the east of South Garth. The remainder is a private road and works will be
required to improve the existing road and extend existing footway / street lighting to
serve the site. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development
brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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E/131/006

Parish

Shipton
Land North of Authitts Cottages and Saxon Vale & Land at Main Steet and Land To East And South Of South
Garth Sand Hole Lane Shipton By Beningbrough North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use
Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

8.52

Total Dwellings

25

NE state: Strensall Common and Cli on Ings And Rawcliﬀe Meadows SSSI (5,000m)
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to
follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

There are pavements on the highway. PROW runs along boundary of site. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Potential to link to pavements on the highway. Potential to link to PROW which runs along boundary of
site.

yes

Will the development greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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E/131/006

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?
Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with brick and clay and coal deep

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

the site would be prominent in signifcant views towards the settlement from the PROW. Development
would result in loss of open countryside which currently is prominent in views towards the settlement.
The site would have some prominence form highway.

What is the impact on The site is adjacent to existing built development.The site may create a fairly logical extension to the
form and character of exitsing residential development immediately to the south (Authitts Court).
a settlement?

To provide a good
quality built
environment.
Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

no issues
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E/131/006

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

no issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE comment: Concern if general combus on processes >50MW energy input. Concern if any
discharge to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Would development HE acknowledge listed building but do not make comment. HDC: Development of this site could
impact on setting of listed building at other side of road.
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on
Will the site
size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/006

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
Will the site
principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Main Street (A19).The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be
suitable access to a
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced.
highway?

This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding
for strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be = a ‐ Highways state: Existing overhead cables within the site.
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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Site ID
Parish

E/131/007

E/131/008

Shipton

Shipton

Land North East Of Shipton Sewage Treatment Sand Hole Lane Shipton By Beningbrough North Yorkshire Land North And North West Of East Lane Cottages East Lane Shipton By
Beningbrough North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

agricultural

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

7.91

2.03

Total Dwellings

as per directive of Council planners

40 estimate

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows SSSI
Would the
development impact (7000m)
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Clifton Ings &
Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

A PROW runs E‐W along the northern boundary of the site. Highways advise that the PROW must be No PROWs connect directly to the site although there is a PROW that
kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed links to East Lane in relatively close proximity. There is an existing
by order. No cycleways evident.
footway along the south side of East Lane that extends almost to the
south‐west corner of the site. No cycleways evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Links can be made to existing footways along South Garth to the west of the site. Highways advise
that works will be required to improve the existing road Sand Hole Lane) and extend existing
footway / street lighting to serve the site.

It would be possible to link to the footway along the south side of East
Lane.

Yes

Yes

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

90

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues

No, greenfield

No issues
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E/131/007

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/131/008

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep coal.

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to GI corridor. Given its location in relation to
GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or improve GI.

The site is not within or adjacent to GI corridor. Given its location in
relation to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or improve GI.

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is extremely prominent in views of setllement on approach along PROW from the east.
Development of the site would have a negative impact on these views.

There are extensive views over the site on the approach to Shipton from
the east along East Lane which adjoins the southern and eastern
boundary of the site.

What is the impact on The site is very open and prominent and is divorced from the main built up area of the settlement. Although the site adjoins the current settlement limit, development
here would have a poor relationship with existing built form be
form and character of Development in this location would be poorly related to the existing form and character of the
settlement and would have a detrimental impact on the open character and appearance of the
extending in a linear fashion along east Lane.
a settlement?
surrounding countryide.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at present.
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues, athough adjoining land to south is within Flood Zone 2.

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

The eastern third of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding as are small areas
along the western and northern perimeters.

Virtually the whole site is susceptible to surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 but extensive areas areas of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding so development is likely to increase the risk of flooding.

The site is within flood zone 1 but almost all of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding so development is likely to
increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input and if any discharge to
ground/surface water of > 20m3/day

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input. Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of
> 20m3/day

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development No isues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/007

E/131/008

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
Will the site
principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = a . Highways State: The site has no direct frontage to a highway maintainable at the
public expense. Sand Hole Lane is not adopted as highway maintained at the public
suitable access to a
expense to the east of South Garth. The remainder is a private road and works will be
highway?

= a . Highways state: Access is available from East Lane and a
location to the west of East Lane Cottages is preferred. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
required to improve the existing road and extend existing footway / street lighting to serve access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
the site. Could also be accessed through site 4. The developer would need to demonstrate comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: The site has no direct frontage to a highway maintainable at the
public expense. Sand Hole Lane is not adopted as highway maintained at the public
expense to the east of South Garth. The remainder is a private road and works will be
required to improve the existing road and extend existing footway / street lighting to serve
the site. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and
for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed.

= a . Highways state: Footway required on site frontage and
pedestrian crossing point to link to the existing footway on the
south side of East Lane. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/131/009

Parish

E/131/010

Shipton
Land East Of Saxon Vale Sand Hole Lane Shipton By Beningbrough North
Yorkshire

Shipton
Land To The North Of East Lane East Lane Shipton By Beningbrough North
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

2.48

1.48

Total Dwellings

70

unknown

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Clifton Ings &
Would the
development impact Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Clifton Ings &
Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

A PROW runs east‐west runs close to the site to the north but with no direct There are no PROWs or footways in the vicinity of the site. No cycle
routes evident.
connection. There are existing footways alongside South Garth adjoining
the site frontage to the west. No cycleways evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Links can be made to existing footways along South Garth to the west of
The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the site. Highways advise that works will be required to improve the
the public expense so if developed in isolation there is no prospect of
existing road and extend existing footway / street lighting to serve the site. connecting to existing footways/cycle routes.

Yes

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

92

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No, but site adjoins a sewage works.

Yes

No, greenfield

No issues
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Site ID

E/131/009

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/131/010

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep coal.

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to GI corridor. Given
its location in relation to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or
improve GI.

The site is not within or adjacent to GI corridor. Given its location in
relation to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or improve GI.

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is prominent in views of setllement on approach along PROW from the There are medium range views of this open site from East Road.
Development would adverseley affect views over the site towards the
east. Development of the site would have a negative impact on these
church spire.
views.

Development of the site, which adjoins the settlement limit, would have
What is the impact on Although the site is adjacent to the current development limit,
form and character of development would have a poor relationship to exiting built form and have some adverse impact on form of the settlement and the appearance and
a detrimental impact on the open character and appearance of the
character of the countryside, however, careful design could mitigate
a settlement?
surrounding countryside and the setting of the settlement.

against the potential impact.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in Yes, a sewage works adjoins the site to the east and is
an area where noise, therefore likely to adversely affect residential amenity due to
dust light or smell is smell.
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

A sewage works adjoins the site to the east.
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
contain individual /
present.
at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

The eastern half of the site and small areas in the western half are
susceptible to surface water flooding.

A small section of the site along the eastern boundary is
susceptible to surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/131/009

E/131/010

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 but significant areas of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding so development is likely to
increase the risk of flooding.

The site is within Flood Zone 1 but a small section of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding so development is likely to
increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input. Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > energy input. Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of
> 20m3/day
20m3/day

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/009

E/131/010

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

= r. Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage to
Is there potential for a = amber. Highways state: The site has no direct frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. Sand Hole Lane is not a highway maintainable at the public expense. Could be accessed
suitable access to a
adopted as highway maintained at the public expense to the east of through site 14. The developer would need to demonstrate that a
highway?
South Garth. The remainder is a private road and works will be
required to improve the existing road and extend existing footway /
street lighting to serve the site. Could also be accessed through site
4. The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation.
A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and
for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts
to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highwats state: Sand Hole Lane is not adopted as highway
maintained at the public expense to the east of South Garth. The
remainder is a private road and works will be required to improve
the existing road and extend existing footway / street lighting to
serve the site. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and
for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

= a . Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage
to a highway maintainable at the public expense. Could be
accessed through site 14. This site cannot be viewed in isolation.
A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

94

E/131/011

Parish

E/131/012

Shipton
OS Field 6480 East Lane Shipton By Beningbrough North
Yorkshire

95

E/131/013

Shipton
The Sidings Hotel And Restaurant Shipton By Beningbrough North
Yorkshire YO30 1BT

Shipton
Land And Building At Rear Of Church Farm Main Street
Shipton By Beningbrough North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Hotel and Restaurant

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

4.02

0.53

1.76

Total Dwellings

50 estimate

16 Terrace houses and 1no. 4 bed detached

potential for up to 35 dwellings

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Fulford NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common,
Would the
Ings, Cli on Ings & Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)
Cli on Ings & Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)
development impact Cli on Ings & Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

There are no PROWs or other pedestrian facilities in the vicinity
There is a PROW in close proximity to the nort‐east
corner of the site but no opportunity to create links to of the site. National Cyccle Route 65 passes by the frontage of
it.
the site.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

The site is effectively land‐locked so there is no prospect development woud link to the National Cycle network but there is Development would link to footway along frontage of
of providing connections for pedestians/cyclists.
no potential to link with pedestrian routes.
site.

Yes

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No PROWs in the vicinity of the site, but there are
footways along the Main Street frontage. No cycleways
in vicinity of site.

Check

Yes

Yes

Yes

The eastern part of the site (approx. 25%) is previously
developed

No issues although the site adjoins the East Coast main line
where there are contamination issues.

No issues
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Site ID

E/131/011

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/131/012

The site is previously developed.

E/131/013

The undeveloped part of the site is (approx 75%) is
grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay
and deep coal.
coal.
and deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within or adjacent to GI corridor. Given The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
its location in relation to GI corridor, there is limited
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
scope to develop or improve GI.
and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

There are extensive views over the site on the
The site is isolated from the main built up area of Shipton and is The site is generally well screened in views of the
approach to Shipton along the PROW from the east and prominent within a very open landscape.
settlement.
longer range views from the PROW to the south.

The site is not within or adjacent to GI corridor. Given
its location in relation to GI corridor, there is limited
scope to develop or improve GI.

Development of the site for housing would have a very poor
Development of the whole site would have a poor
What is the impact on The site adjoins the current development along two
form and character of relatively short sections of its boundary. Development relationship with the existing built form of Shipton as it would relationship with existing built form. (However,
of the site woud be incongruous as it would leave a
constitute isolated development having a detrimental impact on redevelopment of the existing built up area would be
a settlement?
strip of land between the site and current built form
undeveloped.

the open chearacter of the surrounding countryside.

well related to the existing settlement form and
character.)

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

The site adjoins the East Coast main railway line which Although the site adjoins an employment site,
would cause noise nuisance to new residents.
the nature of that use is unlikely to cause
significant disturbanve to to new residents.
Noise/vibration from A19 traffic may cause
some nuisance.

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No, the site adjoins the East Coast main railway line
which would cause noise nuisance to new residents.

Yes, generally given the nature of existing
development.

Will the development All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to provide
contain individual /
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
communal site
nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

The eastern half of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding.

Parts of the site (approximately one‐third) are susceptible A small area in the north‐east corner in the
to surface water flooding.HDC layers are out of date the
location of the current access is susceptible to
SFRA states that the site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or surface water flooding.
no risk from surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/131/011

E/131/012

E/131/013

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within Flood Zone 1 but the eastern half
of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding
so development is likely to increase the risk of
flooding.

The site is within Flood Zone 1 but parts of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding so development is
likely to increase the risk of flooding.HDC layers are out of
date the SFRA states that the site is Entirely in FZ1, with
minimal or no risk from surface water flooding.

The site is in Flood Zone 1 and only a very small
area on the edge of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so the risk of flooding is
minimal.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input. Concern if any discharge to
processes >50MW energy input. Concern if any
discharge to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day ground/surface water of > 20m3/day

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input. Concern if any
discharge to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

HE acknowledge there is listed building in area but
make no comment. HDC: The listed Holy
Evangelist Chuch is on the opposite side of A19
but development of the site is unlikely to impact
on its setting and/or significance.

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential development
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and
tenure.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/011

E/131/012

E/131/013

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = r. Highways state: The site does not include a
sufficient frontage to enable an access of
suitable access to a
acceptable standards to be formed onto the
highway?

= g . Highways state: Direct access is available from the
=g
public highway. The developer would need to demonstrate There is an access onto Main Street
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be = r. Substantial works likely to be required.
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= g . Highways have not identified any off site works are
required.

=a
Footpath links need imporving

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

public highway.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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97

E/131/014

E/131/015

Shipton

Shipton

Part OS Fields 3600 6200 5510 Main Street Shipton By Beningbrough North Field View Bungalow Main Street Shipton By
Yorkshire
Beningbrough North Yorkshire YO30 1AA

98

E/131/016
Shipton
Shipton Nurseries Main Street Shipton By Beningbrough
North Yorkshire YO30 1BW

Address
Current Use

agriculture

Grazing & Dwellings

Derelict former nursery in part & open storage of commercial
vehicles

Preferred Use

Housing

None

Housing

Site Size (HA)

7.88

2.04

1.64

Total Dwellings

potential for up to 160 dwellings

40 HDC Estimate see attached email

29 dwellings: see illustrative layout plan

NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, Clifton Ings & NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common, NE comment site is in buffer zone of Strensall Common,
Would the
Cli on Ings & Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)
Cli on Ings & Rawcliﬀe Meadows (10000m)
development impact Rawcliﬀe Meadows SSSIs (10000m)
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues.

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

The south‐western part of the site between the Holy Evangelist
No issues
Church and Vicarage is the subject of a group tree preservation order.

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

A PROW (Field Lane) runs alongside the western boundary of the
northern section of the site. The south‐west part of the site has a
frontage to Main Street (A19), which has footways on both sides
providing pedestrian pedestrian access to village faciities. No
cycleways evident.

A PROW runs east‐west adjoining the southern
boundary of the site but there is no frontage onto an
adopted highway. No cycleways evident.

There are no PROWs or cycleways in the vicinity of the
site but there is a footway on the opposite side of Main
Street providing pedestrian access to village facilities.

The site can link directly with the footways along the road frontage
and the adjoining PROW.

It would be possible to link with PROW that runs along It is possible to link eith the existing footway. Highways
southern boundary of site.
state that a footway is required along the site frontage
and a pedestrian crossing to link to theexisting
footway.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mainly greenfield with with small area of previously
developed land in eastern section of site.

Part previously developed (former nurseries)

Potential contamination issues associated with small
filled pond towards north‐western corner of site.

No issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues
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Site ID

E/131/014

E/131/015

Would there be loss of The northern part of the site includes both Grade 2 (25%) and 3a land. Grade 3b
The remainder is grade 3b.
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/131/016

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay and deep coal. Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay
and deep coal.
and deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within or adjacent to GI corridor. Given its location in
relation to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or improve
GI.

The site is not within or adjacent to GI corridor. Given Although close, the site is not adjacent to GI corridor
its location in relation to GI corridor, there is limited
and due to the small scale of the site, there is limited
scope to develop or improve GI.
scope to develop or improve the GI.

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is very prominent in views of the settlement as approached
form the north both along the A19 and the PROW. Built development,
particularly on the southern section of the site would have a
significant detrimental impact on this important approach is
characterised by views of the listed Holy Evangelist Church and
Melrose Nursing Home.

Site is prominent in views from adjoining PROW as
Site is very prominent in views from A19 northwards to
settlement is approached from west. Built
main part of settlement.
development would have a significant impact on these
views.

The site is divorced from the settlement, being
What is the impact on Development of the site as proposed would have detrimental effect Development of the site would have a poor
form and character of on built form by extending it northwards in an inapproptiate manner, relationship with existing buit form by extending the separated by open fields, and would therefore have a
having an adverse impact on important views into and out of the
settlement westwards beyond the built envelope into poor relationship wth the existing built form.
a settlement?
open countryside.
settlement and harming the character and appearance of the
surrounding countryside. The provision of a suitable access into the
site also necessitate the loss of protected trees along the Main Street
frontage also having a detrimental impact on settlement character.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.
Is the development in There would be some issues of noise and vibration
an area where noise, emanating from traffic along A19.
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Although there are some employment uses
adjacent to the site there are unlikely to be
any issues.

No issues

Yes, generally although proximity to A19 may cause some No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the amenity issues.
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
contain individual /
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
communal site
known at present
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Relatvely small areas towards the eastern edge and south‐west The western part of the site and a small area
corner of the site are susceptible to surface water flooding.
towards the eastern edge are sesceptible to
surface water flooding.

Areas within the central and western parts of the
site are susceptible to surface water flooding.
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E/131/014

E/131/015

E/131/016

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is in Flood Zone 1 and only relatively small areas
towards the edge of the site are susceptible to surface water
flooding so the risk of flooding is minimal.

The site is in Flood Zone 1 but parts of the site are Although the site is in Flood Zone 1 area within
susceptible to surface water flooding so the risk of the central and western parts of the site are
flooding woild be increasedl.
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development would increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW NE comment: Concern if general combustion
NE comment: Concern if general combustion
energy input. Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water processes >50MW energy input. Concern if any
processes >50MW energy input or any discharge
of > 20m3/day
discharge to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day to ground/surface water of > 20m3/day.

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE comment: The development of this site could affect
HE acknowledge there is a listed building in area HE acknowledge there is a listed building in area
elements which contribute to the significance of the Grade II
but make no comment. HDC: No listed buildings in but make no comment. HDC: No listed buildings in
Listed Melrose Nursing Home and Holy Evangelists Church. See close vicinity of site so unlokely to be an issue.
close vicinity of site so unlokely to be an issue.
comment (b)

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

All sites put forward for residential development will be
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites put forward for residential development All sites that are put forward for residential
will be expected to meet policies on size type and development will be expected to meet policies on
tenure.
size type and tenure.

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

To provide a mix of
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tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/014

E/131/015

E/131/016

Will the development The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites
put forward for residential development will be expected to
provide affordable
housing for those who meet the councils policies for affordable housing
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available from Main Street = r
(A19) within the southern part of the site. The developer would There is no access to an adopted highway
suitable access to a
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
highway?
achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available
from Main Street (A19). The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed
in isolation. A comprehensive development brief
for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and
for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: This site is affected by a registered public = a
right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until There is no link to the adopted highway.
such time as an alternate route has been provided and
Await further comments.
confirmed by order. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

= a . Highways state: This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.
Footway required on site frontage and pedestrian
crossing point to link to existing footway.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/131/017

E/141/001

Parish

Shipton

Stillington

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Stillington

Address
Current Use

None

not in use

Vacant

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.25

0.60

0.27

Total Dwellings

16

20‐30 mixed dwellings ‐ detached ‐ semi detached or cottage
terrace

7

NE state: Strensall Common (within 10,000m).

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROWs in vicinity of site and no cyvle routes
evident. Site fronts onto South Garth which has a
footway on the opposite side.

PROW network links to village but not in close vicinity PROW is in close proximity to site but at other side of
of site. Pavement runs along same side of highway to road. There is a pavement on same side of highway to
which site access fronts onto. No cycle route evident. which site fronts onto. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

The site can link to existing footways serving South
Potential to link to pavement on highway which links
Garth. Highways require the extension of existing foot / into centre of village. No cycle route evident.
street lighting system for the settlement to serve this
development.

Potential to link to pavement to provide access into
village centre. No cycle route evident. Safe access to
PROW would need to considered.

Yes

yes

yes

no greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Will the development Site is partly brownfield (30%)
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/141/002

Sandford Sand Hole Lane Shipton By Beningbrough North OS Field 0700 North Back Lane Stillington North Yorkshire Land South Of 10 Soutersfield York Road Stillington North
Yorkshire YO30 1BL
Yorkshire

NE: Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

100

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues
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E/131/017

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/141/001

loss of grade 3b

E/141/002

loss of grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps minerals safeguarding area for brick clay no issues
and deep coal.

site is not in mineral safeguarding area

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within GI corridor and is not adjacent to The site is within the GI and could have a potential
GI corridor. Given its location in relation to GI corridor, negative impact but may provide an opportunity
there is limited scope to develop or improve GI.
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is prominent in views from A19 on approach to
settlement from the south.

The site is set between the Stillington Sports and Social
Club and existing residential development. The site is
opposite built development. The site is not prominent
in significant views towards the settlement.

Site is not prominent in any signifcant views towards
the settlement. Site is set behind existing residential
development and is screened by vegetation when
approaching the settlement from the west on the
highway.

What is the impact on Although the site is adjacent to the current
form and character of development limit, development would have a poor
relationship to exiting built form by extending
a settlement?

The site is outside the development limits (with
exception to the access point). The site extends well
beyond the existing line of development and the long
development southwards in an inappropriate manner. narrow nature of the site does not fit with the existing
character and form of the settlement.

The site is outside but adjacent to the development
limits. The site is set between the Stillington Sports and
Social Club and existing residential development. The
site is opposite built development. The site would form
a natural extension to the built form. The site would
not impact negatively on character of settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

No issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

no issues

no issues

No issues

no issues

Almost the entire site is subject to surface water
flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/131/017

E/141/001

E/141/002

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 and has no history
of surface water flooding so development is
unlikely to increase risk of flooding

site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site.

Almost the entire site is subject to surface water
flooding and so development may increase risk of
flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/a

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE: Concern if any discharge to ground/surface
water of > 20m3/day

NE state: No issues identified (concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input).

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in Third party comments awaited, however no issues HE state: This site lies adjoins the boundary of the HE do not identify any issues
Stillington Conservation Area. The loss of this
a Conservation Area? as no conservation area nearby.
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance
See comment
(d).

Would development Third party comments awaited, however no issues
as no conservationarea nearby.
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies adjoins the boundary of the HE do not identify any issues
Stillington Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance
See comment
(d).

Would development Third party comments awaited, however no issues HE acknowledge listed building in area but make HE do not identify any issues. HDC ‐ site is in
as no listed buildings nearby.
no comment. HDC: the site is within listed buidling consultation zone for listed buildings.
affect the setting
consultation zone.
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

no issues

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development Third party comments awaited, however no issues HE do not identify any issues.
as no registered assets nearby.
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development Third party comments awaited, however no issues HE do not identify any issues.
affect the setting of a as no SAMs nearby.
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/131/017

E/141/001

E/141/002

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites above the current threshold will be
development will be expected to meet policies on assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .
size type and tenure.

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

= a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available
from Sand Hole Lane. The developer would need from North Back Lane however the frontage is
suitable access to a
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can very narrow and an access of acceptable
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from York Road.The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
standards may be difficult to achieve. The
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for developer would need to demonstrate that a
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
the area needs to be produced. This will enable
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal standards. To reflect desire lines through the site
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
road layout To comply with North Yorkshire
to the village.
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
County Council’s highway design standards to
infrastructure improvements to be developed.
reflect desire lines through the site to the village.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: Extend existing foot / street = a ‐ Highways state: Minor works may be
lighting system for the settlement to serve this
required to extend existing footway/ street
lighting to serve the site.
development. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

= a ‐ Highways state: This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Highways to Advise
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To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/141/004

E/141/005

E/144/001

Parish

Stillington

Stillington

Sutton on the Forest

Land To The East Of Oakdene Mill Lane Stillington North
Yorkshire

Land North Of Sillington Social Club York Road Stillington Land To The South And East Of Lynne House Carr Lane
North Yorkshire
Sutton On The Forest North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agriculture

Agricultural

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.23

1.31

1.28

Total Dwellings

To be agreed

40

40

NE do not identify any issues

NE identify SINC ‐ Sutton‐on‐the‐Forest Common which
is in close proximity to site. NE also identify Strensall
Common SSSI (within 7,000m). In close proximity to
LWS.

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity. No pavements on highway at the
point the site fronts onto highway so site currently
disconnected in terms of pedestrian access. There are
pavements within the village. No cycle route evident.

No PROW in vicinity.The site is set behind an LDF
allocation which is under construction. There is
potential to gain access to highway and pavements
through this site. Highways to advise. No cycle route
evident.

PROW link not far from site. There are pavements on
opposite side of road to which site fronts onto linking
to village centre. Pedestrian safety access to consider.
No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

No links to PROW. Limited potential to extend
No PROW in vicinity.The site is set behind an LDF
pavements to site as roadside verges are fairly narrow. allocation which is under construction. There is
potential to gain access to highway and pavements
Highways to advise. No cycle route evident.
through this site. Highways to advise. No cycle route
evident.

PROW link not far from site. There are pavements on
opposite side of road to which site fronts onto linking
to village centre. Pedestrian safety access to consider.
No cycle route evident.

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Will the development no greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

104

Site ID

NE: Strensall Common (within 10,000m).
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

103

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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E/141/004

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/141/005

E/144/001

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

NYCC do not identify any issues

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

no issues

not in mineral safeguarding area

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within to the GI and could have a potential The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site would have some prominence when
approaching the settlement from the east, resulting in
loss of open countryside which is currently an
prominent view into the settlement.

The site is not prominent in significant views towards
the settlement. The site is fairly well screened by
vegetation to the south which bounds the Stillington
Sports and Social Club. The site is set behind existing
residential development to the north (under
construction) and to the west.

The site is not prominent in significant views towards
the settlement.

What is the impact on The site is outside the main settlement pattern and
form and character of does not fit well with existing built form / pattern.
Development of this site would result in loss of open
a settlement?

The site is adjacent to LDF allocation which is under
construction and therefore the site will be adjacent to
the existing built form to the north and built form to
the west. The site would form a natural expansion to
the settlement.

The site is opposite built development and there is also
built development close to the northen boundary.
However, the proposed scale of development is not in
keeping with the character of the settlement. There is
currently limited development at this side of the
highway, so at proposed scale, the site does not fit with
the existing form.

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

countryside which is part of the character of the
entrance into the settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

floodzone 2 extends into the eastern end of
the site

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

eastern end of site is adjacent to floodzone 3

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

eastern half of site is susceptible to surface water the western end of the site is susceptible to
flooding
surface water flooding

marginal section on eastern edge of site
susceptible to surface water flooding but
negligible area
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E/141/004

E/141/005

E/144/001

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

floodzone 2 extends into the eastern end of the
site and eastern half of site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

the western end of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

marginal section on eastern edge of site
susceptible to surface water flooding but
negligible area so unlikely for development to
increase risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

n/a

NE do not identify issues other than concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues regarding AONB but
do note: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues. The site is not in or
a Conservation Area? close to CA.

Would development HE do not identify any issues. The site is not in or NE do not identify any issues
close to CA.
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: at proposed
scale, loss of this open space could impact on
setting of Conservation Area.

Would development HE do not identify any issues. The site would not
impact on setting of listed building.
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: site is within
consultation zone for listed buildings.

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

The NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment
identifies this area as historic strip fields.

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/141/004

E/141/005

E/144/001

All sites above the current threshold will be
Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Mill Lane. The developer would need to
suitable access to a
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
highway?

= g ‐ Access possible through adjacent housing
estate (under development). The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the village.

Highways state: Direct access is available from
Carr Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal roadlayout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

Will off site work be = a ‐ Highways state: Minor works will be
required and what will required to extend existing footway, street
lighting and speed limit to serve the site.
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Highways state:Works will be required to extend
existing footway / street lighting to serve the site.
Pedestrian facilities exist on the opposite side of
Carr Lane. Footway required on site frontage and
pedestrian crossing point to link to existing
footway

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

be achieved. Internal road layout To comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards to reflect desire lines through the site
to the village.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/144/002

E/144/003

Parish

Sutton on the Forest

Sutton on the Forest

Woods Farm Main Street Sutton On The Forest North
Yorkshire YO61 1DW

Address

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Residential & Paddock

Agriculture

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Recreation

Site Size (HA)

1.00

1.32

52.66

Total Dwellings

6

30

N/A.

NE identify SINC ‐ Sutton‐on‐the‐Forest Common which NE: Strensall Common
Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows (10,000m)
is close to village. NE identify Strensall Common SSSI
(within 7,000m).

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is a PROW in fairly close proximity to the site.
There are pavements on both sides of Main Street to
which the site fronts onto. However, due to existing
buildings within the site frontage, there is currently no
apparent access to Main street. No cycle route evident.

There is a PROW in fairly close proximity to the site.
There are pavements on both sides of Main Street to
which the site fronts onto. There is a pavement on
Stillington road which site fronts onto. No cycle route
evident.

No pavemements. No cycle route evident. PROW in
proximity to northern edge of site.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Potential for direct link to existing pavements on both Potential to link directly to existing pavements on Main Limited potential to imporve links as disconnected from
sides of Main Street to which the site fronts onto.
Street and Stillington road to which site fronts onto. No settlement.
cycle route evident.
However, due to existing buildings within the site
frontage, there is currently no apparent access to Main
street. No cycle route evident.

yes

Will the development part brownfield (farm buildings and residential
property, part greenfield (majority is greenfield).
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Sutton on the Forest
OS Fields 1062, 2523, 3043, 4426, 5932, 7633, 9352 Goose
Lane and OS Fields 0044, 5847, 6428, 7559, 7948 and 8435
Carr Lane To Carr House Sutton On The Forest North
Yorkshire

Current Use

NE identify SINC ‐ Sutton‐on‐the‐Forest Common as
Would the
development impact significant. Strensall Common (within 7,000m).
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

Seniors Farm Main Street Sutton On The Forest North
Yorkshire YO61 1DW

E/144/004

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

yes

no

part greenfield, part brownfield (majority greenfield)

greenfield

Possible historic contamination but the development of no issues
the site could lead to cleaning up.

Possible historic contamination
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Site ID

E/144/002

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/144/003

E/144/004

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep

overlaps with mineral safeguaring area for coal deep

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for coal
deep.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI
to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site would not be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement ‐ the site is well screened by
vegetation (hedges and trees). The site is not
prominent from the highway.

loss of this open space would impact on landscape
There is some screening from vegetation but the site
would have some prominence when approaching the setting and views towards Sutton Park ‐ non‐
settlement from the north on Stillington road.
designated park and garden.
Development at the proposed scale would result in loss
of open green space and farm buildings which are
currently prominent view when entering settlement
and key part of CA.

What is the impact on The proposed scale (extent of the site boundary) of the While the site is adjacent to existing built development Site is disconnected from main settlement. Loss of this
to the east and south, the proposed scale of
open space would impact on landscape setting of
form and character of site is not in keeping with character and form of
settlement. The site boundary extends beyond the
development is not in keeping with character and form Sutton Park ‐ non‐ designated park and garden.
a settlement?
existing built development line. New housing frontage of settlement and CA. The site extends out beyond the
on to Main street could impact on character of area,
existing line of development. New housing frontage on
sensitive design will be important.
to Main street could be harmful to character of CA.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.
Is the development in Agricultural land use to east, may be cause of Agricultural land use to west, may be cause of no issues
an area where noise, noise or odour and mitigation ay be needed. noise or odour and mitigation ay be needed.
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

Agricultural land use to east, may be cause of Agricultural land use to west, may be cause of no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the noise or odour and mitigation ay be needed. noise or odour and mitigation ay be needed.
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Will the development Agricultural land use to east, may be cause of All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
contain individual /
noise or odour and mitigation ay be needed. provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
communal site
type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?
Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

sections acorss the site are susceptible to surface
water flooding

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/144/002

E/144/003

E/144/004

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

no issues

no issues

sections acorss the site are susceptible to surface
water flooding so may increase risk

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE do not idenitfy issues but advise: Concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE do not identify any issues but do comment:
NE: Concern if any process could cause air
Concern if general combustion processes >50MW pollution/ if general combustion processes
energy input.
>50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water
of > 20m3/day

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

HE: no issues

currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (d).

HE state: This site lies within the Sutton‐on‐the‐
Forest Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (d)

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site lies within the Sutton‐on‐the‐
Forest Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (d).

HE state: This site lies within the Sutton‐on‐the‐
Forest Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (d)

HE: no issues

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge listed building but make no
comment. HDC: Site fronts onto Main street and
this part of the site is adjacent and opposite to
listed buildings. Development may impact on
setting of listed buildings.

HE acknowledge listed building but make no
HE: Grange Farmhouse, 250 metres to the south‐
comment. HDC: Site would not iimpact on setting west of this area is a Grade II Listed Building. The
of listed building.
loss of this currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (b)

Is the development in HE state: This site lies within the Sutton‐on‐the‐
a Conservation Area? Forest Conservation Area. The loss of this

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

within 500m of non‐ designated park and garden ‐
Sutton Park.

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE: no issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues. HDC: Sutton Hall
affect the setting of a Icehouse is within buffer zone but development
would not impact on this.
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: Sutton Hall
HE: no issues
Icehouse within 500m buffer but no direct impact.

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
not relevant
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
size type and tenure.
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/144/002

E/144/003

E/144/004

All sites above the current threshold will be
not relevant
Will the development All sites that are put forward for residential
development
will
be
expected
to
meet
policies
on
assumed
to
meet
policies
on
affordable
housing
.
provide affordable
housing for those who size type and tenure.
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Main Street.The developer would need to
suitable access to a
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
highway?

be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards. To reflect desire lines through the site
to the village.

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available
from Main Street and Stillington Road.The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal
road layout to comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design standards.To
reflect desire lines through the site to the village.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Minor works may be
required to extend existing footway/ street
lighting to serve the site. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to
be considered and for arrangements to secure
funding for strategic infrastructure improvements
to be developed.

= a . Highways state: Minor works may be
required to extend existing footway/ street
lighting to serve the site. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to
be considered and for arrangements to secure
funding for strategic infrastructure improvements
to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/144/005

Parish

Sutton on the Forest
Home Farm York Road Sutton On The Forest North
Yorkshire YO61 1EP

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Sutton on the Forest
Grounds Sutton Park Main Street Sutton On The Forest
North Yorkshire YO61 1DP

Sutton on the Forest
Land To The South Of 19 The Gowans Sutton On The
Forest North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural Farmyard

Sutton Park Estate Hall, Outbuildings and Gardens

Agricultural.

Preferred Use

Housing

Recreation

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.57

68.91

2.30

Total Dwellings

5

30

NE: SINC - Sutton-on-the-Forest Common
identified as significant. Strensall Common
and Clifton Ings And Rawcliffe Meadows
(7,000m).

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

NE identify SINC - Sutton-on-the-Forest
Common as significant. Strensall Common SSSI
within 7,000m.

information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

No TPOs on site

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW in vicinity of site. No pavements on highway. No There are pavements in the village to which the
cycle route evdient.
northern end of site links in to. There are no
pavements along the highway adjacent to the
western edge of site. No cycle route evident.
PROWs cut through site and adjacent to site.
Depends on where access is located.

PROW runs along western edge and southern
edge of site. Site does not front on to highways
so there is no access to pavements. No cycle
route.

No pavements on highway. No cycle route evdient.

Potential to extend pavement along highway
adjacent to western boundary. Highways to
advise. No cycle route evident.

Potential to link into PROW. Site does not front on
to highways so there is no access to pavements.
No cycle route.

yes

yes

yes

greenfield

greenfield

no issues

no issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development majority previously developed (farm buildings)
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/144/007

Address

NE state: Strensall Common and Cli on Ings And
Would the
development impact Rawcliffe Meadows SSSI (within 7,000m).
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

E/144/006

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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E/144/005

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?
Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for deep
coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Development of site will impact on significant views
towards Sutton Park.

E/144/006

E/144/007

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

in mineral safeguaring area for coal deep

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for
coal deep

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could impact on
important views within Sutton Park and
associated heritage assets. Dependent on the
style and design of tourism accommodation.

Site would have some prominence in significant
views towards the settlement when approaching
from the south on Carr Lane. Development
would result in loss of open countryside which
is currently prominent view towards Sutton
Park.

The site does not fit well with the existing form
What is the impact on Site is disconnected from main settlement and has a The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements and character of the settlement. The site would
form and character of poor relationship with existing built form.
be a linear extension southwards which is not
Development of site would impact on landscape setting which contribute to the significance of
a settlement?
of Sutton Park.

important heritage assets. Dependent on the
style and design of tourism accommodation.

well connected to the existing built form. The
site would result in loss of open countryside
which is key part of charcater of this part of
settlement and Sutton Park.

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Is the proposed
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
contain individual /
type and nature are not known at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to yes
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

small section of surface water flooding in
southern end of site

southern section of the site has several
areas which are susceptible to surface
water flooding

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/144/005

E/144/006

E/144/007

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

small section of surface water flooding in
southern section of the site has several
southern end of site so development may increase areas which are susceptible to surface
water flooding - development could
risk of flooding
increase risk

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and
mitigation

n/a

NE do not identify issues but comment: Concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input. Concern if any discharge to ground/surface
water of > 20m3/day. Sutton Park inheritance tax
exempt land.

NE: Concern if general combustion
NE do not identify issues but comment:
processes >50MW energy input. Concern if Concern if general combustion processes
any discharge to ground/surface water of > >50MW energy input
20m3/day. Sutton Park inheritance tax
exempt land.

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues.
a Conservation Area?

HE: The northern part of this site lies in the HE do not identify any issues.
Sutton-on-the-Forest Conservation Area.
The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its
significance
See comment (d)

Would development HE do not identify any issues.
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE: The northern part of this site lies in the
Sutton-on-the-Forest Conservation Area.
The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its
significance
See comment (d)

HE do not identify any issues. Development
of site would result in loss of open
countryside which is key to the character of
this part of the settlement and CA.

HE: This site includes the Grade I Listed
Sutton Park together with number of Grade
II Listed Buildings in its grounds. The loss
of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to their
significance. See comment (a)

HE state: This site lies within the former
parkland of the Grade I Listed Sutton Park.
The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to their
significance. See comment (a)

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE state: This site lies within the former parkland
of the Grade I Listed Sutton Park. The loss of this
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to their significance. See comment (a)

Will the development Site is within Sutton Park
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

Site is a non- designated park and garden - Site is within Sutton Park
Sutton Park

not known

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues.
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

HE do not identify any issues.

Will development of HE do not identify any issues.
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues.
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Sutton Hall Icehouse is a Scheduled
HE do not identify any issues.
Monument. The loss of this currently open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance. See comment (h)

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential
not relevant
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on
incorporate the
principles of secure by size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/144/005

E/144/006

E/144/007

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

not relevant

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
Will the site
good design standards considering the principles
incorporate the
principles of secure by of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = g ‐ Highways state:Direct access is available
from York Road. The developer would need to
suitable access to a
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
highway?

= r - Highways state: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

Will off site work be = g ‐ Highways state: no additional works
required and what will identified.
the impact be on
viability?

= a - Highways state: This site is affected
by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until
such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order.

be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID
Parish

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/144/009

E/144/010

Sutton on the Forest

Sutton on the Forest

Land On The South West Side Of Carr Lane Sutton On The Orchards Rear Of The Gowans Sutton On The Forest North
Forest North Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

agriculture

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Recreation

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.33

12.18

0.95

Total Dwellings

40

15

NE identify SINC - Sutton-on-the-Forest
NE: Strensall Common and Clifton Ings And
Common which is in close proximity to site. NE Rawcliffe Meadows (5,000m)
also identify Strensall Common SSSI (within
7,000m). In close proximity to LWS.

Strensall Common SSSI within 7,000m

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW link not far from site. There are
pavements on opposite side of road to which
site fronts onto linking to village centre.
Pedestrian safety access to consider. No cycle
route evident.

No pavements on highway. No cycle route
evident. No PROW in proximity to site. Poor
connectivity to village or town centre.

PROW runs through site. Site does not front
onto highway so no access to pavements. No
cycle route evident.

PROW link not far from site. There are
pavements on opposite side of road to which
site fronts onto linking to village centre.
Pedestrian safety access to consider. No cycle
route evident.

No pavements on highway. No cycle route evident. Potential to link to PROW which runs through site.
No PROW in proximity to site. Site disconnected
Site does not front onto highway so no access to
from settlement.
pavements. No cycle route evident.

yes

no

yes

Will the development no, greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

greenfield

greenfield

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

Possible historic contamination

no issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Sutton on the Forest
Land To The South And East Of Lynne House Carr Lane
Sutton On The Forest North Yorkshire

Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

E/144/008

no issues
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Site ID

E/144/008

E/144/009

E/144/010

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC do not identify any issues

overlaps with safeguarding area for brick and
clay.

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for
deep coal

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is not prominent in significant views
towards the settlement.

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

Loss of this open space would impact on
landscape setting and views towards Sutton
Park - non- designated park and garden.

The site is not prominent in significant views
towards settlement as it is well screened by
vegetation (woodland) to north, south and west
and existing housing to the east. The site is
prominent in views towards Sutton Park.

What is the impact on The site is opposite built development and there Site is disconnected from main settlement. Loss Development would result in loss of open green
form and character of is also built development close to the northen of this open space would impact on landscape space which is prominent part of the character
boundary. However, the proposed scale of
setting of Sutton Park - non- designated park
of this part of the settlement and Sutton Park.
a settlement?
development is not in keeping with the
and garden.
character of the settlement. There is currently
limited development at this side of the highway,
so at proposed scale, the site does not fit with
the existing form.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed
no issues
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

no issues

no issues

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

marginal section on eastern edge of site
susceptible to surface water flooding but
negligible area

more than half the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/144/008

E/144/009

E/144/010

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

marginal section on eastern edge of site
more than half the site is susceptible to
susceptible to surface water flooding but
surface water flooding so there may be
negligible area so unlikely for development increase in risk
to increase risk of flooding.

no issues

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

depends on scale of development and
mitigation

n/a

NE do not identify any issues regarding
AONB but do note: Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

NE: Concern if any process could cause air Concern if general combustion processes
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
>50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface
water of > 20m3/day

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of
the Sutton-on-the-Forest Conservation
Area. The loss of this currently open area
and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance. See comment (d).

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of
the Sutton-on-the-Forest Conservation
Area. The loss of this currently open area
and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance. See comment (d).

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

no issues

HDC state: Site is within 500m buffer of
Sutton Park.

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

no issues

no issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: Sutton
Hall Icehouse is within buffer zone but
development would not impact on this.

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: at
proposed scale, loss of this open space
could impact on setting of Conservation
Area.

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential not relevant
Will the site
development will be expected to meet
incorporate the
principles of secure by policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/144/008

E/144/009

E/144/010

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be not relevant
assumed to meet policies on affordable
provide affordable
housing for those who housing
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing .

All new development will be expected to
Will the site
adopt good design standards considering
incorporate the
principles of secure by the principles of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is
available from Carr Lane. The developer
suitable access to a
would need to demonstrate that a suitable
highway?

= r - Highways state: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: Works will be required
to extend existing footway / street lighting
to serve the site. Pedestrian facilities exist
on the opposite side of Carr Lane. Footway
required on site frontage and pedestrian
crossing point to link to existing footway

= a - Highways state:This site is affected by
a registered public right of way which must
be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

and safe access can be achieved. Internal
road layout to comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design
standards.

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/153/001

Parish

Tholthorpe
Moor Lane Industrial Estate Tholthorpe North Yorkshire YO61 1SR

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Tholthorpe

Tholthorpe

Land And Buildings To Rear Of Beckside Farm Main Street OS Field 004 Moor Lane, OS Fields 0072, 0082, 1600 and 2746
Tholthorpe North Yorkshire
Tofts Lane and Land To The South East Of Moor Lane Industrial
Estate Moor Lane Tholthorpe North Yorkshire

Current Use

Light industrial

Agricultural storage

Light industrial

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

2.93

0.19

50.81

Total Dwellings

40

5

40

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not
of assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

The site does not connect to any PROW. There are no
footways alongside the sites boundaries. No cycle routes
evident.

PROWs within village but no direct links to site. The site does not connect to any PROW. There are
Site has a frontage onto Alne Road which has
no footways alongside the site's boundaries. No
footways on both sides side providing safe and cycle routes evident.
convenient pedestrian access to village
facilities. No cycle routes evident.

information to follow.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/153/003

Address

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

E/153/002

Highways would require provision of a footway to serve the If acces can ve achieved site can link directly to Highways would require provision of a footway to
site.
existing pavements.
serve the site.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Will the development Yes, in use as an employment site (Moor Lane Industrial
Estate)
re‐use brownfield
land?

Yes, 100% - site occupied by buildings including No, greenfield
large shed.

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues

Yes, part of a larger area identified on the GIS layer as
possibly being subject to contamination but development
could lead to clearing up.

No issues
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Site ID

E/153/002

E/153/001

Would there be loss of 100% previously developed land currently in employment
use.
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

No, site is previously developed.

E/153/003

Would involve loss of grade 2 (approx 10% in eastern
side of site) and grade 3b (rest of site)

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps safeguarding area for brick clay and sand and Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for
gravel.
sand and gravel
brick clay and sand and gravel

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not within or adjecent to the GI corridor so there The site is within the GI corridor and could have The site is not within or adjecent to the GI corridor
is limited scope to develop or improve the GI
a potential negative impact but may provide an so there is limited scope to develop or improve the
opportunity through careful design and
GI
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is visually divorced from Tholhorpe village so would not The site is highly visible from the PROW running Site is visually divorced from Tholhorpe village but
be prominent in any significant views towards the
N-S to the west of the site and development
development of this very large site would have a
settlement. Redevelopment for residential use would
would have an adverse impact.
significant impact from views over a wide area
potentially have less visual impact than existing use with
affecting the character of views towards Tholthorpe.
appropriate landscape treatment.

Although frontage of site is within the
Devopment of this site would involve the loss of an
What is the impact on Although this site is currently in employment use, it is
development limit, most of it extends beyond it. extensive area of countryside having a significant
form and character of remote from the main built up area of Tholthorpe and its
development for housing would have a poor relationship to Development would not reflect and would have detrimental impact on the open character and
a settlement?
existing settlement pattern.

a poor relationship with the form and character appearance of the area and the rural setting of
of the village by extending development behind Tholthorpe.
the predominantly frontage development along
Main Street.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in Yes, existing employment uses would remain
an area where noise, adjacent to the site.
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

There may be some noise issues relatingto
the adjoining employment area which is
used for the staorage/parking of buses and
involves other HGV traffic movements.
However this is only likely to affect a
relatively small srea of the site.

Is the proposed
There would also be employment use adjoining
preferred use for the the eastern boundary.
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

The north-west section of the site would be
close to an existing employment site which
would affect residential amenity.

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
contain individual /
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
communal site
nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

Rear of site also within flood zone 2

The extreme south-east and south-west
edges of the site are in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

Rear part of site (approx one third of
developable area) is in flood zone 3

The extreme south-east and south-west
edges of the site are in Flood Zone 3

None of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding although there are areas immediately
adjoining the site that are.

Rear boundary of site abuts area
susceptible to surface ater flooding.

The extreme south-east and south-west edges
of the site and relatively small areas within the
ite are susceptible to surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/153/002

E/153/001

E/153/003

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 and there is no history The rear part of the site is in flood zones 2
of surface water flooding on or near the site, therefore and 3 so development would increase the
development is unlikely to increase the risk of flooding. risk of flooding.

Relatively small areas of the site are in Flood
Zones 2 and 3 and are susceptble to surface
water flooding and development may therefore
generally increase the risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/A

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

NE do not identify any issues.

NE do not identify any issues.

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in NE do not identify any issues.
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development NE do not identify any issues.
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development NE do not identify any issues.
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development NE do not identify any issues.
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development NE do not identify any issues.
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

await third party input

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites put forward for residential development will be All sites that are put forward for residential All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
development will be expected to meet
development will be expected to meet policies
incorporate the
on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the development
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

E/153/001

E/153/002

E/153/003

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings.
All sites above the current threshold will be All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites put forward for residential development will be assumed to meet policies on affordable
assumed to meet policies on affordable
expected to meet the councils policies for affordable
housing.
housing.
housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good
All new development will be expected to
Will the site
design standards considering the principles of secure adopt good design standards considering
incorporate the
the principles of secure by design.
principles of secure by by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design.

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available
= a . Highways state: Direct access is
Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available from
Moor Lane. The developer would need to demonstrate available from Main Street. The site may not from Moor Lane. The developer would need to
suitable access to a
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This include a sufficient frontage to enable an
highway?
site can not be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced.
This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

access of acceptable standards to be
formed onto the public highway. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.

be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief
for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and
for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a .The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site can
not be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced.
This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.
Works will be required to improve the existing major
road and provide a footway / street lighting to serve the
site.

= a . Highways state: The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Highways to
advise

= a . Highwaysstate: Works will be required to
improve the existing major road and provide a
footway and street lighting to serve the site.
This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/153/004

Parish

E/153/005

Tholthorpe
Land At Former Airfield Tholthorpe North Yorkshire

Tholthorpe
The Lair and Storage and Offices Tholthorpe North
Yorkshire YO61 1SH

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Current Use

Agricultural

Farm office (The Old Plant Yard), housing (the Lair)

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Employment

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

39.85

3.18

1.06

45

20

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

The site does not connect to any PROW. There A PROW links to the site on the opposite side of
are no footways alongside the site's boundaries. Flawith Road. There are no footways along
Flawith Road south of its junction with Back
No cycle routes evident.
Lane and no cycle routes are evident.

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Tholthorpe
OS Field 4767 Flawith Road Tholthorpe North Yorkshire

Address

Total Dwellings

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

E/153/006

There is a footway along Flawith Road as far as
junction with Back Lane close to the frontage of
the site providing pedestrian access to village
facilities. No cycle routes are evident.

The site does not connect to any PROW. There are There may be scope to provide a footway along There should be scope to provide a link to the
no footways alongside the site's boundaries. No
the frontage of the site linking to the existng
existing footway along Flawith Road.
cycle routes evident. Site is very remote and there footway that currently terminates at Back Lane.
is little prospect of securing safe and convenient
pedestrian/cycle access.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Will the development No, virtually all greenfield (with exception of
runway areas and existing businessin northre‐use brownfield
west corner of site.
land?

Approximately 60% is brownfield comprising
No, greenfield (there is a small shed in the northbusiness premises and hardstanding and large east corner of the site).
dwelling with ancillary buildings.

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

West half of site is in business use.

Previously in use as wartime airfield.

The extreme eastern edge of the site may be
subject to contamination relating to the
adjoining employment site.
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Site ID

E/153/004

Would there be loss of Virtually all of site is Grade 2.
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/153/005

E/153/006

Undeveloped part of site (approx 40%) is Grade Approximately 50% of the site (southern part) is
2.
grade 2, with the remainder grade 3

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for Site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for
brick clay
sand and gravel.
sand and gravel.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is adjacent to the GI corridor and could The site is not within or adjecent to the GI
have a potential negative impact.
corridor so there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is not within or adjecent to the GI
corridor so there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and remote from nearby
settlements but is prominent in views over a
wide area. Development of the scale and nature
proposed would have a negative impact on the
character of existing views..

Development on the site would be prominent in
views from the approach to the settlement from
the south-east along Flawith Road. However,
sensitive design would reduce the impact of
development.

Site is enclosed by mature hedgerows but
development on the site would be prominent in
views from the approach to the settlement from
the south-east along Flawith Road.

What is the impact on Although adjoining an existing business park,
form and character of development of this site would have a poor
relationship with existing built form and would
a settlement?

The site does not adjoin the current
development limit. Its development would
therefore represent a significant extension
have a detrimental impact on the open character separated from the main built up area, having an
and appearance of the countyside.
adverse impact on the form and character of the
settlement.

The site adjoins the current development limit
and would be reasonably well related to the
form and character of the village being
contained by existing (employment)
development to the ast along Flawith Road.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

The site adjoins an existing commercial
use so depending on the nature of that
use ther could be the potential for some
noise disturbance.

Is the proposed
No issues
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

Yes generally, depending on the nature
of the sdjoining commercial use.

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

Significant areas both within and towards
the edge of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding.

A small area in the eastern section of the
The western edge of the site incuding the
site is susceptible to surface water flooding. frontage onto Flawith Road is susceptible to
surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/153/004

E/153/005

E/153/006

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

Although the site is within Flood Zone 1,
large parts of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding so development is
likely to increase the risk of flooding.

The site is within flood zone 1 and only a
small area within the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding therefore the
increased risk of flooding is small.

The site is within flood zone 1 but the
western section of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding therefore there is
likely to be an increased risk of flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

This is a very large site so the potential for
mitigation would depend on the scale and
location of development.

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

No, the site is proposed for employment use All sites that are put forward for residential All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet
development will be expected to meet
incorporate the
policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/153/004

E/153/005

E/153/006

Will the development No, the site is proposed for employment use All sites above the current threshold will be All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
assumed to meet policies on affordable
provide affordable
housing.
housing.
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to
Will the site
adopt good design standards considering
incorporate the
principles of secure by the principles of secure by design.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design.

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design.

Is there potential for a = g
Access can be achieved
suitable access to a
highway?

= a . Highways state: Direct access is
available from Flawith Road. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved. This site
cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and
for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed.

= a . Highways state: Direct access is
available from Flawith Road. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved. This site
cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and
for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed.

Will off site work be = a
required and what will Access can be achieved, footpath links are
needed. Accessibility is ok.
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. This site can
not be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed.

= a . Highways state: The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. This site can
not be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Parish

E/162/003

Tollerton
Land Off Forge Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire

E/162/004

Tollerton
OS Field 1745 Back Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire

Tollerton
OS Field 1745 Back Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Agricultural

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.30

0.73

0.40

Total Dwellings

Up to 30 dwellings

20

10

NE do not identify any issues.
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROWs in fairly close proximity. There are no
pavements on the lanes fronting the site but
there is a narrow one along Alne Road which
links with main part of village. No cycle routes
evident.

PROWs within village but no direct links to site.
There are no pavements on the lanes fronting
the site but there is PROW to SE of site linking
Back Lane to main part of village. No cycle
routes evident.

PROWs within village but no direct links to site.
There are no pavements on the lanes fronting
the site but there is PROW to SE of site linking
Back Lane to main part of village. No cycle
routes evident.

Existing footway along Alne Lane could be
extended to serve site but this is narrow with
little potential to widen. No real opportunity to
improve links though surrounding lanes are
relatively quiet.

Back Lane could be improved to incorporate a
footway.

Back Lane could be improved to incorporate a
footway.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

No, greenfield

No, greenfield

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues

No issues

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/162/001

No issues
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the most efficent
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Site ID

E/162/001

E/162/003

E/162/004

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

Grade 3b

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI corridor and could have
a potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is adjacent to the GI corridor and could
have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is adjacent to the GI corridor and could
have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Screened from views from N, E and S by
existing development. There would be limited
views from western approach to settlement and
from PROW to south of site but generally would
be seen in context of new development.
Therefore, overall not prominent in significant
views.

Site is part of an area that is relatively well
screened by hedgerows from significant views
towards settlement. There would be some
limited views of development from Station Road
approach over railway bridge but site would be
seen in context of existing development.

Site is part of an area that is relatively well
screened by hedgerows from significant views
towards settlement. There would be some
limited views of development from Station Road
approach over railway bridge but site would be
seen in context of existing development.

What is the impact on Development at the proposed scale and location Whilst adjoining the current development limit, Development at the proposed scale and location
development of the whole site proposed would would have relatively little impact on form of
form and character of would have minimal impact on character and
form of settlement. It is adjacent to
have a poor relationship with existing built form settlement. It would have limited impact on
a settlement?
development limits and existing development
along north-eastern side.

and would result in loss of rural character of
Back Lane. Development of the south-western
part of the site (as represented by site ref.
E/162/004) would have less impact particularly if
combined with south-western part of adjoining
site E/162/011.

rural character of Back Lane. It is adjacent to
current development limit and existing
development along south-east and south-west
boundaries of site. Development of site would
be more logical if combined with south-western
part of adjoining site E/162/011.

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

No issues

Is the proposed
No issues
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

No issues

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

The north-eastern half of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding.HDC
layers are out of date the SFRA states that
the site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or
no risk from surface water flooding.

No issues

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/162/001

E/162/003

E/162/004

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 and there is
no history of surface water flooding on or
near the site.

Areas of the site are susceptble to surface
water flooding and development may
therefore increase the risk of this.HDC
layers are out of date the SFRA states that
the site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or
no risk from surface water flooding.

The site is within flood zone 1 and there is
no history of surface water flooding on or
near the site.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/A

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

N/A

No issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of
the Tollerton Conservation Area.

HE state: The site adjoins the boundary of
the Tollerton Conservation Area.

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of
the Tollerton Conservation Area. The loss of
this currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements that
contribute to its significance (see comment
d)

HE state: The site adjoins the boundary of
the Tollerton Conservation Area. The loss of
this currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements that
contribute to its significance (see comment
d)

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge listed building in area but
provide no comment. HDC: The site is
within the buffer zone but development is
unlikely to have any impact on character or
significance of listed buildings.

HE acknowledge listed building in area but
provide no comment. HDC: The site is
within the buffer zone but development is
unlikely to have any impact on character or
significance of listed buildings.

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development No issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

No issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

No issues

No issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE state: The site adjoins the Tollerton
a Conservation Area? Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements that
contribute to its significance (see comment
d)

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

HE state: The site adjoins the boundary of
the Tollerton Conservation Area. The loss of
this currently open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements that
contribute to its significance (see comment
d)

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential All sites that are put forward for residential All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet
development will be expected to meet
development will be expected to meet
incorporate the
policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/162/001

E/162/003

E/162/004

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be All sites above the current threshold will be All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
assumed to meet policies on affordable
assumed to meet policies on affordable
provide affordable
housing.
housing.
housing for those who housing.
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to
Will the site
adopt good design standards considering
incorporate the
principles of secure by the principles of secure by design.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design.

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design.

= a . Highways state: Direct access is
= a . Highways state: Direct access is
Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is
available from Forge Lane and Tennis Court available from Back Lane which is a narrow, available from Back Lane which is a narrow,
suitable access to a
single track road and would require
single track road and would require
Lane. The developer would have to
highway?
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access improvement. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved.
can be achieved. This site cannot be
considered in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and arrangements
to secure funding for strategic
improvements to be developed.

improvement. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved. This site cannot be
considered in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts tobe considered and arrangements
to secure funding for strategic
improvements to be developed.

Will off site work be = a . Highways state: Existing footway and
required and what will street lighting system would have to be
extended to serve this development.
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: Existing footway and
street lighting system would have to be
extended to serve this development. This
site cannot be considered in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts tobe considered and
arrangements to secure funding for
strategic improvements to be developed.

= a . Highways state: Existing footway and
street lighting system would have to be
extended to serve this development. A
comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts tobe considered and
arrangements to secure funding for
strategic improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Parish

E/162/006

Tollerton
OS Field 5532 Hambleton View Tollerton North Yorkshire

E/162/007

Tollerton
Malt Kiln House Newton Road Tollerton North Yorkshire
YO61 1QT

Tollerton
OS Field 2211 South Back Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Rough Pasture

Mixed use - predominantly agriculture with farm buildings
and residential

Farming and grazing

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

1.66

4.62

0.76

Total Dwellings

50

104

20

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

HE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

There are four trees with TPOs adjoining the site towards the ea

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROWs within village but no direct links to site.
Footways along Kyle Close and Hambleton View
would provide convenient and safe pedestrian
link to village facilities. No cycle routes evident.

PROW links links to site on opposite side of
Newton Road. Footway along Newton Road
provides safe and convenient pedestrian link
with centre of village. No cycle routes evident.

A PROW runs along but the other side of the south-west
boundary of the site. Site fronts onto South Back Lane which
has no footways but is relatively quiet.

Would connect to existing footways

Not in isolation. Would need to be part of a comprehensive scheme.
Potential to link with existing pavement that
runs along Newton Road which site fronts onto.
No cycle route evident.

Yes

Yes

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/162/005

Yes

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

Majority of site is greenfield with approximately No, greenfield
30% previously developed (including domestic
dwellings and various agricultural buildings
mainly comprising Maltings Farm .

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues but adjoins main East Coast rail line
which is identified as having contamination
issues.

No issues but adjoins main East Coast rail line
which is identified as having contamination
issues.

No issues
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the most efficent
use land

Site ID

E/162/005

E/162/006

E/162/007

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

Grade 3b

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal
and brick and clay.

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal
and brick and clay.

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

Not near to GI corridor

Not near to GI corridor

The site is within the GI corridor and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site is contained between existing
development and the East Coast rail line and
whist open is not prominent in any significant
views towards the settlement.

Built development would be prominent in
significant views from the approach to the
settlement along Warehill Lane from the east
and would therefore have a negative impact.

The site is well contained and screened by existing
development and mature hedgerows. Development, therefore,
would not be prominent in any significant views towards the
settlement.

What is the impact on Would extend settlement to railway line.
form and character of Proposed scale would have some impact on
character or form of settlement. With sensitive
a settlement?
boundary treatment could improve setting of
settlement in this area.

Would extend settlement to railway line and
significantly to south-east well beyond current
development limit. Development of the scale
and location proposed would have a poor
relationship with the existing built form and
would have a detrimental impact on the
character and appearance of the surrounding
countryside.

The site is surrounded by development on three sides and
therefore presents a natural infill opportunity. However, the site
adjoins the conservation area and its development in this
location could adversely affect the character of the settlement.

Is the development in
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

The site adjoins the East Coast railway
line which may limit proximity of new
housing and require appropriate
mitigation due to noise from passing
trains.

The site adjoins the East Coast railway
line which may limit proximity of new
housing and require appropriate
mitigation due to noise from passing
trains.

The site adjoins a commercial use (timber yard) that
could adversely impact on residential amenity.

Is the proposed
The site adjoins a major railway line to
preferred use for the north-east.
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

The site adjoins amajor railway line to
the north-east.

A timber yard is located immediately adjacent to the
north-east boundary.

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to All new development will be expected to provide
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
exact type and nature are not known at nature are not known at present.
present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

Several areas of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding

Several areas of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding

No issues

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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E/162/005

E/162/006

E/162/007

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

Areas of the site are susceptble to surface
water flooding and development may
therefore increase the risk of this.

Areas of the site are susceptble to surface
water flooding and development may
therefore increase the risk of this.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

N/A

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues.

NE do not identify any issues.

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues
a Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Tollerton
Conservation Area.

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE state: The site adjoins the boundary of the Tollerton
Conservation Area. The loss of this currently open area
and its subsequent development could harm elements
that contribute to its significance (see comment d)

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE do not identify any issues

HE acknowledge listed building in area but provide no
comment. HDC: The site is within the buffer zone but
development is unlikely to have any impact on character
or significance of listed buildings.

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development No issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

No issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development No issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

No issues

No issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential All sites that are put forward for residential All sites that are put forward for residential development
Will the site
development will be expected to meet
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
development will be expected to meet
incorporate the
policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/162/005

E/162/006

E/162/007

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be All sites above the current threshold will be All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
assumed to meet policies on affordable
assumed to meet policies on affordable
meet policies on affordable housing.
provide affordable
housing.
housing for those who housing.
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to
Will the site
adopt good design standards considering
incorporate the
principles of secure by the principles of secure by design.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design.

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design.

= a . Highways state: Direct access is
Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is
available from Newton Road and Warehill
available from Hambleton View. The
suitable access to a
developer would need to demonstrate that a Lane with Newton Road preffered. The
highway?

= a . Highways state: Direct access is available from
South Back Lane which is very narrow and has limited
visibility with its junction at Newton Road. This site
suitable and safe access can be achieved. developer would need to demonstrate that a cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
The site can be accessed directly onto the suitable and safe access can be achieved. development brief for the area needs to be produced. This
will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
public highway, however there may be
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
ransom strips involved - this will need to be
infrastructure improvements to be developed. The
identified through County Searches.
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be = a . Highways state: Existing footway and
required and what will street lighting system would need to be
extended to serve this development.
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: Existing footway and
street lighting system would need to be
extended to serve this development.

= a . Highways state: Works will be required to improve
the existing major road and extend existing footway/street
lighting to serve the site. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure
funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed. The developer would need to demonstrate that
a suitable and safe access can be achieved.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

E/162/008

Parish

Tollerton
OS Fields 3000 and 3600 Newton Road and OS Fields 1605, 2000 and
2211 South Back Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire

Tollerton
Breckland Field Moorlands Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire

Tollerton
Land Off Alne Road Tollerton North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Farming and grazing

Agriculture

Agriculture

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

2.97

6.76

4.61

Total Dwellings

100

120

72

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not
assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

There are four trees with TPOs adjoining the site towards the eastern No issues

There are a number of trees with TPOs along the

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

A PROW passes E‐W through the middle of the site. Highways advise
that this must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternative route has been provided and confirmed by order. Site
fronts onto South Back Lane which has no footways but is relatively
quiet.

PROWs within village but no direct links to site. Site has a
frontage onto Station Road which has footways on both sides
providing safe and convenient pedestrian access to village
facilities. No cycle routes evident.

PROWs within village but no direct links to site.
Site has a frontage onto Alne Road which has a
footway on its south side providing safe and
convenient pedestrian access to village
facilities. No cycle routes evident.

Not in isolation. Would need to be part of a comprehensive scheme.

Potential to link with existing pavement that runs along Station Potential to link with existing pavement that
Road which site fronts onto. No cycle route evident.
runs along Alne Road which site fronts onto. No
cycle route evident.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, greenfield

No, greenfield

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

Will the development No, greenfield
re‐use brownfield
land?

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues

No issues

HE do not identify any issues

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

To protect and
enhance soils and

E/162/010

E/162/009

No issues

No issues but adjoins main East Coast rail line which is identified No issues
as having contamination issues.
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Site ID

E/162/008

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

E/162/010

E/162/009

Grade 3b

Grade 3b

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal.

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal and brick and clay. Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal
and brick and clay.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is within the GI corridor and could have a potential negative Not near to GI corridor
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Development on this site would be prominent in views towards the Site is very prominent in views along approach to settlement
Development on this site would be prominent in
existing settlement from the approach along Newton Road.
from Station Road railway bridge. Development would have an significant views towards the existing
settlement on the approach along Alne Road. It
adverse impact on the setting of the settlement.
would also be seen in views from the western
edge of the Tollerton Conservation Area.

The site is adjacent to the GI corridor and could
have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

Although the site is adjacent to the development
What is the impact on Development of the site would represent a significant extension of While the site adjoins the current settlement limit, its
development would constitute a significant extension into open limit its development would result in a
form and character of the settlement beyond the current development limit. Although
development would be reasonably well related to the existing form countryside and have an adverse impact on the character of the significant and inappropriate extension into
a settlement?
of the village it would have detrimental impact on the character and settlement.
appearance of the surrounding countryside and could harm the
setting of the conservation area.

open countryside and would have a harmful
effect on the character and setting of the
settlement.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in The westrn part of the site adjoins a commercial use
an area where noise, (timber yard) that could adversely impact on residential
dust light or smell is amenity.
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

The site adjoins the East Coast railway line which may No issues
limit proximity of new housing and require
appropriate mitigation due to noise from passing
trains. The site is also relatively close to the sewage
works which could have the potential to affect
amenity.

Is the proposed
A timber yard is located immediately adjacent to the
preferred use for the north‐east boundary of the westen part of the site
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

The site adjoins a major railway line to the north‐east. g

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
contain individual /
are not known at present.
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

The western edge of the site and small pockets within the The north-eastern part of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding.
site are susceptible to surface water flooding.

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/162/008

E/162/010

E/162/009

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

The site is within flood zone 1 and there is no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site.

Areas of the site are susceptble to surface water flooding
and development may therefore increase the risk of this.

Areas of the site are susceptble to surface
water flooding and development may
therefore increase the risk of this.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

N/A

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

Depends on scale of development and
mitigation

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Tollerton
a Conservation Area? Conservation Area.

HE state: The loss of this currently‐open area and its
HE do not identify any issues.
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Tollerton
Conservation Area ‐ See comment (d) . HDC: Site is not
adjecent to Tollerton Conservation Area but development
could impact on the wider setting of the Conservation
Area.

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Tollerton
Conservation Area. The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements that
contribute to its significance (see comment d)

HE state: The loss of this currently‐open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Tollerton
Conservation Area ‐ See comment (d)

HE do not identify any issues. HDC:
Although not adjoining the conservation
area, development on the site is likely to be
visible from the western edge of the
conservation area and could therefore have
a negative impact.

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE acknowledge listed building in area but provide no
comment. HDC: The site is within the buffer zone but
development is unlikely to have any impact on character or
significance of listed buildings.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

No issues

No issues

Not known at present

Not known at present

Will the development No issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

No issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

No issues

Would development No issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

No issues

No issues

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will All sites that are put forward for residential development All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure. development will be expected to meet
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/162/008

E/162/009

E/162/010

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
policies on affordable housing.
meet policies on affordable housing.
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing.

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
standards considering the principles of secure by design.
incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design.

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design.

Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available from South Back = a . Highways state: Access is available from Station Road = a . Highways state: Access is available
Lane which is very narrow and has limited visibility with its
however this would be adjacent to the railway bridge and from Alne Road. The developer would have
suitable access to a
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
junction at Newton Road. This site cannot be viewed in
may be difficult to achieve and there may be ransome
highway?
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to
be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved.

access can be achieved.
strips involved. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.
HDC: Access from the point identified by NYCC is not likely
to be feasible due to sight lines and levels.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= a . Highways state: Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing footway/street
lighting to serve the site.This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to
be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

= a . Highways state: Existing footway and street lighting
system would need to be extended to serve this
development.

= a . Highways state: Existing footway and
street lighting system would need to be
extended to serve this development.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID

E/162/011

Parish

Tollerton
OS Field 1745 Back Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Current Use

Rough pasture

Storage and amenity

Preferred Use

Housing

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.62

0.05

Total Dwellings

5

approx 10

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

No issues

No issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

No issues

No issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW links to site on opposite side of Moorlands Lane.
There are no pavements on the lanes fronting the site. No
cycle routes evident.

PROWs within village but no direct links to site. Site fronts onto
South Back Lane which has no footways but is relatively quiet. No
cycle routes evident.

Back Lane could be improved to incorporate a footway.

No, not unless site(s) on the other side of Back Lane are developed as
part of a comprehensive scheme.

Yes

Yes

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Tollerton
Well Barn South Back Lane Tollerton North Yorkshire YO61 1PU

Address

NE do not identify any issues
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

E/162/012

Will the development No, greenfield with small timber shed on site.
re‐use brownfield
land?

Original detelict barn now converted and extended toprovide living
accommodation.

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

No issues

No issues
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Site ID

E/162/011

E/162/012

Would there be loss of Grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?

Backland site

Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal

Site overlaps safeguarding area for deep coal.

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is adjacent to the GI corridor and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI corridor and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

Site is part of an area that is relatively well screened by
Very small site which is not prominent in views and would be seen
hedgerows from significant views towards settlement.
in context of neighbouring development.
There would be some limited views of development from
Station Road approach over railway bridge but site would be
seen in context of existing development.

What is the impact on Although adjoining the development limit, development of Would constitute a small infill site within existing urban area.
form and character of this site in isolation would have a poor relationship with the Number of dwellings proposed however could adversely affect
existing built form of the settlement and the rural character character of conservation area and settlement.
a settlement?
of Back Lane would be lost. Development of site would be
more logical if combined with adjoining site E/162/003.

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Is the development in No issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

No issues

Is the proposed
No issues
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

No issues

Will the development All new development will be expected to provide
contain individual /
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
communal site
nature are not known at present.
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

No issues

No issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

No issues

No issues

The north-eastern half of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding.HDC layers are out of date the
SFRA states that the site is Entirely in FZ1, with
minimal or no risk from surface water flooding.

No issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding
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Site ID

E/162/011

E/162/012

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

Areas of the site are susceptble to surface water
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
flooding and development may therefore increase the facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
risk of this.HDC layers are out of date the SFRA states at present.
that the site is Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk
from surface water flooding.

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

Depends on scale of development and mitigation

N/A

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues. HDC: The extreme south- HE state: This site lies within the Tollerton Conservation
a Conservation Area? east corner of site adjoins Tollerton Conservation Area. Area.

Would development
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: The site adjoins
the boundary of the Tollerton Conservation Area and
therefore the loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements that
contribute to its significance (see comment d in HE's
advice)

HE state: This site lies within the Tollerton Conservation
Area. The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements that
contribute to its significance (see comment d)

Would development The site is within the buffer zone but unlikely to have
any impact on character or significance of listed
affect the setting
and/or significance of buildings.
a Listed Building?

NE do not identify any issues

Will the development No issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

No issues

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

Not known at present

Not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development No issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

Will development of No issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

No issues

Would development No issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

No issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential development will
Will the site
development will be expected to meet policies on size be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
incorporate the
principles of secure by type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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Site ID
housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/162/011

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing.
provide affordable
housing for those who
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

E/162/012

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing.

All new development will be expected to adopt good
All new development will be expected to adopt good design
Will the site
design standards considering the principles of secure standards considering the principles of secure by design.
incorporate the
principles of secure by by design.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

= r. Highways state: Direct access is available from South
Is there potential for a = a . Highways state: Direct access is available from
Back Lane which is very narrow and has limited visibility
Back Lane which is a narrow, single track road and
suitable access to a
would require improvement. The developer would need with its junction at Newton Road. This site cannot be viewed
highway?
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. This site cannot be considered in isolation.
A comprehensive development brief for the area needs
to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts
tobe considered and arrangements to secure funding
for strategic improvements to be developed.

in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to
be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will
the impact be on
viability?

= r. Highways state: Works will be required to improve the
= a . Highways state: Existing footway and street
existing major road and extend existing footway/street
lighting system would have to be extended to serve
lighting to serve the site.
this development. This site cannot be considered in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts tobe considered and arrangements to secure
funding for strategic improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise

Highways to Advise
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Site ID

E/171/001

Parish

Whenby
Land South Of St Martins Church And North Of Whenby
Grange Whenby North Yorkshire

Address
Current Use

Agricultural

Preferred Use

Housing

Site Size (HA)

0.53

Total Dwellings

5

NE state: Strensall Common (within 10,000m)
Would the
development impact
on nationally and
internationally
protected sites
(SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity

To Protect and
enhance water and
reduce water
consumption

Does the site have any Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?
information to follow.

Would the
development impact
on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

Are there any TPO
trees on the site?

no issues

Is the site within a
source protection
zone 1, 2 or 3?

No

Is there links to
footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in close proximity. No pavements on
highway to which site fronts onto. No
pedestrian access to village. No cycle route
evident

Is there potential for
To protect and
improve air quality new links to footpaths
and reduce climate and cycle routes?
change

Is there access to
superfast broadband
service?

No PROW in close proximity. No pavements on
highway to which site fronts onto. No
pedestrian access to village. Limited potemtial
for new pavements as narrow road side verges.
No cycle route evident

no

Will the development no, currently greenfield site
re‐use brownfield
land?

To protect and
enhance soils and

Is the site potentially
subject to
contamination or
other ground
condition issues?

no issues
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Site ID

E/171/001

Would there be loss of loss of grade 3b
best and most
versatile agricultural
land (Grade 1,2 or
3a)?
Is the development
within or does it
impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for
brick and clay

Is there scope to
develop or improve
green infrastructure
through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

Is the site prominent
in any significant
views towards a
settlement?

The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the church within the settlement.

What is the impact on The site is disconnected from the main built
form and character of form of the settlement. It does not fit well with
the form and character of the settlement.
a settlement?

To provide a good
quality built
environment.
Is the development in no issues
an area where noise,
dust light or smell is
likely to cause
nuisance to new or
existing residents?

Is the proposed
no issues
preferred use for the
site appropriate to the
land uses of the
surrounding land
(north, south, east,
west)?

To reduce level of
waste produced
and ensure re‐use

Will the development
contain individual /
communal site
facilities /
infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or
whole site in Flood
Zone 3

no issues

Does the site have a
To ensure all
history of surface
development is
resilient to climate water flooding?
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

no issues
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E/171/001

Will development
increase the risk of
flooding?

site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site so
develoment should not increase risk of
flooding

Can any increase in
risk of flooding be
mitigated?

n/a

Does the site have a
negative impact on
To maintain &
the setting of the
enhance the
character of AONB National Park or
AONB?
& National Park

NE state: Howardian Hills AONB (2km) - All
development with significant impact on
landscape. Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

Is the development in HE do not identify any issues. HDC: The site
a Conservation Area? is not in CA

Would development HE do not identify any issues. HDC: The site
is not near a CA
affect the character
and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Would development
affect the setting
and/or significance of
a Listed Building?

HE state: This site adjoins the churchyard
of the Grade II* Listed Church of St Martin.
The loss of this currently-open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its
significance. See comment (a). HDC: site is
consultation zone for listed buildings.

Will the development no issues
of the site affect non‐
designated heritage
assets?

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic
environment and
improve
understanding of
local cultural
heritage
Would development

not known at present

impact sites of
archaeological
importance?

Will the development HE do not identify any issues
of the site affect a
Registered Historic
Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of no issues
the site affect the
setting of an elevated
conservation area?

Would development HE do not identify any issues
affect the setting of a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site
development will be expected to meet
incorporate the
principles of secure by policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

To provide a mix of
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housing types and
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

E/171/001

Will the development All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
provide affordable
housing for those who housing .
cannot afford to buy
or rent on open
market? Is this
supported by a
viability appraisal?

All new development will be expected to
Will the site
adopt good design standards considering
incorporate the
principles of secure by the principles of secure by design
design reducing the
potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐
social behaviour?

Is there potential for a = g - highways state: Direct access is
available from the village street. The
suitable access to a
developer would need to demonstrate that a
highway?
suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

Will off site work be = a - highways state: There are no existing
required and what will pedestrian facilities.
the impact be on
viability?

Is there sufficient
capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to Advise
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Sustainability Objective

1

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

N/003/001

N/003/002

N/003/003

Northallerton
Ainderby Steeple
Land To The East Of Church Lea Ainderby Steeple
Agriculture (Grazing)
Housing
3.60

Northallerton
Ainderby Steeple
Land To The East Of Ainderby Gates Ainderby
Agriculture (grazing)
Housing
0.79

Northallerton
Ainderby Steeple
Land East Of Rievaulx Drive Ainderby Steeple North Yorkshire
Agriculture
Housing
0.74

Total Dwellings

25

8

May‐15

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
NE no issues identified.
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

no comment

no comment

no issues

no comment
Zone 2 +3

no comment
Zone 2 +3

no issues
Zone 2 +3

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
bridleway on eastern boundary. No apparent
footpath link

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building in line
with relevant standards
prow along eastern boundary. No pavements
adjacent to site. No cycle route evident. Site is
separated from settlement by Wensleydale
railway.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.
PROW runs along western boundary. There are pavements on both sides of
the highway which the site fronts onto which provide pedestrian access to
Ainderby Steeple and Morton on Swale village centres. No cycle route
evident.

Is there potential for new links to bridleway on eastern boundary. No apparent
footpath link
footpaths and cycle routes?

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

NE no issues raised.
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

information to follow.

NE no issues identified.
Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

issue railway crossing either end of site and so
Potential to link to PROW. Potential to link into pavement network which
the site is separated from village by Wensleydale run along both sides of the highway which the site fronts onto. No cycle
railway, preventing connectivity by pavements route evident.
and potential safety issues.

Area is served and has capacity
no, greenfield site

Area is served and has capacity
no, site is greenfield

yes
no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

Level of contamination would need identifying

no comment

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Loss of grade 1, 2 land( comment on percentage) part 3b

loss of grade 2

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for brick and clay.

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may
have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve
provide an opportunity through careful design
the environment
and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

yes. From A684 would have significant affect on
views to listed church

Site is hidden from main road so no obvious
visual impact

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016

The site would be prominent on approach into the village and would impact
on significant views towards a settlement (the entrance into the village
when travelling towards Bedale is currently characterised by open green
countryside and this would be impacted on). The open countryside is also
important part of the character of the Ainderby Steeple CA and views into
the village.
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Northallerton
N/003/002

N/003/003

Northallerton
Site is to north of village at the opposite side of
Wensleydale railway line which is a physical
boundary to the village. Development of the site
would see an extension of the village beyond the
railway line. The site does not fit well with form
and character.

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to existing built development and at the proposed scale
and location, the site would form a fairly logical extension, however, this
would reduce an important green gap between Ainderby Steeple and
Morton on Swale, resulting in issues around coalescence. The open
countryside between the two settlements is also key to the character of the
Ainderby Steeple CA.

no
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

railway may be potential noise source

site fronts on to main road (A684) which is a main route betwenn Bedale
and Northallerton so mitigation of traffic noise may need to be factored
into design.

Is the proposed preferred use for Inappropriate use given that the site is adjacent
to the listed church and conservation area
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

The site is on the edge of existing residential,
however the site is at the opposite side of the
railway line and this may present problems in
terms of connectivity to the village

site fronts on to main road (A684) which is a main route betwenn Bedale
and Northallerton so mitigation of traffic noise may need to be factored
into design.

tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

N/003/001
Northallerton
site slopes away from village boundary. Would
be extension to village. Does not sit within
existing built form

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present. Score Green
until further information is received

Is part of the site or whole site in no comment
Flood Zone 2

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present. Score Green
until further information is received
no comment

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3
Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no comment
surface water issue prominent in north eastern
corner of site

no comment
no issues
adjacent to intermediate surface water flooding no issues

potential to increase surface water flooding as
site slopes down to eastern boundary

dependent on design and flood mitigation. Site
slopes down to north

site is within flood zone 1 with no history of surface water flooding on or
near the site so development unlikely to increase risk of flooding

potential to mitigate

potential to mitigate

n/a

NE no issues identified.
NE no issues identified.
NE no issues raised
This site adjoins the boundary of the Ainderby
HE state: This site lies 140 metres from the boundary of the Ainderby
Steeple Conservation Area. The loss of this open
Steeple Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
area and its subsequent development could harm
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance of
elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area. See Comments (d).
the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)
This site adjoins the boundary of the Ainderby
Steeple Conservation Area. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)
This site adjoins the boundary of the Ainderby potential to impact on CA as site is adjacent to
HE state: This site lies 140 metres from the boundary of the Ainderby
Steeple Conservation Area. The loss of this open the village which is a CA.
Steeple Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
area and its subsequent development could harm
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance of
elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area. See Comments (d). HDC: Given the proximity of
the Conservation Area.
Morton on Swale and Ainderby Steeple, the open countryside between the
See Comments (d)
two settlements is key to character of CA.
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tive

Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/003/001

N/003/002

N/003/003

Northallerton
This site adjoins the churchyard of the Grade I
Listed Church of St Helen. The loss of this
currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (a)

Northallerton
Northallerton
HDC There are listed buildings within the village HE acknowledge there is a listed building in area but provide no comment.
including the church, however the site is not in HDC: The site does not impact on the setting of a listed building.
close proximity to these listed buildings and the
site would not be visual from the listed buildings.

r

a

CO the site lies to the east of traditional
properties around The Green which may meet
the criteria for non designated heritage assets.
Would development impact sites NYCC to advise

g

CO There may be buildings in close proximity
which meet the criteria for non designated
heritage assets. The Wensleydale Railway is also
to the southern boundary.
no issues
NYCC to advise.
NYCC to advise

of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who
cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

HE no issues

no issues

Not applicable

no issues

no comment

HE no issues

no issues

the site has been put forward for housing and
will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing
the site has been put forward for housing and
will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing

the site has been put forward for housing and
will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing
the site has been put forward for housing and
will be subject to policies for type, tenure and
mix of housing

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected
to meet policies on size type and tenure.
All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected
to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

= g ‐ Direct access is available from the A684. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Routes
for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the village. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. This site is not likely to
generate significant travel demand.

= g Direct access is available from Thrintoft Lane.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Routes
for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is not likely to generate
significant public transport travel demand.

= g ‐ Highways: Direct access is available from the A684. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Internal road layout to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Extend existing foot / street lighting system = a Extend existing foot / street lighting system
for the settlement to serve this development.
for the settlement to serve this development.
what will the impact be on
Existing footway to be extended along the
Existing footway to be extended through the
viability?

= a ‐ highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the
settlement to serve this development.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Eligible Site?

y

N

frontage of the site.

y

village and along the frontage of the site. The
existing 30mph speed limit extents may need to
be moved to incorporate the proposed
development.

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016
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Northallerton
Sustainability Objective

2

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Northallerton
Appleton Wiske
Land Adjacent Greencroft Appleton Wiske North Yorkshire
Farming (hobby)
Housing
2.87

Total Dwellings

20+

3

N/008/001

4

N/008/003

N/008/002

Northallerton
Northallerton
Appleton Wiske
Appleton Wiske
OS Fields 1846, 2944 & 2961 Front Street Appleton Wiske Land And Buildings At Village Farm Front Street Appleton
Grazing
Disused farm buildings and agricultural land
Housing
Housing
4.12
1.36
Dependent upon what is approved
25

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes North York Moors (10km)
Would the development impact
>50MW energy input
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
NE state:North York Moors (10,000m)
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

no issues
No

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

All residential development should address energy
All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building in line with relevant efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
standards
relevant national standards.
All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.
PROW in fairly close proximity to western end of site. No
There is a pavement on the highway on the same side of
pavements on highway to which site fronts onto. No cycle
the site (at southern end of site where site fornts on to
route evident.
highway). PROW runs along southern boundary. No cycle
route evident.

There are no pavements on the highway to the north of the
site where an access is identified. Highways advise that
this is not an appropriate main access. The site has no
direct connection/frontage to Front Street. Highways
advise access may be available from Hunters Ride,
providing access to pavements. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new links to PROW in fairly close proximity to western end of site. No
pavements on highway to which site fronts onto. Majority of
footpaths and cycle routes?

There is a pavement on the highway on the same side of
the site (at southern end of site where site fornts on to
highway). PROW runs along southern boundary. No cycle
route evident.

There are no pavements on the highway to the north of the
site where an access is identified. Highways advise that
this is not an appropriate main access. The site has no
direct connection/frontage to Front Street. Highways
advise access may be available from Hunters Ride,
providing access to pavements. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

site is disconnected from settlement. No cycle route evident.

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

no issues
no issues

yes

yes

yes
greenfield

no greenfield

greenfield (small section includes disused farm buildings)

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

Possible historic contamination but the development of the
site could lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for brick clay.

no issues

no issues

The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Site is prominent in significant views towards the settlement. The site would be prominent in significant views towards The site sits behind existing built development and is fairly
Development would result in loss of open countryside which is the settlement from the PROW. Development at
well screened by vegetation from the highway. The site is
currently prominent in view towards settlement.
proposed scale would result in loss of open countryside not prominent in significant views towards the settlement.
which is currently prominent in view when approaching
the settlement from the south on Front Street and the
PROW.

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016
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Northallerton
tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/008/001

N/008/003

N/008/002

Northallerton
Site does not relate well to existing built form. The proposed
scale does not fit well with character and form.

Northallerton
Northallerton
At the proposed scale, the site does not fit well with the The site is fairly well connected to the existing built form as
character and form of the settlement.
there is existing residential development to the north,
south and west of the site.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for no issues
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to provide
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.
present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no issues
marginal sections of site susceptible to surface water flooding, small section on the western boundary and southern
but these are negligible.
boundary are susceptible to surface water flooding

south east corner of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding and this extends towards centre of site

marginal sections of site susceptible to surface water flooding, small section on the western boundary and southern
boundary are susceptible to surface water flooding so
but these are negligible so development should not increase
risk of flooding
development may increase risk of flooding

south east corner of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding and this extends towards centre of site so
development may increase risk of flooding

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation)

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input

HE do not identify any issues
HE do not identify any issues

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016
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tive

Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

N/008/001

N/008/003

N/008/002

Northallerton
HE do not identify any issues

Northallerton
HE acknowledge listed building in area but do not
comment. HDC: development would not impact on
setting of listed building.

Northallerton
HE do not identify any issues. HDC: access from Front street
may affect setting of listed building

g

g
no issues

a
no issues

Would development impact sites not known at present
of archaeological importance?

not known present

not known at present

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

All sites that are put forward for residential development All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure. will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .
meet policies on affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good
All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by design standards considering the principles of secure by
design
design

= g ‐ Highways state: Access to the site is available from the C1
and the C2.The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout
to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards. To reflect desire lines through the site to the
village

= a ‐ Highways state: The site has a boundary with the
C2. The site has a limited frontage to enable an access of
acceptable standards to be formed onto the public
highway. This will need to be investigated further.
Development of the site may interfere with the existing
layby serving the school. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.

= a ‐ Highways state: The access indicated to the C2 to the
north of the site would not be suitable as the main access.
The site has no direct connection/frontage to Front Street
as it may involve an area of village green. The site has a
limited frontage to enable an access of acceptable
standards to be formed onto the public highway. Access
may be available from Hunters Ride. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.

= a Highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting = a ‐ Highways state: Additional works depends on chosen
Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Highways state:If the whole site comes available then
improving the existing C1/C2 junction should be included as a system for the settlement to serve this development.
access to the site. For residential development the layout
what will the impact be on
part of any scheme. Development of the site should provide
shall be designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the site.
This site is affected by a registered public right of way
viability?
visibility in line with current standards of the existing C1/ C2
junction. Off site footways should be provided to connect to
the existing footway network serving Appleton Wiske. For
residential development the layout shall be designed to
achieve a 20mph zone for the site.

which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. For residential development the
layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the
site.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Eligible Site?

y

y

y
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Northallerton
Sustainability Objective

5 EXTRA

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

N/020/002

N/020/003

Northallerton
Brompton
Land West Of The Glen Stokesley Road Brompton North Yorkshire
Grazing
Housing
1.67
30‐40

Northallerton
Brompton
Land to rear of 47 to 89a Northallerton Road Brompton
Agriculture
Housing
10.53
>175

Northallerton
Brompton
Woodlands Station Road Brompton North Yorkshire DL6 2RE
B1 business use B8 storage C3 residential
Housing/ Gypsy Traveller
0.19
10

Total Dwellings
Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues.

No comment

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

No further comment

no comment

no comment

No further comment

No TPOs, however there are a few larger trees in the
no comment
hedgerows bounding the site on the north, east and
southern edges. There is a small area of trees (copse) which
bounds the western edge of the site in the most southerly
part of the site.
No
No

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

6

N/020/001

All residential development should address energy efficiency All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
national standards.
standards.

PROW runs through centre of site from north west corner to south There is currently one access point to the site from
Pavement on opposite side of road to site. There is also a
east corner. Pavement runs along roadside on southern boundary Northallerton road in the north east corner of the site which pavement on same side of road which is in close proximity to
of site.
provides access to the pavements along Northallerton road site. Both pavements provide direct access to village centre.
but this access point is single track and bound by curtilage of
existing properties. Highways would need to advise on
suitability of access.

into Brompton village.

There is potential for links to existing pavements on
Potential for link to existing pavement
Northallerton road but this is currently only possible via one
access point in the north east of the site which is single
track. The new link road may provide opportunities at south
of site.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

brownfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

No comment

no comment

no comment

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Loss of Grade 3b

Loss of grade 2

no apparent loss of agricultural land

NYCC not within safeguarding area

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC not within safeguarding area

Is there potential for new links to Potential for links to existing public footpath that runs across site
and potential for links to pavement which provides direct access
footpaths and cycle routes?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment
design and landscaping to improve the environment
and landscaping to improve the environment

On approach into Brompton from the A19 on Stokesley Road, views The site is prominent in significant views to the settlement
into Brompton are currently screened by high hedges and the
of Brompton from Stokesley road.
settlement is set on lower ground than the road. New housing on
this site would be prominent and would affect views into the
settlement.
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The site is within a settlement, however, it is on a prominent
site on Station road on approach to the centre of the village. It
is adjacent to the boundary of Brompton CA and would impact
on views to the CA.
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Northallerton
tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/020/001

N/020/002

Northallerton
Site is not within existing built form of the village and is disjointed
from existing housing.

Northallerton
While the site is adjacant to the south eastern boundary of
the existing settlement of Brompton, it is a significant
extension to the settlement and this location is part of an
important gap between Brompton and Northallerton.

N/020/003
Northallerton
There are commerial buildings on the site at present. Careful
consideration would need to be given to the design of any
development in this location due to the proximity to the
conservation area.

If the site is developed up to Stokesley road on the eastern Site fronts on to Station road and is also directly opposite a
The road fronts onto Stokesley Road which is a main road into
Is the development in an area
primary school so noise mitigation would need to be
where noise, dust light or smell is Northallerton from the A19 and therefore mitigation of noise would boundary, traffic noise mitigation may be necessary.
considered.
likely to cause nuisance to new or need to be considered.
existing residents?

Fronts onto Stokelsy road which is a main road and traffic
Is the proposed preferred use for The road fronts onto Stokesley Road which is a main road into
Northallerton from the A19 and therefore mitigation of noise would noise mitigation may be necessary.
the site appropriate to the land
need to be considered.
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

Site fronts on to Station road and is also directly opposite a
primary school so noise mitigation would need to be
considered.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
at present.
present.

Is part of the site or whole site in Floodzone 2 covers the northern end of the site and extends further site is outside floodzone 2
into the centre of the site on the eastern side.
Flood Zone 2

The site is entirely within Flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole site in The northern end of the site falls within floodzone 3
Flood Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

The site is entirely within Flood zone 3

The site is susceptible to surface water flooding in the
central and eastern parts.

The site is within an area of land which is susceptible to surface
water flooding

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

The northern end of the site, extending towards the centre of the
site, is susceptible to surface water flooding

Development would need to avoid flood zone areas. The site slopes The site is susceptible to surface water flooding in the
Development of housing on this site would increase risk of
down to the north towards Brompton Beck so design would need to central and eastern parts and so development may increase flooding
address surface water run off.
risk of flooding

dependent on design and flood mitigation.

depends on scale of development and mitigation

This would depend on mitigation measures

NE no issues identified. However, concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

NE no issues identified. However concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

no comment

HE state: This site lies close to the edge of the Brompton
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area.

HE no issues

The site is in close to the boundary of Brompton conservation
area and so careful consideration would need to be given to the
design of any development in this location.

HE state: This site lies close to the edge of the Brompton
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area.

HE no issues

The site is close to the boundary of Brompton conservation
area and so careful consideration would need to be given to the
design of any development in this location. Inappropriate
design would impact on the setting of the CA.

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016
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tive

Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/020/001

N/020/002

N/020/003

Northallerton

Northallerton
HE The northern edge of this site lies 100 metres from a
terrace of Grade II Listed Buildings at Little Close. The loss of
this open area and its subsequent could harm elements
which contribute to their significance. Development of the
site would have limited impact on the setting of the listed
building on Northallerton road (to the north of the site).

Northallerton
There are a number of listed buildings in the village of
Brompton and the site is within the consultation zone for listed
buildings and therefore careful consideration would need to be
given to the design of any development at this location

a
CO some of the Victorian terrace properties along
Northallerton Road may meet the NDHA criteria.

a
Some of the existing buildings may be categorised as non
designated heritage assets and so conversion of some existing
buildings rather than demolition may be required if
development was to go ahead.

HE no issues

g
CO no issues

Would development impact sites not known at this stage
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site not known at this stage
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .

the site is under the current thresholds for affordable housing
provision

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

= g ‐ The site has direct access onto the A684. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has
been provided and confirmed by order.To comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.
For residential development the layout shall be designed to achieve
a 20mph zone for the site.

= g ‐ Highways state that access for the site can be gained
from Stokesley Road. TP/TA required. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. Site
may also be affected by proposed new infrastructure
involving a bridge over the railway providing better access.

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Passenger transport may require additional facilities / service = a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing
provision as determined in a traffic assessment and / or travel plan. footway to serve the site. Will require additional
what will the impact be on
Provide/upgrade footway and crossing point to serve this
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
viability?
development. Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the
settlement to serve this development. Right turn facility may be
required to serve development.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?
Eligible Site?

y

= g There is a current access on to Station Road.Access can be
achieved. Consideration will need to be given to the school site
and the impact on the cross roads at Cockpit Hill and Station
Road.
HDC The current access is directly opposite the access to the
primary school. Station road reduces to single lane on the
bridge over Brompton Beck. Highways to advise

Highways to advise

assessment and/or travel plan. Footway improvements are
required along Stokesley Road and Northallerton Road.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y
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Northallerton
Sustainability Objective

7

N/038/001

N/042/001

Northallerton
Brompton
Station Road Industrial Estate Station Road
Commercial
Housing
0.87

Northallerton
Danby Wiske
Land Adjacent To Sescray Danby Lane Danby
Agriculture
Housing
0.19

Northallerton
East Cowton
Town End Farm East Cowton North Yorkshire DL7 0DW
Domestic garden,domestic storage in disused
Housing
0.88

Total Dwellings

24

Potential up to 5 dwellings

15

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

9

N/020/004

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
NE no issues
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

8

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

no issues
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time
of assessment. Further information to follow.

information to follow.

NE do not identify any issues
Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no comment

no issues

no issues

no comment
No

no issues
Zone 3

no issues
Zone 3

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
Pavement runs along roadside at the opposite
side of the road to the site which provides direct
access into centre of village.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
No PROW. No pavements on highway to which
site fronts onto. No cycle route evident.

All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
national standards.
No PROW in vicinity.There is an existing pavement along the
road which part of the site fronts onto which provides
pedestrian access into the village (same side as site). No
cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new links to Potential for link to existing pavement to
Brompton and Northallerton town centres
footpaths and cycle routes?

No PROW. No pavements on highway to which No PROW to connect to. Potential to link to existing
site fronts onto. Limited opportunity for adding pavement along the road which part of the site fronts onto
(same side as site). No cycle route evident.
pavements as road side verge is narrow and
there are no pavements in settlement to link to.
No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes
Brownfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

Possible historic contamination ‐ Contamination no issues
issues but the development of the site could lead
to cleaning up.

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

no apparent loss of agricultural land

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC: not in mineral safeguarding area

site is not within mineral safeguarding area

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within a settlement, however, it is on a Site would be prominent in significant views
prominent site on Station road on approach to
towards the settlement. Development would
the centre of the village. It is in close proximity to result in loss of open countryside which is
the Brompton CA and would impact on views to currently key part of the view towards the
the CA.
settlement.

Development at the proposed scale in this location would
not be prominent in any significant views when approaching
the settlement as the site is set behind some buildings that
will be retained. There is also high hedgerow which provides
screening from the highway.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

no
greenfield

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016

yes
Includes domestic garden, domestic storage in disused
farmyard, stabling and equestrian grazing. Less than 25% is
brownfield ‐ majority is greenfield.
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Northallerton
N/020/004

N/038/001

N/042/001

Northallerton
There are commerial buildings on the site at
present. Careful consideration would need to be
given to the design of any development in this
location due to the proximity to the conservation
area.

Northallerton
While the site is adjacent to some existing
residential properties, these are low density. The
site does not fit well with the existing form and
character of the settlement.

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to but outside the development limits.
However, the site does have farm buildings to the south and
a couple of buildings on the northern boundary of the site
will be retained (which front onto the road). Impact on
character and form would therefore be limited as the site is
adjacent to existing built development and the prominence
on the road frontage is reduced due to retention of some
existing buildings and hedgerow screening which the site sits
behind.

no issues

site is adjacent to farm buildings which may be potential
source of noise or smell

Is the proposed preferred use for Site is in close proximity to railway line and fronts no issues
on to Station road so noise mitigation would
the site appropriate to the land
need to be considered
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

site is adjacent to farm buildings which may be potential
source of noise or smell

tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

Site fronts on to Station road and is in close
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is proximity to railway line so noise mitigation
likely to cause nuisance to new or would need to be considered.
existing residents?

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present
at present

Is part of the site or whole site in The site is entirely within Flood zone 2
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

The site is entirely within Flood zone 3
The site is within an area of land which is
susceptible to surface water flooding

no issues
no issues

no issues
area adjacent to the northern boundary is susceptible to
surface water flooding but not within site

Development of housing on this site would
increase risk of flooding

no issues

area adjacent to the northern boundary is susceptible to
surface water flooding so new development in that location
could increase risk of flooding

This would depend on mitigation measures

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues. However concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input

NE do not identify any issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues
HE do not identify any issues

no issues
no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3
Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

CO The site is in close proximity to Brompton
conservation area and so careful consideration
would need to be given to the design of any
development in this location.
CO The site is in close proximity to Brompton
conservation area and so careful consideration
would need to be given to the design of any
development in this location. Inappropriate
design would impact on the setting of the CA.

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016
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tive

Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/038/001

N/042/001

Northallerton
CO the site is within the consultation zone of a
Grade I listed church. Any development would
need to consider the impact upon the setting of
the church and other listed buildings within the
vicinity.

N/020/004

Northallerton
HE do not identify any issues

Northallerton
no issues

a

g

g

no issues
not known at present

no issues
not known at present

HE no issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

HE no issues

no issues

no issues

no comment

NE identify Lazenby medieval village. HDC,
medieval village is within 500m of site (opposite
site).
no issues

CO Some of the existing buildings are likely to
meet the criteria for non designated heritage
assets and so conversion of some existing
buildings rather than demolition will need to be
investigated.
Would development impact sites not known at this stage

of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on All sites that are put forward for residential development
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles standards considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

= g The site has direct access onto Station Road.
Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect
desire lines through the site to the village. Site is
within 200m of level crossing. National Rail may
need to be consulted.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Danby Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the village. Internal road layout to comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from the C1.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards. HDC: site boundary includes two access
points on to highway.

Will off site work be required and = a The developer would need to demonstrate = a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street = g ‐ Highways do not identify additional works.
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. lighting system for the settlement to serve this
what will the impact be on
Provide footway and crossing point to serve this development. The existing 30mph speed limit
viability?
development.
Extend existing foot / street lighting system for
the settlement to serve this development.

extents may need to be moved to incorporate
the proposed development.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Eligible Site?

y

y

y
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Northallerton
Sustainability Objective

10

N/042/003

N/042/004

Northallerton
East Cowton
Land At Raby Lane East Cowton North Yorkshire
Poor quality agricultural land
Housing
0.95

Northallerton
East Cowton
Land Adjacent Bungalow Farm Birkby Lane East
Part agricultural land, Part yard and farm
Housing
0.28

Northallerton
East Cowton
Land To The West Of All Saints Parish
Agriculture
Housing
0.61

Total Dwellings

14

7

10 number

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

no issues
Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues
Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues
Zone 3

no issues
Zone 3

no issues
Zone 3

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards.
No PROW in vicinity. The eastern edge of site fronts on to Raby Lane No PROW in vicinity. Site identifies access onto
but there are no pavements at this point. The western edge of site
highway but no pavements at this point. No cycle
fronts onto main highway but there are no pavements at this point. route evident.
No cycle route evident.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.
No PROW in vicinity. The site fronts on
to highway. There is no pavement at
this point. There is a pavement in close
proximity but this is on opposite side of
the road so new links would need to be
established. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new links to No PROW invicinity. Potential to link into existing pavements in fairly No PROW in vicinity. Site identifies access onto No PROW in vicinity. The site fronts on
close proximity to the sections of the site which front onto highway. highway but no pavements at this point. May be to highway. There is no pavement at
footpaths and cycle routes?
May be some limitations due to narrow width of road verge in places. some limitations in creating new links to
No cycle route evident.
pavements within village as narrow road verges
in places. No cycle rroute evident.

this point. There is a pavement in close
proximity but this is on opposite side of
the road so new links would need to be
established. Highways would need to
advise on potential for new links. No
cycle route evident.

yes
no, greenfield site

yes
majority greenfield

yes
no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

site is not within mineral safeguarding area

site is not within mineral safeguarding area

site is not within mineral safeguarding
area

Part of site is adjacent to the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within to the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have
a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site would be prominent in significant views towards the
settlement when approaching the settlement from the west. This
entrance into the village is currently characterised by open rural
views which provide the setting to the Old vicarage (listed building).
Built development would result in loss of this open view which is
prominent when approaching the settlement.

The site is behind existing built development so is The site would be prominent in
not prominent in significant views towards the significant views towards the
settlement.
settlement. This entrance into the
village is characterised by open
countryside providing the setting to the
listed buildings. Development in this
location would have a negative impact
on this.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

12

N/042/002

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
no issues
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

11

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?
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Northallerton
N/042/002

N/042/003

N/042/004

Northallerton
This entrance into the village is currently characterised by open rural
views which provide the setting to the Old vicarage (listed building).
Built development on this site would have a negative impact on
character and form of this part of the village.

Northallerton
The principle of development is already
established as site is an allocated site in LDF.
There is a minor difference in the access which is
wider than the allocated site.

Northallerton
This entrance into the village is
characterised by open countryside
providing the setting to the listed
buildings. Development would have
negative impact on character and form.
The site is disconnected from exitsing
built form.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for no issues
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards. sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
the exact type and nature are not
nature are not known at present.
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 2

no issues

western end of site is in floodzone 2

no issues
no issues

no issues
majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding but identified as less susceptible.
HDC GIS layers out of date The SFRA uses more
up to date layers and states that the site is
Entirely in FZ1, with minimal or no risk from
surface water flooding.

western end of site is in floodzone 3
western end of site is susceptible to
surface water flooding

no issues

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding but identified as less susceptible,
development may increase risk of flooding

western end of site is in floodzone 2 and
3 and is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase
risk of flooding

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and
mitigation

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues
no issues

no issues
no issues

no issues
no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3
Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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tive

Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/042/002
Northallerton
HE state: The Vicarage (to the south) is a Grade II Listed Building. The no issues
loss of this open site could harm elements which contribute to its
significance. HDC: Given the site is adjacent to the grounds of the
listed building, development would impact on setting.

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who
cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

N/042/004
Northallerton
The Vicarage (to the north) and All
Saints Church (to the east) are Grade II
Listed Buildings. HDC: Given the
proximity to the listed buildings, loss of
this open countryside would impact on
their setting.

r

g

r

no issues

no issues
not known at present

no issues
not known at present

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would development impact sites not known at present
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

N/042/003
Northallerton

All sites that are put forward for
All sites that are put forward for residential
residential development will be
All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
development will be expected to meet policies on expected to meet policies on size type
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will
on affordable housing .
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected
good design standards considering the principles to adopt good design standards
of secure by design
considering the principles of secure by
design

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Raby Lane. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design standards. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the village.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the C148. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards. To reflect desire lines through the site
to the village.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is
available from the C1. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be
achieved. Internal road layout to comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards.

Will off site work be required and = g ‐ Highways do not identify any additional works.
what will the impact be on
viability?

= g ‐ Highways do not idenrify any additional
works.

= a ‐ Highways state: Footway provision
required from the site to the existing
public maintained highway, existing
footway opposite junction that
pedestrians could cross over and use.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Eligible Site?

y

y

To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

y
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Northallerton
Sustainability Objective

13

16

N/042/006

N/042/007

N/042/008

Northallerton
East Cowton
Land To The West Of All Saints Parish Church East
Agriculture
Housing
0.65

Northallerton
East Cowton
OS Field 4109 East Cowton North Yorkshire
Agriculture
Housing
0.96

Northallerton
East Cowton
OS Field 8828 East Cowton North Yorkshire
Small paddocks ‐ sheep and chickens.
Housing
1.16

Northallerton
East Cowton
OS Field 103 and Whitehead Farm East Cowton
farm yard & agricultural land
Housing
3.06

Total Dwellings

15 number

25 number

25

75

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

information to follow.

no issues
Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues
Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues
Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues
Zone 3

no issues
Zone 3

no issues
Zone 3

no issues
Zone 3

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
Bridleway runs along southern boundary. There
is an existing pavement on the opposite side of
the road to which the site fronts onto.
Appropriate provision would need to be made to
enable safe pedestrian links to existing
pavements. No cycle route evident.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
No PROW in vicinity. There are existing
pavements in close proximity to the site but no
pavements immediately adjacent to the part of
the site which fronts onto the road. No cycle
route evident.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
No PROW in vicinity. Site boundary identifies an
access onto the main highway which goes
through centre of village and there are
pavements on both sides of the road. There are
no pavements on Raby Lane where a second site
entrance is identified. Highways to advise on
access. No cycle route evident.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
PROW runs through eastern end of site.
Pavements run along both sides of the highway
which the site fronts onto. No cycle route
evident.

New pavements would need to be added to link No PROW to connect to. Potential to link to
Is there potential for new links to Potential to link into Bridleway. No PROW in
vicinity. The site fronts on to highway and there to the existing pavements within the village. No existing pavement network within village from
footpaths and cycle routes?

Potential to link to PROW network and existing
pavements within village. No cycle route evident.

is a pavement on the opposite side of the road. cycle route evident.
Appropriate provision would need to be made to
enable safe pedestrian links to existing
pavements. Limited potential for new pavement
on road side as roadside verge is narrow.
Highways would need to advise on potential for
new links. No cycle route evident.

one of the site entrances. Highways to advise on
access. No cycle route evident.

yes
no, greenfield site

yes
no, greenfield site

yes
no, greenfield site

yes
part farm buildings and farm house and part
agricultural land (60% previously developed and
40% greenfield)

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

GIS does not show contamination

Possible contaimination from farm uses but
development could lead to cleaning up of site

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

site is not within mineral safeguarding area

site is not within mineral safeguarding area

site is not within mineral safeguarding area

site is not within mineral safeguarding area

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement. This entrance into the
village is characterised by open countryside
providing the setting to the listed buildings.
Development in this location would have a
negative impact on this.

The site is set behind existing residential
development so there is limited visibility of the
site from the highway. The site does have some
visibility when entering the village from Birkby
but its impact would be fairly limited as there is
some screening provided by hedgerows / trees.

The site is set behind existing residential
development so is not visible from highway. The
site is not prominent in significant views towards
the settlement from the highway but may impact
on views of open countryside which provide
character for the settlement from the PROW.

The site is located within the village (part of the
site is within the development limits) and
development would not impact on significant
views towards the settlement. However,
development would be open and prominent and
design and scale of any development would need
to be sensitive to the character of the village.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

15

N/042/005

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
no issues
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

14

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?
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Northallerton
N/042/005

N/042/006

Northallerton
This entrance into the village is characterised by
open countryside providing the setting to the
listed buildings. Development would have
negative impact on character and form.

Northallerton
The northern and western boundary of the site is
adjacent to the development limits and existing
built development. There is also built
development to the east in the form of farm
buildings. The site could form a fairly logical
extension to the settlement.

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to but is outside the
development limits. At proposed scale, the site
has potential to impact on the character and
form of the settlement but careful design could
mitigate against the potential impact.

Northallerton
The front end of the site which includes the farm
house is within the development limits. The farm
house is set back from the highway with gardens
and landscaping fronting on to the highway. Any
development would therefore need to be
sensitively designed to maintain the open
character of this area of the village. Proposed
scale of development does not sit well with the
existing built form and character of the village.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

There is a farm to north so there be some
potential for noise or smell.

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for no issues
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

no issues

There is a farm to north so there be some
potential for noise or smell.

no issues

tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

N/042/007

N/042/008

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in western end of site is in floodzone 2
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues
no issues

no issues
marginal surface water flooding on edge of
southern boundary and adjacent to access point
on western boundary.

no issues
surface water flooding in a small section of the
eastern end of the site and small sections
adjacent to the northern and southern boundary.

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3
Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

western end of site is in floodzone 3
western end of site is susceptible to surface
water flooding

area affected by surface water flooding is
western end of site is in floodzone 2 and 3 and is site is within flood zone 1 and there is no history surface water flooding issues marginal and so
of surface water flooding on the site. There is
development unlikely to increase risk of flooding marginal. May be some increase in risk of
susceptible to surface water flooding so
some surface water flooding close to the south
flooding but minimal.
development may increase risk of flooding
west corner of the site.

depends on scale of development and mitigation No real issues

no real issues

depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues
no issues

no issues
no issues

no issues
no issues

no issues
no issues
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tive

Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/042/005

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

Northallerton

N/042/007

N/042/008

Northallerton
HE acknowledge there is a listed building in area no issues
but provide no comment. HDC: The Old Vicarage
and All Saints Church are listed buildings,
however, the site is set behind existing
residential development so development would
not have direct impact on setting.

Northallerton

r

g

g

g

no issues

no issues
not known at present

no issues
not known at present

no issues
not known at present

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would development impact sites not known at present
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

N/042/006

Northallerton
HE: The Vicarage (to the north) and All Saints
no issues
Church (to the east) are Grade II Listed Buildings.
The loss of this open site could harm elements
which contribute to their significance (see
comments b). HDC: Given the proximity to the
listed buildings, loss of this open countryside
would impact on their setting.

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

= a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the C1, however the frontage is very narrow
and an access of acceptable standards may be
difficult to achieve. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the village. Internal road layout to comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the C1. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Highways state: Footway provision required = g ‐ Highways do not identify any additional
work.
from the site to the existing public maintained
what will the impact be on
highway, existing footway opposite junction that
viability?

= g ‐ Highways do not identify any additional
works.

= g ‐ Highways state: This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order. Highways do not identify additional
works.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Eligible Site?

y

y

y

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the C1. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards. To reflect desire lines through the site
to the village.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the C148. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the village. Internal road layout to comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards.

pedestrians could cross over and use. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order.

y
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Northallerton
Sustainability Objective

17

15

12

20

Five to seven.

NE state: North York Moors SSSI (within 4,000m)

North York Moors SSSI (4,000m)

NE do not idenitfy any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

N/067/001

20

Total Dwellings

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

N/043/002

19

Northallerton
East Harlsey
Land North West Of Harlsey Hall East Harlsey
Agriculture
Housing
0.86

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

N/043/001

18

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

N/098/001

Northallerton
Northallerton
Northallerton
East Harlsey
Hornby
Low Worsall
Land And Buildings To The Rear Of Rose Villa East Land West Of Hornby Sewage Treatment Hornby Land At Worsall Hall Stobarts Lane Low Worsall
Former Timber yard
Grazing
Part time grazing and extended garden
Housing
Housing
Mixed
0.48
1.13
1.30

All residential development should address
All residential development should address
All residential development should address
All residential development should address
Will the development promote
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
low and zero carbon technologies
practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

No pavements on highway. No pavements in
PROW and bridleway in close proximity. Site
Is there potential for new links to There are pavements on the highway through the Pavements on both sides of highway through
village but the site boundary does not identify
village which site identifies access to. No cycle village so little opportunity to add pavements. No does not have direct access to adopted highway.
footpaths and cycle routes?

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Employment development should have the
potential to be Green if they follow BREEAM
standards.
PROW in vicinity of site. There are pavements on PROWs linking into village. Pavements on both PROW links to village. No pavements on highway. PROW and bridleway in close proximity. Site
the highway through the village but the site
sides of highway through village which site
No cycle route evident.
does not have direct access to adopted highway.
boundary does not identify access to highway, so
identifies access to. No cycle route evident.
There is no direct access to pavements. Narrow
no access to pavements. No cycle route evident.
road. Highways would need to advise on access
to pavements.

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

access to highway, so no access to pavements.
No cycle route evident.

route evident.

cycle route evident.

There is no direct access to pavements. Narrow
road. Highways would need to advise on access
to pavements.

yes

yes

broadband access planned for phase 2
(imminent)

no

greenfield

majority is previously developed (former
timberyard)

greenfield

mainly greenfield

no issues

Possible historic contamination but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning
up.

no issues

no issues

loss of grade 3b
loss of grade 3b
loss of grade 3b
loss of grade 3b
Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
NYCC: not in mineral safeguarding area.
NYCC do not identify any issues
NYCC do not identify any issues
site overlaps with brick and clay and sand and
Is the development within or does
gravel
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
The site is within the GI and could have a
The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited
Is there scope to develop or
scope to develop or improve the GI
scope to develop or improve the GI
potential negative impact but may provide an
scope to develop or improve the GI
improve green infrastructure
opportunity through careful design and
through the development?
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant views
towards the settlement. The site is set behind
existing residential dwellings so has limited
visibility from highway.

Site is not prominent in significant views towards
The site would have some prominence on
Site is not visible from adopted highway. Site is
the settlement. Site is well screened from
approach into the settlement. It would result in prominent from PROW and bridleway. Site would
highway by existing built development and high
have prominence within village impacting on
loss of open countryside which is currently
hedgerows. Site would be prominent from the prominent view when approaching settlement.
views around the village green.
PROW.
However, high hedges limit the impact.
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Northallerton
tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/043/001

N/043/002

N/067/001

N/098/001

Northallerton
Northallerton
Northallerton
Northallerton
The northern edge of the site is adjacent to the The site already encompasses built development The proposed scale of development does not fit Site is not adjacent to the main built form of the
built form. The site location is central within the which extends back in a linear fashion into the
with the form and character of the settlement.
settlement. Proposed scale of site does not fit
village with good screening from the east by high
countryside. The site is located within the
well with built form or character of settlement.
vegetation and it is screened from the highway
Development would result in loss of open
settlement. However, at the proposed scale,
by existing built development. However, the residential development in this linear pattern will
countryside (plus green space / tennis courts)
proposed scale of site is not in keeping with the not fit well with the form and character of the
which are important part of the character of this
part of the settlement.
character or form of the village. Access is an
village.
issue. Backland development.

Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

Site is adjacent to sewerage works so there may
be odour issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

Site is adjacent to sewerage works so there may
be odur issues

no issues

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

no issues

no issues

small area susceptible to surface water flooding
in the north east of the site

marginal area in west side of site susceptible to
surface water flooding

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

no issues

no issues

small area susceptible to surface water flooding
in the north east of the site so there may be
some risk of increased flooding

marginal area in west side of site susceptible to
surface water flooding so may be marginal
increase in risk of flooding

n/a

n/a

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

NE state: North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
NE comment: Concern if any process could cause
development with significant impact on
air pollution/ if general combustion processes
landscape. Concern if any process could cause air
>50MW energy input.
pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE do not idenitfy any issues

NE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues
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Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/043/001

N/043/002

Northallerton
Northallerton
HE state: The development of this area could HE acknowledge listed building in area but make
affect elements which contribute to the
no comment. HDC: site would not affect setting
significance of the Grade II* Listed Church of St
of listed building.
Oswald and the Grade II Dovecote (to the east)
and the grade Ii Listed Vicarage (to the west). See
comments (a). HDC: site is within consultation
zone for listed buildings. It could affect the
setting of the listed vicarage.

N/067/001

N/098/001

Northallerton
HE do not identify any issues

Northallerton
HE state: There are a number of Listed Buildings
which could be affected by the development of
this site including the Grade II* Listed Worsall
Hall. See comments (a). HDC: site is within listed
building consultation buffer zone. Proposed site
access would impact on setting of listed building.

r
no issues

g
no issues

g
no issues

a
no issues

Would development impact sites
of archaeological importance?

not known at present

not known at present

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site incorporate the
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
principles of secure by design
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
and tenures
affordable housing for those who assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

= a ‐ Highways state:The site has a limited
= r ‐ Highways state:The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable
frontage to enable an access of acceptable
at the public expense.
standards to be formed onto the public highway
if 6 or more dwellings are being proposed.The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.

= g ‐ Highways state: Access is available from = r
Hornby Village Street. There are no footways Highways state: Acceptable access not
within Hornby for the development to connect achievable, Stobartts lane is very narrow nature.
to.The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.

= a ‐ Highways state:Extend existing foot / street
= g ‐ Highways state: No additional works
= g ‐ Highways state:No additional works
Will off site work be required and
lighting system for the settlement to serve this
identified. For residential development the
identified. For residential development the
what will the impact be on
development.
layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph zone layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph zone
viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the development?
Eligible Site?

Highways state:

for the site.

for the site.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

n

y
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22

23

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

N/098/002

N/098/003

N/102/001

Northallerton
Low Worsall
Land To The West Of Ship Inn Low Worsall North
Vacant Greenfield site
Housing
1.82

Northallerton
Low Worsall
Land To The West Of 1 To 4 The Green Low
Garden
Housing
0.72
6

Northallerton
Moreton‐on‐Swale
Land East Of The Dales School Morton On Swale North Yorkshire
Agriculture
Housing
1.12
15

Total Dwellings

18

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

no issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

Zone 2 +3

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No

All residential development should address
All residential development should address
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
Will the development promote
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.
low and zero carbon technologies
practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

There are pavements on Manor close where the
site access is identified. There are pavements in
the village and on the highway to which the
southern end of site fronts onto.There is a PROW
along eastern boundary. No cycle route evident.

No direct access to adopted highway. There are There is a PROW link on the opposite side of the road. There are
pavements within parts of village but site does pavements on both sides of the A684 which the site fronts onto. No cycle
not provide access to pavements. No cycle route route evident.
evident. PROW and bridleway in close proximity.

Is there potential for new links to There are pavements on Manor close where the No direct access to adopted highway. There are Potential to link into PROW network. Potential to link to existing
site access is identified. There are pavements in pavements within parts of village but site does pavements on A684. no cycle route evident.
footpaths and cycle routes?
the village and on the highway to which the not provide access to pavements. Highways
southern end of site fronts onto.There is a PROW would need to advise on access to pavements.
along eastern boundary. No cycle route evident. No cycle route evident. PROW and bridleway in
close proximity.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no

no

yes

greenfield

greenfield

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

no issues

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 2

site overlaps with brick and clay and sand and
gravel

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for brick and clay

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

loss of grade 3b
Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does overlaps with brick and clay and sand and gravel
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
The site is within the GI and could have a
Is there scope to develop or
potential negative impact but may provide an
improve green infrastructure
opportunity through careful design and
through the development?
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant views The site would be prominent from the PROW.
towards the settlement. The site is well screened Development would result in loss of open
form the highway by high hedge (vegetation). countryside which is currently prominent view
into settlement from PROW. Limited visibility of
site from highway. Site is within village.

Prepared by Fred Pippet 15/11/2016

The site would be prominent on approach into the village and would
impact on significant views towards a settlement (the entrance into the
village when travelling towards Bedale is currently characterised by open
green countryside and this would be impacted on). The open countrside
is also key to the character of Ainderby Steeple CA and key to views into
Ainderby Steeple.
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/098/002

N/098/003

N/102/001

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to existing built development
on west and northern boundary. The southern
end of site is bound by highway. The location of
the site sits well with the existing built form.
However, the proposed scale of the site does not
fit with character of the settlement.
Development of part of site adjacent to existing
properties on the west may be appropriate,
subject to highways advice.

Northallerton
Site is within village. Front end of site is adjacent
to existing built development (farm buildings and
residential dwellings). However, at proposed
scale, site extends into the countryside beyond
the existing build line and does not fit well with
form or character.

Northallerton
Part of the site is adjacent to built development (primary school),
however, a site at the proposed scale would not fit so well the existing
form. The entrance into the village when travelling towards Bedale is
currently characterised by open green countryside and this would be
impacted on if the site was developed. This open space is also important
to the character of Ainderby Steeple CA. There are also potential
coalescence issues with Ainderby Steeple.

Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

site is adjacent to farm so noise or odour may be site fronts onto A684 which is a main route between Northallerton and
an issue. Site visit revealed odour from pig farm. Bedale so traffic noise mitigation may need to be considered.

Is the proposed preferred use for
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

no issues

site is adjacent to farm so noise or odour may be site fronts onto A684 which is a main route between Northallerton and
an issue. Site visit revealed odour from pig farm. Bedale so traffic noise mitigation may need to be considered.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

no issues

marginal area susceptible to surface water
flooding at eastern edge of site

minor area in the north end of site susceptible to surface water flooding

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

no issues

marginal area susceptible to surface water
flooding at eastern edge of site so development
may increase risk of flooding.

minor area in the north end of site susceptible to surface water flooding
so development may increase risk of flooding in this area of the site

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE: This site lies 140 metres from the boundary of the Ainderby Steeple
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance
of the Conservation Area (see comments d).

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE: This site lies 140 metres from the boundary of the Ainderby Steeple
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance
of the Conservation Area (see comments d). HDC: Given the proximity of
Morton on Swale and Ainderby Steeple, the open countryside between
the two settlements is key to character of CA.
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Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/098/002
Northallerton
HE acknowledge listed building but do not
comment. HDC: the site would not impact on
setting of listed building

g
no issues

Would development impact sites
of archaeological importance?

not known at present

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

N/102/001

N/098/003

Northallerton
Northallerton
HE acknowledge listed building but make no
HE acknowledge there is a lsuetd building in area but make no
comment. HDC: site is within buffer consultation comments. HDC: A listed building is in fairly close proximity to the site
zone for listed buildings.
but development of this site would not have direct impact on setting of
listed building.

a
no issues

g
no issues

not known at present

not known at present

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
Will the site incorporate the
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by design
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
and tenures
affordable housing for those who assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

= a ‐ Highways state: Access from Manor Close
has substandard visibility. Development of this
site would intensify Manor Close/ Village Road
junction which may have restricted visibility. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. Internal
road layout to comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway design standards.

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Highways state: Access from Manor Close
has substandard visibility. Development of this
what will the impact be on
site would intensify Manor Close/ Village Road
viability?
junction which may have restricted visibility.

Is there sufficient capacity in the
highway network to
accommodate the development?
Eligible Site?

Highways to advise.

y

= a ‐ Highways state:The site has no direct
frontage to a highway maintainable at the public
expense. The existing road serving that part of
the village is narrow and single track in that area
of the village.The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from the A684. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved. To comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards. To reflect desire lines through the site to the
village.

= a ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct
= a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the
frontage to a highway maintainable at the public settlement to serve this development.
expense. The existing road serving that part of
the village is narrow and single track in that area
of the village.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

N
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

25

N/110/005

N/110/006

Northallerton
Moreton‐on‐Swale
Land Adjacent To Danville Morton On Swale North

Northallerton
Northallerton
West View Darlington Road Northallerton North
Garden/Orchard
Housing
0.05
? as part of future development

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land North Of Mayfields Bullamoor Road
Agricultural
Housing
1.49
43

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land Rear And Adjacent Four Winds Bullamoor
Agricultural
Housing
2.74

Housing
3.83
Approximately 100 homes

Total Dwellings

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

74
NE no issues identified.

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no comment

no issues

no issues

no TPOs but some larger trees on boundary of
site

no TPOs, but some larger trees bound the site.

No

No

information to follow.

Zone 2 +3

No

All residential development should address energy
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

All residential development should address
All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards.

PROW runs along eastern boundary. There is a link to
a bridal path within the village. Site is set back from
the highway and site boundary does not identify
access to highway. However, if access can be secured
through the existing development to the south, there
are pavements on the A684 which the site could link
to. Highways to advise on access potential. No cycle
route evident.

Is there potential for new links to Potential to link to PROW network. Site is set back
from the highway and site boundary does not identify
footpaths and cycle routes?
access to highway. However, if access can be secured
through the existing development to the south, there
are pavements on the A684 which the site could link
to. Highways to advise on access potential. No cycle
route evident.

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

27

N/110/001

Would the development impact no issues
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

26

N/102/002

PROW bounds the western edge of the site. Site
fronts onto Bullamoor road but there are no
pavements or cycle routes along the road. Site is
disconnected in this sense.

PROW is to north of site. No pavements or cycle
routes along roadside which site fronts onto.
However, due to distance from settlement and
absence of pavements or cycle routes, the site is
disconnected from services and facilities.

potential to link to existing PROW network. No
pavements or cycle routes to link to. Bullamoor
road is narrow with narrow roadside verges so
little prospect of adding pavements. Site is
disconnected in this sense.

Potential to link into existing PROW network to
north of site. However, due to distance from
settlement and absence of pavements or cycle
routes, the site is disconnected from services and
facilities.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no comment

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 2

loss of part grade 3b and part grade 2

loss of grade 3b

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area for sand
and gravel and brick and clay

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited
scope to develop or improve the GI
scope to develop or improve the GI

The site is fairly well screened by existing
development fronting onto the A684 and also by
trees and hedgerows. The site is not prominent in
significant views towards the settlement.

Development on this site would be prominent in The site has limited visibility from the road on
significant views towards the existing settlement approach from Bullamoor towards Northallerton
when approaching on Bullamoor road.
due to high hedges. However, the site is open
and prominent, where built development will
have a negative impact

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/110/006

N/102/002

N/110/001

N/110/005

Northallerton
The proposed scale of development is not in keeping
with the character and form of the settlement.

Northallerton

Northallerton
the site is outside development limits, in the
countryside and it is disjointed from the existing
settlement of Northallerton. It has a poor
relationship with the character and form. It
should be noted that an adjacent site which is
adjacent to development limits has been put
forward for consideration for development.

Northallerton
the site is outside development limits in a
countryside location. Site is detached from the
existing built form of Bullamoor and is distant
from the existing built form of Northallerton.

Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

the site is adjacent to the Wensleydale railway which
may cause noise pollution if the service is increased
and noise mitigation may be required. Currently no
issues.

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

the site is adjacent to the Wensleydale railway which
may cause noise pollution if the service is increased
and noise mitigation may be required. Currently no
issues.

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

the eastern section of the site and the southern end
of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding.
Parts of the southern end of the site and the south
eastern edge of the site is adjacent to surface water
flooding

no issues

no history of surface water flooding.

more than 25% of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding and so development may increase risk
of flooding

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface
water flooding on or near the site

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface
water flooding on or near the site so
development should not increase risk of flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface
water flooding on or near the site.

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface
water flooding on or near the site.

no issues

NE no issues identified. However concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE no issues identified. However concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Northallerton
Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/102/002

N/110/001

N/110/005

N/110/006

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

g
no issues

g
CO no issues

g
CO no issues

Would development impact sites not known at present
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of this site would affect any non‐designated site
of archaeological importance.
of archaeological importance.

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
by design

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design

= a ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense, however there is an ongoing
development south of this site which may provide
access to an adoptable highway. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved.

= g ‐ Access for site from Bullamoor Road. TP
=r
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to There is no access onto the adoptable highway.
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest Bullamoor is narrow road ‐ highways to advise
service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order. This site is not likely to generate
significant public transport travel demand.

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement to serve this
what will the impact be on
development.
viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?
Eligible Site?

Highways to advise.

Y
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= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. Footway
improvements on Bullamoor Road.

highways to advise

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

Y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

N/110/009

N/110/010

N/110/011

Northallerton
Northallerton
The Warren Stokesley Road Northallerton North
Residential property and 2 paddocks
Housing
0.87

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land To East Of Lewis Road And Turker Lane
Agricultural
Housing
12.19

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land To Rear Of Winton Road Northallerton North Yorkshire
Agricultural
Multiple
47.63

Total Dwellings

For discussion

Approximately 300 dwellings

Approximately 900 dwellings

Would the development impact North York Moors (10,000m)
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no comment

no issues

no issues

no TPOs

no issues

No

No

No

All residential development should address
All residential development should address
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
Will the development promote
energy efficiency and sustainable building
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.
low and zero carbon technologies energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Pavement on opposite side of Stokesley road to
which site fronts onto. Site entrance in proximity
to pavements linking to town centre. No cycle
route evident. No PROW in close proximity.

Is there potential for new links to Opportunity to link to existing pavements on
Stokesley road which link to town centre.
footpaths and cycle routes?

PROW bounds the eastern and northern side of
the site. The western edge of the site is in close
proximity to pavements within the existing
settlement of Northallerton on Bullamoor road.
However, Bullamoor road is narrow with narrow
roadside verges so little prospect of adding
pavements. Highways to advise.

PROW runs along southern boundary of site. The site fronts onto
Stokesley road and there is a pavement running along the opposite side
of the road. Some safety issues as busy main road. Potential to add new
pavement on same side of road. No cycle route evident at this point.

Potential to link into the existing PROW network. Potential to link into PROW network. Potential to establish new
Bullamoor road is narrow with narrow roadside pavement to link into town.
verges so little prospect of adding pavements.
Highways to advise.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

yes

Residential property and 2 paddocks (majority
greenfield)

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

no classes as agricultural land

loss of mostly grade 2 with small section as grade loss of grade 3b
3b

not in safeguarding area

site is within mineral safeguarding area ‐ brick
clay

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The North Yorkshire GI corridor overlaps
The site is adjacent to the GI and could have a potential negative impact
marginally into the western edge of the site and but may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping
therefore development could have a potential
to improve the environment
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

NYCC advise that site is within mineral safeguarding area for Brick Clay.

site is set back from highway ‐ it is not prominent Development on this site would be prominent in The site would be prominent in significant views towards the settlement
in significant views.
significant views towards the existing settlement from the main approach into the town via Stokesley road, from the A19.
when approaching on Bullamoor road.
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/110/009

N/110/010

Northallerton
Northallerton
Site relates well to existing built form. The
The western edge of the site is immediately
majority of this site is already part of an existing adjacent to the development limits / edge of the
LDF allocation for housing (NM5C).
settlement, however, development of the site
would be a significant extension to the existing
settlement into open countryside, changing the
character of this part of Northallerton.

N/110/011
Northallerton
The site is adjacent but outside the development limits of Northallerton.
The proposed scale, location and proposed mixed use (which includes
employment uses) would have a negative impact on the form and
character of the settlement.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

the site fornts on to Stokesley road which is the main entrance into the
town from the A19 and so mitigation against traffic noise may be
necessar. If development was to go ahead, it would be important to
ensure employment uses are sensitively planned to avoid impact on
amenity of existing and new residents.

Is the proposed preferred use for no issues
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

the site fornts on to Stokesley road which is the main entrance into the
town from the A19 and so mitigation against traffic noise may be
necessar. If development was to go ahead, it would be important to
ensure employment uses are sensitively planned to avoid impact on
amenity of existing and new residents.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 2

A marginal section in the north western corner of marginal section on the south western boundary of the site is in
floodzone 2
the site is in floodzone 3

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 3

A marginal section in the north western corner of marginal section on the south western boundary of the site is in
the site is in floodzone 3
floodzone 3

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

no issues

The northern part of the site adjacent to Turker
Beck is susceptible to surface water flooding.

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

no issues

marginal section of site is within flood zone 3 and development may increase risk of flooding in those areas susceptible to
northern section of site has history of surface
surface water flooding.
water flooding so development may increase risk
of flooding

no issues

will depend on the scale of any development and depends on scale of development and mitigation
mitigation measures

NE: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

NE no issues identified. However concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

NE no issues identified. However concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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marginal sections of the the northern part of the site and western edge
of the site are susceptible to surface water flooding. A marginal section
along the southern boundary and south eastern boundary adjacent to
Turker Beck are susceptible to surface water flooding.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/110/009

N/110/010

N/110/011

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

g
no issues

g
CO no issues

g
CO no issues

Would development impact sites not known at present
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

Archaeological investigation has been undertaken at this site. Further
Archaeological investigation has been
undertaken at this site with finds recorded.
information from that assessment should be provided.
Further information from that assessment should
be provided.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

= g ‐ Highways state: Access can be gained from
Stokesley Road. From a point within the site to
reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
nearest service centre/village.

= g Access to the site is possible from Bullamoor
Road. TP/TA required. Routes for pedestrians
and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site
to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. Site may allow access to
N/110/011.

= g ‐ Access to the site can be gained. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. Create new access onto Stokesley Road.
TP required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is not
likely to generate significant public transport travel demand. Multiple
use of this site needs to be defined to enable a more suitable
assessment.

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ This site can not be viewed in isolation. A
comprehnsive development brief for the area
what will the impact be on
needs to be produced. This will enanle
viability?

= a Minor works may be required to extend
= a ‐ Need to access site therefore footway and cycleway need to be
existing footway to serve the site. Passenger
included as request.
transport will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Eligible Site?

y
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34

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

N/110/012

N/110/013

N/110/014

N/110/015

Northallerton
Northallerton
Prospect House Farm Prospect Place
Agricultural
Housing
22.81

Northallerton
Northallerton
Potters Close Farm Scholla Lane Northallerton
Agricultural
Housing
15.01

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land Adjacent Bank Close and OS Fields 0002,
Agricultural
Housing
19.07
Approximately 500 dwellings

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land North Of Strikes Garden Centre Darlington
Agriculture
Housing
4.14
86

Total Dwellings

Approximately 500 dwellings

Would the development impact NE no issues
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no comment

no issues

no issues

no TPOs but some larger trees in hedgerows

no TPOs but some larger trees bound the site

no issues

No

No

No

No

All residential development should address
All residential development should address
All residential development should address
All residential development should address
Will the development promote
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
low and zero carbon technologies energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

PROW bounds the southern boundary of the site
adjacent to Sandy Bank road and links into west
of site. There are no pavements or cycle routes
along the roadside (Sandy Bank) adjacent to the
site boundary.

PROW to north of site on opposite side of
Bullamoor road. no existing pavements or cycle
routes to link to on Bullamoor road. Site is
disconnected in this sense. Bullamoor road is
narrow with narrow roadside verges so little
prospect of adding pavements. Highways to
advise.

no footpaths within the site and no pavements
along the road side (Scholla Lane). The north
westerm corner of the site is in close proximity to
pavements on Bullamoor road but currently no
direct links.

Is there potential for new links to There is potential to link to existing PROW on the Potential to link into PROW network. no existing some potential for new links to pavements and
southern boundary of site and on western
pavements or cycle routes to link to. Site is
cycle routes on Bullamoor road
footpaths and cycle routes?

PROW runs along eastern boundary and in close
proximity to southern boundary. Site fronts onto
Darlington road ‐ at this point there are no
pavements or cycle routes. The site is
disconnected from pedestrian links into town.
Darlington road is main route into Northallerton
and is busy presenting pedestrian safety issues.

Potential to link to PROW network but no
pavements or cycle routes to link to at this point.
The site is disconnected from pedestrian access
links into town. Darlington road is main route
into Northallerton and is busy presenting
pedestrian safety issues.

boundary. There are no pavements or cycle
routes along Sandy Bank which is adjacent to the
site. There may be potential for links into
pavement network via Valley road via the
western boundary of the site.

disconnected in this sense. Bullamoor road is
narrow with narrow roadside verges so little
prospect of adding pavements. Highways to
advise.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

Area is served and has capacity

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2 in majority and some grade 3b

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3b

site is in mineral safeguarding area ‐ brick clay

site is in mineral safeguarding area ‐ brick clay

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The North Yorkshire GI corridor overlaps
The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited
scope to develop or improve the GI
marginally into the western edge of the site.
Development could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Development on this site would be prominent in
significant views towards the existing settlement
when approaching the settlement on Sandy
Bank. The site would also be prominent on the
landscape from Scholla Lane.

The North Yorkshire GI corridor overlaps
Site is outside GI corridor. there is limited scope
to develop or improve the GI
marginally into the western edge of the site.
However, given the proximity to the GI corridor,
consideration should be given to it as part of the
design of any development

Development on this site would be prominent in Development on this site would be prominent in
significant views towards the existing settlement significant views towards the existing settlement
when approaching on Bullamoor road and
when approaching on Scholla Lane.
Scholla Lane.
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The site is open and prominent in significant
views towards Northallerton when approaching
on a main route into town (Darlington road) in a
location where built development would have a
negative impact.
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N/110/012

N/110/013

N/110/014

N/110/015

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to the existing development
limits of Northallerton and if developed, it would
represent a significant extension of Northallerton
into the open countryside, changing the
character of this area of the town.

Northallerton
The site is not immediately adjacent to the
existing development limits of Northallerton but
is in close proximity. However, if developed, it
would represent a significant extension into the
open countryside and would change the
character of this area of the town.

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to the existing development
limits of Northallerton and if developed, it would
represent a significant extension of
Northallerton, changing the character of this area
of the town.

Northallerton
The site is outside development limits and is
disjointed from the main settlement. The scale
and location of the site does not reflect, and has
a poor relationship with, the existing built form.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no

The site fronts on to Darlington road which is a
main entrance route into Northallerton.
Mitigation against traffic noise may be necessary
if any development wqent ahead.

Is the proposed preferred use for seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

The site fronts on to Darlington road which is a
main entrance route into Northallerton.
Mitigation against traffic noise may be necessary
if any development wqent ahead.

tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 2

no issues

Part of the western edge of the site falls within
floodzone 2.

site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 3

no issues

Part of the western edge of the site falls within
floodzone 3.

site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

A marginal section of the north east corner of the the site is susceptible to surface water flooding in A significant part of the site is susceptible to
There are two small sections in the western end
site marginal section in the southern part of the the south east edge of the site.
surface water flooding stretching from the south of the site, towards the edge of the site which are
site.
west corner of the site and diagonally across the susceptible to surface water flooding.
middle of the site to the north east corner.

the site is susceptible to surface water flooding in Part of the western edge of the site falls within
site is within flood zone 1 with only a marginal
part of site with history of surface water flooding the south east edge of the site so development floodzone 2 and 3. A significant part of the site is
which development could avoid.
may increase risk of flooding in this area.
susceptible to surface water flooding. Therefore,
development may increase risk of flooding.

There are two small sections in the western end
of the site, towards the edge of the site which are
susceptible to surface water flooding. Therefore,
development may increase risk of flooding.

will depend on the scale of any development and will depend on the scale of any development and will depend on the scale of any development and depends on scale of development and mitigation
mitigation measures
mitigation measures
mitigation measures

NE no issues identified, however concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

NE no issues identified. However concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE no issues identified. However concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE no issues identified.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/110/012

N/110/013

N/110/014

N/110/015

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

g
no issues

g
CO no issues

g
CO no issues

g
CO no issues

There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development
Would development impact sites Archaeological investigation has been
undertaken at this site. Further information from of this site would affect any non‐designated site of this site would affect any non‐designated site of this site would affect any non‐designated site
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

that assessment should be provided.

of archaeological importance.

of archaeological importance.

of archaeological importance.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable.

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt ‐ All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

= g Access onto Bullamoor Road is possible.TP/TA
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order. Potentially site could have two accesses
which would be useful.

= g Suitable access can be gained onto Bullamoor
Road. TP/TA required. Routes for pedestrians
and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site
to the nearest service centre/Village.

= a ‐ Site fronts onto Darlington road. Site
boundary includes access link into the allocated
site NM5D which has planning permission which
may provide access route. Highways state that
the site does not include a sufficient frontage to
enable an access of acceptable standards to be
formed onto the public highway. TP/TA required.
To reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village.

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
what will the impact be on
footway/street lighting to serve the site.
viability?

= a Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. Passenger
transport will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

= a Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. Passenger
transport will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan. Footway with street lighting
along Bullamoor Road is required.

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. Will require
additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan. Footway improvement required. Site is
remote from services so additional
footway/cycleway shall be included as part of the
larger scheme.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

y

= g ‐ Access onto Sandy Bank can be gained.
TP/TA required.

Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a
traffic assessment and/or travel plan. Need to
consider access arrangements with sites opposite
‐ N/110/012.

Eligible Site?

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

36

37

N/110/016/E

N/110/017

N/110/018

Northallerton
Northallerton
Micronised Food Products 15 Standard Way Standard Way Business
Industrial/agricultural
Employment
1.69

Northallerton
Northallerton
Playing Fields At Springwell Lane Northallerton
Agricultural land used for educational purposes
Housing
2.48
45

Northallerton
Northallerton
3 & 4 The Bungalows and OS Fields 0000, 0058 &
Two residential dwellings, outbuildings residential
Housing
4.18
120

Total Dwellings
Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

NE: no issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

All residential development should address
Employment development should have the potential to be Green if All residential development should address
Will the development promote
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
low and zero carbon technologies they follow BREEAM standards.
practices in line with relevant national standards practices in line with relevant national standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

site is within industrial estate so there are existing pavements to link PROW runs through site. Site fronts on to
to which link into the town centre. No cycle route evident near site. Springwell Lane which has pavements on both
sides of road. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new links to site is already connected to existing pavement network within
industrial estate. No cycle route evident.
footpaths and cycle routes?

There are pavements which start towards the
southern end of the site and which provide good
connectivity to town centre.There is a PROW
along southern boundary. Local cycle routes
nearer town centre but no cycle routes currently
adjacent to site.

potential to link into PROW network. Potential Potential to establish links to pavements and
to link to existing pavement network which leads cycle routes on Darlington road towards town
into town.
centre.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

yes

part greenfield, part brownfield.(50:50)

no, greenfield land

greenfield

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 3b

no loss of agricultural land

loss of grade 3b

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

no issues

The site is to be safeguarded for expansion of business so is
unlikely to enhance GI corridor

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

the site is already partly developed as an existing business on the
industrial estate. The site boundary encompasses some
agriculatural land which the owner wishes to safeguard for future
expansion. However, the agricultural land is bound by existing
development on two sides. Development of this expansion land
would not have negative impact on views into settlement.

the site is within development limits and within Site is prominent on approach into the
built up area of town so no impact on prominent settlement.
views. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to the significance of the
scheduled monument.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/110/017

N/110/018

Northallerton
the site is already partly developed as an existing business on the
industrial estate. The site boundary encompasses some
agriculatural land which the owner wishes to safeguard for future
expansion. However, the agricultural land is bound by existing
development on two sides. Development of this expansion land
would not have negative impact form or character. Site boundary
overlaps into existing LDF allocation for employment.

Northallerton
the site is within development limits and within
built up area of tow. However, the loss of this
open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the scheduled monument.

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to the site which has planning
permission as part of North Northallerton
(planning reference 15/01083/HYB0). The North
Northallerton site will establish the gateway to
the town. Additional development which
extends further north would represent further
encroachment into the countryside and would
not be desirable.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

site is adjacent to railway so some noise
mitigation may be needed.

fronts on to A167 which is a busy road so traffic
noise mitigation may need to be considered.

Is the proposed preferred use for no issues
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

site is adjacent to railway so some noise
mitigation may be needed.

fronts on to A167 which is a busy road so traffic
noise mitigation may need to be considered.

tive

N/110/016/E

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 2

almost entire site in flood zone 2

outside floodzone 3

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 3

almost entire site in flood zone 3

outside floodzone 3

marginal corner of eastern edge of site susceptible to surface
water flooding, but this element is already developed so not part
of expansion land so no new issues.

almost entire site susceptible to surface water
flooding

central section of site susceptible to surface
water flooding

expansion land is not in flood zone and has no history of surface
water flooding

central section of site susceptible to surface
almost entire site in floodplain 3 and almost
entire site is susceptible to surface water flooding water flooding so development may increase risk
so development would increase risk of flooding of flooding

n/a

almost entire site in floodplain 3 and almost
depends on scale of development and mitigation
entire site is susceptible to surface water flooding
so mitigation may be difficult

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE: no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE: no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE: no issues

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/110/016/E

N/110/017

N/110/018

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE: no issues

g
CO no issues

g
CO no issues

g
no issues

Would development impact sites There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would The site is within close proximity of the Bishop's not known yet
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.
Palace and the non designated motte and baily.
of archaeological importance?
Numerous events have been recorded close by.
This site is likely to have archaeological potential.

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE: no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable.

no issues

HE no issues

HE state: This site lies 130metres form the Motte HE: no issues
& Bailey Castle & Bishops Palace which is a
Scheduled Monument. The loss of this open area
and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its significance.
The eastern boundary is immediately adjacent to
this site.
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

employment site
Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
employment site
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design

site already has access to highway ‐ highways to advise

= g Access onto Springwell Lane. From a point
Highways state:
within the site to reflect the most convenient
desire lines to the nearest service centre/village.
This site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction
until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order. This site is not
likely to generate significant public transport
travel demand.

Will off site work be required and highways to advise
what will the impact be on
viability?

= a To improve Springwell Lane and access.
Footway/cycleway included to encourage
sustainable use. Would like to see footbridge
over railway line between sites N/110/017 and
N/110/007.

Highways state:

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

Eligible Site?

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

39

N/110/020

N/110/021

Northallerton
Northallerton
Castle Hills Farm Castle Hills Springwell Lane Northallerton North
Castle Hills
Housing
7.44
The existing use would cease immediately

Northallerton
Northallerton
Moor Close Darlington Road Northallerton North
agriculture
Housing
6.98
180

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land East Of Ashlands House Bullamoor Road
agriculture
Housing
1.18
up to 30

Total Dwellings
Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency and All development should address energy
Will the development promote
efficiency and sustainable building practices in
low and zero carbon technologies sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.
line with relevant national standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

40

N/110/019

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.

PROW runs along boundary of site. Site fronts on to private track There is a PROW to the south of the site> there is the western end of the site is in close proximity
which is adjacent to railway. Currently, no access to pavements or no existing footway adjacent to the site
to pavements on Bullamoor road but there is
cycle route.
currently no direct links to footpaths or cycle
routes.

There may be potential to extend the footway or some potential for links to existing pavements
Is there potential for new links to Potential to link into PROW network but site is currently
disconnected from pavements or cycle route. Potential to link into improving links to the deveopment opposite the and cycle routes on Bullamoor road.
footpaths and cycle routes?
site
pavement / cycle links as part of NH1 LDF housing allocation to
north of site, which is under construction. Pedestrian connectivity
poor.

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

There is access to superfast broadband

yes

no, greenfield site

Greenfield

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

Possible historic contamination but the development of the site
could lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 3a and 3b

grade 3b

no loss

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC Within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

no issues

The site is within the GI and could have a
The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment
landscaping to improve the environment

North Yorkshire GI corridor overlaps onto the
western edge of the site. Development could
have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

site would impact on views to the church in the town centre from The site is prominent in views towards the
the railway. However, the site is not prominent in significant views settlement from Darlington Road
towards the settlement from the highway as the site is hidden
behind existing housing.

Development on this site would be prominent in
significant views towards the existing settlement
when approaching on Bullamoor road and
Scholla Lane.
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/110/019

N/110/020

Northallerton
the site is outside but adjacent to the development limits ‐ but the
site is located within an area which has built development to the
north and south and the railway line to the west and east. Impact
of development would be limited.

site is situated between the railway which runs along the western
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is and eastern boundary and noise from trains would be a key factor
likely to cause nuisance to new or which would require mitigation.
existing residents?

Northallerton
The site has been allocated for development.
There is outline consent for development
adjacent to the site which limits the impact of
development of this site on the form of the
settlment. The area of land to the south of the
site is industrial.

The area is allocated for Employment use within no issues
the LDF, The ELR concludes that this is an
appropriate use at this location. Should the site
be used for residential purposes the
neighbouring uses would impact on the amenity
of new residents and the new residents could
impact on existing busineses operation and their
ability to expand. Ther railway is also located to
the east of the site which would impact on the
amenity of potential future residents

Is the proposed preferred use for site is situated between the railway which runs along the western see above
and eastern boundary and noise from trains would be a key factor
the site appropriate to the land
which would require mitigation.
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

N/110/021
Northallerton
The western edge of the site is within
development limits, however, the eastern edge
extends out beyond development limits.
Development of the site would be an extension
to the existing settlement, but impact on
character and form would be limited.

seems appropriate. Residential development
would not be a none confirming use

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in site is outside floodzone 2
Flood Zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in site is outside floodzone 3
Flood Zone 3

no issues

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

small sections of site are susceptible to surface water flooding

There are very small areas indicated to be liable
to surface flooding in a 1/200 event.

small sections of site are susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

there is potential that development of the site
development is unlikely to increase risk of
could increase the risk of surface water flooding. flooding.
This impact could be mitigated

depends on scale of development and mitigation

There is potential for development to anble
mitgation of flood risk

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

NE no issues identified. Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified.

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/110/019

N/110/020

N/110/021

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

g
CO no issues

g
CO no issues

g
no issues

Would development impact sites A significant cluster of events are noted from the HER within this
site. The site is also noted on Ordnance Survey plans as the
of archaeological importance?

remains of a motte and bailey castle. This site has archaeological
potential.

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

There is no data to suggest that the development no issues
of this site would affect any non‐designated site
of archaeological importance.

no issues

HE no issues

no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

no issues

HE state: This site lies130metres form the Motte & Bailey Castle & HE no issues
Bishops Palace which is a Scheduled Monument. The loss of this
open area and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance. The railway line is between
the site and the scheduled monument site.

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

This assessment is based on the proposed use of All sites that are put forward for residential
residential development
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

This assessment is based on the proposed use of All sites above the current threshold will be
residential development
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design

= r The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site to
the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order. Passenger transport will require
additional facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan. Likley that access to site will be
from York Trailers site.

there is currently a gateway access on to Scholla
= g ‐ Access can be provided along frontage of
Lane. Scholla Lane and Bullamoor road are
site onto Darlington Road. Will need to be
narrow roads ‐ Highways to advise
determined by a traffic assessment. TA/TP
required. To reflect desire lines through the site
to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. Site need to be developed
with ongoing site.

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

Will off site work be required and = a Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to
serve the site.
what will the impact be on
viability?

Highways to advise
= a ‐ Will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan. As determined in Transport
Assessment /travel plan but minor works likley to
include onsitefootway and street lights.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Y

y

Eligible Site?

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

42

43

N/110/022

N/110/023

N/110/024

Northallerton
Northallerton
OS Field 1100 Scholla Lane Northallerton North Yorkshire
agriculture
Housing
1.94
57

Northallerton
Northallerton
Land To The East Of Darlington Road, West Of Stokesley Road,
Agricultural
Housing
52.80

Northallerton
Northallerton
Northallerton Auctions Limited Applegarth Mart
CATTLE MARKET
Housing
0.80

Potentially up to 1200

60

Total Dwellings

Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
NE no issues identified.
NE no issues identified.
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

no issues
no issues
no TPOs but some larger trees on site boundary

No

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
national standards.
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission
no PROW in vicinity of the site and no pavements or cycle
There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission
routes on Scholla lane which site fronts onto. While the site is
in fairly close proximity to the pavement network on
Bullamoor road, the site is physically disconnected.

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission
Is there potential for new links to no PROW in vicinity of the site and no pavements or cycle
routes on Scholla lane which site fronts onto. hile the site is in
footpaths and cycle routes?
fairly close proximity to the pavement network on Bullamoor
road, the site is physically disconnected.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

no issues
No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.
Limited opportunity for pavements along the eastern
edge of the site as the highway is narrow. No pavements
on western edge of site. However, there are links to
pavements in to Applegarth car park and town centre
and site is in close proximity to pavements on Romanby
road.

Limited opportunity for pavements along the eastern
edge of the site as the highway is narrow. No pavements
on western edge of site. However, there are links to
pavements in to Applegarth car park and town centre
and site is in close proximity to pavements on Romanby
road.

yes
no, greenfield site

There is access to superfast broadband
Greenfield

yes
100% brownfield

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 2 in majority and small loss of grade 3b

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

no issues

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC not in safeguarding area.

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

the site is outside of the boundary of the North Yorkshire GI
corridor. there is limited scope to develop or improve the GI

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Development on this site would be prominent in significant
views towards the existing settlement when approaching on
Bullamoor road and Scholla Lane

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

No issues

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/110/023

N/110/022

N/110/024

Northallerton
There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

Northallerton
Located in town centre and adjacent to existing
residential uses.The cattle market rotunda may meet the
criteria for non designated heritage assets due to its age,
rarity and townscape value.This site adjoins the
Applegarth Park and is particularly prominent within this
space. The site is also prominent within the streetscape
as the historic brick wall is a dominant feature. Any
redevelopment scheme should take on board and respect
these aspects.

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission
none confirming use
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

no issues

Northallerton
This site is not immediately adjacent to the boundary of the
settlement. The site is disjointed from the settlement and
would change the character of this part of Northallerton.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

no issues

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission
There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

no issues
surface water flooding in south east corner but site is
already developed so redevelopment should have limited
impact on flooding.

site is within flood zone 1 with marginal history of surface
water flooding on site so development unl;ikely to increase
risk of flooding.

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

limited increase in risk of flooding

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation
measures

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission

There is potential to mitiagte against any increase in risk
of flooding

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 2
Is part of the site or whole site in no issues
Flood Zone 3
Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

A marginal part of the south east corner of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding

NE no issues identified, however concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
NE no issues identified. However concern if general combustion NE no issues identified. Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.
processes >50MW energy input.
HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.
HE no issues.
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HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Northallerton
Conservation Area.
See comments (f)
HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Northallerton
Conservation Area.
See comments (f) CO:
This site adjoins the Applegarth Park and is particularly
prominent within this space. The site is also prominent
within the streetscape as the historic brick wall is a
dominant feature.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/110/022

N/110/023

N/110/024

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton
CO: This site lies opposite the Grade II listed Old Theatre
and the Zion Sunday School. Any development must
consider the setting of these two listed buildings.

HE no issues

HE no issues.

g
CO no issues

g

CO no issues

Would development impact sites There is no data to suggest that the development of this site There has been archaeological investigation on this site and a
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
small number of finds recorded, NYCC to advise further.
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

importance. However, finds have been recorded in close
proximity, therefore the site may have archaeological
potential.
HE no issues

a

The cattle market rotunda may meet the criteria for non
designated heritage assets due to its age, rarity and
townscape value.
The site is within the historic core of Northallerton
market town and is within close proximity of a number of
archaeological events, which suggests archaeological
potential.

HE no issues.

HE no issues

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

HE no issues.

HE no issues

Not applicable

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet There is a resolution to grant ouline planning permission
policies on affordable housing

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
‐ All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

= g ‐ Access onto Bullamoor Road is possible. This site cannot
be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief
for the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to
secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to
be developed. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is not likely to generate significant
public transport travel demand. Site may better mitigate.

= r The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
= g ‐ Access can be galned from Darlington Road. TP/TA
required. To reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest highway maintainable at the public expense. TP required.
service centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered public Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until through the site to the nearest service centre/Village.
such time as an alternate route has been provided and
This site is affected by a registered public right of way
confirmed by order. As determined in the traffic
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
assessment/travel plan.
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. This site is not likely to generate
significant public transport travel demand.

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

Will off site work be required and = a Additional fotway required on Scholla Lane.
what will the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway = a Exisitng unadopted road would require improvement
to serve the site. May require minor works to the road network to allow development of site. As determined in the traffic
plan.
to provide a new junction. Will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan. In addition to new footway and street lights
connecting to the exisiting footway on Darlington Road. Would
expect this site to contribute to the introduction of new
highway infrastructure.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

Eligible Site?

y
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45

N/110/025

N/110/026

N/123/001

Northallerton
Northallerton
Auction Mart Car Park At Alverton Lane and Former Scout Hut
Car Park
Housing
0.59

Northallerton
Northallerton
O S Field 8529 Darlington Road Northallerton North Yorkshire

Northallerton
Romanby
Central Depot Cricket Club Ainderby Road
Car park and open land
Housing
2.20
56

Total Dwellings

30

Depends on amount of land

Housing
1.41

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
NE no issues.
no issues
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
Does the site have any
of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

46

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues
no issues

No

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
national standards.
There are no PROW immediately adjacent to the site but are
several within the vicininty of the site. There is a footway to
Alverton Lane

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.
Employment development should have the potential to be Green if
they follow BREEAM standards.
There is a PROW through the North of the site. No footway
adjoining the site at present. Links could come through from
adjacent employent land which is allocated (if site is developed for
employment use).

No

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.

national cycle route network runs past site
entrance. Pavements on both sides of Ainderby
road which site fronts onto.

Is there potential for new links to There are limited opportunites to create new links due to the there is potential to improve the links as part of wider scheme
size and location of the site
which benefits from allocation (adjacent to the site).
footpaths and cycle routes?

potential to link to cycle network and existing
pavement network with links into town

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes
The area has access to superfast broadband
brownfield

there is access to highspeed
Greenfield

Possible historic contamination but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning
up.

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

80% greenfield, 20% part brownfield

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

loss of 3b

not in agricultural use ‐ former cricket ground

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative The site is within the GI corridor and could have a potential
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the environment
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is not prominent in significant veiws towards the
settlement

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment. This
site is identified in the draft GI Study as a
greenspace designation.

This and the site to the north have been allocated for employment The site is located within the built area of town ‐
development. The site is prominent in views towards the settlment the site is set behind existing residential
from the North.
development to the south and west and is bound
by the railway line to the east. Development
would therefore not be prominent in significant
views towards the settlement.
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/110/025

N/110/026

N/123/001

Northallerton
the site will have limited impact on the character and form of
the settlement. This site is sandwiched between two rows of
Victorian terraces. The terraces along Romanby Road are non
designated heritage assets defined within the CAA. Those
along Ivy Cottages and Victoria Terrace are also likely to meet
with the criteria but fall outside of the CA boundary. Any
development here should follow the building pattern already
established.

Northallerton
This site and the site to the north have been allocated for
employment development. Development would change character
of area from what is currently open countryside. However, site
would be logical site for expansion of employment area.

Northallerton
the site is outside but adjacent to the
development limits. The site is adjacent to the
built area of town ‐ the site is set behind existing
residential development to the south and west
and is bound by the railway line to the east.
However, the site is adjacent to the Romanby CA
and is an important open space between
Romanby and the railway. This land is valued
open space.

There are commercial uses to the east of the site. Servicing
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is requirements have the potential to impact on new residents
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

the site is adjacent to the railway line and so
Employment development located to the south and there is a
railway line to the east. These adjacent uses would not conform
noise mitigation would need to be considered
well with residential uses. The existing employment and railway
could affect the amenity for new residents and new residents could
affect the operation and ability to expand of existing businesses.

Is the proposed preferred use for
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

Employment development located to the south there is a railway the site is adjacent to the railway line and so
line to the east. These adjacent uses would not conform well with noise mitigation would need to be considered
residential uses. The existing employment and railway could affect
the amenity for new residents and new residents could affect the
operation and ability to expand of existing businesses. The ELR
considers that the site is a suitable site for the expansion of
employment development.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities All new development will be expected to provide
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 2

the northern end of the site is in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole site in
Flood Zone 3

a marginal section of the north end of the site is
in floodzone 3

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

The majority of the site is shown to be liable to surface water small parts of the site are liable to surface water flooding
flooding

a large section at the north end of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding plus a
section in the centre of the site.

development could increase the risk of surface water flooding there is potetnial for development to increase the risk of flooding

site is partly in flood zone 2 and 3 and a fairly
significant proportion of site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

There is potential to mitigate against the risk of flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

the risk of flooding could be mitigated.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues. Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified.
site is adjacent to Romanby CA. HE state: The loss
of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the CA.

HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Northallerton
Conservation Area.
See comments (f)
HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Northallerton
Conservation Area.
See comments (f)

HE no issues
HE no issues
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site is adjacent to Romanby CA. HE state: The loss
of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the CA.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/110/025

N/110/026

N/123/001

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

g
g
CO This site is sandwiched between two rows of Victorian
terraces. The terraces along Romanby Road are non
designated heritage assets defined within the CAA. Those
along Ivy Cottages and Victoria Terrace are also likely to meet
with the criteria but fall outside of the CA boundary. Any
development here should follow the building pattern already
established.

Would development impact sites The site is within the historic core of Northallerton market
town and is within close proximity of a number of
of archaeological importance?
archaeological events, which suggests archaeological
potential.

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

g
NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies
this area as strip fields.

CO no issues
There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would The HER shows a monuments line through this
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.
site as well as a small number of archaeological
events within close proximity of the site. This
may suggest archaeological potential.
HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues
Not applicable.

Not applicable

Not applicable
Site is within 500m of Motte & Bailey Castle &
Bishops Palace scheduled monument. There
should be no direct impact as there is built
development and railway line between the site
and the scheduled monument.

HE no issues

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

HE no issues

HE no issues
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing.

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design.

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

= g ‐ Access can be gained from Malpas Road. This site cannot = r ‐ The site does not include a sufficient frontage to enable an
be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for access of acceptable standards to be formed onto the public
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
highway. May need to be considered with N/110/020. TA/TP
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure
required. To reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/Village.Site needs to be developed with adjoining
funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed. TP required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to site.
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan.

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Highways state: The site does not include a
sufficient frontage to enable an access of
acceptable standards to be formed onto the
public highway.Access point too close to rail
crossing to create a safe exit.

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ As determined in the traffic assessment/travel plan.
what will the impact be on
viability?

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to
highways state: Minor works may be required to
serve the site. As determined in the traffic assessment/travel plan. extend exisitng footway to serve the site.
Transport assessment and transport plan
required.Will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Eligible Site?

Highways to advise.

y

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

48

N/123/002
Northallerton
Romanby
Land to east and north east of Neile Close
None
0.56
tbc

49

N/123/004

N/123/005

Northallerton
Northallerton
Romanby
Romanby
Part OS Field 2130 Boroughbridge Road Northallerton North Land To Rear Of 70 Boroughbridge Road Northallerton North
Agricultural
Arable land
Housing
Housing
0.85
7.42
25‐30
100

Total Dwellings
Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

No

No

No

All residential development should address
All residential development should address energy
Will the development promote
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
low and zero carbon technologies energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards. relevant national standards
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

Site is currently disconnected from highway
no PROW in vicinity. There is a pavement on the opposite
access so there are no direct links to pavements side of Boroughbridge road which the site fronts onto. No
or cycle routes. It is set behind existing
cycle route evident.
residential development and adjacent to
undeveloped land. Highways would need to
advise on access. The site is in close proximity to
SUSTRANS National cycle Route and existing
pavements in Neil Close but access to these
would need to be addressed by highways.

Potential for new pavements along Borough bridge road.
Is there potential for new links to Site is currently disconnected from highway
access so there are no direct links to pavements Highways to advise.
footpaths and cycle routes?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

No PROW in vicinity. No pavements or cycle routes along
eastern boundary of site which bounds Boroughbridge
road. The site could be better connected with addition of
pavements to link to those on Boroughbridge road.
Highways to advise.

Potential for new pavements to link to existing pavements
further along Boroughbridge road. Highways to advise.

or cycle routes. It is set behind existing
residential development and adjacent to
undeveloped land. Highways would need to
advise on access. The site is in close proximity to
SUSTRANS National cycle Route and existing
pavements in Neil Close but access to these
would need to be addressed by highways.

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 3a

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3a, 3b and mostly grade 2

overlap with mineral safeguarding area ‐ Brick
Clay / Sand & Gravel

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the North Yorkshire GI corridor.
Development could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within North Yorkshire GI corridor. Developmen
could have a potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

not prominent in views

Development on this site would be fairly prominent in
Development on this site would be prominent in significant
views towards the existing settlement (existing housing
views towards the existing settlement when approaching
development north east of the site) when approaching the the settlement on Boroughbridge road.
settlement on Boroughbridge road.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/123/004

N/123/005

Northallerton
The site is in close proximity to existing housing
development to the north east of the site. However, there
is green space (landscaping) buffer between this site and
the existing housing. Development on the opposite side of
the landscaped area would be fairly disconnected.

Northallerton
The site is adjacent to the existing development limits of
Northallerton. However, if developed, it would represent a
significant extension southwards of Northallerton,
changing the character of this area of the town.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for no issues
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be seems appropriate. Residential development would not be
a none confirming use
a none confirming use

tive

N/123/002
Northallerton
proposed shape / scale of site does not fit well
with character and form. Northern end of site in
flood zone 2 and 3 leaving limited space for
development.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
nature are not known at present.
known at present.
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in northern end of site is in floodzone 2
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in northern edge of site is in floodzone 3
Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

north west corner of site is susceptible to surface The vast majority of the site is susceptible to surface water A small section of the central area of the site is susceptible
water flooding
flooding
to surface water flooding

northern end of site is in floodzone 2 and 3 and is The vast majority of the site is susceptible to surface water A small section of the central area of the site is susceptible
susceptible to surface water flooding so
flooding so development may increase risk of flooding
to surface water flooding so development may increase risk
development may increase risk of flooding
of flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation will depend on the scale of any development and
measures
mitigation measures

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the
HE no issues
Romanby Conservation Area. The loss of this
open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance.

HE no issues

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the
HE no issues
Romanby Conservation Area. The loss of this
open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance.

HE no issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/123/002

N/123/004

N/123/005

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

g
no issues

g
no issues

g
no issues

The HER shows an events line through this site. NYCC to
advise of archaeological potential.

The HER shows an events line through this site. NYCC to
advise of archaeological potential.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable.

site is within 500m buffer of Motte & Bailey
Castle & Bishops Palace scheduled monument.
However, there is railway line with some
screening and built development between the
site and the monument so direct impact on
setting.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development impact sites not known at present
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

All sites that are put forward for residential development
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good design
good design standards considering the principles standards considering the principles of secure by design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design

= g Access onto Boroughbridge Road. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure
funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed. From a point within the site to reflect the most
convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village. This site is not likely to generate significant
public transport travel demand.

= g ‐ Access onto Boroughbridge Road. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure
funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be
developed. TP/TA required. Routes for pedestrians and
cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/Village.

Will off site work be required and highways to advise
what will the impact be on
viability?

= a Footway and street lights required connecting with
exisiting.

= a ‐ Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

Eligible Site?

Site is currently disconnected from highway
access. It is set behind existing residential
development and adjacent to undeveloped land.
Highways would need to advise on access.
Highways to advise

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

51

52

N/123/006

N/123/007

N/123/008

Northallerton
Romanby
Land South Of Broomfield House Farm Boroughbridge Road, OS
Agricultural
Mixed
21.99
250‐300

Northallerton
Romanby
Low Thornborough Farm Thirsk Road
Agricultural
Housing
8.22

Northallerton
Romanby
Land To Rear Of 56 Ainderby Road Northallerton North Yorkshire
Agricultural
Housing
1.84

Total Dwellings

70

Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
NE no issues identified.
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

information to follow.

no issues
no issues

no issues

no issues
No

TPO on boundary of site but impact should be negligible
No

no TPOs but some larger trees in hedgerows

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards. Employment development should have the potential
and renewable sources?
to be Green if they follow BREEAM standards.

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
The site fronts on to Thirsk road which has pavements. A PROW PROW to north and east of site. No pavements
cuts across the site. No cycle route evident.
or cycle route along roadside on Sandy Bank
which northern end of site fronts onto. The
western end of the site extends over to Thirsk
road which does have pavement next to site.

Is there potential for new links to potential for links to PROW network. Potential for links to
existing pavements on Thirsk road.
footpaths and cycle routes?

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards
PROW runs along southern boundary. A small section of the site boundary
fronts on to Ainderby road, which encompasses an existing dwelling and
this provides direct links to pavements. There is also Wooden Hill Lane
single track road which links the site to the highway and pavements.
Highways would need to clarify access arrangements.

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link to existing pavements
link to existing pavements on Thirsk road if
on Ainderby road. Highways would need to clarify access arrangements.
access secured from here ‐ highways to advise.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

Possible historic contamination but the development of the site Possible historic contamination but the
could lead to cleaning up.
development of the site could lead to cleaning
up.

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of mainly grade 3b with small loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2 and grade 3b

loss of grade 3a and majority grade 2

site is in mineral safeguarding area ‐ brick clay / sand and
gravel

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

The majority of the site is covered by North Yorkshire GI
corridor. Development could have a potential negative impact
but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is adjacent to the North Yorkshire GI
The site is within the North Yorkshire GI corridor. Development could have
corridor. Development could have a potential
a potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
negative impact but may provide an opportunity careful design and landscaping to improve the environment
through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

Development on this site would be prominent in significant
views towards the existing settlement when approaching the
settlement on Thirsk road and via the railway.

Development on this site would be prominent in The site is screened from views from Ainderby road by existing residential
significant views towards the existing settlement development, hedgerows and trees. The site is prominent in significant
when approaching the settlement on Thirsk road views to the settlement from the PROW.
and Sandy Bank.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

yes
no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/123/007

N/123/006
Northallerton
The eastern end of the site is divided by Thirsk road and
extends up Thirsk road and does not fit well with the existing
form of the settlement. The western end of the site wraps
around the boundary of the existing settlement and has a more
limited impact.

N/123/008

Northallerton
Northallerton
The site is adjacent to the existing development The impact on form and character of the settlement is limited as the site
limits of Northallerton. However, if developed, it links in fairly well to existing residential development along Ainderby road.
would represent a significant extension of
The site is also in close proximity to existing housing to the north.
Northallerton into the open countryside,
changing the character of this area of the town.

Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

The western end of the site is bound by main line railway and no issues
so mitigation of rail noise will need to be considered. Part of
the site fronts on to Thirsk road which is a busy main route into
Northallerton so some mitigation against traffic noise may be
needed. The proposal includes employment on part of the site
and this will require sympathetic planning to avoid impact on
amenity of residents.

no issues

Is the proposed preferred use for
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

The site has been put forward for mixed use (housing,
seems appropriate. Residential development
employment and recreational). It will be necessary to ensure would not be a none confirming use
appropriate mitigation measures are put in place to minimise
noise pollution from the railway for any new housing
development. Employment will need to be planned carefully to
avoid impact on amenity of residents.

seems appropriate. Residential development would not be a none
confirming use

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present
present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in Significant parts of the site are within Flood zone 2 ‐ the
applicant is proposing that these flood risk areas are used as
Flood Zone 2

A fairly signifcant proportion of the western end no issues
of the site is in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole site in Significant parts of the site are within Flood zone 3 ‐ the
applicant is proposing that these flood risk areas are used as
Flood Zone 3

A fairly signifcant proportion of the western end no issues
of the site is in flood zone 3

either recreational space or surface water storage.

either recreational space or surface water storage.

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Significant parts of the site are susceptible to surface water
flooding

A fairly signifcant proportion of the western end The northern end of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding
of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding

Significant parts of the site are in floodzone 2 and 3 and are
susceptible to surface water flooding. While the applicant is
proposing that these flood risk areas are used as either
recreational space or surface water storage, development may
still increase risk of flooding

A fairly signifcant proportion of the western end The northern end of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding so
of the site is in flood zone 3 and 2 and it is
development may increase risk of flooding
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

will depend on the scale of any development and the mix of
will depend on the scale of any development and will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures
housing, employment and recreational uses and the extent of mitigation measures
mitigation measures ‐ the applicant is proposing that flood risk
areas are used as either recreational space or surface water
storage.

NE no issues identified. However concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.
NE no issues identified. However concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

NE no issues identified.

HE no issues
HE no issues

HE no issues
HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/123/007

N/123/006

Northallerton
Spital House is a Grade II Listed Building. The loss HE no issues
of this currently‐undeveloped area could harm
elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

a
CO no issues

a

g

CO no issues

CO no issues
There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

Would development impact sites The HER shows an events line through this site. NYCC to advise The HER shows an events line through this site.
of archaeological potential.
NYCC to advise of archaeological potential.
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who
cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

N/123/008

Northallerton
HE Spital House is a Grade II Listed Building. The loss of this
currently‐undeveloped area could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

HE no issues

HE no issues

Not applicable

HE no issues

the site has been put forward for a mixed development which
includes housing and this element of any development will be
subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing

the site has been put forward for a mixed development which
includes housing and all sites above the current threshold will
be assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected
size type and tenure.
to meet policies on size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
good design standards considering the principles considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design

= g ‐ Access onto Sandy Bank can be gained.
= g Access to site can be gained from Thirsk Road. TA/TP
TA/TP required.Need to consider access
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire
lines through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This arrangements with sites opposite ‐ N/110/012.
site is affected by a registered public right of way which must
be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order. Site is split by
Thirsk (A168).

= g Access to the site can be via Ainderby Road. This site cannot be viewed
in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements
to be developed. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected
by a registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order.

Will off site work be required and = a Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to = a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
serve the site. Dependent upon the proposed use, this site may existing major road and extend existing
what will the impact be on
require additional facilities/service provision as determined in a footway/street lighting to serve the
viability?

= a Passenger transport will require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan. Need to provide a
crossing facility to access . Romanby Primary School on Ainderby Road.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

Eligible Site?

y

site.Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a
traffic assessment and/or travel plan.
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53

N/123/010

N/123/011

Northallerton
Romanby
OS Fields 0069, 0077, 0093 and 8477 Yafforth Road Romanby and Central Deopt Cricket
Agricultural land and small car park
Housing
10.02

Northallerton
Romanby
Land South Of Northallerton Football Grounds Ainderby
Agricultural
Housing
4.28

Northallerton
Romanby
OS Field 4217 and Romanby Grange
Agricultural
Housing
8.64

Total Dwellings

215

60

190

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

NE no issues identified.
NE no issues identified.
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues
No

no issues
No

no TPOs but there are a number of mature trees
on the site
No

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards
National cycle network route runs along Yafforth road which a small part of site fronts
onto. No pavements on Yafforth road at this point. Disconnected in terms of pedestrain
access.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.
There is a pavement on opposite side of road to site.
There is a PROW that runs along the northern boundary
and part of the western boundary. No cycle route
evident

Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies
and renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards
No PROW in vicinity. There are no pavements or
cycle routes along Boroughbridge road which
bounds the western edge of the site.

Is there potential for new links to potential to link into national cycle network route which runs along Yafforth road which Potential to link to existing pavements on Ainderby
a small part of site fronts onto. No pavements on Yafforth road at this point to link to. road. No cycle route evident
footpaths and cycle routes?

There are no pavements or cycle routes along
Boroughbridge road which bounds the western
edge of the site.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

While site is in close proximity to Romanby, it is disconnected from pedestrian access.
New links may be difficult to achieve as roadside narrow.

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

55

N/123/009

Would the development impact
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
NE no issues identified.
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further
Does the site have any
information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

54

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

yes
90% greenfield with 20% brownfield (couple of dwellings)

yes
no, greenfield site

yes
no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

Possible historic contamination but the development of the site could lead to cleaning
up.

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2 with marginal loss of grade 3b

within mineral safeguarding area ‐ brick clay / sand and gravel

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC outside safeguarding area

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may provide an The site is within the North Yorkshire GI corridor.
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment. The Development could have a potential negative impact
draft GI Study identifies this area as Landscape Character Conservation.
but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the North Yorkshire GI corridor.
Development could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Built development on this site would be prominent when approaching the village of
Romanby and its CA via Yafforth road and it would be prominent in significant views
towards Romanby and Northallerton from the Wensleydale railway.

Development on this site would be prominent in
views towards the existing settlement when
approaching the settlement on Boroughbridge
road.
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Northallerton
tive

Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/123/009

N/123/010

Northallerton
Northallerton
A small part of the southern boundary of the site is adjacent to the development limits The site does not fit well with the form and character of
of Romanby. However, this site is currently open countryside and part of the character this part of Romanby and would change the character of
of the entrance into Romanby village and the CA from Yafforth road. Development
this part of town.
would have a negative impact on character and form. This land has also historic
landscape value.

N/123/011
Northallerton
Part of the site is adjacent to the existing
development limits of Northallerton. However, if
developed, it would represent a significant
extension southwards of Northallerton into open
countryside, changing the character of this area
of the town.

Wensleydale railway line runs along the western boundary, although this is currently
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is occasionally used, there are aspirations to increase its use, so noise mitigation may
likely to cause nuisance to new or need to be considered.
existing residents?

Ainderby road is a main route in to Northallerton from
Bedale so mitigation against traffic noise may be
needed.

The main railway line is in fairly close proximity
to the most easterly end of the site so mitigation
of rail noise may need to be considered.

Is the proposed preferred use for Wensleydale railway line runs along the western boundary, although this is currently
occasionally used, there are aspirations to increase its use, so noise mitigation may
the site appropriate to the land
need to be considered.
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

Ainderby road is a main route in to Northallerton from
Bedale so mitigation against traffic noise may be
needed.

The main railway line is in fairly close proximity
to the most easterly end of the site so mitigation
of rail noise may need to be considered.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact All new development will be expected to provide
All new development will be expected to provide
type and nature are not known at present.
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in southern edge of site is within flood zone 2
Flood Zone 2

A fairly substantial part of the site is in flood zone 2.
This extends across the central section of the site from
the north west to the central and southern section.

A small section of the eastern end of the site is in
flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole site in southern edge of site is within flood zone 3
Flood Zone 3

The north west section of the site is in flood zone 3

A small section of the eastern end of the site is in
flood zone 3. The agent states that land within
flood zone 3 and is to be used as public open
space.
There are small sections spread across the site
which are susceptible to surface water flooding

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

southern edge of site is susceptible to surface water flooding

A fairly substantial section of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding. This area extends from the
north west of the site across the central section to the
southern boundary.

southern edge of site is within flood zone 2 and 3 and is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of flooding

Substantial part of site is within flood zone 3 and 2 with part of site is within flood zone 3 and various
a history of surface water flooding so development may sections of the site has a history of surface water
increase risk of flooding
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding. The agent states that land within flood
zone 3 and is to be used as public open space so
risk of flooding may be limited.

depends on scale of development and mitigation

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures ‐ the agent states that land
within flood zone 3 and is to be used as public
open space

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

This site is currently open countryside and part of the character of the entrance into
Romanby village and the CA from Yafforth road. With being in close proximity to the
CA, development could have a negative impact on character of the CA.
This site is currently open countryside and part of the character of the entrance into
Romanby village and the CA from Yafforth road. With being in close proximity to the
CA, development could have a negative impact on character of the CA.

HE no issues
HE no issues

HE no issues
HE no issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/123/009

N/123/010

N/123/011

Northallerton

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

g

g

g

The NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies this area as historic strip fields.

CO no issues
CO no issues
There is no data to suggest that the development of this The HER shows an events line through this site.
site would affect any non‐designated site of
NYCC to advise of archaeological potential.
archaeological importance.

Would development impact sites A small number of archaeological events have been found within or within close
proximity of the site which may suggest archaeological potential.
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

No issues identified

Not applicable

Not applicable.

HE site is within 500m buffer of Motte & Bailey Castle & Bishops Palace scheduled
monument. HDC There is railway line with some screening and built development
between the site and the monument so limited direct impact on setting.

HE Howden Bridge is a Grade II Listed Building and
scheduled monument. The loss of this currently‐
undeveloped area could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good
All new development will be expected to adopt
design standards considering the principles of secure by good design standards considering the principles
design
of secure by design

= r The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at the public
expense. TA/TP required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order. Passenger
transport will require additional facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan. Site has some frontage onto Springwell Lane but
appears small, part of the land can acess street lighting. Comment still applies near
railway crossing.

= g ‐ Access can be gained from Ainderby Road (B1336).
This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced.
This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village.

= g ‐ Access to Boroughbridge Road. Minor works
may be required to extend existing footway to
provide a new access onto Thirsk Road. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest
service centre/Village.

= a ‐ With the development likley that the existing 'T'
junction is removed and a rounabout is suggested.

= a ‐ Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a
traffic assessment and/or travel plan. To provide
a footway along Boroughbridge Road .

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Eligible Site?

y

y

To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

Will off site work be required and
what will the impact be on
viability?

highways to advise

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

N/123/014

Northallerton
Romanby
Northallerton Town Football Club Grounds Ainderby Road
Sports stadium and pitches
Multiple
2.82
80

Northallerton
Romanby
Land East Of Howden Gate & Land to the South of

Northallerton
Romanby
OS Fields 3661, 5969 & 6875 Yafforth Road Romanby North Yorkshire
Agricultural
Housing
1.50
37

Housing
15.66
385

Total Dwellings

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards

All residential development should address energy
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.
and renewable sources?

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

58

N/123/013

Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
Does the site have any
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

57

N/123/012

There is a pavement on the opposite side of Ainderby road. PROW is in vicinity of western end of site. There are no
A PROW runs along the southern boundary. No cycle route pavements along Boroughbridge road which bounds
evident.
the eastern edge of the site. There are pavements
along Ainderby road which the western end of the site
fronts onto. No cycle route evident.

SUSTRANS National cycle Route runs along Yafforth road which a small section of the
site fronts onto. PROWruns through site. No pavements on Yafforth road at this
point. While the site is in fiarly close proximity to Romanby and Northallerton, the
site is physically disconnected from pedestrian access network.

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to link to Potential to link to PROW and cycle network. No pavements on Yafforth road at this
existing pavements on Ainderby road.
point. While the site is in fiarly close proximity to Romanby and Northallerton, the
site is physically disconnected from pedestrian access network.
pavements on Ainderby road which are in close proximity.
Highways to advise. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new links to Potential to link to PROW network. Potential to establish
new pavements along Ainderby road to link to existing
footpaths and cycle routes?

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

yes

brownfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

no loss

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3b

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

The site is within the North Yorkshire GI corridor but is a
brownfield site. Development may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment.

The site is within the North Yorkshire GI corridor.
The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may provide
Development could have a potential negative impact an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment
but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is fairly well screened by hedgerows and trees on
the approach towards the settlement on Ainderby road.
The eastern edge of the site which fronts on to Ainderby
road is moderately screened by larger trees which line the
boundary. Built development is already part of the
character of this location but more dense development may
impact on views.

Development on this site would be prominent in views Built development on this site would be prominent when approaching the village of
towards the existing settlement when approaching the Romanby and its CA via Yafforth road.
settlement on Boroughbridge road. The development
would be fairly prominent in blocking views to the
countryside from Ainderby road.
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/123/012

N/123/013

Northallerton
Northallerton
the site is brownfield land as it is currently occupied by
The site is disjointed from the existing settlement. The
Northallerton football club. Therefore, redevelopment of site does not fit well with the existing form of the
this site would have a limited impact on form of the
settlement and development of the site would change
settlement as it is already part of the built form. However, a the character of this part of Northallerton
more dense development may impact on character.

N/123/014
Northallerton
The site is currently open countryside and part of the character of the entrance into
Romanby village and the CA from Yafforth road. The site is also outside development
limits and disconnected form built development. Development would have a negative
impact on character and form.

no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues

Wensleydale railway line runs along the eastern boundary, although this is currently
occasionally used, there are aspirations to increase its use, so noise mitigation may
need to be considered.

Is the proposed preferred use for seems appropriate.
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

seems appropriate. Residential development would
not be a none confirming use

Wensleydale railway line runs along the eastern boundary, although this is currently
occasionally used, there are aspirations to increase its use, so noise mitigation may
need to be considered.

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature exact type and nature are not known at present.
known at present
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole site in A small margin of the site on the western boundary is
within floodzone 2.
Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole site in site is not within floodzone 3
Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

Small sections of the site to the edge of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding

majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding

Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

A fairly substantial proportion of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding.

A fairly substantial proportion of the site is susceptible to Small sections of the site are susceptible to surface
surface water flooding so development may increase risk of water flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding but mitigation may limit impact.
flooding

majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding so development would
increase risk of flooding

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation will depend on the scale of any development and
measures
mitigation measures

majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding so development would
increase risk of flooding and mitigation may be difficult

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/123/012

N/123/013

Northallerton

Northallerton
HE Howden Bridge is a Grade II Listed Building. The
loss of this currently‐undeveloped area could harm
elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

HE no issues

g
no heritage assets identified on GIS map

a
The north west corner of the site falls within the
consultation zone for heritage assets.

A small number of archaeological events have been
Would development impact sites There is no data to suggest that the development of this
site would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological found within or within close proximity of the site
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who
cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

N/123/014
Northallerton
HE no issues

g
CO no issues

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

importance.

which may suggest archaeological potential.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Not applicable.

Not applicable

Not applicable

The site is already developed so redevelopment would not HE Howden Bridge is a Scheduled Monument. The loss HE no issues
impact on the scheduled ancient monument.
of this currently‐undeveloped area could harm
elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (g)

Part of the site has been put forward for housing and will
be subject to policies for type, tenure and mix of housing

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size policies on size type and tenure.
type and tenure.

Part of the site has been put forward for housing ‐ All
housing sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good
standards considering the principles of secure by design
design standards considering the principles of secure
by design

=g
Access can be achieved onto Ainderby Road. Cumulative
Impact onto Lees Lane and Northallerton road needs to be
considered.

= g Access to the site can be gained from
Boroughbridge Road (A684 ‐ access could be created
but vertical of road may be poor). TA/TP required.
Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire
lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Passenger transport will require
additional facilities/service provision as determined in
a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

= r The site does not include a sufficient frontage to enable an access of acceptable
standards to be formed onto the public highway. Too close to railway bridge. TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site to
the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route
has been provided and confirmed by order. This site is not likely to generate
significant public transport travel demand. The site does not include a sufficient
frontage to enable an access of acceptable standards to be formed onto the public
highway. Has connection to Yafforth Road but vertical alignment is poor and not
suitable. Speed of veichles is relatively high.

Will off site work be required and Highways to advise
what will the impact be on
viability?

Not applicable.
= a Works will be required to improve the existing
major road and extend existing footway/street lighting
to serve the site.Footway/cycleway included to
encourage sustainable use. Site is going to be a long
way from some amenities ‐ footway/cycleway off site
are very important.

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

y

y

Eligible Site?

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address
Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

60

N/123/015

N/123/016

Northallerton
Romanby
OS Fields 0231, 2145, 2832, 7827, 7837, 8729 & 9342 Thirsk Road
AGRICULTURE
Housing
18.11
750

Northallerton
Romanby
Land East of Howden Gate, Land South of Newsham Grange and
Arable land including farmhouse/ steading
Housing
11.56
230‐340 in combination with land to north

Total Dwellings
NE no issues identified.
Would the development impact NE no issues identified.
on nationally and internationally
protected sites (SSSI,SINCs) in
close proximity to the site?
Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
Does the site have any
assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐
diversity and geo‐
diversity
Would the development impact
on a local nature reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on the
site?

To Protect and Is the site within a source
enhance water protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
and reduce water
consumption

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
Will the development promote
low and zero carbon technologies and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards
standards
and renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths and
cycle routes?

To protect and
improve air
quality and
reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and
the most efficent
use land

PROW runs through site. Site is set back from the highway
(Thirsk road). There is a pavement on the opposite side of
Thirsk road. No cycle route evident. Site is disconnected from
highway and pedestrian access. Site boundary would need to
include access to highway.

Western end of site fronts on to layby as part of Ainderby road.
There are pavements on Ainderby road which start from the north
west corner of the site towards Bedale. There are pavements on
Lees Lane on the opposite side of the road which start at the
junction between Ainderby road and Lees Lane. No cycle route
evident. Eastern end of site fronts onto Boroughbridge road.
There are no pavements or cycle route at this point.

Is there potential for new links to Potential to link to PROW. However, site is set back from the
highway (Thirsk road). There is a pavement on the opposite
footpaths and cycle routes?

Potential to link to pavements on Ainderby road to north west
corner of site from layby. Highways would need to advise on
side of Thirsk road. No cycle route evident. Site is disconnected access to pavements on Lees Lane as this is main road entrance into
from highway and pedestrian access. Site boundary would need town from Bedale and pavements are at opposite side of road,
to include access to highway.
presenting some pedestrianm safety issues. No cycle route
evident. Eastern end of site fronts onto Boroughbridge road. There
are no pavements or cycle route at this point.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?
Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

yes

yes

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject to
contamination or other ground
condition issues?

no issues

no contaimination on GIS layer

Would there be loss of best and
most versatile agricultural land
(Grade 1,2 or 3a)?
Is the development within or does
it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

loss of grade 3a and grade 2

loss of grade 2

NYCC not in mineral safegarding area

not in mineral safeguarding area

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
and landscaping to improve the environment
landscaping to improve the environment

site would be prominent in significant views of the town when Development on this site would be prominent in significant views
approaching the settlement on Thirsk road and from the main towards the existing settlement when approaching the settlement
railway line.
on Boroughbridge road.
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Site ID
Sub Area
What is the impact on form and
To provide a good character of a settlement?
quality built
environment.

N/123/015

N/123/016

Northallerton
Northallerton
the site is outside development limits and disjointed from the The agenst states that this land is put forward in conjunction with
existing built form of the settlement. Development would have N/123/005 which would provide a link to the existing built form.
negative impact on character and form.
However, if developed, the scale of development in this location
would represent a significant extension southwards of
Northallerton, changing the character of this area of the town.

western edge of site is adjacen to main railway line
no issues
Is the development in an area
where noise, dust light or smell is embankment so noise mitigation would need to be addressed.
likely to cause nuisance to new or
existing residents?

no issues
Is the proposed preferred use for western edge of site is adjacen to main railway line
embankment so noise mitigation would need to be addressed.
the site appropriate to the land
uses of the surrounding land
(north, south, east, west)?

To reduce level of Will the development contain
waste produced individual / communal site
and ensure re‐use facilities / infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present
present.

Is part of the site or whole site in western end of site is in floodzone 2. the floodzone is close to no issues
the northern boundary and adjacent to the eastern boundary.
Flood Zone 2
Is part of the site or whole site in western end of site is in floodzone 3. the floodzone is close to no issues
the northern boundary and adjacent to the eastern boundary.
Flood Zone 3
Does the site have a history of
surface water flooding?

Will development increase the
To ensure all risk of flooding?
development is
resilient to
climate change
and reduce the
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

To maintain & Does the site have a negative
enhance the
impact on the setting of the
character of
National Park or AONB?
AONB & National
Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area?

western end of site is susceptible to surface water flooding and western end of site is susceptible to surface water flooding plus a
the northern and eastern boundary of site is adjacent to areas small section in centre of site
which have history of surface water flooding

western end of site is in floodzone 2 and 3 and is susceptible to western end of site is susceptible to surface water flooding plus a
surface water flooding. the flooodzone and areas susceptible small section in centre of site so development may increase risk of
to surface water flooding are close to the northern boundary
flooding
and adjacent to the eastern boundary so development would
increase risk of flooding.

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would development affect the
setting and/or significance of a
Listed Building?

To preserve and
where enhance
the historic
environment and
improve
understanding of Rate27_ListBuild
local cultural Will the development of the site
affect non‐designated heritage
heritage
assets?

N/123/015

N/123/016

Northallerton

Northallerton

HE no issues

HE no issues

g
CO no issues

g
CO no issues

Would development impact sites The HER shows an events line through this site. NYCC to advise The HER shows an events line through this site. NYCC to advise of
of archaeological potential.
archaeological potential.
of archaeological importance?

Will the development of the site
affect a Registered Historic Park
and Garden or Registered
Battlefield?
Will development of the site
affect the setting of an elevated
conservation area?
Would development affect the
setting of a Scheduled Ancient
Monument?

Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by design
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
To provide a mix behaviour?
of housing types Will the development provide
and tenures
affordable housing for those who

no issues

HE no issues

no issues

HE no issues

no issues

HE site is within 500 buffer of Howden Bridge.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

‐ All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

= g ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site
to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order. Dependent upon the
proposed use, this site may require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan. Site needs to be developed with N/123/006.

= g ‐ Access to land from Boroughbridge Road or A684. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. Passenger
transport will require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

cannot afford to buy or rent on
open market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?
To reduce crime Will the site incorporate the
& the fear of principles of secure by design
crime
reducing the potential for crime
and discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?
Is there potential for a suitable
access to a highway?

Will off site work be required and = a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway = a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to
to serve the site.
serve the site. As determined in the traffic assessment/travel plan.
what will the impact be on
viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in the Highways to advise.
highway network to
accommodate the development?
Eligible Site?

y

Highways to advise.

y
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

2

S/033/001

S/033/002

S/033/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/033/004
Stokesley

Crathorne

Crathorne

Crathorne

Crathorne

Address

C W Tate And Son Free House
Farm Crathorne North Yorkshire
TS15 0BA

Land Adjacent Old Hall
And Joiners Cottage
Crathorne North
Yorkshire

Land East Of Cricket
Ground Back Lane
Crathorne North
Yorkshire

Land South Of Pump
House Crathorne North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Land associated with residential use

Agricultural

Paddock

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

0.61

0.27

0.09

0.47

Total Dwellings

12

c.6

c.5 (based on proportion of site within
flood zone)

10‐Dec

NE Comment : note the SINC at Leven Valley
Woodlands. Within 10000 of North York Moors
SSSI

NE comment: notes the site is near to NE Comment the site is near to the
SINC ‐ Leven Valley Woodlands. Site is SINC Leven Valley Woodlands. Within
witthin 10000 of North York Moors
10000 of North York Moors SSI
SSSI

NE comment : note that the site is
near leven valley woodlands SINC, site
within 10000 of North York Moors
National Park

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No

No

No

No

All residential development should address
All residential development should
energy efficiency and sustainable building
address energy efficiency and
practices in line with relevant national standards. sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There are not any PROW within the immediate
vicinity of the site. There is a footway along the
frontage to the main road.

There is a PROW to the end of end of
the access road

There is a PROW to the northern
boundary of the site along back lane.
There is no footway adjoining the site.
There is a footway adjacent to the site
to the north on the other site of back
lane. There is a verge along the
frontage of the site it may be possible
to extend the footway

There is an existing PROW to the north
of the site. There is a further PROW to
the east of the site. Not directly
adjoining the site. There are no
footways that directly adjoin the site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There are limited opportunities to create new
footpath links

There is limted potential to create
there is limited potential for new links. There is limited potetnial to create
additional links due to the locaton and As indicated above there is a verge ot additional links due to the size and
size of the site
location of the site
the eastern boundary of the site
where it may be possible to extend the
footway

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

The settlement does not have access to superfast The area does not have access to
broadband it is not within NYNET phase 2 plans. superfast broadband. It is not part of
NY Net Phase 2

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

The site is within argicultural use. Argicultural
use does not fall within the definition of
previously developed land under the NPPF.
There are extensive buildings and hardsanding
on this site.

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

There is no access to superfast
broadband and the settlement is not
within NY NET phase 2

Predominantly residential gardens,
The site is greenfield
following high court decision
considered to be previously developed
land

there is no access to superfast
broadband. It is not within NY NET
phase 2 plans

The site is greenfield
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/033/001

S/033/002

S/033/003

S/033/004

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI Corridor and could have
a potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI Corridor and
could have a potential negative
impact.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is visible from back lane. There are
limited views from other approaches to the
settlement

The site is not particularly prominent
in significant veiws towards the
settlement due to the existing tree
covarage.

The site is prominent in views towards The site is prominent in views towards
the settlement from the south
the settlement from the south and
from back lane to the west.

Linear development characterises the settlement
at this location. The development of the site
would have an impact on the form of the
settlement.

residential development at this
location would have and imact ont the
form of the settlement. Whilst there is
some development to the south of the
site. This is detached from the main
settlement.

The site would have an impact on the
character of the settlement. The site is
open and is prominent in views
towards the settlement. There are no
natural boundaries to the site.
Development of the site would have a
limited impact on the form of the
settlement.

Linear development characterises the
settlement at this location. The
development of this site would impact
on the form of the settlement and
given the prominance of the site
would have the potential to impact on
the character of the settlement. It
should be noted that there is a natural
boundary to the site.

The A19 is to the west of the site

there are agricultural buildings to the
west of the site which could impact on
new residents

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The A19 is located to the west of the site. There
is a public house to the front of the site.

The A19 is to the west of the site

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and to provide sufficient facilities for
nature are not known at present
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The western and northern part of
within flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

The western and northarn part of the
site are within Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Ther northern part of the site is liable
to surface water flooding

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present

there is potential for development at
this location to increase the risk of
flooding. This will be dependent on
the deisgn and mitigation proposed
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/033/001

S/033/002

S/033/003

S/033/004

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

NE comment; Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

Ne Comment: Concern if general
NE Comment: Concern if general
NE Comment: Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy combustion processes >50MW energy combustion processes >50MW energy
input
input
input

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

The eastern half of this site lies within the
Crathorne Conservation Area. The development
of this area could result in the loss of buildings
which make a positive contribution to the
character of the Conservation Area.
See comment e

HE Comment: This site lies less lies
HE Comment the development of this
within the Crathorne Conservation
site is unlikely to result in harm to any
Area. The loss of this open area and its designated herritage asset.
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

HE Comment: This site adjoins the
boundary of the Crathorne
Conservation Area. The loss of this
open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comment: ORANGE the impac tof the
develoment of this site is uncertain.

HE comment:There are a number of
HE Comment the development of this
Listed Buildings to the south of this
site is unlikely to result in harm to any
designated herritage asset.
site including the Grade II* Listed
Church of All Saints. See Comments (a)

HE Comment: This site adjoins Town
End Farmhouse a Grade II Listed
Building. The loss of this currently‐
undeveloped area could harm
elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment (b)

CLB to advise.

CLB to advise

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Not applicable

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

Await HE comments

HE Comment the development of this
site is unlikely to result in harm to any
designated herritage asset.
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/033/001
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
principles of secure by
on size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

S/033/002

S/033/003

S/033/004

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing

This is a small site and may not meet All sites above the current threshold
the threhold for affordable housing
will be assumed to meet policies on
provision. Therefore has may not
affordable housing
make any provision towards
affordable housing. All sites above the
current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
To reduce principles of secure by
of secure by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

=A
NYCC Comment:Access is available from
Crathorne Village Street, however there is a gap
between the site indicated and the highway.
The frontage is very narrow and an access of
acceptable standards may be difficult to achieve
if the scheme involves an adopted road..
Gradient to the site may need to be altered to
comply with County Council standards.

=A
NYCC comment.The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expenseThe
developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. Visibility at the proposed
access to the site will need to be in
accordance with current standards.

=G
NYCC comment The site has an
existing access from the C152 and a
frontage onto Crathorne Village Street.

=A
NYCC comment;The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense
however is likely to be served from
site S/033/005

=G
Nycc do not indicate any other
additional works are required

=A
NYCC comment ‐ possible footpath
works depending on the site layout.

=A
NYCC Comment Extra footways to
connect to the existing footways in
crathorne. Extend existing foot/Street
lighting system for the settlement to
serve the development

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

Will off site work be required = G
NYCC do not mention any additonal works that
and what will the impact be would be rewuired
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
3

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

4

5 EXTRA

S/033/005

S/033/006

S/033/007

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Crathorne

Crathorne

Crathorne

Great & Little Broughton

Farm Buildings At Town End Farm
Crathorne North Yorkshire

Grange Farm Crathorne North
Yorkshire TS15 0AS

Five Houses Farm Crathorne
North Yorkshire TS15 0AY

OS Fields 1021 & 1511
Kirkby Lane Great
Broughton North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Workshop / storage

Agricultural

Vacant commercial building

SHEEP GRAZING

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Mixed

Employment

Housing

0.44

1.32

0.76

3.12

Total Dwellings

10

21

Address

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

S/057/001

25

NE Comment: note the leven valley SINC. The site is wihtin NE Comment Notes: The SINC ‐ Leven Valley
NE Comment: Note SINC leven valley
10000 of North York Moors SSSI
Woodlands. Site within 10000 North York Moors woodlands
SSSI

North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact
on landscape

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

There are 7 TPO along the eastern boundary,
there is one TPO to the south of the site

there is existing wooded area to the eastern
part of the site

No

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All Residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficience and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is an Existing PROW to the north of the site, There is There is a PROW to the north of the site. There is There are no PROW within the immediate
no existing footway the the boundary of the site. There
vicinity of the site. There are no footways that
a narrow footway adjoining the site to the
eastern boundary.
are footways further to the north of the site.
connect the site to the settlement.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

there is limited potential to create new links. There may
be scope to extent the footway to connect the site with
the rest of the settlement.

Due to the size and location there are limited
opportunties to create new links to PROW/and
Footways

there are limited opportunities to create new
links

A

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

There is no access to superfast broadband. IT is not within There is no access to superfast broadband. It is
the NY Net programme for phase 2
not in phase two of NYNET programme

NY NET map indcates there is not access to
superfast broad band at this location and it is
not within Phase 2 of NY net programme

Kirkby and Great Broughton have
access to superfast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

CHECK NATURE OF BUILDINGS: The north western corner The site appears to be predominatnly
of the site is occupied by argircultural buildings. These are argicutlural use. Argicultural uses are not
not considered to be prevously developed land within the previously developed land.
NPPF. The southern part of the site is part of a wider
agricultural field. The eastern part has an extensive part of
hardstanding. And buildings occupy the northwestern
corner of the site.

part of the site is of vacant commercial use. The Greenfield
eastern half of the site includes woodland

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

There is a public right of way running
through the site connecting with the
wider public right of way network.
There is a footway to the southern
boundary connecting the site to kirkby
and great broughton.

The GIS data indicates that ther is an unknown
filled ground (pond, marsh, river, stream, dock
etc) This would require further investigation
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/033/005

S/033/006

S/033/007

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/057/001
Stokesley
Grade 3 B

fall within a safeguarding boundary for
both Brick clay

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
The site is within the Green Infrastructure
Corridor and could have a potential negative
impoact but my provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscapign to improve the
environment.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the Green
The site is within the Green Infrastructure
Infrastructure corridor
Corridor and could have a potential negative
impact but my provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment. The site currently has a
commerical building on use. Reuse of the
existing building or within the footprint is
unlikely to have a significant negative impact
on the GI corridor.

The site is prominent in views towards the settelment
The most westerly part of the site can be seen
from the south particulalry the part of the site that is part from a distance from Back Lane just after the
of a wider field
bridge over the A19. The site can be seen in
views towards the settlement from the north.

The site is prominent in the from the approach The site is prominent in views towards
to the village from the turnoff from the A19.
the settlement of Great Broughton
and towards the settlement of Kirkby
from Kirkby Lane and the public right
of way network.

The site will extend the settlement further southwards.
The settlement is currently characterised by linear
development of larger residential plots. The sites
prominence and development to the rear of existing
properties means that the site would have an impact on
the character and form of the settlement. This could be
limited through careful design and possible re use of some
of the existing agricultural buildings. There is no natural
boundary to the south western corner of the site.

The site is detached from the main part of the
settlement. There is potential for the
development of the site to impact on the
character of the settement at this location.
Careful design would be required to mitigate
against any impact

The site is detached from the existing
settlement. There is however a commerical use
established at this location. The impact on the
character and form would be dependent on
whether the site were to be redeveloped or the
existing buildings to be re‐used.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The A19 is to the rear of the site

The site is near to the A19, it is unlikely to
cause a nuisance to a employment use.
Intensification of use of the site or heavier
industrial uses may have a greater impact on
existing uses.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

the A 19 is to the rear of the site

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide
All new development will be expected to
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

Development along Kirkby Lane is
linear in nature. The scale of
development proposed would not
relate well to the existing form of the
settlement(s). The development of the
site would lead to coalescence of
Kirkby and Great Broughton

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact to provide sufficient facilitities for
type and nature are not known at present.
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

there is a small area of land, in the centre of the Updated info states no or minimal risk of
The majority of the site is susceptible
site, that is susceptible to surface water
to surface water flooding.
surface water flooding.
flooding.
HDC map layers out of date. SFRA indicates the
the sites is entirely in Flood Zone 1 withi
Minimal or no risk form surface water flooding.

. HDC map layers out of date. SFRA indicates
the the sites is entirely in Flood Zone 1 withi
Minimal or no risk form surface water flooding.
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/033/005

S/033/006

S/033/007

S/057/001

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

NE Comment: Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

NE Comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

NE Comment : Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact
on landscape

“This site lies 150 metres from the
boundary of the Kirkby Conservation
Area. The loss of this open area could
affect elements which contribute to its
significance ‐ See Comment (d)

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

He Comment: The northern half of this site lies within the
Crathorne Conservation Area. The development of this
area could result in the loss of buildings which make a
positive contribution to the character of the Conservation
Area.
See comment €

HE Comment: This site lies adjacent to the
HEComment ; The impact of the development
Crathorne Conservation Area
of these sites upon th historic environment is
See comment (f)
uncertain.
YELLOW the development of this area could
impact upon designated herritage assets in their
vicinity but, at this stage, its allocations seems
unlikely to result in harm to the significance of
those assets if the development accords within
the anticipated Local Plan Policies for the
historic environment.

“This site lies 150 metres from the
boundary of the Kirkby Conservation
Area. The loss of this open area could
affect elements which contribute to its
significance ‐ See Comment (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comment: ORANGE The impact of the development of
this site upon the historic environment is uncertain.

HE Comment: YELLOW the development of this
area could impact upon designated herritage
assets in their vicinity but, at this stage, its
allocations seems unlikely to result in harm to
the significance of those assets if the
development accords within the anticipated
Local Plan Policies for the historic environment.

“This site lies 200 metres from the t
Church of St Augustine which is a
Grade II* Listed Building. The loss of
this open area could affect elements
which contribute to its significance ‐
See Comment (a”)

These buildings would meet the criteria for non
designated heritage assets. Conversion is likely to be
acceptable, however demolition would be wholly
inappropriate.

Some of the buildings here are likely to meet the CLB to advise,
criteria for non designated heritage assets.
the site is very close to crathorne hall and
gardens

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

HE Comment: Five Houses Farmhouse in the
centre of this site is a Grade II Listed Building.
To the east, Crathorne Hall is a Grade II* Listed
Building and its stable building Grade II. The
loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of these
designated heritage asset . See Comments (a)

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/033/005
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
To reduce principles of secure by
design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=G
NYCC Comment: The site has a frontage on Crathorne
Village Street.The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be required = A
NYCC Comment: New footways will be required to connect
and what will the impact be to the existing footways within Crathorne. Extend existing
on viability?
foot / street lighting system for the settlement to serve

S/033/006

S/033/007

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/057/001
Stokesley

All sites put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
the councils policies for affordable
housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

=a
Access could be achieved subject to visibility

=r
there is not a link to the adopted road.

Highways to advise

NYCC to advise

NYCC to advise

Highways to advise

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

this development.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
7

6

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

8

S/057/002

S/057/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/057/004
Stokesley

Great & Little Broughton

Great & Little Broughton

Great & Little Broughton

Land To West Of 38 The
Holme Great Broughton
North Yorkshire

Land South East Of
Cricket Ground Kirkby
Lane Great Broughton
North Yorkshire

Land To West Of Holmewood Kirkby Lane Great Broughton North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Grazing

Grazing

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

0.89

0.69

0.37

Total Dwellings

To be discussed

26

8

NE confirm not a protected sites

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information
to follow.

No

No

No

All residential development should
address energy efficience and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficience and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficience and sustainable building practices in
line with relevant national standards.

There is a public right of way to the
western boundary of the site which
connects to the wider public right of
way network. There is not footway to
the Holme. The Holme is a narrow
lane.

Existing PROW to the north eastern
corner of the site, to the north
western coner of the site. A
connection would need to be made to
existing PROW

A PROW runs through the site and connects to the wider footpath network. There is a pavement
on the opposite site of the road along Kirkby Lane.
NYCC comments: This site is affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept clear
of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

There would be a potential to link to There is potental to create a link to the existing footpath network. NYCC to advise on ability to
and existing PROW, this would involve accommodate a pavement along the site side of Kirkby Lane.
a link over land that may not be within NYCC comment: to reflect desire lines through the site to the village.
the same ownership.
NYCC to advise

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

Kirkby and Great Broughton have
access to superfast broadband

Kirkby and Great Broughton have
access to superfast broadband

Kirkby and Great Broughton have access to superfast broadband

Greenfield site

The site is a greenfield site

Further advise is required
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/057/002

S/057/003

S/057/004

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

fall within a safeguarding boundary for NYCC Comment within safeguarding
both Brick clay
area for Brick and Clay

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the Green
Infrastructure Corridor and could have
a potential negative impoact but my
provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscapign to
improve theGreen Infrastructure
network.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant The site is not prominent from any
views towards the settlement.
significant views towards the
settlment, the site would be
prominent from the nearby PROW
network

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site is within the Green
The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor and could have a potential negative impact but
Infrastructure Corridor and could have my provide an opportunity through careful design and landscapign to improve the Green
Infrastructure network.
a potential negative impoact but my
provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscapign to
improve theGreen Infrastructure
network.

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards the settlement

Development of the whole site would The development of the site would
The site will have a limited impact on the built form of the settlement. The impact on character will
impact on the character and form of
have an impact on the character and be dependent on the scale and nature of the development and appropriate landscaping.
the settlement at this location.
form of the settlement. The
development along Kikby lane at this
location is linear in nature. This
development of this site would not fit
in with the existing built form of the
settlement. This site is not prominent
from the adopted highway.

The site is adjacent to a recreation
area, tennis courts and cricket clu.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

There is a recreation area, to the west of the site.

Recreation area adjacent to the site

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

require input from external body

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilitities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact type and
to provide sufficient facilitities for
nature are not known at present.
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

Part of the site is liable to surface
water flooding.

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/057/002

S/057/003

S/057/004

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

NE Comment: Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact
on landscape"

NE comments North York Moors, 3000 NE Comment "Concern if any process could cause air pollu on/ if general combus on processes
m buffer Concern if any process could >50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day"North York Moors 3000
cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of (and
at its eastern end lies within) the Great
Broughton Conservation Area. The loss
of this area and its subsequent
development could harm elements
which contribute to the significance of
this area

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of (and HE comment: the development on this
at its eastern end lies within) the Great site seems unlikely to result in harm to
Broughton Conservation Area. The loss a designated heritage asset
of this area and its subsequent
development could harm elements
which contribute to the significance of
this area

This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Broughton Conservation Area. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See Comments (d)(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which this site
makes to the elements which contribute towards the significance of the Conservation Area and
what impact the loss of this undeveloped site and its subsequent development might have upon
them.
(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm elements which contribute to
the significance of the Conservation Area, then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which
that harm might be removed or reduced.
(3) If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development would still be likely to harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area, then this site should not
be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm (as is required by NPPF,
Paragraph 133 or 134).

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

He: No further comment

HE comment: the development on this
site seems unlikely to result in harm to
a designated heritage asset

Await advise from CO/Third Party

Awaiting input from external
organisation

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Await input from external body

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE comment: the development on this
site seems unlikely to result in harm to
a designated heritage asset
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/057/002
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
principles of secure by
policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r
There is no link to the adopted road
network.

Will off site work be required Highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/057/003

S/057/004

Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and
development will be expected to meet tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for development will be expected to meet the councils policies for affordable housing
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles
to adopt good design standards
of secure by design
considering the principles of secure by
design

=r
= a NYCC Comments: The site has frontage on to Kirkby Lane, the developer would need to
NYCC Comment The site has no direct demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. No TA or Travel Plan required.
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expenseThe
developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.

=a

= a NYCC: Footway works to the frontage and crossing points to the footway opposite.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
9

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

10

S/057/005

S/057/006

Stokesley

Stokesley

Great & Little Broughton

Great & Little Broughton

Address

OS Field 9348 Back Lane
Great Broughton North
Yorkshire

Land North Of 1 High Street Great Broughton North Yorkshire

Current Use

Grass field and farm buildings

Agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

1.83

2.64

20‐40 depending on final scheme
layout

50

Total Dwellings

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

No

No

All residential development should
address energy efficience and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a PROW through the site and There is no public right of way adjacent to the site. There is no footway along the high street at this location.
to the northe western edge of the site.
There is no pavement along back lane
NYCC comment: The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There could be potential to imrpove
There may be an opportunity to extend the footway to serve the site.
links through the site along back lande

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

The area is served by superfast
broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

The site is preominantly greenfield
with two existing buildings located
south western corner

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

The area has access to superfast broadband
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/057/005

S/057/006

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC comments within Brick and Clay NYCC comments within Brick and Clay Safeguarding Area
Safeguarding Area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the Green
The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor and could have a potential negative impact but my provide an opportunity through
Infrastructure Corridor and could have careful design and landscaping to improve the environment.
a potential negative impoact but my
provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscapign to
improve the environment.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is behind back lane. There are The site is prominent in views towards the settlement from the B1257.
veiws in to the site form Green Balk.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Great Boughton is predominantly
linear in nature. This site extends the
village to the east.

Development at this location would extend the settlement further northwards.

The site is off Back lane reasonably
There is scope for traffic related noise along the B1257
quiet road and set back from Green
Balk. There are some farm buildings to
the North at Manor Farm, but these to
not bound the site

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
to provide sufficient facilitities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

There is a small area of the site to the The small area of land to the road frontage is susceptible to surface water flooding.
south east which is less susceptable to
surface water flooding

The site is shown to be susceptable to There is potential for the development to increase the risk of surface water flooding.
surface water flooding in limited areas,
careful design would be required to
reduce the impact of development on
flooding.
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/057/005

S/057/006

Stokesley

Stokesley

Ne Comment: Concern if any process Ne Comment; Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
could cause air pollution/ if general
"
combustion processes >50MW energy
input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

HE Comment: The Development of this HE Comment: The Development of this site seems unlikely to result in harm to any designated heritage asset.
site seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated heritage asset.

HE Comment: The Development of this
site seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated heritage asset.

Awaiting input from external
organisations

Awaiting input

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/057/005
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
principles of secure by
policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

S/057/006

=r
NYCC comments: The site has a
frontage on Back Lane which is
narrow and would require
upgrading. The junction of Back
Lane/ Green Balk may have
insufficient visibility.
To comply with North Yorkshire
County Council’s highway
design standards.
For residential development the
layout shall be designed to
achieve a 20mph zone for the
site.
NYCC accesssibility criteria not
met.

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of secure by design

=a
NYCC comments:There seems to be 2 sites with this number east and west of the B1257. Visibility may be difficult to achieve onto the
B1257. To comply with Internal Road Layout North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.
For residential development the layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the site

The site to the east of the B1257 has an access with Back Lane which has a one way order on it for some its length. Limited forward
visibility for vehicles waiting at Back Lane/ B1257 junction. No footway on Back Lane. Site to the west has no footway leading to the site.
May be difficult to provide a footway to this site from the existing footways in Great Broughton
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. No TA required No Travel Plan required as
long as site does not exceeed 50 dwellings.

Will off site work be required
and what will the impact be
on viability?

=r
NYCC Comment: Back Lane
which is narrow and would
require upgrading to provide a
sufficient carriageway width
and footways to serve the site.

=a
NYCC comment: May require additional facilities/service provision (public transport)which will need to be investigated.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
11

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

12

S/057/007

S/057/008

Stokesley

Stokesley

Great & Little Broughton

Great & Little Broughton

Address

Land North West Of
Creyke Nest Farm
Stokesley North
Yorkshire

Land North Of Broughton Grange Farm
High Street Great Broughton North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Paddock

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Employment

Housing

6.19

2.69

Total Dwellings

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

no issues

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

There is a TPO on the boundary of the Site

No

No

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

PROW runs along the eastern
boundary. PROW also runs along part
of the northern boundary and in close
proximity to the western boundary.
Bridleway runs along the southern
boundary. No public footpaths in
vicinity. The site is south / south east
of the business park.

There are existing public rights of way to the north and to the
south of the site which connect to the wider PROW network. They
are not connected to the site. Requires crossing the B1257 to get
to the existing pavement or walking along the edge of the road.
The pavement into Great Broughton ends to the north of the site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to PROW network.
Potential to link into public footpath
network within nearby industrial
estate.
No cycle route evident.

There is potential to create a link to the existing pavement..
NYCC comment Footway should be provided to link into the
existing foodway.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

Superfast broadband is available

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

It is a Greenfield site

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

40

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

NYCC Comments: To relfect the desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/village

no issues
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/057/007
Stokesley
loss of grade 2 and 3b

S/057/008
Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand
and gravel.

NYCC comments within Brick and Clay Safeguarding Area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within or adjacent to the GI
and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor and could have
a potential negative impoact but my provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscapign to improve the
environment.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any
The site is not prominent in significant views towards the
significant views towards a settlement. settlment from the B1275

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site is adjacent to the existing
development limits and forms a
natural extension to the industrial
estate which includes a natural
extension to an existing allocation
(SE1).

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

The northern part of the site has been allocated for development,
there is residential development along the high street to the East
of the site. There is a natural ladnscape boundary to the south of
the site. The village is predominantly linear in nature at this end of
the settlement.

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are present.
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

A marginal section of the eastern
boundary of the site is in flood zone 2

The southern and western edges of the site are within floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

A marginal section of the eastern
boundary of the site is in flood zone 3

the southern and westen edges of the site are within floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

a large section of the north east corner The southern and western edges of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding
of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding and this area extends
towards the centre of the site.

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

part of site is within flood zone 3 and
part of site has history of surface
water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

part of site is within flood zone 3 and part of site has history of
surface water flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/057/007

S/057/008

Stokesley
Stokesley
depends on scale of development and Advice to be sought from the EA
mitigation

NE Comment: Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

no issues

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant
impact on landscape"

HE comments: Broughton Grange 115 metres to the south of this
site is a Grade II Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐
undeveloped area could harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment
(b)Before allocating this site for development:‐
(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution
which this site makes to those elements which contribute towards
the significance of this Listed Building and what impact the loss of
this undeveloped site and its subsequent development might
have them

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm
elements which contribute to the significance of this building,
then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that harm
might be removed or reduced.
no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

Awaiting input external body
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/057/007
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the site has been put forward for
employment use
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

site has been put forward for
employment use

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r
No link to the adopted road network

Will off site work be required highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/057/008
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected
to meet policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put
forward for residential development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

=g
NYCC comment the site has frontage on the B1257.The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.To comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards.
For residential development the layout shall be designed to
achieve a 20mph zone for the site.
Accessibility criteria not met.

=a
NYCC comment: Footway should be provided to link to the
existing footway
May require additional public transport facilitiies service provision
which will need to be investigacted

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
Sustainability Objective

13

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

S/057/009
Great & Little Broughton

Address

OS Fields 5386 And 6800 The Holme Great Broughton North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Total Dwellings

To be discussed

Stokesley

1.66

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a PROW to the north eastern boundary, which connects to the wider PROW network
NYCC Comment This site is affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as
an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

NYCC Comment: To reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service centre/village.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Superfast broadband serves the area

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

The site is a greenfield site

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/057/009
Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC comments within Brick and Clay Safeguarding Area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor and could have a potential negative impoact but my provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscapign to improve the environment.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is potentially visible from Kirkby Lane

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site does not fit in with existing built form, it is distant form the built form

There are some large farm buildings to the south of the site, with the potential to cause noise/smell

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

The north western corner of the site is les sucseptible to surface water flooding

A small part of the site has a history of surface water flooding.
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/057/009
Stokesley
Advice to be sought from EA

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

This site lies close to the boundary of the Great Broughton Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See Comments (d)
(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which this site makes to the elements which contribute towards the
significance of the Conservation Area and what impact the loss of this undeveloped site and its subsequent development might have
upon them.
(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation
Area, then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that harm might be removed or reduced.
(3) If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development would still be likely to harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area, then this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the
harm (as is required by NPPF, Paragraph 133 or 134).

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Awaiting input from external body

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/057/009
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing.

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of secure by design.
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r
NYCC comment:The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at the public expense. The Holme is narrow in
places and has no footways. The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
The site does not meet accessibility criteria

Will off site work be required = a
NYCC comments:May require additional public transport facilities / service provision which will need to be investigated
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
Sustainability Objective

14

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

S/057/010
Great & Little Broughton

Address

Land And Buildings On The East Side Of High Street Great Broughton North Yorkshire

Current Use

Land to the south of Ingleby Road

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Total Dwellings

Imminent ‐ short term

Stokesley

4.33

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

There is a PROW through the site to the westen part of the site running north to south. There is no pavement to the edge of the site at Inglby Road, although
there is one a few meters to the west of the site along inglby road.
NYCC comments:This site is affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has
been provided and confirmed by order.

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is potential to provide links to the existing footpathe network. There is a pavement small grass verge along ingleby road which may provide potential to
connect to the existing pavement on Ingleby Road

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Superfast Broadband serves the area

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

The site is a greenfield ssite

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/057/010
Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC comments within Brick and Clay Safeguarding Area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor and could have a potential negative impact but my provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent from significant views towards the settlement from the B1257. There are limited views into the site towards the settlement from
Green Balk Lane

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Development of the whole site would lead to an expansion of the village eastwards. The site is not prominent in significant views towards the settlment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

predominantly surrounded by Residential and agricultural uses, No significan farm buildings immediately adjacent

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Residential to the north on the western site, argricultural use to the north on the eastern site. Residential to the west, argricultural to the east. Aricultural to
the south, to the south west it looks like there is caravan park.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

A significant proportion of the eastern part of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding. A small area to the north west of the site is susceptible to surface
water flooding

Part of the site has a history of surface water flooding.
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/057/010
Stokesley
Advice to be sought from the EA

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE: Comments This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Broughton Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent development could harm
See Comments (d)Before allocating this site for development:‐
elements which contribute to its significance.
(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which this site makes to the elements which contribute towards the significance of the
Conservation Area and what impact the loss of this undeveloped site and its subsequent development might have upon them.
(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area, then the Plan needs
to set out the measures by which that harm might be removed or reduced.
(3) If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development would still be likely to harm elements which contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area, then this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm (as is required by NPPF, Paragraph 133 or
134).

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

HE: No Specific Comment provided.
CLB to consider

NYCC Historic Landscape Assessment identifies this area as tofts and strip fields. The tofts are considered to be of high significance.

Awaiting input from third party

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/057/010
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet the councils policies for
affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
NYCC comments the site has frontage onto Green Balk. The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.To comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.
For residential development the layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the site.

Will off site work be required = a
NYCC Comments: This site may require additional facilities / service provision as determined in a traffic assessment and / or travel plan.
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
Sustainability Objective

15

16

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

S/057/011
Stokesley

S/057/012
Stokesley

Great & Little Broughton

Great & Little Broughton

Address

18 The Holme Great Broughton North Yorkshire TS9 7HF

OS Fields 2583, 2768, 3555 & 4244
Kirkby Lane Great Broughton
North Yorkshire

Current Use

Domestic land adjoining Brook House

Agricultural

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Multiple

Housing

1.70

10.07

Total Dwellings

No plans to date

TBA

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in
line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

The site is adjacent to a prow. This connects to the wider footpath network

PROW run trhought the site north to south and east
to west, connecting the site with the wider PROW
network.
NYCC Comment: This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route
has been provided and confirmed by order

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is potential to creat link to the PROW to the western edge of the site

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Great Broughton has access to superfast broadband

Kirkby and Great Broughton have access to super
fast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

aproximately less than 25% is brownfield

The site is a Greenfield site

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/057/011
Stokesley

S/057/012
Stokesley
The marjority of the Site is Grade 3, the most
northely part of the site is grade 3a.

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC comments within Brick and Clay Safeguarding
Area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor and could have a potential negative impact but
my provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the green
infrastructure .

The site is within the Green Infrastructure Corridor
and could have a potential negative impact but my
provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the green infrastructure .

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards the settlement.

Views into the site are from the B1257 are limited
by the existing trees along the beck. There are
limited views into the site from the Kirkby Lane.
The site will be prominent from existing PROW

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

A small part of the site is within the development limit of great broughton. Development is low
density with substantial detached properties along the Holme. The extent and nature of
development in this location would determine the level of impact on the existing settlement
character and form.

The scale and location of this site has a poor
relationship with the existing built form.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site is primarily surrounded by resideital development. The primary school is located to the
north west of the site.

the criket club and tennis courts are located to the
wst of the site and may have an impact on noise
levels.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The site itseld is not located within a floodzone, however access to the site is through the floodzone

small section of the eastern boundary is in flood
zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

The site itself is not located within a floodzone, howver access to the site is through the floodzone

small section of the eastern boundary is in flood
zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The entrance to the site from the Holme is susceptible to surface water flooding. There is a small
area to the rear of the existing property that is susceptible to flooding.

A small part of the north eastern corner of the site
is susceptible to flooding.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

small parts of the site are susceptible to flooding,
there is a beck and land within floodzone 2 and 3
immediately adjacent to the site along the eastern
boundary of the site. There is a possibility that new
development could lead to an increased risk of
flooding due to materials used and the increase in
surface water run off.
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/057/011

S/057/012

Advice to be sought from EA

Stokesley
Advice to be sought from the EA.

NE Comment: "Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

NE Comments: Concern if any process could cause
air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE Comments:This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Broughton Conservation Area. The loss of
this open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See Comments (d)

HE comments development in this locations seems
unlikely to result in harm to any designated
herritage asset.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE Comments:This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Broughton Conservation Area. The loss of
this open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which this site makes
to the elements which contribute towards the significance of the Conservation Area and what
impact the loss of this undeveloped site and its subsequent development might have upon them.

HE comments development in this locations seems
unlikely to result in harm to any designated
herritage asset.

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

Stokesley

(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area, then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that
harm might be removed or reduced.
(3) If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development would still be likely to harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area, then this site should not be
allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm (as is required by NPPF,
Paragraph 133 or 134).
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comments:The impact of the development of these sites upon the historic environment is
uncertain.

HE comments development in this locations seems
unlikely to result in harm to any designated
herritage asset.

awaiting input from third party

Awaiting input from NYCC

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE comments development in this locations seems
unlikely to result in harm to any designated
herritage asset.
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/057/011
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the Unknown what mix development is being supported
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Unknown what mix of development is being supported

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=a
The site has frontage to the Holme, The Holme is narrow in places and has no footways. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be required = a
The holme is narrow in places and has no footways
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/057/012
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and
tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the councils
policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design

=r
NYCC comment:
The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.To comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards.
For residential development the layout shall be
designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the site.

=a
NYCC comment: Will require additional facilities /
service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and / or travel plan.
Accessibility criteria met

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
17

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

S/057/013

18

S/058/001

Stokesley

Stokesley

Great & Little Broughton

Great Ayton

Address

Broughton Bridge Farm Stokesley
North Yorkshire TS9 5JQ

Land To East Of 17 And North Of 37 Station Road Great Ayton North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Residential and Commercial

Agricultural Land

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

None

Housing

0.56

4.58

Total Dwellings

113

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Locally specific biodiversity information not available
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
national standards.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

There is an existing PROW to the east, south, west and There is an existing public right of way to the north of the site. There are some links from the site to station road to
the west of the site, connecting to an existing pavement. There is a narrow pavement to the south of the site along
north of the site connecting the site with the wide
station road
PROW network.

There is potential to create links to the existing PROW network and footpaths.
NYCC comment To reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service centre/village

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

This site may have access to broadband, to clarity with
NYNET.

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

the majority of this site is occupied by hardstanding
and agricultural buildings. Therefore excluded from the
definition of prvuously developed land.

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/057/013

S/058/001

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is within the a mineral safeguarding area (Sand
and Gravel)

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the green infrastructure .

could have a potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the green infrastructure .

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent from the B1257 in any views
towards the settlement due to existing landscaping

The site can be seen from the wider landscape. Views from footpath to cliff rigg. The site is prominent from station
road to the south due to its elevated position. There are glimpses through the site from station road to the hills
beyond.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site is adjacent to an existing allocation and would
have limited additional impact to the character and
form of the settlement. There is existing landscaping to
the eastern boundary and to the southern boundary

There are important glimpses from station road through the site to the hills/moors. The proposed development
would not form a natural rounding off of the village. The development in this location is of a linear nature

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site is proposed for multiple uses, there is an
existing allocation for employment to the north and
west of this site. Residentail development would not
be an appropirate part of this mix given the
neighbouring uses

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

The site is put forward for multiple uess. The nature of
the mix needs to be established in order to do a full
assessment of the appropriateness of the neighbouring
uses.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

the south eastern corner and the eastern boundary of
the site

The north eastern corner is within floodzone two. Station road is within floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

the south eastern corner and along the eastern
boundary of thes site

The north eastern corner is within flood zone three. Station road is within floodzone 3

the southern half of the site and the eastern edge of
the site are identified as being susceptible to surface
water flooding

There is a history of surface water flooding to the southern boundary with station road

The site is already covered with signidicant
hardstanding and buildings, redevelopment of the site
could lead to better mitigation measures being put in
place.

There is a history of flooding at the site and along station road to the south of the site.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/057/013

S/058/001

Stokesley
advice to be sought from the EA

Stokesley
Advise from the EA.

NE comment: Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input. 4000m from North york moors SSSI

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE comment development of the site is unlikely to to
result in harm to the designated heritage asset

HE comment: This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Ayton Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open
area and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE comment development of the site is unlikely to to HE Comment:This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Ayton Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open
result in harm to the designated heritage asset
area and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)An assessment needs to be underaken of th contributin which this site makes to the elements
which contribute towards the significance of the Conservation Area and what impact the loss of this undeveloped
site and its subsequent development might have upon them.
If it is considered that the development of this site would harm elements which contribute to the significance of the
conservation area, then the plan needs to set out the measures by which that harm might be removed or reduced. If
at the end of the process it is concluded that the development would still be likely to harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Areas then this site should not be allocated unless there are clear
public benefits that outweight the harm as required by NPPF
, paragraph 133 or 134

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE comment development of the site is unlikely to to
result in harm to the designated heritage asset

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

CLB to advise
HE: No further comment The impact of development on theses sites upon the historic environment is uncertain.

The barn at school farm meets the criteria for non designated heritage assets, as defined in the recent planning
application.

Awaiting input from NYCC

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE comment development of the site is unlikely to to
result in harm to the designated heritage asset
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Site ID
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

S/057/013

S/058/001

Stokesley

Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of secure by design

Will the site incorporate the
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
=r
There is no link to the adopted road network

=g
NYCC Highways access from the existing highway is acceptable onto station road

Will off site work be required
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Highways to advise

=a
NYCC Comment:works will be required to imporve the existing major road and extend existing footway/ street
lighting to serve the site.
Will require additional facilities/service porvision as determined in a TA and or travel plan.
Improvements likely required to Station Road to imporve the visibility. Footway required on stateion road.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

S/058/002

20

S/058/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Great Ayton

Great Ayton

Address

Land East Of Langbaurgh Ridge Guisborough Road Great Ayton
North Yorkshire

Land North West Of Langbaurgh
Grange Great Ayton North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Presently grazing, previously chicken huts.

Agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

0.54

19.45

Total Dwellings

Approx 10 x two bedroom bungalows

450

NE comment the site is air quality sensitive"Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

NE comment:"Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of
> 20m3/day
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape"

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No

No

All Residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in
line with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a pavement along guisborugh road, which would enable connection to to the existing PROW
network, would invove crossing the main road.

There is a PROW to the north of the site, this is
across the B1292, there is no crossing. No footway
alongside the B1292. There is a PROW to the west of
the site, but no immediate connection from the site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

The site does not offer much potential to create new links to existing footpaths and cycle ways.
NYCC comments from a point within the site to relect the most convenient desire lines to the neares
service centre/village

NYCC Comment: To reflect desire l ines through the
site to the nearest service centre/village.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/058/002

S/058/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

The site is within a Brick and Clay Safeguarding Area

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?
Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

could have a potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the green infrastructure .

could have a potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the green infrastructure .

There site can be seen from Guisborough Road. The site would be prominent in views from the
settlement out into the countryside

The site would be prominent in views towards Great
Ayton from the B1292. There are significant views of
roseberry topping and Captain Cooks Monument
from this site.

The site has a poor relationship with the existing built form. It is separated from existing development The site would be visible from the B1292, The site
by Guisborough road.
has a poor relationship with the existing built form
in terms of its physical separation and the scale of
development.

Potential for road noise

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

At the southern boundary of the site

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

at the southern boundary of the site

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

There is a history of surface water flooding within
the western part of the site and the southern part
of the site and along the north eastern boundary

There is a history of surface water flooding and
parts of the site are within flood zone 2 and 3, there
are large areas with a history of surface water
flooding to the south of the site.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/058/002

S/058/003

Stokesley

Stokesley
EA to advise

NE Comment "Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

NE comment: "Concern if any process could cause
air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of
> 20m3/day
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comments: Langbaurgh Hall and its stable block are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss of this
currently‐open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to their
Sgnificance.
See comment (b)Before allocating this site for
development:‐
(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which this site makes to those
elements which contribute towards the significance of this Listed Building and what impact the loss of
this undeveloped site and its subsequent development might have them
(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm elements which contribute to the
significance of this building, then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that harm might be
removed or reduced.

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

(3) If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development would still be likely to harm
elements which contribute to the significance of this building, then this site should not be allocated
unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm (as is required by NPPF, Paragraph 133
or 134).
CO unlikely to impact non designated heritage assets, please refer to setting of listed buildings.

No information available

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

S/058/002

S/058/003

Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and
tenure.

Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and
tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet the councils policies for affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the councils
policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design

=g
Access from the existinging highway is acceptable onto the A173

=g
NYCC Comment Access from the exsisting highway is
acceptable onto Easby Lane

Will off site work be required
and what will the impact be
on viability?

=a
NYCC comments: This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable culmulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to serure funding for strategic infrastructure imporvements to be developed.
Improvements to footways likely

=a
NYCC comment, Minor works may be required to
extend the existing footway to serve the site

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Will the site incorporate the
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

22

S/058/005

S/058/006

Stokesley

Stokesley

Great Ayton

Great Ayton

Address

OS Field 2216 Easby Lane Great Ayton North Yorkshire

Land South West, South East And North
East Of Scotta House Farm and Land
South of Angrove Close Great Ayton North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

4.66

17.97

Total Dwellings

82

345

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Agriculture

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant
impact on landscape"

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

No

All Residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All Residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

There is a PROW adjoining the site to the North eastern boundary of the site. Connectin the site to witder PROW network and the
highstreet.

Existing PROW run along the south western boundary of the site
connecting with the wider footpath network.
NYCC the site is affected by a registered pROW which must be
kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route
has been provided and confirmed by order.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is a potential to provide new links to the PROW network.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband.

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

No

The site is Greenfield

There is a potential to provide new links to the PROW network.

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband

Greenfield
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/058/005

S/058/006

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is not within a safeguarding zone

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Development could have a potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the green infrastructure .

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site lies within a sand and gravel safeguarding area

could have a potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve
the green infrastructure .

The site is fairly low lying and is visible from the A173 on the approach to Great Ayton, the development of Angrove Close, opposite The site is faily low lying and reasonably level. It adjoins, and is
can be seen (inlcudes bungalows). The site would be prominent in view towards the settlment from Easby LaneThe site is open and visible from the A173, on the approach to Great Ayton, the
there are views across the site to Roseberry Topping. The site would be visible from Roseberry Topping and Captain Cooks Monument development of Angrove Close, opposite can be seen (inlcudes
bungalows) from the A173. The site would be prominent in view
towards the settlment from Easby Lane. The site is open and
there are views across the site to Roseberry Topping. The site
would be visible from Roseberry Topping and Captain Cooks
Monument.

The site adjoins the built form, development here would extend the settlement further to the south. The character in this area is open This large site adjoins the built form, development here would
countryside with views to the moors. Development at this location is a mixture of bungalows and two story detached properties.
extend the settlement further to the south/south west. The
character in this area is open countryside with views to the
moors. Development at this location is a mixture of bungalows
and dormer bungalows.

There is a recreation area to the north of the site.

The north western part of the site is adjacent to the A173, there
is a potential for road noise to cause nuisance to existing
residents.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Some parts of the site have a history of being suceptible to surface water flooding.

some parts of the site have a history of surface water flooding
particularly to the north east.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

There is a potential for development at this location to increase the risk or surface water flooding. Mitigation measures would need to There is a potential for development at this location to increase
be considered.
the risk or surface water flooding. Mitigation measures would
need to be considered.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/058/005
Stokesley
EA to advise

NE Comment : Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

Stokesley
EA to advise

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant
impact on landscape"

HE Comment: The development of this site seems unlikely to
result in harm to any designated heritage asset.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

S/058/006

HE comment: The impact of this site is uncertain. This site lies close to the boundary of the Great Ayton Conservation Area. The loss
of this currently‐open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which this site makes to the elements which
contribute towards the significance of the Conservation Area and what impact the loss of this undeveloped site and its subsequent
development might have upon them.

HE Comment: The development of this site seems unlikely to
result in harm to any designated heritage asset.

(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation
Area, then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that harm might be removed or reduced.
(3) If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development would still be likely to harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area, then this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the
harm (as is required by NPPF, Paragraph 133 or 134).

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

CO no issues identified

No information available

Awaiting input from third party

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Will the site incorporate the
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

S/058/005
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of secure by design

=g
NYCC highways have confimred that access fro the exisitn highway onto Easby Lane is acceptable

Will off site work be required = a
NYCC comment: any off site works to be determined by the traffic assessment.
and what will the impact be Will require additional public transport facilities/Service provision as determined in a traffic assessment or travel plan.
on viability?
Site promoter Comment: Extension of 30 MPH

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/058/006
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected
to meet policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put
forward for residential development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

=g
NYCC comment access from the existing highway is accptable
onto Easby Lane

=a
NYCC comment: Minor works may be required to extend the
existing footway to serve the site
Will require additional transport facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and or travel plan.
Pedestrian access to the A173 would be of benefit. Vehicle access
may be possible in combination with site S/058/015. A transport
assessment on both sites would determine this.

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

24

S/058/007

S/058/008

Stokesley

Stokesley

Great Ayton

Great Ayton

Allotment Gardens Great Ayton North
Yorkshire

Great Ayton Tennis Club Mill Terrace Great Ayton North Yorkshire TS9 6PF

Current Use

Allotments

Tennis club & overspill car parking area

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

7.47

0.58

Total Dwellings

40‐45

20

Address

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ NYCC Comment: Not on a protected site however in comments it is noted that "Concern if any process could cause air
if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"
impact on landscape"

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
There are significant number of trees alongside levenside which do not have a TPO. And one TPO within the site.

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

No

No

All Residential development should address energy efficiency All Residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national national standards.
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a PROW through the site. There is no existing footway The existing footway on levenside extends to the end of the Buck Inn. There is no existing Footway along the boundary
of the site to Levenside. The is some footway along Mill Terrace, but this is on the opposide side of the road to the site.
to the B1292. There are footways on either side of
Guisborough Road. There are footways to Skottowe Drive

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is a potential to imporve links.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

The site is currently Allotments, not considered previously
developed land under the NPPF

The site is occupied by Tennis Courts it does not constitute previouisly developed land.

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/058/007

S/058/008

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is identified as being within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area.

Identified within a sand and gravel safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is currently used for allotments.

could have a potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the green infrastructure .

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is prominent in views towards the settlement from the The site is prominent from the A173,
B1292. The site is prominent from Guisborough Road.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site adjoins development to the north of guisborough road The site is adjacent to a nature sensitive area along Levenside. Trees dominate the approach to Great Ayton at this
at Skotowwe Drive. Views of which can be seen from
location. Development at this location could impact on the approach to Great Ayton. In terms of builT form the site fits
Guisborough Road. The veiws of existing development to
within the built existing built form.
Skotowwe drive are limited to views of rooftops from the
B192. Development of the whole site would have an impact on
the form of the settlement. Within the settlment character
assessment the site has been identified as greenspace. In part
due to the current use of the site as allotments.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

not known at present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The enitre site is within floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

just lesss than hald of the site is within floodzone 3,

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

Small parts of the site have a history of surface water flooridn. The entire site has a history of surface water floodign
Along the boundary with the B1292, and to the North western
carher and alongside the western boundary of the site.

There is a potential for development at this location to
increase the risk or surface water flooding. Mitigation
measures would need to be considered.

The site is already at risk of flooding.
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/058/007

S/058/008

Stokesley

Stokesley

EA to advise

EA to advise

NE Comment: "Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant
impact on landscape"

NYCC Comment: "Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE comment the development of these areas could impact upon designated heritage assets in their vicinity but at this
stage its allocation seems unlikley to result in harm to the significance of those assets if the development accords with
the anticipated policies of the local plan. This site lies within the Great Ayton Conservation Area.
See comment (f)Comment (f) – Conservation Area – need to take account of

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

The Council has a statutory duty under the provisions of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act,
1990 to pay “special attention” to “the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance” of its
Conservation Areas.
If allocated, the Plan should make it clear that development proposals for this area would need to ensure that those
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area are not harmed.
The Reports/commentary Section needs to inform users of the Plan about the proximity of the Conservation Area and
include a requirement that any development proposals for this area preserve or enhance those elements which
contribute to its character and appearance .

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE comment: The impact of the development of these sites
upon the historic environment is uncertain. There is a Grade II
Listed Building at Langbaurgh Hall 120 metres to the south of
this area. The loss of this currently‐open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)Before allocating this site for development:‐

HE: No further comment to the above

(1) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution
which this site makes to those elements which contribute
towards the significance of this Listed Building and what
impact the loss of this undeveloped site and its subsequent
development might have them

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

(2) If it is considered that the development of this site would
harm elements which contribute to the significance of this
building, then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which

Await third party input

await third party input

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/058/007
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites
put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet the councils policies for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
NYCC Comment: access from the existing highway onto B1292
is acceptable.

Will off site work be required = a
NYCC comment: Minor works may be required to extend the
and what will the impact be exisitng footway to serve the site.
on viability?
Will require additional public transport facilities / service

S/058/008
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential development will be expected
to meet the councils policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of secure by design

=g
NYCC Comment: Access from the highway is acceptable onto Mill Terrace. This site can not be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be prodiced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure imporvements to be developed.
Access to levenside is not desireable for development due to highway safety.

=a
NYCC Comments: Public transport services and facilities. This site is not likely to generate significant travel demand.
New footways along Mill Terrace required.

provision as determined in a TA and or travel plan. It is likely
that a controlled crossing facility is required on the A173.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
Sustainability Objective

25

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

S/058/009

Address

Land On The South East Side Of Levenside Great Ayton North Yorkshire TS9 6PA

Current Use

Overspill car park

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Total Dwellings

5

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Stokesley
Great Ayton

0.10

NE Comment: The site is within 4000 of North York Moors National park.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

There are signigicant trees along levenside. None with TPO's

No

All Residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

The existing footway on levenside extends to the end of the Buck Inn. There is no existing Footway along the boundary of the site to Levenside. There is no footway
adjacent to the site alongside West Terrace.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is potential to improve the footways along west terrace

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Great Ayton has superfast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

The site is currently an overspill car park.

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/058/009
Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

This site is within a sand and gravel safguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

could have a potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the green infrastructure .

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is prominent from the A173.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site is adjacent to a nature sensitive area along Levenside. Trees dominate the approach to Great Ayton at this location. Development at this location could impact on
the approach to Great Ayton. In terms of built form the site fits within the built existing built form.

There is a potential for noise from the existing public house.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The whole site is within floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

part of the site is within floodzone 3.

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The whole site has a history of surface water flooding

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

The site is already at risk of flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/058/009
Stokesley
The EA would need to advise on Mitigation should the sequential test reveal there are no other sequentially preferable sites wihtin Great Ayton

NE comment The site is within the NE Buffer for the North York Moors "Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on landscape"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE comment the development of these areas could impact upon designated heritage assets in their vicinity but at this stage its allocation seems unlikley to result in harm
to the significance of those assets if the development accords with the anticipated policies of the local plan. This site lies within the Great Ayton Conservation Area.
See comment (f)Comment (f) – Conservation Area – need to take account of
The Council has a statutory duty under the provisions of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act, 1990 to pay “special attention” to “the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or appearance” of its Conservation Areas.
If allocated, the Plan should make it clear that development proposals for this area would need to ensure that those elements which contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area are not harmed.
The Reports/commentary Section needs to inform users of the Plan about the proximity of the Conservation Area and include a requirement that any development
proposals for this area preserve or enhance those elements which contribute to its character and appearance .

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

Development here could impact on the designated herritage assets in their vicinity but, at this stage, its allocation sems unlikely to result in harm to the significance of
those assets if the development accords with the anticipated local Plan policies for the historic environment.

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at this stage

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/058/009
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet the councils policies for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the principles of secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=a
Access from the highway is acceptable onto Mill Terrace. This site can not be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced.

Will off site work be required = a
NYCC to provide specific comments.
and what will the impact be Likely to require footway improvements to west terrace.
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
26

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

27

28

29

S/058/010

S/058/011

S/058/012

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/058/013
Stokesley

Great Ayton

Great Ayton

Great Ayton

Great Ayton

OS Fields 0054, 0066,
1255, 1772 and 2553
Yarm Lane Great Ayton
North Yorkshire

Mill Farm and OS Field 4116
Great Ayton North Yorkshire

OS Fields 2231 and 3541 Yarm Lane
Great Ayton North Yorkshire

OS Field 5800 Skottowe Crescent
Great Ayton North Yorkshire

Current Use

Grass and arable land

Grassland

Grass and arable land

agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

11.07

6.06

2.73

5.55

Total Dwellings

250

150

60

138

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

North York Moors, 4000m buffer
applied by NE.

NE Comment within 4000 of North York
Moors

NE comment within 4000 of North York Moors

NE Comment: The site is within 4000m of North York
Moors

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity information not
of assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

There are a number of TPOs to boundary of
the south western corner of the site.

There are no TPO on site however there are substantial trees
on site to the Southern boundary and through the site.

No

No

No

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All Residential development should address energy efficiency All Residential development should address energy
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
national standards.
with relevant national standards.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

No

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is an existing PROW along side There is a limited PROW network around the
the eastern boundary of the site which site. There is a small section of footway from
the entrance of mill farm to East Brook
links to the wider footpath network.
There existing footway does not
extend along the sites southern
boundary beyond the existing housing
to the soth eastern boundary of the
site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is potential to increase the
connections along the public footway
along yarm road

There may be potential to imporve footways There may be potential to improve links to to existing
network. NYCC to comment: carriage would need widening
along the A173. NYCC to advise
to provide footways to meet the existing network.

There is potential to provide new links to the
footpaths and cycle routes

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Great Ayton is served by superfast
broadband

Great Ayton is served by superfast
broadband

great ayton has access to superfast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

The site is greenfield

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

There is a PROW to the northern boundary of the site and
immeidately to the north of the site which connects the site
to the wider PROW network. There is not footway to Yarm
lane adjacent to the site. There is a small section of footway
on the opposite side of Yarm Lane but this only serves the
immediate residential development and does not extend
along yarm lane to the wider network of footways leading to
Yarm Centre.

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband

There is an existing PROW to the Western boundary
of the site and to the sothern boundary of the site
connecting the site with the wider PROW network.
There are footways to Skottowe Crescent and to
Church Drive
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/058/010

S/058/011

S/058/012

S/058/013

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The area is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

Within a sand and gravel safeguarding area

The site is within a sand and gravel safeguarding
area

could have a potential negative impact could have a potential negative impact
but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and
landscaping to improve the green
infrastructure .

There is a potential for a negative impact. However the
development of the site may provide opportunity to
improve aspects of the green infrastructure network

There is a potential for a negative impact. However
the development of the site may provide
opportunity to improve aspects of the green
infrastructure network

The site is visible from Yarm Road.
There is significant area of trees to
yarm lane at the westen edge of the
site which limits views into the site
and limits views towards the
settlment.

The site is prominent in views towards the
settlement from the A173. The site itself is
dominated by its tree lined boundaries to the
South and West. A significant feature of the
setting of Great Ayton

The site can be seen from Yarm Lane. Trees dominate the
entrance to Great Ayton at this location and therefore there
are only limited views into the heart of great ayton. As you
near the settlment you get glimpses of the historic
development at the end of Low Green marking the arrival to
the settlement of Great Ayton..

the site will be prominent in views towards the
settlement from the existing PROW network. Views
from the existing road network approaching the
settlement are limited due to the lie of the land and
the existing landscape. The site would be prominent
from surrounding hillside.

The site does not relate well to the
existing built form. There are
Stripfields at this location,
development would have an impact on
the landscape character of the
settlment.

The site does not relate well to the existing
built form. The majoirty of development is
on the eastern side of the A173.The site itself
is dominated by its tree lined boundaries to
the South and West, which form a significant
feature of the setting of Great Ayton
Development could have a detrimental
impact on the character and appearance of
the setting and approach to Great Ayton.

The site does not relate well to the existing built form of the
settlment. Trees dominate the views into the settlement
from this location. There is limited development at the end
of Low Green which marks the entrance to great ayton,
further development at this location could have a
detrimental impact on the character and form of the
settlement.

The proposed site adjoins the existing built form,
however development of the whole site would not
relate well to the existing form of the settlement.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to provide
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

the south eastern corner of the site is
in floodzone 2

Majority of the site is within floodZone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

The south eastern corner of the site is
in floodzone 3

More than half the site is within floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

There are significant areas of land that The north/eastern part of the sit has a hisory The majority of the site has a history of surface water
have a history of surface water
of surface water flooding
flooding
flooding. To the north and western
boundaries of the site and to the
south eastern corner of the site.

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

The site is at risk of flooding. There is a
potential for development of the site
to increase the risk of flooding at this
location.

There is a potential for development at this Most of the site has a history of flooding, there may be
location to increase the risk of surface water limited potential for the site to provide solutions which
flooding, this would be subject to design and would reduce the risk of flooding at this location
mitigation measures put in place

The north of the site and numerous smaller areas
within the site have a history of surface water
flooding

The site is at risk from surface water flooding, there
is therefore potential for development of the site to
increase the risk of flooding at this location. The site
is fairly large and there may be potential to mitgate
against the risk of flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/058/010
Stokesley
EA to advise

S/058/011

S/058/012

Stokesley
Stokesley
There is a potential for development at this EA to advise whether there is scope to mitigate the risk of
location to increase the risk of surface water flooding at this location.
flooding, this would be subject to design and
mitigation measures put in place

NE site is wihtin NE buffer of North
Wihtin 4000m of North York Moors
York Moors National Park "Concern if
any process could cause air pollution/
if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact
on landscape"

The site is within 2 KM of the North York Moors National
Park.
NE Comment:"Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape"

S/058/013
Stokesley
EA to advise

NE comment, within 2KM of the north york moors
national park"Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

The site is adjoins the Great Ayton
Conservation Area.

The site adjoins the boundary of Great Ayton Conservation
Area

The site adjoins the great ayton conservation area.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of the HE Comment: The development of this site
Great Ayton Conservation Area. The
seems unlikely to result in harm to any
loss of this currently‐open area and its designated heritage asset
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its
significance.
See HE comment (d)

HE Comment: This site adjoins the boundary of the Great
Ayton Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open area
and its subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)

This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Ayton
Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open
area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE acknowledge that the site is within HE Comment: the development of this site
the buffer zone for listed buildings but seems unlikely to result in harm to any
make no further comment.The impact designated heritage asset.
of deevelopment of these istes on the
hisoric environment is uncertain.

HE Comment; 10 Yarm Lane opposite this site is a Grade II
Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

There are a number of Listed Buildings to the south
of this area including the Grade I Listed Church of All
Saints and the Grade II* Ayton Hall. The loss of this
currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute
to its significance.
See comment (a)

not known at present

Not known at present

not known at present

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

awaiting third party information

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/058/010
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
principles of secure by
policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= Green
NYCC comment access from the
existing highway is acceptable onto
Yarm Lane

Will off site work be required = a
NYCC Comment: Will require
and what will the impact be additional public transport
on viability?
facilities/service provision as

S/058/011
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

Highways to advise.

Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

S/058/013
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and
tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites
The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential put forward for residential development will be expected to
development will be expected to meet the
meet the councils policies for affordable housing
councils policies for affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings.
All sites put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet the councils policies for
affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering the standards considering the principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design

=a
Access can only be gained through 015. No
direct link to the adopted highway.

=g
NYCC comment access from the existing highway is
acceptable onto Yarm Lane

=g
Nycc comment access from the existing highway is
acceptable onto Skottowe Crescent

Await reponse from highways

=a
NYCC Comment Minor works may be required to extend the
existing footway to serve the site.
Frontage onto Yarm Lane would involve the widening the
carriageway and providing footways to meet the existing
network
Will require additional public transport facilities/service
provision as determined in a TA and ortravel plan

=a
Nycc comment: Minor works may be required to
extend the existing footway to serve the site.
Will require additional public transport
facilities/service provision as determined in a ta and
or travel plan

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

determined in a traffic assessment and
or travel plan.
Road frontage onto Yarm Lane would
involve widening the carriageway and
providing footways to connect the
existing network

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

S/058/012
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
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S/058/015

S/073/001

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Great Ayton

Great Ayton

Hutton Rudby

Hutton Rudby

Address

Mill Farm and OS Field 4116
Great Ayton North Yorkshire

Current Use

resedential

Agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Total Dwellings

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

33

S/058/014

The Grange Coach House Yarm Lane
Great Ayton North Yorkshire TS9
6PY

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

32

S/073/002

Land to east of Firtree
House and west of
OS Field 4346 and 5471
Paddocks End Garbutts
Garbutts Lane Hutton
Lane Hutton Rudby North Rudby North Yorkshire
Yorkshire
Agricultural Land (Arable)

Agriculture

Housing

Housing

Housing

2.69

6.59

2.61

8.11

50

70‐100

5+

145

NE comment:The site is within 5000 meters of the North NE Comment within 4000 of North York Moors NE Comment Wihtin 7000 of the North The site is within the buffer zone for
York Moors
York Moors
the Leven Valley Woodlands.
NE Comment 7000 from North York
Moors

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

Whilst there are no TPO or group of TPO there are
significant groups of trees and trees bounding this site.

There are a number of TPOs to boundary of the
south western corner of the site.

No

No

All Residential development should address energy
All Residential development should address
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with energy efficiency and sustainable building
relevant national standards.
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

There is a limited PROW network around the
site. There is a small section of footway from
the entrance of mill farm to East Brook

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is an existing PROW to the southern boundary of
the site connecting the site with the wider PROW
network. There are no footways to yarm lane at this
location

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is limited potential to create new links due to the There may be potential to imporve footways
along the A173. NYCC to advise
size and location of the site.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Great Ayton has access to superfast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

There is a property within the site. This is is considered
to occupy less than 25% of the site.

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

There are no TPO's on or adjacent to
the development there are significant
trees bounding the site to the north
and the east
No

No

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

There is a PROW to the southern
boundary of the site connecting the
site with the wider PROW network.
There is a local route running along
Garbutts Lane, bounding the site to
the north

There is a PROW through the site
connecting to the wider PROW
network . This would either need to be
incorporated or appropriate diversion

There is a potential to create new links There would be potential for new
routes

Great ayton has access to superfast broadband This side of Hutton Rudby has access
to superfast broadband

This part of Hutton Rudby has access
to superfast broadband
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/058/014

S/058/015

S/073/001

S/073/002

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

the site is within a sand and gravel safeguarding area

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

There is a potential for a negative impact.

Could have a potential negative impact.

There is a potential for a negative
impact. However the development of
the site may provide opportunity to
improve aspects of the green
infrastructure network

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site can be seen from Yarm Lane. Trees dominate
the entrance to Great Ayton at this location and
therefore there no signigicant views into the settlment
of great ayton at this location. As you near the settlment
you get glimpses of the historic development at the end
of Low Green marking the arrival to the settlement of
Great Ayton.

The site is prominent in views towards the
settlement from the A173. The site itself is
dominated by its tree lined boundaries to the
South and West. A significant feature of the

The site would be prominent in views The site would be prominent in views
towards the settlment from Garbutts towards the settlement from the
Lane, at present there are views of the existing PROW
recent development and the cricket
club from Garbutts.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site does not relate wll to the existing built form. It
does not adjoin the existing settlement. Development at
this location is likely to have an advserse impact on the
character and form of the settlement at Great Ayton

The site does not relate well to the existing
built form. The majoirty of development is on
the eastern side of the A173.The site itself is
dominated by its tree lined boundaries to the
South and West, which form a significant
feature of the setting of Great Ayton
Development could have a detrimental impact
on the character and appearance of the setting
and approach to Great Ayton.

The site adjoins the exisitng built form
but would form a significant extension
to the west of Hutton Rudby along
Garbutts lane which wouldhave an
impact on the overall pattern of
development within Hutton Rudby

Development of the whole site would
have an impact on the existing built
form of the settlement. The site
majority of the site is not visible from
the main roads through the
settlement.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

The north western part of the site has a history of
surface water flooding

The north/eastern part of the sit has a history
of surface water flooding

A small part of the site to the southern parts of the southern and eastern
boundary has a history of flooding.
boundry edges of the site have a
history of flooding.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

the site has a history of flooding, development here has There is a potential for development at this
the potential to increase the risk of flooding
location to increase the risk of surface water
flooding, this would be subject to design and
mitigation measures put in place

There is potential for the development
to increase the risk of flooding at this
location
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/058/014
Stokesley
EA to advise.

S/058/015
Stokesley
There is a potential for development at this
location to increase the risk of surface water
flooding, this would be subject to design and
mitigation measures put in place

S/073/001

S/073/002

Stokesley

Stokesley

EA to advise

EA to advise

NE Comment: "Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input
Close prox to LWS"

NE Comment: Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input

Wihtin 4000m of North York Moors

NE Comment "Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input
"

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE comment: The development of this site seems
unlikely to result in harm to any designated heritage
asset

HE Comment: The development of this site
seems unlikely to result in harm to any
designated heritage asset

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of
site is unlikely to result in harm to any these sites seems unlikely to result in
designated heritage asset.
harm to any designated heritage asset.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE comment: The development of this site seems
unlikely to result in harm to any designated heritage
asset

HE Comment: The development of this site
seems unlikely to result in harm to any
designated heritage asset

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of
site is unlikely to result in harm to any these sites seems unlikely to result in
harm to any designated heritage asset.
designated heritage asset.

not known at this stage

await input from other organisation

awaiting third party information

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Awaiting input from third party

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

The development of these sites seems
unlikely to result in harm to any
designated heritage asset.
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Site ID
S/058/014
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All
sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies for affordable
housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
To reduce principles of secure by
design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
NYCC Comment: Access from the existing highway is
acceptable onto Yarm Lane.

Will off site work be required = a
Nycc comment: Works will be required to imporve the
and what will the impact be existing major road and extend the existing
on viability?
footway/street lighting to serve the site

S/058/015
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

S/073/001

S/073/002

Stokesley

Stokesley

All sites put forward for residential
All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected
good design standards considering the
to adopt good design standards
principles of secure by design
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

=a
Access can be achieved but visibility must be
considered.

=g
Yes onto Garbutts Lane
Accessibility links are poor, footpath
links would need to be addressed

=g
Access achievable
Highways to adviseExisting access road
would need widening, but this looks to
be achieveble. Footpath links woill be
required. There is no secondary access
available, this would be required for a
site of this suggested size. There is also
a PROW through the roposed site.

Await response from Highways

=a
Accessibility links are poor, footpath
links would need to be addressed

= a Existing access road would need
widening, but this looks to be
achieveble. Footpath links woill be
required. There is no secondary access
available, this would be required for a
site of this suggested size. There is also
a PROW through the roposed site.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Will require additional transport facilities/services
provision as determined in a TA or Travel Plan
Frontage onto Yarm Lane would involve widening the
carriageway and providing footways to meet the existing
network.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address
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S/073/003

S/073/005

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/073/006
Stokesley

Hutton Rudby

Hutton Rudby

Hutton Rudby

Land To East Of Highfield
12, Land and Buildings Rear OS Field 2292 Langbaurgh Road and OS Fields 2800 and 2913
of Enterpen Farm 20 & OS Part OS Fields 0900 and 0280 Garbutts Garbutts Lane Hutton
Field 0005 Enterpen Hutton
Lane Hutton Rudby North Yorkshire
Rudby North Yorkshire
Rudby North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Grazing

Grazing

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

2.52

1.02

0.88

Total Dwellings

40

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE comment: near Sexhow Meadows SINC
The site is witin 7000 of the north york
Moors SSSI

Illustrative drawing SK01 shows 20
Illustrative drawing SK02 shows 20 units. There is potential
units. There is potential for the site to
for the site to be increased in size. SK02 is put forward for
be increased in size. SK01 is put forward
discussion purposes.
for discussion purposes.
NE comment: wihtin 7000 m of north york moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity information not Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

NE Comment the site is within 7000m
of North York Moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

There are TPOs on the edge of the site to
the north western corner and south
western boundary of the site.

No

No

No

All Residential development should address All Residential development should address energy
energy efficiency and sustainable building efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
practices in line with relevant national
relevant national standards.
standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a PROW to the North east of the
site.

The site is not connected to any existing PROW. There are
existing footways to Langbaurgh Rd

A PROW runs to the north of the site.
Connecting the site to the wider
footpath network

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is potential to create new links but
this is likely to require land beyond the
boundaries of the site.

The site alone would not offer much potential to create
new links.

There is scope to create new links.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

This part of Hutton Rudby has access to
superfast broadband

This part of hutton rudby has access to superfast
broadband.

This part of hutton rudby has access to
superfast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

There are some argicultural buildings which
occupy a small part of this site.

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/073/003

S/073/005

S/073/006

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

part Grade 3 part grade 3a

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

There is a potential for a negative impact.
However the development of the site may
provide opportunity to improve aspects of
the green infrastructure network

There is a potential for a negative
impact. However the development of
the site may provide opportunity to
improve aspects of the green
infrastructure network

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Parts of the site are visible from Enterpen
The site would be visible from Garbutts lane
Particularly by flagpole field. Views from
Sexhow lane are restricted. There are
limited views across the site toward Hutton
Rudby from Goulton Lane.

Views into the site are limited by the
recent development at Garbutts Lane.

This area of Enterpen is characterised by
the linear development. There is a rare
view over to the cleveland hills from the
flag pole field. The call for sites form
indicates that the flag pole field is to be
retained as a green area. Development of
the site further south would not relate well
to the existing form and character of the
settlement at this location.

The site adjoins the existing built form, but residents
secured planning permission to extend residential gardens,
meaning site would be disconnected from built form and
leaving only narrow strip for development. Site does not
provide a neat rounding off of the village at this location
and would have an impact on settlement form.
Development and Langbaurgh road is characterised by large
detached properties. The site is not prominent in significant
views towards the settlement.

The site adjoins the existing built form
to the north and to the east. The sites
does not sit respond well to the
existing field pattern at this location.
Development could impact on the use
and character of the area from the
PROW.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
to provide sufficient facilities for
known at present.
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The site is susceptible to flooding where it
joins Enterpen.

the northern boundary of the site and
a small part of the site are susceptible
to surface water flooding

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/073/003

S/073/005

S/073/006

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

EA to advise

NE Comment; "Concern if general
NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes
combustion processes >50MW energy input >50MW energy input
Close prox to LWS

NE Comment: Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Part within

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE Comment: The development of this site seems unlikely
HE Comment: This site adjoins and at its
northern end lies within the Hutton Rudby to result in harm to any designated heritage asset.
Conservation Area. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

HE Comment: The development of this
site seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated heritage asset.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE comment: Development of this site
could affect the setting of Linden Grange a
Grade II Listed Building.
See Comments (b)

The development of this site seems unlikely to result in
harm to any designated heritage asset.

HE Comment: The development of this
site seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated heritage asset.

not known at this stage

not known at this stage

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

CLB to advise

not known at this stage

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Site ID
S/073/003
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
principles of secure by
policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be expected to
meet the councils policies for affordable
housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
To reduce principles of secure by
the principles of secure by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

S/073/005
Stokesley

S/073/006
Stokesley

All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All
sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies for affordable
housing

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected
standards considering the principles of secure by design
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

highways to advise

=a
A low yield could be considered‐ 20‐30 possible. The
concern is that this would be an extension to a culd de sac
with no additional secondary/emergency access possible.

=a
Would need access through 12 and
001

Will off site work be required highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

= Highways to advise
A low yield could be considered‐ 20‐30 possible. The
concern is that this would be an extension to a culd de sac
with no additional secondary/emergency access possible.

= a see response to 001 requiring
footpath links to be adressed.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

39

S/073/009

S/073/010

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Hutton Rudby

Hutton Rudby

Hutton Rudby

OS Field 4548 Belbrough Close Hutton Rudby
North Yorkshire

OS Fields 0005, 0560, 1275,
2559, 8983 and Land And
Buildings Rear Of Enterpen
Farm 20 Enterpen Hutton
Rudby North Yorkshire

OS Field 4548 Belbrough Close Hutton
Rudby North Yorkshire

Address

38

S/073/011

Current Use

Agricultural

Aricultural / Commercial

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

1.72

5.02

39.24

Total Dwellings

47

120

HDC Estimate 1200

NE Comment within 7000 m of the North York Moors SSSI

NE Comment: Within 7000m of North York Moors SSSI

NE Comment: within 5000m of North York
Moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No TPOS, but there are some trees along the eastern boundary.

No TPOS, but there are some trees along the eastern boundary and a few There are no TPO's within the site there are
howeve some TPO's at the north western
trees along the boundary with Belbrough Lane
corner of the site. There is also significant
trees/woodland between Sexhow Lane and
the site boundary (east)

No

No

No

All Residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All Residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

The site does not connect to any PROW. There are no footways
alongside the sites boundaries.There is a footway on Belbrough
Lane but this ends at the junction with station Lane. There is a
footway along station lane. This is on the opposite side of the road
to the site.

The site does not connect to any PROW. There are no footways alongside
the sites boundaries.There is a footway on Belbrough Lane but this ends
at the junction with station Lane. There is a footway along station lane.
This is on the opposite side of the road to the site.

There is a PROW along the full extent of the
eastern boundary. There is a footway alon
Enterpen on the opposite site of the road to
the site

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There may be scope to extent the footway to meet the site

The site does not connect to any PROW. There are no footways alongside there is a potenial to create new links
the sites boundaries.There is a footway on Belbrough Lane but this ends
at the junction with station Lane. There is a footway along station lane.
This is on the opposite side of the road to the site.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Access to superfast broadband appears to end at station lane,
coverage across the site is expected to be in phase 2 (Expected by
end June 2017)

Access to superfast broadband appears to end at station lane, coverage
across the site is expected to be in phase 2 (Expected by end June 2017)

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

There is access to superfast broadband, NY
NET indicates coverage to the northern and
eastern parts of the site, with coverage of the
/ western parts of the site expected by the
end of June 2017

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/073/009

S/073/010

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/073/011
Stokesley
A small part of the site is within 3b (North),
the majority of the site is within 3a

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is within the Sand and Gravel
Safeguarding Area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

There is a potential for a negative impact
particularly given the scale of the site.
However the development of the site may
provide opportunity to improve aspects of
the green infrastructure network

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is prominent in views towards the settlment. Views of
existing development from Belbrough Lane are limited by the
existing tree coverage. This site by contrast is open. There are views
across the site to open countryside and the Cleveland Hills beyond.
There are views of the site from Black Horse Lane. The site would
also be prominent in views towards the settlement from parts os
station Lane, due to the open nature of this site.

The site is prominent in views towards the settlment. Views of existing
development from Belbrough Lane are limited by the existing tree
coverage. This site by contrast is open. There are views across the site to
open countryside and the Cleveland Hills beyond. There are views of the
site from Black Horse Lane. The site would also be prominent in views
towards the settlement from parts os station Lane, due to the open
nature of this site.

Parts of the site are visible from Enterpen
Particularly by flagpole field. Views from
Sexhow lane are restricted due to the extent
of tree coverage. There are views into the site
from Station lane. The views of the existing
settlment are limted from locations along
station lane due to the existing tree coverage.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The entrance to Hutton Rudby from Belbrough Lane and Station
Lane is characterised by tree coverage. The site presents open views
from Hutton Rudby to the Cleveland Hills. Development at
Belbrough Lane consists of large properties set back from the Road
Frontage. Development at Linden Close is smaller detached
properties set back from Station Lane, with tree coverage limiiting
views into the development from Belbrough Lane and Station
Lane.Development at this location would impact on the character of
the settlment at this location. Development of the site would have
an impact on the form of development at this location.

The entrance to Hutton Rudby from Belbrough Lane and Station Lane is
characterised by tree coverage. The site presents open views from
Hutton Rudby to the Cleveland Hills. Development at Belbrough Lane
consists of large properties set back from the Road Frontage.
Development at Linden Close is smaller detached properties set back
from Station Lane, with tree coverage limiiting views into the existing
development from Belbrough Lane and Station Lane.Development at this
location would impact on the character of the settlment at this location.
Development of the site at this scale would have an impact on the form
of development at this location.

This area of Enterpen is characterised by the
linear development. There is a rare view over
to the cleveland hills from the flag pole field.
Development of the site further south would
not relate well to the existing form and
character of the settlement at this location.
The scale of the development does not reflect
the present built form of the settlment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

Parts of the site are susceptible to flooding.

There is potential that development could
increase the risk of flooding dependent on the
design
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/073/009

S/073/010

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/073/011
Stokesley
EA to advise on scope for mitigation

NE Comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input

NE Comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE Comments "Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input
Close prox to LWS"

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

The development of this site is seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated heritage asset.

The development of this site is seems unlikely to result in harm to any
designated heritage asset.

This site lies close to the boundary of the
Hutton Rudby Conservation Area. The loss of
this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

The development of this site is seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated heritage asset.

The development of this site is seems unlikely to result in harm to any
designated heritage asset.

Development of this site could affect the
setting of Linden Grange a Grade II Listed
Building.
See Comments (b)

This is a sensitive landscape where development is likely to affect
the setting of Drumrauck Hall and wider views of the countryside.

The site is likely to have an impac ton the setting of Drumrauck Hall.
Given the openness of the site at this location.
CLB to advise on impact of setting on Drumrauck Hall NDHA

CO this site is likely to have an impact on the
setting of a non designated park and garden

Await input from third party

await additional input

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/073/009
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put
forward for residential development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
Access achievable

Will off site work be required = a
As site 010 Access onto Belborough Lane is possible, footpath links
and what will the impact be would need to be addressed.Station lane could also be possible but
on viability?
footpath provision would also need to be addressed here.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/073/010
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

S/073/011
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites put forward The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
for residential development will be expected to meet the councils
policies for affordable housing
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

=g
Access achievable

Highways to advise

= a ‐ Access onto Belborough Lane is possible, footpath links would need Highways to advise
to be addressed.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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40

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

41

43

S/073/012

S/082/001

S/082/002

S/082/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Hutton Rudby

Kirkby

Kirkby

Kirkby

Land To The South Of Hill View Hill
Road Kirkby In Cleveland North
Yorkshire

OS Field 5769 Busby Lane Kirkby In
Cleveland North Yorkshire

OS Fields 1800, 2800 &
Land South And East Of
2913 Garbutts Lane and
Bridge House Station
OS Fields 2292 & 3700
Road Stokesley North
Langbaurgh Road Hutton
Yorkshire
Rudby North Yorkshire
Equestrian / Paddocks/ Grazing

Current Use

Agriculture ‐ pasture

AGRICULTURE

Housing

Mixed

Housing

Housing

7.38

6.43

0.26

5.39

180 (based on 75% net developable
area)

5 ‐ 10 / industrial units

Minimum of 5 dwellings

to be decided

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Total Dwellings

42

NE Comment: no issues

NE Comment: the site is within 4000 m NE comment the site is within 2000m of North York Moors Within 2000 m of north york moors sssi
of North York Moors SSSI
SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time
of assessment. Further information to follow.

No

No

No

No

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All Residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

A PROW runs to the north of the site.
Connecting the site to the wider
footpath network

There are no PROW to the site, the footway does not
There is a pROW through the site
extend to the site. Hill Road is however a quiet single
which connects to the wider PROW
network. This should be maintained or track road which is used by people walking
diverted

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is scope to create new links.

given the scale and location of this site there are liited
opportunities to create potential new links

There is a limited potetnial to create new links

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

This part of hutton rudby has access to This area has access to superfast
superfast broadband
broadband

this area has access to highspeed broadband

there is access to superfast broadband in this location

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

There is an existing PROW along the south and eastern
boundary of the site connecting with the wider PROW
network. There is no footway on Busby lane

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/073/012

S/082/001

S/082/002

S/082/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

This site is safguarded for brick and clay

The site is within a Brick and Clay safeguarding area

There is a potential for a negative impact
. However the development of the site may provide a
limited opportunity to improve aspects of the green
infrastructure network

There is a potential for a negative impact
. However the development of the site may provide a limited
opportunity to improve aspects of the green infrastructure
network

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

There is a potential for a negative
impact
. However the development of the site
may provide opportunity to improve
aspects of the green infrastructure
network

There is a potential for a negative
impact
. However the development of the site
may provide opportunity to improve
aspects of the green infrastructure
network

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site will be prominent in veiws
towards the settlment from Garbutts
lane. There are views towards the
settlement from Champion Lane

The site is visiblefrom views into the settlement from Hill
The site is not prominent in views
Road, the site is not as visible the further down hill road
towards the settlement from the
southern approach along station road. you are.
This is due to the height of the existing
hedge and the development further
south along station road.
Consideration would need to be given
to the height of development which
could impact on the sites prominance.

The proposed site adjoins the existing
setllement at its southern and eastern
boundaries, and part of the northern
boundary adjoins the new
development off garbutts lane.
Development of the whole site at this
scale would have an impact on the
existing form of the settlement. The
site is prominent in views towards the
settlment. Consideration ought to be
given to the existing field patterns at
this location.

There is existing employment
development on the opposite site of
Station Road. On the western side of
station road there is limited ribon
develeopment. The site will have an
impact on the form of development at
this location. There is tree cover and
high hedges along station road which
soften the impact of the existing
employment development.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are are not known at present.
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The northern boundary and north
western part of the site is within
floodzone 2. The proposed use is a less
vulnerable use and can be considered
on floodxone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

The northern boundary and the north
western part of the site are within
floodzone 3. It is unknown what is
within 3b or 3a at this stage. The
proposed use is a less vulnerable use
and coud be considered within
Floodzone 3a
there are small areas prone to surface The northern boundary of the site and
water flooding to the northern
parts within the site bothe to the west
boundary and a small part to the south and east are prone to surface water
western boundary.
flooding

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The settlement is characterised by linear development along
Development of this site would lead to an extension of
the linear development along hill road and could have an Busby Lane and Kirkby Lane. This site does not relate well to
impact on the existing form and character of development the form of the settlement in scale or location.
at this location

the existing employment uses would
cause limited nuisance to new
employment uses. However should
the site be considered for residential
development the existing
development could have an impact on
new residents, and new residents
could have an impact on the operation
of the existing business park. This has
been scored on the basis that the site
is considered for employment use not
residential use

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

There are limited views into the existing settlmennt from
Busby Lane due to the existing hedgerow and tree cover. The
site would be prominent in views towards the settlment from
Busby Lane

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

parts of the site are prone to surface water flooding along the
eastern boundary, the boundary to the southon the eastern
side and to the west of the site.

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/073/012

S/082/001

S/082/002

S/082/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

EA to advise.

EA to advise

NE Comment: no issues

NE comment: Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE Comment "Concern if could cause air pollution/
combustion processes >20MW input/ nonresidential
development >1ha outside existing settlement/ > 49
residential units/ infrastructure >1000m┬▓
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All dev. with sig. impact on
landscape"
HDC comment the site is 0.26 hectares and unable to
accommodate up to 49 dwellings as indicated would be a
concern.
Await HE Comments

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

NE Comment :"Concern if could cause air pollution/ general
combustion processes >20MW input/ non‐residential
development outside existing settlement > 1ha/ if > 49
residential units.
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant
impact on landscape"
The site at this size is capable of accomodating more than 49
residential units if the whole site was developed at an
average density of 25 dph

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of this The development of this site seems unlikely to result int
site seems unlikely to result in harm to site seems unlikely to result in harm to harm to any designated heritage asset.
any designated heritage asset.
any designated heritage asset.

This site lies close to the edge of the Kirby Conservation Area.
The loss of this open area and its subsequent development
could harm elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of this The development of this site seems unlikely to result int
site seems unlikely to result in harm to site seems unlikely to result in harm to harm to any designated heritage asset.
any designated heritage asset.
any designated heritage asset.

Dromonby Hall is a Grade I Listed Building. There are in
addition a number of Grade II Listed Buildings associated with
the Hall. The loss of this currently open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to their significance.
See Comment (a)

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

CLB to advise, unlikley to have an
imppact on Linden Park. Drumrauck
Park is close to the site.

not known at this stage

awaiting third party input

awaiting third party information

not known at this stage

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of this
site seems unlikely to result in harm to site seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated heritage asset.
any designated heritage asset.
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/073/012
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
principles of secure by
policies on size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

S/082/001
Stokesley

S/082/002

S/082/003

Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All
sites put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies for affordable
housing

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites
put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet the councils policies for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

highways to advise.

highways to advise

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
Access achievable. Access through
S/073/001 required. Access through
005 could be used as an emergency
access.

=g
NYCC Comments: Access from the
existing highway is acceptable onto
Station Road.

Site is located of single lane ‐ hill road.

highways to advise
=a
NYCC comments; Minor works may be
required to extend the existing
footway to serve the site.
required. Access through 005 could be The site will require additional
used as an emergency access.
transport facilities and service
provision as determined in a TA and
Travel Plan
Works to the junction of Station Road
and B1257 likely to be required.

highways to advise

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Will off site work be required = a
See comments no site s073/001 poor
and what will the impact be footpath links which would require
on viability?
addressing. Access through S/073/001

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
44

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

45

S/082/005

S/106/001

S/106/002

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Kirkby

Kirkby

Newby

Newby

Land Adjacent The Bungalow
The Meadows Kirkby
Village Farm Sneck Gate
Busby Lane Kirkby In Cleveland Lane Kirkby In Cleveland Lane Newby North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire TS9 7AW
North Yorkshire TS9 7AQ
TS8 0AD

agriculture

None

Housing

Housing

4.74

0.53

0.59

10

7

Agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

0.32

Bromley Hill Farm
Bromley Lane Newby
North Yorkshire

Poultry Farm

To grass

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

47

S/082/004

Current Use

Total Dwellings

46

Although potential for a number of houses ‐ a private
development for one detached bungalow is
envisaged

NE comment: within 3000 of North York Moors SSSI NE Comment; within 3000 miles of the NE note the following SSSI Tees and
North York Moors SSSI
Hartlepool Foreshore and Wetlands and
North york Moors SSSI

NE Comment: Tees and Hartlepool
foreshore and wetlands

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No

No

No

No

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

All Residential development should address energy All Residential development should
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line address energy efficiency and
with relevant national standards.
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is an existing PROW to the south of the site
but not adjoining the site which is part of a wider
PROW network. There is no footway on the site
side of Bushby lane , there is a footway on the
opposite site of the road

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

creation of new links would require land outside
the site bo undary to link with the esisting PROW
network.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

There is access to superfast broadband

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

There is a PROW along the southern
boundary to the most southerly part
of the site and to part of the eastern
boundary. Existing footways do not
extend as far at the site.

There are no existing PROW. There are no
There are no footways at this location
footways to sneck gate lane. The site is off a on bromley lane. There is a PROW to
farm track.
the west.

There would be limted potential to create
new links given the location of the existing
development which does not immediately
adjon the existing settlement form

there is access to superfast broadband There is no access to superfast broadand. It
is not planned in the next phase byNY NET

The site is not classed as Previously
developed land within the NPPF. It is in
argicultural use. The site is an existing
poultry farm and as such there are
substantial agricultural buildings and areas
of hard standing within the site.

There is limited potential to create
new links. There are limited footways
along bromley road.

The area does not have access to
superfast broadband, provision is not
planned by NYNET within Phase 2

The site is agricultural use and ther are
a number of buildins on site and areas
of hardstanding to the south eastern
corner of the site. NPPF does not
consider agricultural buildings to form
Previously developed land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/082/004

S/082/005

S/106/001

S/106/002

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is safeguarded for brick and clay

The site is safguarded for Brick and
Clay

The site is within a brick and clay
safeguarding area

The site is within a brick and clay
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site already has some limited development
within it. West Beck runs along the eastern
boundary. Intensification in use of the site could
therefore have a potential for a negative impact on
green infrastructure at this location. This would
depend on the scale, design and siting of the
development.

There is a potential for a negative
impact
. However the development of the site
may provide a limited opportunity to
improve aspects of the green
infrastructure network

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

There are limited views of the settlement of kirkby
from Busby lane due to the tree coverage. The site
would be prior to the tree coverage which follows
the line along west beck and would there for be
promient from Busby land (from the west).

The site would be visible from Kirby
lane when approaching the settlment
from the North. There would also be
views to the site when approaching
the setttlment fomr the east.

The part of the site is visible from Sneck gate The site is prominent in views towards
lane. There are significant trees to the south, the settlement from bromley lane
east and North of the site that limit the
views of the site from views towards the
settlement. It is elevated from development
to the west.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

whilst the site is in close proximity the existing
settllement, the presents of west Bexk and the tree
coverage along it provides a physical boundary to
the settlment.

Development of the whole site would
have a significant impact on the
character and form of the settlement.
Whilst the site adjoins the settlement
to the north, the remainder of the site
does not relate well to the form of the
settlement which is characterised by
linear development alongs kirkby lane,
busby lane and hill lane

There is substantial development of
agricultural buildings at the site. The site
however does not relate well to the existing
form of Newby and is separated from the
main part of the village.

Development of the site would have
an impact on the character of the the
settlement because of its position
within the landscape. When
approaching from the east the land
rises towards the west. Careful
consideration of the layout, scale and
design would be required to minimise
impact

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

hald of the site is prone to surface water flooding.

The central and eastern part of the site
are prone to flooding

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

development of the site counld increase the risk of
flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/082/004

S/082/005

S/106/001

S/106/002

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

EA to advise.

EA to advise

NE comment : "Concern if any process could cause
air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with
significant impact on landscape"

NE Comment "Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact
on landscape"

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

This site lies close to the edge of the Kirby
Conservation Area.

This site lies adjoins the boundary of He comment: The development of this site is He Comment: The development of this
the Kirby Conservation Area. The loss unlikely to result in harm to any designated site seems unlikely to result in harm to
of this open area and its subsequent
heritage asset
any designated herritage asset.
development could harm elements
which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

The loss of this currently open area
He comment: The development of this site is He Comment: The development of this
Dromonby Hall is a Grade I Listed Building. There
are in addition a number of Grade II Listed Buildings and its subsequent development could unlikely to result in harm to any designated site seems unlikely to result in harm to
any designated herritage asset.
associated with the Hall.
harm elements which contribute to
heritage asset
the significance of the Grade II*
HE comment: The development of this site seems
Church of St Augustine and its Grade Ii
unlikely to result int harm to any designated
Listed Vicarage.
heritage asset.
See Comment (a)

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

NE Comment: "Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface
water of > 20m3/day"

"Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to
ground/surface water of > 20m3/day"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE comment: The development of this site seems
unlikely to result int harm to any designated
heritage asset.

Await HE Comments

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

awaiting third party input

not known at present

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

He comment: The development of this site is
unlikely to result in harm to any designated
heritage asset
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Site ID
S/082/004
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and
principles of secure by
tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

S/082/005

S/106/001

Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.

S/106/002
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than All sites above the current threshold will be
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for assumed to meet policies on affordable
residential development will be
housing
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering the
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by principles of secure by design
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

highways to advise, there is access to sneck
gate lane from the lane leading to the
existing farm stead

=g
Can be achieved but footpath links are
poor.
HDC: there is frontage to bromley lane
and access to existing farm buildings

Will off site work be required highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Highways to advise

highways to advise

Highways to advise

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

This is a small site, the owner has indicated a desire
to provide a single detached dwelling which would
limit the ability of this site to contribute to
affordable housing.

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of
To reduce principles of secure by
secure by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

49

50

51

S/106/003

S/119/001

S/119/002

S/119/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Newby

Picton

Picton

Picton

OS Field 8352 Bromley
Lane Newby North
Yorkshire

OS Fields 6759 & 7469
Picton North Yorkshire

Os Field 5121 Picton North
Yorkshire

Picton House Farm Picton
North Yorkshire TS15 0AG

Current Use

agriculture

Agricultural

unused

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

0.68

3.16

0.15

0.95

Total Dwellings

7

5+

5

10

Address

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE Comment: Tees and Hartlepool
Foreshore and Wetlands SSSI
North York Moors SSSI

NE Comment sit e within 10000 North
york Moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Farmyard

NE comment within 10000 of North York
Moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
there are trees on the site

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

No

No

No

No

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a PROW through the site it
extends towards the B1365 and
boundary with Middlesborough. There
are no footways at this location on
bromley lane

There is an existin PROW to the
southwestern boundary of the site
which connects to the wider PROW
netwrok. There is a PORW opposite
the site. There is a footway over the
road from the site at the southern part
only.

Thre is not a PROW immediately adjacent to
thte site, there is a PROW to the east of the
site. There are no footways to adjacent to the
site or further to the north of the site

There is a PROW through the site. There is a
footway at on the eastern boundary of the
site at the southern end.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is limted potential for new links There may be limited scope to create
to be created
new links to the footways

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

The area does not have access to
superfast broadband, provision is not
planned by NYNET within Phase 2

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

There are limited opportunities to create new
links to footpaths and cycle routes

The area does not have access to
superfast broadband and it is not
within phase to of NY Net plans

There is no access to superfast broadband at
this location. The area is not in Phase 2 of
NYNET

There is no access to superfast broadband.
Coverage is not anticipated within phase 2 of
NY Net plans

The site is greenfield

The site is greenfield

Currently in argicultural use, this is not
clasified as Previously developed land under
NPPF.
The site has a number of argicultural
buildings and areas of hardstanding.

Unknown filled ground (pond, marsh, river,
stream, etc)
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

S/106/003

S/119/001

S/119/002

S/119/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

The site is within a brick and clay
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site will be visible in views
towards the settlment from bromley
lane. There are existing agricultraul
buildings which restrict views into the
site towards the settlement from
further along bromley lane

The site is prominent in views to the settlement The site is prominent in views towards the
The site can be seen in the approach
settlement from the North
towards the settlement from long lane from the south.
to the north of the site. The views into
the site from the south are more
limited.

The development of the site would
have a limited impact on the built
form of the settlement there are
argicultural buildings to the east.
However the land does rise up as you
move eastwards out of the village. The
design and height of the new
development would need careful
consideration

This is a large site and would impact
on the scale and form of the
settlement. There is limited
developmetn to the northern end of
picton, bar the adjacent agricultural
development opposite.

The site is currently an area of land with
vegetation and tree cover. Which limit views of
development within picton from the south.
Development of the site will extend the
settlement soutwards. It is currently detached
from the existing settlement

There is a farm with argicultrual
buildings adjacent to the site

There is a farm to the west of the site

there is a large farmstead to the west of the site

there is a large farmstead to the west of the
site. It is on the edge of the village beyond the
most southerly dwelling on the eastern side
and will extend the village into open
countryside.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

With regards to the form of the settlment,
the settlement is predominantly linear in
nature. There are existing buildings on site,
however these are argicultural in nature. A
change to residential development would
have an impact on the character of the
settlement.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are type and nature are not known at present.
not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

The northen half of the site is liable to
flooding

The GIS laer indicates that the north eastern
corner of the site is liable to surface water
flooding.

it is possible that development of this
site could increase the risk of flooding
at this location.

There is potential for development on the
site to increase the risk of flooding.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/106/003

S/119/001

S/119/002

S/119/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

NE Comment "Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input
Concern if any discharge to
ground/surface water of > 20m3/day"

NE comment:Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

NE Comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE Comment:The development of this HE Comment:The development of this HE Comment:The development of this site
site seems unlikely to result in any
seems unlikely to result in any harm to any
site seems unlikely to result in any
harm to any designated herritage asset harm to any designated herritage asset designated herritage asset
CHECK HE COMMENT AS REFERENCE
CHANGES FROM 004 to001

HE Comment:The development of this site
seems unlikely to result in any harm to any
designated herritage asset

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comment: The development of this CHECK HE COMMENT AS REFERENCE
HE Comment:The development of this site
site seems unlikely to result in any
seems unlikely to result in any harm to any
CHANGES FROM 004 to001 HE
harm to any designated herritage asset Comment:The development of this site designated herritage asset
seems unlikely to result in any harm to
any designated herritage asset

HE Comment:The development of this site
seems unlikely to result in any harm to any
designated herritage asset

HE Comment:The development of this site
seems unlikely to result in any harm to any
designated herritage asset

HE Comment:The development of this site
seems unlikely to result in any harm to any
designated herritage asset

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Site ID
S/106/003
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
principles of secure by
expected to meet policies on size type
design reducing the potential and tenure.
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

S/119/002

Stokesley

Stokesley

All sites that are put forward for
All sites that are put forward for residential
residential development will be
development will be expected to meet policies
expected to meet policies on size type on size type and tenure.
and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Highways to advise.

S/119/003
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

This is a small site, thus may not meet local plan All sites above the current threshold will be
threholds for affordable housing. There is a
assumed to meet policies on affordable
potential therefore the site will not provide for housing .
affordable housing.

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to
to adopt good design standards
good design standards considering the
adopt good design standards considering the
considering the principles of secure by principles of secure by design
principles of secure by design
design

=g
=G
Can be achieved but footpath links are Access to the site is available to the
poor.
main street running through Picton.
Pedestrian footways to link in with the
existing footway in that area will need
to be provided. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be required highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

S/119/001

=A
NYCC Comment Access to the site is available to
the main street running through Picton. There
are no footways to the development. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.The
site is not served by a footway and given the
size of the proposed site it is unlikely that a
footway will be provided to connect to the
existing footway in Picton

=G
NYCC Comment: Access to the site is available
to the main street running through Picton.
Pedestrian footways to link in with the
existing footway in that area will need to be
provided.
The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.

=G
=A
NYCC COMMENT:Footway works along NYCC comment : None
the existing highway. Street lighting
upgrade to be investigated.

=A
NYCC comment: Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement to serve
this development.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

53

54

55

S/119/004

S/120/001

S/120/002

S/120/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Picton

Potto

Potto

Potto

Land To The South Of
Land to the rear of The
Potto Hall Parson Back
Old Orchard Cooper Lane
Lane Potto North
Potto
Yorkshire

Land To Rear Of 24
Cooper Lane Butcher
Lane Potto North
Yorkshire

Address

Village Farm Picton
North Yorkshire TS15
0AG

Current Use

Agricultural

Domestic

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Part 'Outer Garden', part agricultural
land
Housing

0.64

0.15

3.95

0.55

Total Dwellings

5+

5

105

Oct‐15

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE comment the site is withn 10000 of NE Comment: within 4000 of North
North York Moors
york Moors

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Ne Comment: the site is 4000 from
North York Moors

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
There site is a woodland and parkland There is a TPO just outside the site to
the east
setting for potto hall. There are six
TPO within the site

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

No

No

No

No

All residential development should
compl with energy efficiencey and
sustainable building practicies in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

There is a PROW to the eastern
boundary and to the south of the site.
There are no footways connecting the
site and the site is detached from the
settlement of potto

There is a prow to the north of the sit
eand to the west of the site, but not
adjoining the site. There are no
footways to butchers lane.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is an existing PROW to the north There is a PROW to the south of the
of the site and opposite the site to the site. There are no footways adjoining
south. There is a footway along the
the site
eastern edge of the site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is limited potential to create
additional links given the size and
location of the site

There are limited opportunites to
there is limited potential for the site to there are limited opportunities to
create new links to footpaths given the create new links due to its size and
create new links due to the size and
size and location of the site
location
location of the site

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

there is no access to superfast
broadband. Access is not planned
within phase 2 of NY Net plans

There is access to superfast broadband It looks like the site is just outside the The area has access to superfast
within poto
area with superfast broadband
broadband
coverage.

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

the site is in agricultural use. It is not The site is greenfield
previously developed land withn the
NPPF.
There are argicultural buildings on site

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

The site is park land

The site is greenfield
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/119/004

S/120/001

S/120/002

S/120/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI corridor and
has the potential to have a negative
impact on the corridor at this location.

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is visible in views towards the The site is visible from station lane,
the existing tree cover limits views
settlment form the north. This is
limited by the existing farm yard to the into the site towards the settlement.
north

the site is prominent in the approach
The site includes and is within a
to potto from Butcher Lane
woodland setting. This limits views
into the site. The site is detached from
the settlement of potto. The woodland
setting can be seen from approaches
towards the site.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

In terms of form of the settlment the
Development to the south is
characterised by linear deevelopment development of the site would have
some limited impact.
consisting of large residential plots.
The development at this location is
aricultural in nature and change to
residential development would have
an impact on the character of the
development.

The site is detached from the
settlement

Development of the site would have a
limited impact on the form of the
settlement and character of the
settlement.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

There are agricultural buildings and
farm yard to the north of the site
which may impact on new residents

There is a public house and car park to
the south east of the site and farm
buildings to the west.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

see above

see above

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

A small part of the site is less
susceptible to flooding

the development of the site could
increase the risk of surface water
flooding but may provide scope for
mitigation
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/119/004

S/120/001

S/120/002

S/120/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Ne Comment: Concern if general
NE comment "Concern if any process
combustion processes >50MW energy could cause air pollution/ if general
input
combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact
on landscape"

NE Comment:"Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All
development with significant impact
on landscape"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE Comment the development of this
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
designated herritage assets

He comment: The development of this He Comment: The development of this HE Comment: Green the development
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
of the site is unlikely to casue harm to
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
designated herritage assest.
any designated herritage asset
deisgnated herritage asset

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comment the development of this
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
designated herritage assets

He comment: The development of this He Comment: The development of this HE Comment: Green the development
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
of the site is unlikely to casue harm to
deisgnated herritage asset
designated herritage assest.
any designated herritage asset

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

CLB to advise

The site is within the designated asset.
The development will have an impact
on the designated park and garden

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE Comment the development of this
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
designated herritage assets

He comment: The development of this He Comment: The development of this HE Comment: Green the development
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
of the site is unlikely to casue harm to
site is unlikely to cause harm to any
designated herritage assest.
any designated herritage asset
deisgnated herritage asset
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Site ID
S/119/004
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
principles of secure by
expected to meet policies on size type
design reducing the potential and tenure.
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

S/120/001

S/120/002

S/120/003

Stokesley
Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential
All sites put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for
development will be expected to meet development will be expected to meet residential development will be
policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
the councils policies for affordable
housing. This is a small site and could
potentially fall below the set
thresholds for affordable housing
which may limit the potential for the
site to provide affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold
All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing
the councils policies for affordable
housing.

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

=G
NYCC Comment: Access to the site is
available to the main street running
through Picton. Pedestrian footways
to link in with the existing footway in
that area will need to be provided. The
developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.

=R
NYCC comment; The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense.
The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved.

=A
NYCC Comment: The site has a
frontage on Black Horse Lane.The
developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. It is likely that the existing
boundary wall would have to be
removed/ realigned to provide the
required visibility splays.

=g
NYCC Comment:The site has a frontage
on Butcher Lane. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved.

=G
NyCC comment ‐ none

=A
May require additional facilities /
service provision which will need to be
investigated.
Extend existing foot / street lighting
system for the settlement to serve this
development.

=A
NYCC Comment: Extend existing foot /
street lighting system for the
settlement to serve this development.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Will off site work be required = A
NYCC Comment: Extend / upgrade the
and what will the impact be existing foot / street lighting system
on viability?
for the settlement to serve this
development.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

58

59

S/125/001

S/125/002

S/125/003

S/125/005

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Rudby

Rudby

Rudby

Rudby

OS Fields 0006 and 0100 Rudby
Bank Hutton Rudby North
Yorkshire

Address

57

OS Field 7119 Blue Barn OS Field 2719 Stokesley OS Field 2642 Middleton
Lane Hutton Rudby North
Road Hutton Rudby
Road Hutton Rudby
Yorkshire
North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire

Current Use

Greenfield vacant

agriculture

agriculture

Agricultural Land

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

3.66

6.55

2.26

6.40

Total Dwellings

50

210

85

20 ‐ 45

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE Comment SINC Leven Valley Woodlands
SSSI, within 7000 buffer of North York Moors SSSI

NE Comment : The site is within 500m
of the Leven Valley Woodlands SINC.
The site is within 7000 of North York
Moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

NE Comment:The site is within 500 m The site is 7000m from North York
of the leven valley woodlands SINC.
Moors SSSI
The site is within 7000m of North York
Moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

There is a TPO towards Rudby Bank, by Rudby Farm

There is woodland to the western and
southern boundaries

No

No

No

No

All Residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

There are PROW running through the site

There is a PROW through the site, to
the north western and western
boundary of the site

There are no PROW connecting to the The Sustrans route 65 goes along
Middleton Road on the western edge
site. The existing footway does not
extend along the frontage of the site of the site. The footway does not
extend to the boundary of the site

There is a potential to create new
links

There may be opportunities to extend There may be potential to extend the
the footway
footway to the site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

Rudby has access to superfast Broadband

There is access to superfast broadband there is access to superfast broadband The area has access to superfast
broadband

Greenfield site

No issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/125/001

S/125/002

S/125/003

S/125/005

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Loss of grade 3 land

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

The site is within a Brick and Clay safeguarding area
and a sand and gravel safeguarding area

Within a sand and gravel safeguarding within a brick and clay safeguarding
area
area

The site is within a brick and clay
safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

There is a potential for a negative impact. However
the development of the site may provide opportunity
to improve aspects of the green infrastructure
network

There is a potential for a negative
impact. However the development of
the site may provide opportunity to
improve aspects of the green
infrastructure network

There is a potential for a negative
impact. However the development of
the site may provide opportunity to
improve aspects of the green
infrastructure network

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in significant views towards Views into the site from key
the settlement. The site will be prominent from PROW approaches to the settlement are
limited.

The site is prominent in the approach
to the settlement from Stokesley Road
along side the field boundary. Views of
the site are more limited further along
the road.

The site is prominent in veiws towards
the settlment from Middleton Road.
The views from beyond the substation
along Middleton road are limited.

The site is not prominent from Rudby bank. The site
would not have a significant impact on the built form
of the settlment. The site does have two PROW
thorugh the site one along the western edge and one
across the southern tip of the site. Development of
the site could impact on the character of the space
and use of the PROW. The use of the space will be
considered when looking at the application for
Greenspace.There would be an impact on the wider
landscape setting at this location and the setting of
the conservation area. See comments from HE

The site adjoins the existing built form,
the scale of development proposed
does not relate well to the existing
form of development.

The site adjoins the existing built form
at its western and part of its southern
boundaryThis area of rudby is
characterised by large modern
detached dwellings. The site rises to
the east and the north. Site levels and
building heights would require careful
consideration.

The development of the whole site
would not relate well to the existing
form of the settlment. Development
on this side of middleton road ( to the
south of the site) is characterised by
linear development of large modern
detached premises set back from the
road.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

not known at this stage

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

a small part of the site is suscptible to flooding.

The south western corner is prone to
surface water flooding.

The southern and central parts of the
site are liable to surface water flooding

a small part of the site is susceptible to flooding and
development could potentially increase the risk of
flooding

The site is prone to surface water
flooding, further development up hill
could increase the risk of flooding,
careful consideration will need to be
given to the design layout and use of
materials

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/125/001

S/125/002

S/125/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Ea to advise

NE comment; "Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input
Close prox to LWS"

EA to advise.

S/125/005
Stokesley
Ea to advsie

NE comment:"Concern if general
NE Comment: Concern if general
NE Comment: Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy combustion processes >50MW energy combustion processes >50MW energy
input
input
input
Close prox to LWS"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE comments: This site lies close to the boundary of The development of this site seems
the Hutton Rudby Conservation Area. The loss of this unlikely to result in the harm to any
designated heritage asset
open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

The development of this site seems
unlikely to result in the harm to any
designated heritage asset

HE Comment: The development of this
site seems unlikely to result in the
harm to any designated heritage asset

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE: noted that the site is close to a listed building but
do not provide anyadditional comments

The development of this site seems
unlikely to result in the harm to any
designated heritage asset

HE Comment: The development of this
site seems unlikely to result in the
harm to any designated heritage asset

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

The development of this site seems
unlikely to result in the harm to any
designated heritage asset

This site is unlikely to have an adverse affect on
Skutterskelfe Park

not known at present

CLB to advise

Awaiting third party input

awaiting for third party input

The development of this site seems
unlikely to result in the harm to any
designated heritage asset

The development of this site seems
unlikely to result in the harm to any
designated heritage asset

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE Comment:The development of this
site seems unlikely to result in the
harm to any designated heritage asset
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Site ID
S/125/001
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

S/125/002

S/125/003

S/125/005

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

All sites put forward for residential
All sites put forward for residential
All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet development will be expected to meet development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.

The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings.
All sites put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet the councils policies for
affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
To reduce principles of secure by
by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

=a
Access may be possible Bluebarn lane
is a single track and would need
significant improvements. There is a
PROW on the boundary of this site
that would need diverting.

=g
Access can be achieved but footpath
links would need to be addressed.

Highways to advise

=a
=a
Access can be achieved but footpath
Bluebarn lane is a single track and
would need significant improvements. links would need to be addressed.
There is a PROW on the boundary of
this site that would need diverting.

Highways to advise

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
Access onto Middleton Lane possible. This access road
would need to be appropriate width and visibility
splays must meet required standards.

Will off site work be required = a
Access onto Middleton Lane possible. This access road
and what will the impact be would need to be appropriate width and visibility
on viability?
splays must meet required standards.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

61

62

63

S/128/001

S/128/002

S/128/003

S/128/004

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Seamer

Seamer

Seamer

Seamer

Land Off
Leconfield
Seamer North
Yorkshire

Lipperbruch, CLV Foster
and Sons Haulage Ltd,
Former Recycling Depot
and Stokesley used Car
Sales Tame bridge
Stokesley North
Yorkshire TS9 5LQ

Springwell Nurseries Stainton Road
Land Off Leconfield
Seamer North Yorkshire TS9 5NA Seamer North Yorkshire

Current Use

Horticulture

Paddock land/Agricultural grazing land

Agricultural

Vacant

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

1.14

0.45

0.45

1.86

Total Dwellings

15

12

10

40

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE Comment: North York Moors SSSI

NE Comment: North York Moors

NE comment within 7000 of north york
moors n

Locally specific biodiversity information not available
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available
at time of assessment.
Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is no existing PROW adjacent to the site. There There are no PROW, there is a fooway
is PROW across the Hilton Road. There is a footway to on Leconfield
Hilton Road, but no footway along Stainton Road

There are no PROW within the
immediate vicinity of the site. There is
a footway that extends towards
stokesley

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is limited opportunity to create additional links
to the PROW network

There may be potential to create a link
from the back of the site to a PROW
located of a track to the rear of the
site.

There is little opportunity to create
new links to footpaths and cycle ways
given the location and size of the site

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Thre is no access to superfast broadband at present
and it is not planned within phase 2

There is not access to superfast broadba

The site appears to be outside the cover

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

the site is a nurseries and until further informaiton is
available about the nautre of the nurseries it is
assumed that it does not constitute previously
developed land

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

Quarrying of sand & clay, operation fo
sand and gravel pits.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

S/128/001

S/128/002

S/128/003

S/128/004

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

within a brick and clay and a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

within a sand and gravel safeguarding
area

The site is within sand and gavel
safeguarding area

There is substantial landscaping to the north the
northern boundary which restricts views of the site
from well lane towards the settlement

The site is not prominent in any
significant views towards the
settlement

The site is not prominent in views
towards the settlment from the west
or the east

The site adjoins the main part of the settlement at the
south and would significantly extend the setllement
northwards along station road. The development
would impact on the existing form of the settlement.
It would however serve to join the existing
development along stainton road and hilton road with
the main part of the village. The existing nurseries
have low polytunnels to the north. These can not be
seen from the approach to the settlement from Well
lane. Residential development would impact on the
character of the settlement at this location.

The site adjoins the existing built form.
It would extend the settlement form
further westwards however there is a
natural boundary to the site. Views
into the site are limited and combined
with the natural boundary in this case
limits impact of the site on the
character of the settlement

Tamebridge is linear in nature, the
development would alter the form of
the setllement by extending it
northwards at one end of the
settlement.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

there are existing farm buildings to the
north

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

There is a building for economic use to
the south

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilitities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

There is surface water present to the
southern boundary of the site.

There is potential for development to
increase the risk of flooding however
development may present
opportunities to mitigate against the
surface water flooding.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/128/001

S/128/002

S/128/003

S/128/004

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

NE Comment "Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input
"

NE Comment: Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE Comment: Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input

The development of this site seems
unlikely to harm any designated
heritage assets.

He Comment The development of this
site is unlikely to harm any designated
herritage asset.

The development of this site seems
unlikely to harm any designated
heritage assets.

He Comment The development of this
site is unlikely to harm any designated
herritage asset.

The development of this site seems
unlikely to harm any designated
heritage assets.

He Comment The development of this
site is unlikely to harm any designated
herritage asset.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

This development of this site could affect elements
which contribute to the significance of the Grade II
Listed St Martin's Church.
See comment (b)

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?
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Site ID
S/128/001
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
principles of secure by
type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

S/128/002

S/128/003

S/128/004

Stokesley
All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet
policies on size type and tenure.

Stokesley

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than
10 dwellings. All sites put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet the councils policies
for affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
To reduce principles of secure by
by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

=G
NYCC Comment:The site has a frontage on Station
Lane and a minor access on Hilton Road. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved

=A
NYCC Comment; The site has no direct
connection to a highway maintainable
at the public expense. There may be a
ransom strip between the site and
Leconfield

=g
NYCC comment: The site has a
frontage on the C1. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be
achieved

Will off site work be required = A
NYCC Comment: New footway would be required to
and what will the impact be link to the existing footways in the village
on viability?
NYCC Comment: re public transport issues This site is

=G
NYCC did not state there were likely to
be any additional requirements

=g
NYCC Comment: none

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

not likely to generate significant travel demand.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

65

66

67

S/128/005

S/128/006

S/128/007

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Seamer

Seamer

Seamer

Skutterskelfe

Address

28 The Green Seamer
North Yorkshire TS9 5LP

Land off Leconfield and
28 The Green Seamer
North Yorkshire

OS Field 6300 Tame
Bridge Stokesley North
Yorkshire

OS Field 3100 Stokesley Road Hutton
Rudby North Yorkshire

Current Use

Vacant

Vacant

Paddock

agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

0.58

1.03

0.30

2.42

Total Dwellings

7

25‐30

3

85

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

Ne Comment: North York Moors SSSI is NE comment the site is within 10000
within 10000
of North York Moors SSSI

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

S/134/001

NE Comment site is within 7000m of North York Moors

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
There is a TPO adjacent to the site. There is a group TPO on the e

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

No

No

No

No

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

The site adjoins the existing footway
to the smithy/Green. There are some
PROW near the site, one east of the
site on the other side of the green and
one to the rear of the site

The site adjoins the existing footway
to the Green. There is a PROW to the
north of the site which. Access to this
is via the track to the northern
boundary. And to the eastern
boundary.

There are no PROW however there is a There is a PROW running through the site and links the site to
the Grove and Rudby Bank. The footway to Rudby Lea does not
footway to the southern boundary
that connects the site to stokesley.
extend round the corner to the sites northern Boundary

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

there is some limited potetnial to
create new links to footpaths and
cycle. There is a track to the rear it is
unknown if this is a private tract

is is unclear whether access to the
PROW could be obtained across the
track to the rear of the site

there are limited opportunities for
new links

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

This area does not have access to superfThe settlement does not have access to This appears to be just beyond the edgeThe village is within a superfast broadband area

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

part of the site is occupied by an
engineering works

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

Less than 25% of the site is Previously
Developed land

Threre is limited potential to create new links

greenfield site
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

S/128/005

S/128/006

S/128/007

S/134/001

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

The site is part of a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

The site is within a sand and gravel
safeguarding area

The site is within a brick and clay safeguarding area

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

the eastern edge of the site can be
seen from Stokesley Road. Views of
the site beyond that are limited due to
existing vegetation and tree coverage.
There are limited views from more
distant vantage points

the eastern edge of the site can be
The site is not prominent in views
seen from Stokesley Road. Views of
towards the settlement.
the site beyond that are limited due to
existing vegetation and tree coverage.
There are limited views from more
distant vantage points

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards the
settlment

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site adjoins the existing built form.
It would extend the settlement form
further westwards however there is a
natural boundary to the site. The
limited views of the site combined
with the natural boundary in this case
limits impact of the site on the
character of the settlement

The site adjoins the existing built form. The development of the site would
It would extend the settlement form continue to extend the linear form of
further westwards however there is a development at this location.
natural boundary to the site. The
limited views of the site combined
with the natural boundary in this case
limits impact of the site on the
character of the settlement

There is a natural boundary to the site. the site slopes from the
eastern boundary down towards the west and existing
development. Development of the whole site would impact on
the form and character of the settlement.

There is a large farm yard and dairy to the east which has the
potential to cause nuisance to new residents

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

the industrial area has been put
forward for housing within this
submission

The site seems to accord

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are present.
not known at present.

The Gis Mapping data shows a very
small area of potential for surface
water flooding along the eastern
boundary of the site to the smithy

The Gis Mapping data shows a very
small area of potential for surface
water flooding along the eastern
boundary of the site to the smithy

more than half the site is suceptable
to surface water flooding.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?
To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

there is potential that development of
the site could lead to increased surface
water flooding.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/128/005

S/128/006

S/128/007

S/134/001

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

NE comment: Concern if general
NE Comment "Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy combustion processes >50MW energy
input
input
"

NE comment: Concern if general combustion processes >50MW
energy input

This site lies adjoins the boundary of the Hutton Rudby
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: This site is unlikely to
site seems unlikely to result in harm to site seems unlikely to result in harm to cause harm to any designated
herritage asset.
any designated herritage asset
any designated herritage asset

This site lies adjoins the boundary of the Hutton Rudby
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: This site is unlikely to
site seems unlikely to result in harm to site seems unlikely to result in harm to cause harm to any designated
any designated herritage asset
any designated herritage asset
herritage asset.

HE comment: The impact of development of these sites upon
the hisoric environment is uncertain.
CLB to advise

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

There is potential for the development of this site to have an
impact on the non designated herritage asset.
CLB to advise

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: The development of this HE Comment: This site is unlikely to
site seems unlikely to result in harm to site seems unlikely to result in harm to cause harm to any designated
any designated herritage asset
herritage asset.
any designated herritage asset
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Site ID
S/128/005
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
principles of secure by
expected to meet policies on size type
design reducing the potential and tenure.
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

S/128/006

S/128/007

S/134/001

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
All sites that are put forward for residential development will
residential development will be
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing.

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
To reduce principles of secure by
considering the principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential design
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to adopt good design
to adopt good design standards
standards considering the principles of secure by design
considering the principles of secure by
design

=A
NYCC comment to 128/005 (the
eastern part of the site) Works site
served from existing access onto The
Green. The gradients from this access
is steep. Adequate visibility from
access would need to be provided.

=A
NYCC comment to 128/005 (the
eastern part of the site) Works site
served from existing access onto The
Green. The gradients from this access
is steep. Adequate visibility from
access would need to be provided.

=G
NYCC: The site has a frontage on the
C1. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved

=g
Acces can be achieved but footpath links would need to be
addressed.

=G
NYCC comment ‐ not additional
comments made.

=G
NYCC no comment

=a
Acces can be achieved but footpath links would need to be
addressed.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

HDC comment there is also potential
for access via leconfield‐ NYCC to
advise on acceptability

Will off site work be required = G
Nycc ‐ no comments indicated
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

70

S/142/001

S/142/002

S/142/003

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Address

Land To The North And West Of
Woodlands Walk Tanton Road
Stokesley North Yorkshire

Jan Bezemer And Sons Limited
Cleveland Nurseries Station Road
Stokesley North Yorkshire TS9 5JQ

Land East Of Carolina Farm Stokesley North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural Land

Horticulture / Glasshouses

Agricultural

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

None

Gypsy Traveller

9.30

9.23

4.92

Total Dwellings

266

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE no issues identified.

Housing Yes

North York Moors (5,000m)

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs through the site and along part of the
eastern boundary. PROW runs along part of the
western boundary and in close proximity to the
remainder of the western boundary. There are
pavements within the adjacent residential areas to
the south of the site

Pavements on opposite side of road to site on Station road. PROW runs along western boundary. No public footpaths or cycle routes to link to.
Pedestrian safety issues to consider.Opportunity to add
new pavements on road side limited due to narrow road
side verge. No cycle route evident. PROW in close
proximity.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link the development into the PROW
network. There are pavements within the adjacent
residential areas to the south of the site and there is
potential to link to these as part of the development
of the site. New cycle routes would be required

Pavements on opposite side of road to site on Station road. Potential to link site to PROW. No pavements or cycle routes to link to. Little or no
prospect of improved connectivity or creation of new routes/footpaths.
Pedestrian safety issues to consider.Opportunity to add
new pavements on road side limited due to narrow road
side verge. No cycle route evident. PROW in close
proximity.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

The site is in horticultural uses and therefore is not
considered

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

no issues

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

69

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/001

S/142/002

S/142/003

loss of grade 3b

Stokesley
loss fo grade 2 (some loss)

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

overlaps with sand and gravel

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but may provide
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through
an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the environment
careful design and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant views
towards the settlement.

site is partly screened by high hedges on approach into
The site is well screened from the A172 by vegetation. Therefore, the site would not
settlement on Station road. Site would have prominence in be prominent in any significant views towards the settlement.
views towards the North York Moors.

The southern boundary of the site is adjacent to the
development limits of Stokesley and part of the site
wraps around the existing built form forming a fairly
natural extension which fits well with the form and
character of the settlement. However, ther

Site is adjacent to industrial estate and school and is in
The site is outside the development limits of the existing settlement and is
close proximity existing residential development on Station disjointed from the existing built form. Development on this site would not fit well
with the form and character of the settlement.
road. The site is already in use as horticulture / glass
houses. Development would have limited impact on form
and character

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

no issues

The site has been put forward for housing, with the possibility of considering
economic development/business use and gypsy pitches. This would require careful
planning and mitigation of any issues which may affect amenity of residents.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

The site has been put forward for housing, with the possibility of considering
economic development/business use and gypsy pitches. This would require careful
planning and mitigation of any issues which may affect amenity of new residents or
existing resi

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
exact type and nature are not known at present.
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The site is outside floodzone 2

almost entire site in floodzone 2

site is entirely within flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

The site is outside floodzone 3

majority of site in floodzone 3

site is almost entirely within flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water sections of site susceptible to surface water flooding
flooding (the eastern and central sections plus a
section along the southern boundary).

almost entire site is susceptible to surface water flooding

The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water sections of site suwsceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding
flooding and developemnt may increase risk of
flooding.

almost the entire site is within flood zone 3 and almost the entire site has a history
of surface water flooding so development may increase risk of flooding

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

Stokesley

Stokesley
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/001
Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

S/142/002
Stokesley
may be difficult to mitigate as in floodzone

S/142/003
Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues identified. Concern if general combustion NE: Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
processes >50MW energy input.
general combustion processes >50MW energy input

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

CO no issues

no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

A small number of archaeological events have been
found within or within close proximity of the site
which may suggest archaeological potential.

not known at present

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

no issues

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/142/001
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
principles of secure by
type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
To reduce principles of secure by
by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

S/142/002

Stokesley
The preferred use for the site is housing and / or gypsy pitches with possible
business use. All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .

The preferred use for the site is housing and / or gypsy pitches with possible
business use. All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering
standards considering the principles of secure by design
the principles of secure by design

Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto = g ‐ Highways state: Access from the exisiting highway is
Tanton Road. TA/TP required. Routes for pedestrians acceptable onto B1257. Transport assessment
and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site to required.Travel Plan required.
the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected
by a registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed by
order.

Will off site work be required Works will be required to improve the existing major
road and extend existing footway/street lighting to
and what will the impact be serve the site. Passenger transport will require
on viability?
additional facilities/service provision as determined in

S/142/003

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at the
public expense. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative
impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed. TA/TP required. From a point within
the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village. This site is affected by a registered public right of way which must
be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order. This site is not likely to generate significant public
transport travel demand.

= a ‐ Highways state: Minor works may be required to
extend exisitng footway to serve the site.Will require
additional facilities/service provision as determined in a
traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

= a ‐ Footway required to connect site to Station Road or crossing A172 to footpath
link to Levenside.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

a traffic assessment and/or travel plan. Look to
improve junction onton B1365, perhaps requiring a
new roundabout near the junction og B1365 and
Tanton Road.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

73

74

S/142/004

S/142/005

S/142/006

S/142/007

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Small Riggs Field South West Of
OS Field 7126 Stokesley
Mill Riggs Farm Stokesley North
North Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Mill Riggs Field East Of Mill
Riggs Farm Stokesley North
Yorkshire

Address

OS Field 6523 Stokesley North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

Agricultural

Agriculture

Agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

1.15

0.36

1.22

13.16

Total Dwellings

27 ‐ 33

5

200

200

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs along the eastern boundary and part of
the southern boundary. There are no pavements or
cycle routes adjacent to site. High traffic
volume/speed does not encourage pedestrian access
to services and or facilities.

No access identified. No pavements on
A172. No cycle route evident. PROW
runs up western edge of site into High
street.

PROW runs along southern edge of site. There is
a narrow public footpath on the opposite side of
the A172 which the site fronts on to. No evident
cycle route.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link site to PROW. No pavements or cycle
routes to link to. Little or no prospect of improved
connectivity or creation of new routes/footpaths.

No access identified. No pavements on Potential to link to PROW network and public
A172. No cycle route evident.
footpath along A172.

Potential to link into PROW network but currently
no potential to link to public footpaths or cycle
routes as site is set within countryside away from
the highway.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no greenfield site

greenfield

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

72

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

PROW runs along southern boundary of site. No
public footpaths or cycle routes as site is set
within the countryside and is not near a highway.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/004

S/142/005

S/142/006

S/142/007

loss of grade 3

Stokesley
loss of grade 3b

Stokesley
loss of grade 2 and 3b

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within minerals safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and gravel

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay,
sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have
a potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within athe GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is well screened from the A172 by vegetation
and the site is at a lower level than the road.
Therefore, the site would not be prominent in any
significant views towards the settlement.

site is not prominent in significant
views towards the settlement. Site is
well screened from highway by high
hedges.

The site is open and prominent and built
development will have a negative impact

The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement when approaching along
the PROW. Built development will have a
negative impact in this open countrside location.

The site is outside the development limits of Stokesley
and is disjointed from the existing built form.
Development on this site would not fit well with the
form and character of the settlement. There are
historic strip fields at this location going right into the
heard of Stokesley.

site is disconnected from main built
form of settlement. Development
would result in loss of open
countryside which is key to character
of this part of the settlement. The site
is within historic strip fields which go
to the heart of stokesley town centre

While the site is in close proximity to the
development limits of the exitsing settlement, the
site is located at the opposite side of the A172
and is therefore disjointed from the existing built
form. There is some limted development to the
north of the site which reduces the impact on
character and form to a degree

The scale and location of the site does not reflect,
and has a poor relationship with, the existing
built form. Development would have a
detrimental impact on the open character and
appearance of the surrounding countryside.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site fronts on to the A172 which may present
noise issues from traffic.

noise from road traffic on A172 so
noise mitigation may need to be
considered

The site fronts on to the A172 and therefore
traffic noise may be an issue.

site is adjacent to a farm which may present smell
or noise issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues. Noise mitigation maybe required for any
dwellings with frontage on to the road (if
development went ahead).

noise from road traffic on A172 so
noise mitigation may need to be
considered

no issues with exception to potential noise
pollution from the A172, however, there may be
potential to mitigate against this.

no issues with exception to the farm which may
present smell or noise issues but there amy be
potential for some mitigation

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
to provide sufficient facilities for
nature are not known at present.
waste, the exact type and nature are nature are not known at present.
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

all of site in Flood zone 2

site entirely within floodzone 2

a small section of the south east corner of the site The south east corner of the site is in flood zone 2
is in floodzone 2
and a small section in the south west.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

part of site in Flood zone 3

site entirely within floodzone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

The south east corner of the site is in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The southern end of the site which fronts on to the
southern end of site susceptible to
A172 is susceptible to surface water flooding. There is surface water flooding
a section which extends from the western boundary
into the centre of the site which is susceptible.

A significant proportion of the site is susceptible
to surface water flooding

The south east corner of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

Stokesley

part of site is within the flood zone 3/history of
surface water flooding so development would
increase risk of flooding

Stokesley
loss of grade 2

entire site in flood zone plus southern history of surface water flooding so development part of site is within flood zone 3 and part of the
end of site susceptible to surface
may increase risk of flooding
site has a history of surface water flooding which
water flooding so development
may increase risk of flooding
opportunity severely limited.
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/004

S/142/005

S/142/006

Stokesley
unlikely ‐ depends on scale of
development and mitigation

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could
cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if any NE no issues identified. Concern if general
process could cause air pollution/ if
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
general combustion processes >50MW
energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of the Stokesley
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation
Area.
See
Comments (d)

This site lies close to the boundary of HE no issues
the Stokesley Conservation Area. The
loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of the Stokesley
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation
Area.
See
Comments (d)

This site lies close to the boundary of HE no issues
the Stokesley Conservation Area. The
loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

The Old Rectory to the north of this site is a Grade II* HE within buffer zone of listed
Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐undeveloped building.
area could harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment (a)

HE no issues

There are a number of Grade II Listed Buildings at
Winley Hill Farm 200 metres to the north‐east of
this site . The loss of this currently‐open area and
its subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

CO no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the development
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of this site would affect any non‐designated site
of archaeological importance.
of archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

S/142/007

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/142/004
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
principles of secure by
type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
To reduce principles of secure by
by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r ‐ The site does not include a sufficient frontage to
enable an access of acceptable standards to be
formed onto the public highway. TA/TP required.
Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire
lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has
been provided and confirmed by order. Access onto
A172 is not desirable due to the visibility.

Will off site work be required = a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing
major road and extend existing footway/street
and what will the impact be lighting to serve the site. Passenger transport will
on viability?
require additional facilities/service provision as

S/142/005

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

Highways to advise.

S/142/007

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing . assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to adopt
to adopt good design standards
good design standards considering the principles
considering the principles of secure by of secure by design
design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

= r ‐ The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense.

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto A172. From a point within the
site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to
the nearest service centre/village. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. This site is not likely to
generate significant public transport travel
demand.

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to
a highway. TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve
the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to
serve the site.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site. Access
for the site may require additional improvement
as it is likely a right turn lane facility will need to
be provided.

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. . Passenger
transport will require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

S/142/006

Stokesley
Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
residential development will be
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
expected to meet policies on size type size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.
and tenure.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

77

S/142/008

S/142/009

S/142/010

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Address

Land To The South Of Stanley
Grove Great Ayton North
Yorkshire

Land South Of Quakers
Grove Farm Great Ayton
North Yorkshire

OS Field 5933 Levenside Stokesley North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agriculture

Agriculture

Agricultural

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

1.07

15.92

0.78

Total Dwellings

5

450

36‐40

NE No issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

76

All residential development should address
All residential development should address All residential development should address energy efficiency and sustainable
energy efficiency and sustainable building
energy efficiency and sustainable building building in line with relevant standards
practices in line with relevant national standards. practices in line with relevant national
standards.

No PROW evident. There is a narrow public PROW runs along the eastern boundary. There are no direct links to pavements
footpath alongside the A172 which the site or cycle routes.
fronts on to.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a narrow pavement on the same side of
the road to which the site fronts onto. No PROW
in vicinity. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There is a narrow pavement on the same side of There is potential to link to the public
the road to which the site fronts onto. Links could footpath along the A172. However, the
roundabout to the west of the site may
be made.
present challenges in terms of ensuring
connectivity to the footpath network.

Little or no prospect of improved connectivity or creation of new
routes/footpaths

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

greenfield

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/008

S/142/009

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/142/010
Stokesley

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay,
sand and gravel.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and
clay, sand and gravel.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a potential negative
potential negative impact but may provide impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping
an opportunity through careful design and to improve the environment
landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

Site is open and prominent and would result in
loss of open countryside which is currently a
prominent part of views on approach into
Stokesley.

The site is open and prominent in
significant views towards the settlement ‐
where built development will have a
negative impact

There are no significant views of the settlement The site is not prominent in
any significant views towards the settlement given that both the existing
settlement and the site is well screened from the A172 by vegetation.

There are some residential dwellings in a linear
format adjacent to the northern end of the site.
However, the site is largely disconnected from the
main built form of the Stokesley. Site would result
in loss of open countryside which is important on
apporach into Stokesley.

The scale and location of the site does not
reflect the existing nature of development
within stokesley, and has a poor
relationship with, the existing built form.
Development would have a detrimental
impact on the open character and
appearance of the surrounding
countryside.

The site is outside the development limits of Stokesley and is disjointed from
the existing built form. Development on this site would not fit well with the
form and character of the settlement.The area is characterised by strip fields
which go right to the centre of stokesley.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

The site fronts onto the A172 so traffic
noise may be an issue.

no

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

no issues

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

All new development will be expected to provide All new development will be expected to
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and provide sufficient facilities for waste, the
nature are not known at present.
exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

site is outside flood zone 2

all site in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

site is outside flood zone 3

part of site in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

marginal section of western side of site
susceptible to surface water flooding but fairly
negligible.

There are parts within the west side of the The southern end of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding
site which are susceptible to surface water
flooding. There are small patches within
the centre of the site.

marginal section of western side of site
susceptible to surface water flooding but fairly
negligible. Unlikely to increase risk of flooding.

part of the site is susceptible to surcae
water flooding so theee may be an
increase in risk of flooding

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

part of site is within the flood zone 3/history of surface water flooding so
development would increase risk of flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/008

S/142/009

S/142/010

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and
mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Stokesley Conservation Area. The loss
of this open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Stokesley Conservation Area. The loss
of this open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE There are a number of Grade II Listed
HE The Old Rectory to the north of this site is a Grade II* Listed Building. The
Buildings at Winley Hill Farm 320 metres to loss of this currently‐undeveloped area could harm elements which contribute
the east of this site . The loss of this
to its significance.
See comment (a)
currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

CO no issues.

no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

CO dwellings to the north of the site are identified as Buildings of Local Interest
in the Stokesley CAA.

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development There is no data to suggest that the
of this site would affect any non‐designated site development of this site would affect any
of archaeological importance.
non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect any
non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/142/008
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
principles of secure by
size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
To reduce principles of secure by
of secure by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto A172. This site is not likely to
generate significant public transport travel
demand. Access to the site needs careful
consideration and may require a right turn lane
likely created on A172

S/142/009

S/142/010

Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
development will be expected to meet
meet policies on size type and tenure.
policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
be assumed to meet policies on affordable affordable housing .
housing

All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering
the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto A172. TA/TP required.
Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to
reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village. Access for
the site needs to be placed outside the
forward visibility zone of the roundabout.

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding
for strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. TA/TP required.
From a point within the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
nearest service centre/village. This site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order. This site is not likely to
generate significant public transport travel demand.

Will off site work be required = a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
and what will the impact be footway/street lighting to serve the site. Site
on viability?
will need to contribute towards footway and cycle

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to
= a ‐ Footway required to connect site to Town Centre.
extend existing footway to serve the site.
Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined
facilities to access Stokesley Town Centre. Access in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.
to the site needs careful consideration and may
require a right turn lane likely created on A172.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

S/142/012

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Union Mill Levenside Stokesley North
Yorkshire TS9 5QH

OS Field 5721 Stokesley North Yorkshire

Agricultural
Housing

0.31

1.31

eveloped land with potential for up to 18 apartments if Union Mill

36 ‐ 45

NE no issues identified

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.
assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

No

No

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

S/142/011

The main developable area is currently used for ocassional
grazing
Housing

Current Use

Total Dwellings

79

All residential development should address energy efficiency
All residential development should address energy efficiency and
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national sustainable building in line with relevant standards
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

no PROW in vicinity of site. Site is close to town centre so is in
close proximity to public footpaths and cycle routes.

Poor connectivity to routes suitable for cycling with little or no prospect
of improvement/lack of pavements

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to existing town centre public footpaths and
cycle routes.

Little or no prospect of improved connectivity or creation of new
routes/footpaths

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

60% greenfield, 40% brownfield

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/011

S/142/012

Stokesley

Stokesley

loss of grade 3a and 3b

loss of grade 3 a and 3b

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

the site is screeneed from the town centre by existing
development. The site is fairly well screened from views form
the A172 by hedgerows and trees / vegetation. The site is not
prominent in significant views towards the settlement.

There are no significant views towards the settlement from the A172 due
to vegetation (hedgerows and trees). While development of the site
would be visible from the highway, it would not be prominent in any
significant views towards the settlement.

The site includes grazing land (greenfield) which is adjacent to,
but outside the development limits. If the wooded areas and
high hedgerows which bound the eastern part of the site are
maintained, this would screen some of the development and
the impact on form and character could be limited. Careful
design could also mitigate against the potential impact with
careful consideration to height, scale, roofscape, density, layout
etc. The grazing land is part of the historic landscape. The loss
of the fields which go right to the centre of the town would
have an impact on development

The site is outside the development limits of Stokesley and is disjointed
from the existing built form. Development on this site would not fit well
with the form and character of the settlement. The site forms part of the
historic landscape, with traditional strip fields which go right to the
centre of the town being of value to the setting of stokesley.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

The site fronts on to the A172 which may present noise issues from
traffic.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues. Noise mitigation maybe required for any dwellings with
frontage on to the road (if development went ahead).

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

almost the entire site is in floodzone 2

all of site in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

almost the entire site is in floodzone 3

part of site in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

the majority of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding

The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

almost the entire site is within flood zone 3 and the majority of part of site is within the flood zone 3/history of surface water flooding so
the site has a history of surface water flooding so development development may increase risk of flooding
may increase risk of flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/011

S/142/012

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could cause air pollution/
if general combustion processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Within Conservation Area

This site adjoins the boundary of the Stokesley Conservation Area. The
loss of this open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

there may be scope to mitigate against any impact through
careful design

This site adjoins the boundary of the Stokesley Conservation Area. The
loss of this open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

The flour Mill in the centre of this site is a Grade Ii Listed
Building. See comment c

The Old Rectory to the north of this site is a Grade II* Listed Building. The
loss of this currently‐undeveloped area could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See
comment (a)

non‐designated heritage asset is within the site boundary.

CO no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

A small number of archaeological events have been found
within or within close proximity of the site which may suggest
archaeological potential.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage
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Site ID
S/142/011
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto
Levenside. TA/TP required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists
to reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic assessment
and/or travel plan.

Will off site work be required = a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major road
and extend existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/142/012
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced.
This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. TA/TP required. Routes for pedestrians
and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic assessment and/or
travel plan.

highways to advise

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

82

S/142/013

S/142/014

S/142/015

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Address

OS Field 7300, 8100 and 9173 Thirsk Road
Stokesley North Yorkshire

OS Field 3738 Stokesley North
Yorkshire

OS Field 5541 Stokesley North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Arable land

Arable Land

Arable Land

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Multiple

Housing

Housing

13.90

7.77

1.59

Total Dwellings

405

230

40

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

no issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of Locally specific biodiversity information not
assessment. Further information to follow.
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

81

All residential development should address energy efficiency
All residential development should address energy All residential development should address energy
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant national efficiency and sustainable building practices in line efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.
standards.
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW in vicinity. There is a narrow public footpath along
no PROW in vicinity. There is a public footpath
Thirsk road which part of the site fronts on to. There is a public along the roadside which the site fronts onto. No
footpath along Westlands road north of the site but access to cycle route evident.
this would depend on gaining access through the SE2 allocation
wh

No PROW in vicinity. There is a public footpath along
the roadside which the southern end of the site
fronts on to. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to public footpath network on Thirsk road.
Access to public footpaths on Westlands road would depend
on gaining access via SE2 when and if this is developed. No
cycle route evident.

Potential to link to public footpath along
Westlands road.

potential for new links to footpaths along Westlands
road

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/013

S/142/014

Stokesley

Stokesley

S/142/015
Stokesley

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful design negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
and landscaping to improve the environment
the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is open and prominent in significant views towards the
settlement when approaching on Thirsk road and Westlands
road. There is potential for the site to be prominent in views
when approaching on the A172.

In isolation, development of the site would be
prominent in views towards the settlement.
However, there is new modern development
pending as part of the planning permission on land
to the east which is part of larger area of land that
has been allocated in LDF.

Development of the site would be prominent in
views towards the settlement, however, given that
the land adjacent to the eastern boundary of the site
has outline planning permission for housing
development, the impact would be limited.

The site is adjacent to the development limits of the
settlement, however the proposed scale of development on
this site, along with proposals for B class uses, this would be
prominent in views to the settlement and would not fill well
with the form and c

In isolation, the site does not fit well wih the form
and character of the settlement as it is disjointed
from the existing built form.However the
neighbouring site has been granted permission for
houssing. At this location there is a gap between
stokesley and Tamebridge, development of the
whole site would lead to coellescence with the
neighbouring settlment.

When considered in isolation, the site does not fit
well with the existing form and character of the
settlement, however, given that the land adjacent to
the eastern boundary of the site has outline planning
permission for housing, the impact is more limited.
The site would be within a natural field boundary
which would also serve to reduce the potetnial
impact on character and form. There is potential for
the development of the site to further reduce the gap
between stokesley and Tame Bridge.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The proposal includes consideration of B class uses
incorporated within the residential development. This would
require careful planning and mitigation of any issues which
may affect amenity of new or existing residents.

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

The proposal includes consideration of B class uses
incorporated within the residential development. This would
require careful planning and mitigation of any issues which
may affect amenity of new or existing residents.

no issues

no issues

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to provide
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.
present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Almost the entire site is in flood zone 2

The northern and eastern edge of the site is in
flood zone 2. The floodzone extends into the
south west corner of the site.

A marginal section of the north east corner of the site
is in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Almost the entire site is in flood zone 3

The northern and western edge of the site is in
flood zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

significant proportion of the site is susceptible to surface water The eastern edge of the site and south west corner no issues
flooding
of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding.
There is a marginal section within the centre of the
site which also has some vulnerability.

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

majority of site is within flood zone 3 and majority of site has
Part of site is within flood zone 3 and part of site
history of surface water flooding so development may increase has history of surface water flooding
risk of flooding

A marginal section of the north east corner of the site
is in floodzone 2, so this may present issues.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/013

S/142/014

S/142/015

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could cause air
pollution/ if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could
cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of >
20m3/day

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

A small number of archaeological events have been found
within or within close proximity of the site which may suggest
archaeological potential.

There is no data to suggest that the development The HER shows an events polygon which overlaps
of this site would affect any non‐designated site of with the site. NYCC to advise of archaeological
potential.
archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage
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Site ID
S/142/013
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto Thirsk
Road. TA/TP required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village.

Will off site work be required = a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major road
and extend existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
and what will the impact be Passenger transport will require additional facilities/service
on viability?
provision as determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel

S/142/014

S/142/015

Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing .

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
by design

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto Westlands. TA/TP required.
Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire
lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Passenger transport will require
additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing
major road and extend existing footway/street
lighting to serve the site.

plan.

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

85

S/142/017

S/142/018

S/142/019

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

White House Farm Stokesley
North Yorkshire TS9 5LE

Land East Of White House Farm
Stokesley North Yorkshire

Small Riggs Field South West Of
Mill Riggs Farm Stokesley North
Yorkshire

Land South Of
Quakers Grove
Farm Great Ayton
North Yorkshire

Formerly used for agricultural purposes although the
buildings are now vacant
Housing

Arable land

Agricultural

Housing

Housing

Housing

0.88

0.80

0.88

15.92

25

25‐30

15

200

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

No

No

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW in vicinity. There is a public footpath at
the opposite side of the road which the site fronts
on to which connects into the settlement. No cycle
route evident.

PROW runs along southern edge of site. There is a
narrow public footpath on the opposite side of the
A172 which the site fronts on to. No evident cycle
route.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

potential for new links to footpaths along
Westlands road

Potential to link to PROW network and public
footpath along A172.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

No

86

S/142/016

Total Dwellings

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

84

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at
time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/016

S/142/017

S/142/018

S/142/019

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The edge of the existing settlement is well screened The site is open and prominent and built
by vegetation so while development on this site
development will have a negative impact
would be prominent when approaching on
Westlands road, the impact on significant views
towards the settlement is limited.

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

The site would form a fairly small scale extension to While the site is in close proximity to the
development limits of the exitsing settlement, the
the existing settlement boundary and is
site is located at the opposite side of the A172 and
immediately adjacent to the built form.
is therefore disjointed from the existing built form.
Development would have a detrimental impact on
the op

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

The site fronts on to the A172 and therefore traffic
noise may be an issue.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

The proposed preferred use is appropriate to
surrounding land uses.

no issues with exception to potential noise
pollution from the A172, however, there may be
potential to mitigate against this.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The south east corner of the site is in flood zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

The site is outside floodzone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

The south east corner of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding.

a significant proportion of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

part of site has history of surface water flooding so history of surface water flooding so development
there may be an increase in risk of flooding.
may increase risk of flooding
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Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/016

S/142/017

S/142/018

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process
could cause air pollution/ if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Historic farm buildings on this site have received
planning approval for demolition. However,
buildings are of some value due to their age and
landscape value.

CO no issues

CO no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Stokesley

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of There is no data to suggest that the development of There is no data to suggest that the development of
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.
archaeological importance.
archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

no issues

S/142/019
Stokesley
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Site ID
S/142/016
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
principles of secure by
size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of
To reduce principles of secure by
secure by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable
onto Westlands. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed. This
site is not likely to generate significant public
transport travel demand.

Will off site work be required = a ‐ Both sites will need to provide footway links
along Westlands towards Stokesley Tennic Club.
and what will the impact be Footway on southern side of Westlands required.
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/142/017

S/142/018

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

S/142/019
Stokesley

All new development will be expected to adopt
All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles of good design standards considering the principles of
secure by design
secure by design

=g
Access accebtible. Footpath links may need to be
considered. Cumulative impact on westlands and
Thirsk road will need to be considered.

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable
onto A172. From a point within the site to reflect
the most convenient desire lines to the nearest
service centre/village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order. This site is not likely to generate
significant public transport travel demand.

=a
Footpath links may need to be considered.
Cumulative impact on westlands and Thirsk road
will need to be considered.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing
major road and extend existing footway/street
lighting to serve the site. Access for the site may
require considerable investment as it is likely a
right turn lane facility will need to be provided.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

89

90

S/142/020

S/142/021

S/142/022

S/142/023

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Address

OS Field 9664 Stokesley North
Yorkshire

Mill Riggs Farm
Stokesley North
Yorkshire TS9 5HQ

Current Use

Agricultural

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Residential, Commercial and
Agricultural
Mixed

5.52

3.44

Total Dwellings

80

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

OS Fields 0004, 0010, 0721, 1200,
OS Field 2200 and 2700
1595, 6177, 7100, 7272, 8122, 8600
Stokesley North
and Land At End Of The Stripe The
Yorkshire
Stripe Stokesley North Yorkshire

Arable land

Agricultural

Multiple

Housing

8.58

28.32

240

400

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

88

No

No

No

No

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

no PROW within or adjacent to site. No
pavements or cycle routes. poor road
crossings/high traffic volume/speed does not
encourage pedestrian access to services and or
facilities.

There is a PROW to the south of the
site. There is a footway adjacent to the
site which connects to the Town
Centre

No PROW in vicinity. No public
footpaths on A172. There are public
footpaths on Thirsk road but access
would need to be provided. No cycle
route evident.

PROW cuts across the site from north to south. A
second PROW runs along part of the eastern
boundary. There are pavements within the adjacent
residential areas to the south of the site and there is
potential to link to these as part of the development
of

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Little or no prospect of improved connectivity or
there may be potential to improve
creation of new routes/footpaths as site is
pedestrian/cycle links through the
separated from exitsing built form by the highway. development of the site

Potential for new links to public
footpaths given proximity to highway
and existing residential estate.

Potential to link the development into the PROW
network. There are pavements within the adjacent
residential areas to the south of the site and there is
potential to link to these as part of the development
of the site. New cycle routes would be require

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

There is access to superfast broadband yes

yes
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/020

S/142/021

Stokesley

Stokesley

loss of grade 3b

S/142/022
Stokesley
loss of grade 3a and 3b

S/142/023
Stokesley
loss of grade 3b

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and gravel,
brick and clay.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick
and clay, sand and gravel.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel.

NYCC minerals safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within or adjacent to the GI
and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site would be prominent in significant views
towards the settlement

The site is visible along the A172.
Views from further north along the
A172 are limited by existing
development at Strikes. There are
distant views of the site towards the
settlment from the A173

The site is partly screened by
The site is not prominent in significant views towards
hedgerows and vegetation which
a settlement.
bound Thirsk road and the A172,
however, there are significant gaps in
the vegetation at the south and south
west end of the site where the site is
prominent in significant views towards
the settlement

The site is adjacent to the highway which bounds
the development limits of Stokesley. However,
given that the site is at the opposite side of the
highway in what is an area of open countryside,
the site does not fit well with the form and
character of the settlement.

There is some limted development
beyond the A172. Development at this
location would have impact on the
form of the settlement.

Part of the site is adjacent to the
development limits of the settlement,
however, the scale and location of the
site represents a significant extension
southwards and does not fit well with
the form and character.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The highway bounds two sides of the site which
may present road traffic noise issues.

The A172 has the potential to impact
on the amentiy of enw residents.
Mixed use is proposed, consideration
shold be given to the location of more
sensitive uses

The proposal includes consideration of no issues
a supermarket and or B class uses
incorporated within the residential
development. This would require
careful planning and mitigation of any
issues which may affect amenity of
new or existing residents.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

The site bounds the highway and noise mitigation
may be necessary.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

The southern boundary of the site is adjacent to the
development limits of Stokesley, however, the site
represents a significant northern extension to the
settlement, and development of the whole site
would have a negative impact on the open character
and appearance of the surrounding

The proposal includes consideration of no issues
a supermarket and or B class uses
incorporated within the residential
development. This would require
careful planning and mitigation of any
issues which may affect amenity of
new or existing residents.
All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to provide
to provide sufficient facilities for
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
waste, the exact type and nature are nature are not known at present
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is outside flood zone 2

Almost the entire site is within
floodzone 2

The majority of the site is in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is outside flood zone 3

Almost the entire site is within
floodzone 3

Part of the site is in floodzone 3 (northern section
and a strip on the western boundary)

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

A section of the site along the southern boundary
is susceptible to surface water flooding and this
extends into the centre of the site.

A large section of the south and south Small sections of the site in the northern section,
eastern section and southern area are susceptible to
west end of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding.
surface water flooding ‐ there are
small sections extending across the
site which are also susceptible.

history of surface water flooding so development
may increase risk of flooding

Almost the entire site is within flood part of site is within flood zone 3 and site has history
zone 3 and various sections of the site of surface water flooding so development may
have a history of surface water
increase risk of flooding
flooding and so development may
increase risk of flooding

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/020

S/142/021

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley

S/142/022

S/142/023

Stokesley
Stokesley
depends on scale of development and depends on scale of development and mitigation.
mitigation
SFRA ubducates consider the site for flood storage.

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if
NE no issues identified. Concern if any NE no issues identified. Concern if general
general combustion processes >50MW process could cause air pollution/ if
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
energy input.
general combustion processes >50MW
energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

no issues

HE no issues

HE This site lies close to the boundary HE no issues
of the Stokesley Conservation Area.
The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the
significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

Peaton Carr Farmhouse 250 metres to the south HE no issues
of this site is a Grade II Listed Building. The loss of
this currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

A small number of archaeological events have
been found within the site which may suggest
archaeological potential.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

The HER shows an events line through Archaeological investigation has been undertaken at
this site. NYCC to advise of
this site. Further information from that assessment
archaeological potential.
should be provided.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/142/020
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
principles of secure by
size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

Stokesley
Mixed use site proposed ‐ nature of
mix to be established, could include
housign and housing for older people.
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure

S/142/023

Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
All sites that are put forward for residential
residential development will be
development will be expected to meet policies on
expected to meet policies on size type size type and tenure.
and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

All new development will be expected All new development will be expected to adopt good
to adopt good design standards
design standards considering the principles of secure
considering the principles of secure by by design
design

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway
is acceptable onto A172. TA/TP
required. Routes for pedestrians and
cyclists to reflect desire lines through
the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Access arrangement
needs to be considered jointly with
plots S/142/018 and S/142/007.

= r ‐ The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense.
TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect
desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village.

= a ‐ Whilst Hebron Road does access this site there
needs to be consideration that the environment of
Hebron Road does not offer a good point of access.
Will need to be determined by a traffic assessment.
TA/TP required. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has
been provided and confirmed by order.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve
the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to
serve the site. Passenger transport will
additional facilities/service provision as
require additional facilities/service
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel provision as determined in a traffic
plan. Access for the site may require considerable assessment and/or travel plan.
investment as it may require a right turn lane at
the location.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve
the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to
serve the site. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan.

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing
footway to serve the site. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan. Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan. Access to this site is
not straight forward. Hebron Road can be used to
access part of the site but an additional access point
is required.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto B1365. Routes for pedestrians
and cyclists to reflect desire lines through the site
to the nearest service centre/Village.

Will off site work be required = a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
and what will the impact be footway/street lighting to serve the site. TA/TP
on viability?
required. Passenger transport will require

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

S/142/022

Mixed use site proposed ‐ nature of
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing g mix to be established.All sites above
will be assumed to meet policies on
the current threshold will be assumed affordable housing .
to meet policies on affordable housing
.

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
To reduce principles of secure by
of secure by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

S/142/021

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

93

S/142/024

S/142/025

S/142/026

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Address

Stokesley School Station
Road Stokesley North
Yorkshire TS9 5AL

Tanton Park House Stokesley
North Yorkshire TS9 5JS

The Rectory Leven Close Stokesley
North Yorkshire TS9 5AP

Current Use

school sports field

agriculture, agricultural buildings & residential

agriculture

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

1.71

13.17

2.22

Total Dwellings

12 detached dwellings

385

69

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.
with relevant national standards.

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

92

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW is in close proximity (runs along Station PROW cuts across the southern section of the site. PROW in close proximity to south east corner of site
road). Public footpaths run along Station
There are no pavements or cycle routes adjacent which extends to the highway. This part of the site could
to site.
also provide access to pavements. No cycle route evident.
road. No cycle route evident.
However, overall connectivity is poor as the site is locked
behind existing residential development

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link into PROW network and
public footpath network. No cycle route
evident.

Potential to link development into PROW network. Little or no prospect of improved connectivity or creation
However, there are no existing pavements or cycle of new routes/footpaths
routes to link to.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

school playing field

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/024
Stokesley
not currently in agricultural use

S/142/025

S/142/026

Stokesley

Stokesley

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel.

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant
views towards a settlement.

The site is not prominent in significant views
towards a settlement

The site is well screened from the highway by existing
residential development, woodland, hedgerows and
vegetation. The site would not be prominent in any
significant views towards the settlement.

The site has the potential to impact on the
character and form of the settlement as it will
result in loss of part of an open green space
(playing field) but careful design could
mitigate against the potential impact with
careful consideration to height,

The site is not adjacent to the existing
development limits and is disjointed from the
existing built form. The scale and location of the
site has a poor relationship with the existing built
form and character of the settlement.

The site is outside the development limits of Stokesley
with exception to the northern section of the site which
encompasses an existing residential property. The
northern and eastern boundary of the site are adjacent to
the existing built form of the settlement

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Potential noise from school playing field

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Potential noise from school playing field but
mitigation may be possible

no issues

no issues

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to provide
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
type and nature are not known at present.
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Site is entirely within flood zone 2

Almost the entire site in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

A marginal section of the site is in flood zone 3 The site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

A section of the eastern end of the site is
susceptible to surface water flooding

The southern edge of the site is susceptible to
The south west corner of the site and southern edge of
surface water flooding. This susceptibility extends the site are susceptible to surface water flooding.
northwards in the western side of the site and
there are also small section in the northern part of
the site which are susceptible.

A small part of site is within flood zone 3 and
site has history of surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

history of surface water flooding so development
may increase risk of flooding.

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

A marginal corner of the site in the northern
section of the site is in Flood zone 2

Part of site in floodzone 3

Part of site is within the flood zone 3/history of surface
water flooding so development could increase risk of
flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

S/142/024

S/142/025

S/142/026

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and
mitigation

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
will depend on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues. Concern if any process could
cause air pollution/ if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. Concern if any process could
cause air pollution/ if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

This site adjoins the boundary of the Stokesley
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

there is scope to mitigate against any impact through
careful design

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

Tanton Farmhouse 300 metres to the north of this
site is a Grade II Listed Building. The loss of this
currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

The Old Rectory to the north of this site is a Grade II*
Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐undeveloped
area could harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See
comment (a)

CO no issues

no issues

CO no issues

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

The HER shows a monuments polygon through A small number of archaeological events have
the eastern part of this site. This may suggest been found within close proximity of the site
archaeological potential.
which may suggest archaeological potential.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this
site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/142/024
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
principles of secure by
on size type and tenure.
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable
housing .

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to
adopt good design standards considering the
To reduce principles of secure by
principles of secure by design
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Access from the exisiting highway is
acceptable onto Station Road. This site cannot
be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts
to be considered and for arrangements to
secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. TA/TP
required. From a point within the site to
reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
nearest service centre/village.

Will off site work be required Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a
and what will the impact be traffic assessment and/or travel plan.
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

S/142/025

S/142/026

Stokesley
Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential development
development will be expected to meet policies on will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable
onto B1365. TA/TP required. Routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route
has been provided and confirmed by order. See
also S/142/001.

= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway is acceptable onto
Station Road. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to
be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.
TP/TA required. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists to
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village.

Minor works may be required to extend existing
footway to serve the site. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan.

= a ‐ Passenger transport will require additional
facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan. Access onto Levenside for
pedestrians/cyclists only.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Stokesley
94

Sustainability Objective

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

Address

95

96

97

S/142/027

S/142/028

S/142/029

S/142/030

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Stokesley

Ladycross Farm
Stokesley North
Yorkshire TS9 5JL

Land North East Of
Stokesley Leisure Centre
Stokesley North
Yorkshire

Land To The Rear Of Hambleton Gate Stokesley OS Field 9664 Stokesley
North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agriculture

Agriculture

Grazing by Sheep

Grazing by Sheep

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

1.01

1.07

0.55

0.62

Total Dwellings

15

135

six

fifteen

no issues

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

All residential development should address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW is in close proximity to site (runs along Station road). Site could
link into public footpath network via Hambleton Gate. No cycle route
evident.

no PROW within or adjacent to site.
No pavements or cycle routes. poor
road crossings/high traffic
volume/speed does not encourage
pedestrian access to services and or
facilities.

PROW in fairly close proximity. No
pavement access along A172. There
are pavements on both side of road
along Helmsley road. No cycle route
evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to PROW network and public footpath network. No
cycle route evident.

There are pavements on both side of
Little or no prospect of improved
connectivity or creation of new
road along Helmsley road which could
routes/footpaths as site is separated
be linked to. No cycle route evident.
from exitsing built form by the highway.

Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?

To Protect
Does the site have any
and enhance
biodiversity issues?
bio‐diversity
and geo‐
diversity

no issues

To Protect Is the site within a source
and enhance protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
water and
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

To protect
and improve
air quality
and reduce
climate
change

no issues

No
All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

There are public footpaths along the
B1257 which the site fronts onto. No
evident cycle routes.

Potential to link into public footpath
network. No cycle route links evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐use
brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

site includes farm buildings (60%
greenfield).

no issues

no issues

yes

Is the site potentially subject
To protect to contamination or other
and enhance ground condition issues?
soils and the
most efficent
use land

no, greenfield site
Possible historic contamination but the no issues
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

S/142/027
Stokesley
loss of grade 3b

S/142/028

S/142/029

S/142/030

Stokesley
loss of grade 3b

Stokesley
loss of grade 3b

Stokesley
loss of grade 3b

Is the development within or
does it impact on a mineral
safeguarding area?

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and gravel.

NYCC safeguarding area. Brick and
clay, sand and gravel.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand
and gravel.

NYCC safeguarding area. Sand and
gravel.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green infrastructure
through the development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

The site is not prominent in any significant views towards a settlement.

The site would be prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement

The site is open and prominent but
Site is well screened by high trees /
sensitive design would reduce the
hedgerows so is not prominent in
impact of built development
significant views when approaching
Stokesley from the roundabout to the
east. There is already built
development on the road frontage on
Helmsely road and with senstive
design, new development could
enhance frontage.

What is the impact on form
To provide a and character of a
good quality settlement?
built
environment.

The site is adjacent to the development limits of the settlement.
However development at this location is linear in nature and
developemnt to the rear of these propoerties would have an impact on
form at this location.

The site is adjacent to the highway
which bounds the development limits
of Stokesley. However, given that the
site is at the opposite side of the
highway in what is an area of open
countryside, the site does not fit well
with the form and character of th

The site does not fit so well with the
main built form of Stokesley. However,
there is already built development on
the road frontage. Therefore, given
the proposed scale, with sensitive
design, impact on form and character
could be limited.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

The highway bounds two sides of the
site which may present road traffic
noise issues.

Adjacent to busy main roads so traffic potential traffic noise from highway
noise mitigation may need to be
considered

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

The site bounds the highway and noise Adjacent to busy main roads so traffic potential traffic noise from highway
mitigation may be necessary.
noise mitigation may need to be
but this may be mitigated.
considered

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

All new development will be expected
to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are
not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

The site is almost entirely within flood zone 2

site is outside flood zone 2

no issues

The majority of the site is in flood zone
2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

A central section of the site is in floodzone 3

site is outside flood zone 3

no issues

The site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

A significant proportion of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

A section of the site along the
southern boundary is susceptible to
surface water flooding and this
extends into the centre of the site.

eastern end of the site is susceptible
to surface water flooding.

Two areas of the site are susceptible
to surface water flooding

whole or part of site is within flood zone 3 and site has history of surface history of surface water flooding so
water flooding so development may increase risk of flooding
development may increase risk of
flooding

eastern end of the site is susceptible
to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of
flooding

Will the development
To reduce contain individual /
level of waste communal site facilities /
produced and infrastructure?
ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development
is resilient to
climate
change and Will development increase
reduce the the risk of flooding?
risk of
flooding

The site ia adjacent to the
development limits of the settlement
and the site would form a natural infill
between the existing built form and
the highway.

history of surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of
flooding
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Stokesley
Site ID
Sub Area
Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a negative
To maintain & impact on the setting of the
enhance the National Park or AONB?
character of
AONB &
National Park

S/142/027

S/142/028

S/142/029

S/142/030

Stokesley
depends on scale of development and mitigation

Stokesley
Stokesley
Stokesley
depends on scale of development and depends on scale of development and depends on scale of development and
mitigation
mitigation
mitigation

no issues

NE no issues identified. Concern if
NE no issues identified. Concern if any
general combustion processes >50MW process could cause air pollution/ if
energy input.
general combustion processes >50MW
energy input.
NE no issues identified. Concern if any
process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW
energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

Peaton Carr Farmhouse 250 metres to HE no issues.
the south of this site is a Grade II
Listed Building. The loss of this
currently‐open area and its
subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment (b)

CO no issues

CO no issues

Ladycross Farm is of some age, being
evident on the first edition OS plan.
Whilst the house has been altered
siginficantly, the barns along the
roadside are of character on the
approach to Stokesley and should be
retained. Redevelopment proposals
should prepare a Heritage Statement
addressing the impacts.

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

Will the development of the
site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.

Will development of the site
affect the setting of an
elevated conservation area?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

To preserve
and where
enhance the
Will the development of the
historic
environment site affect non‐designated
and improve heritage assets?
understandin
g of local
cultural
heritage

HE no issues

no issues
There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

HE no issues

Not applicable

HE no issues
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Stokesley
Site ID
S/142/027
Stokesley
Sub Area
Will the site incorporate the All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
principles of secure by
design reducing the potential
for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?

To provide a
mix of
Will the development
housing types provide affordable housing
and tenures for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported by
a viability appraisal?

S/142/028

S/142/029

S/142/030

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

Stokesley
All sites that are put forward for
residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on All sites above the current threshold
affordable housing .
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold
will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing.

Will the site incorporate the All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design
To reduce principles of secure by
crime & the design reducing the potential
fear of crime for crime and discouraging
anti‐social behaviour?
Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. .This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. From a point within the site to reflect
the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service centre/village.
This site is not likely to generate significant public transport travel
demand. Site may have access to Station Road by private road that
serves West Lodge.

Will off site work be required Highways to advise
and what will the impact be
on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity in
the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design
All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design
= g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway = g ‐ Access from the exisiting highway = g Access from the exisiting highway
is acceptable onto B1365. TA/TP
is acceptable onto B1257. From a point is acceptable onto B1257. From a point
required. Routes for pedestrians and within the site to reflect the most
within the site to reflect the most
cyclists to reflect desire lines through convenient desire lines to the nearest convenient desire lines to the nearest
service centre/village. This site is not service centre/village. This site is not
the site to the nearest service
likely to generate significant public
likely to generate significant public
centre/Village.
transport travel demand.
transport travel demand.
All new development will be expected
to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by
design

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve
the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to
serve the site. Passenger transport will
require additional facilities/service
provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan. Access
for the site may require considerable
investment as it may require a right
turn lane at the location.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve
the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to
serve the site. Footway improvement
required to enable sustainable route
to Stokesley Tennis Club.

= a Works will be required to improve
the existing major road and extend
existing footway/street lighting to
serve the site. Footway improvement
required to enable sustainable route
to Stokesley Tennis Club.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Sustainability Objective

Thirsk

1
Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/002/001
Thirsk
Ainderby Quernhow

T/009/001
Thirsk
Bagby

T/009/002
Thirsk
Bagby

Address

Land Adjacent Ainderby Villa Ainderby
Quernhow North Yorkshire

Green Garth Bagby North Yorkshire YO7 2PH

Cherry Tree Farm Bagby North Yorkshire YO7 2PH

Current Use

Agricultural

Residential adj the road. Unused to the rear

RESIDENTIAL AND CHICKEN REARING SHEDS

Housing
0.45
6+

Housing
0.34
10

Housing
0.79
7

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

NE do not identify any issues

No impacts identified

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

No impacts identified

No issues

no issues

No TPOs substantial trees/hedgerow on eastern
boundary

Trees/hedges on site boundaries

No

No

No

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
All residential development should address energy
address energy efficiency and sustainable efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
building practices in line with relevant
with relevant national standards.
national standards

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW in close proximity to site but other
side of highway so pedestrain access to be
considered. There is a pavement on same
side of main road to which site front onto.
No facilities in village. No cycle route
evident.

PROW 60 metres to north on opposite side of
village main street. Futher PROW to north acessed
off main village street. Pedestrian footpath on
opposite side of main village street.Local
services/facilities poor

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to pavement on same side Already well connected
of main road to which site front onto. No
facilities in village. No cycle route evident.

Existing links to PROWs adequate

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

Yes

Superfast braodband available

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

greenfield site

Site has dwelling and outbuilding on the
frontage/side of the site.

Partly. Site is occupied by dwelling on frontage
with outbuilding and two large low chicken sheds
taking up a large part of the available area to the
rear.

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

No issues

No issues apart from demolition of chicken sheds

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 1

Loss of grade 2 land. All site (inc dwelliing/buildings) Loss of grade 2 ag land. Whole site is included.
grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

site overlaps with sand and gravel

Not in safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is The site is not in or near the GI corridor
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

There is a PROW running to the north west of the
western boundary of the site and a bridlepath to the
north. The site has a footpath to the front (south) of
the site along the main village street.Local
services/facilities are limited

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

Not included in safegaurding area

The site is not within GI corridor and is not
adjacent to GI corridor. The site is relatively small
and given its location in relation to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or improve GI.
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Thirsk

To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/002/001
Thirsk

T/009/001
Thirsk

site is within village and is not prominent The site is visible but not prominent from the PROW
in significant views towards the
to the east of the site and to the north. It is long and
settlement.
narrow in shape and the frontage of the site is visible
from the main village street. There is an existing brick
dwelling on the frontage of the site and outbuildings.

Site is within settlement. However,
development would result in loss of open
countryside which is part of the character
of the village. Development would impact
on setting of listed building. Proposed
scale out of character with low density of
settlement.

T/009/002
Thirsk

The site frontage is located within the village main
street. The land to the rear included in the
proposed site extends beyond the development
limits on the southern side of the main village
street. The existing poultry buildings are long and
low and are not readily visible from the adjacent
land due to tree and hedge coverage. Taller
development would be visible from Bagby Lane
and PROWs to the east of the site.

The site extends to the north of the more modern
The full extent of the site will be a significant
Sandown Close development (1960s). It does not
intrusion in the open landscape beyond the line of
exceed the extent of this more recent development the existing built form which is linear and has very
little in depth development of this side of the main
any further north west but any new development
would be constrained by the narrow width of the site street.
and development in depth may appear as backland
development. It will further consolidate this modern
form of development which is at odds with the linear
form of the more historic core of the village. Frontage
development would be infill.

no issues
Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

There are no immediate potentail nuisances but the Bagby Airfield is The Bagby airfeild is located to the south of the village
located on the south side of the village street.

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Site adajacent to residentail and agricultural land

Residential development would be appropriate and could be
argued to improve envirnoment as it would result in the loss of
the working chicken sheds. There will be significant landscape
impact with taller housing development.

All new development will be expected to provide
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history almost the entire site is susceptible to surface water
of surface water flooding? flooding

north western fringe of site is included in the surface water Interm
area. A small area to the north west perimeter of the site is inclded
in the surface water Less (and a very small area to the site
frontage).An area just outside the north west edge of the ite is
uncluded in the Deep Surface 1 in 200years.

Surface water issues to immediate north of site

Will development increase almost the entire site is susceptible to surface water
the risk of flooding?
flooding so development would increase risk of
flooding

history of surface water flooding on edges of the site so development N/A
may increase risk of flooding

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

N/A

Does the site have a

NE do not identify any issues

"Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input
"

Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

No conservation area in Bagby

No conservation area in Bagby

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

N/A

N/A

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Thirsk

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/002/001
Thirsk
g

T/009/002
Thirsk
g

Would development affect HE acknowledge listed building but make no comment. No nearby listed buildings. 250m to north of site
HDC: Development could impact on setting of listed
the setting and/or
building.
significance of a Listed
Building?

No listed buildings in the vicinity

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

No designated assets nearby

No issues

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

N/A

No issues

HE do not identify any issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

No Issues

no issues
Will development of the
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

N/A

No Issues

N/A

No issues

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
development will be expected to meet policies on size expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
provide affordable housing to meet policies on affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/009/001
Thirsk
g

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from
the B6267. The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This
site is affected by a registered public right of way
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the nearest service centre/village. Internal road
layout to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards.

= a The site has a frontage on Bagby Lane. Visibility may be an issue
as the site has a limited frontage and the footway/verge is narrow.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved. For residential development the layout shall
be designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the site and should comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.

= a The site has a frontage on Bagby Lane. Visibility may be an
issue as the site has a limited frontage and the footway is
narrow.The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved. This site is not affected by a
registered public right of way. For residential development the
layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the site. The
internal road alyout should comply with NYCC' design standards

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement to serve this
development.
Improvements to the existing footways on both sides
of the carriageway may be required.

= g This site may be affected by a registered public right of way
which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order. (PROW
DOES NOT GO THROUGH THE SITE)

= a Visibility may be an issue as the site has a limited frontage
and the footway is narrow.None referred to in NYCC comments

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Thirsk

2
Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/009/003
Thirsk
Bagby

Address

Bagby Hall Farm Bagby North Yorkshire YO7 2PH

Current Use

Farm Dwelling and Pig Farm

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

T/009/004
Thirsk
Bagby
OS Field 9000 Bagby Lane Bagby North Yorkshire

Housing
0.54
9

3

4
5
T/009/005
T/009/006/E
Thirsk
Thirsk
Bagby
Sowerby
Hambleton Steel Works York Road Thirsk East of A19, South of Sutton Road, OS Fields 1657,
North Yorkshire YO7 3BT
2400, 5100, 5366, 645 Sutton Road to York Road and
Field North of and OS Field 4120 York Road Thirsk

Agricultural

b2/b8

A19 East ‐ Employment Site

Housing
0.98
28

None
3.69

Employment
51.44
12 month maximum

No issues

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No issues

No issues

no issues

no issues

Trees/hedges on western side of boundary

Large tree in centre of site

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Employment development should
Employment development should have the
have the potential to be Green if they potential to be Green if they follow BREEAM
follow BREEAM standards.
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW runs through site. Pavement
PROW 30 metres to east of site, gives access to Footpath to immediate west of the site leading to
runs along side of site. No cycle route
other PROWs in vicinity. Pavement to site frontage
bridleway to east. No pavement to southern
side of vaillage street, pavement on north side. onto village main street. Local services/facilities poor evident.
Local services/facilities poor

PROW runs through site and bridleway adjoins
site boundary.There is a pavement on side of
highway (A19) to which site fronts onto. There
is a local cycle route along the A19 at this
point.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Adequately served with PROWs

Adequately served

Potential to link into PROW and
connect to pavements.

Potential to link to PROW which runs through
site and bridleway which adjoins site
boundary. Potential to link to pavement on
side of highway (A19) to which site fronts onto.
Potential to link to local cycle route along the
A19.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Superfast braodband available now

Superfast braodband available in village

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Site has dwelling to the frontage with large
modern agricultural sheds to rear.

All greenfield (except existing dwelling and curtilage in green space adjacent to existing
north eastern corner of site)
business

majority greenfield (part existing employment
use)

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

Other than removal of agricultura sheds

No issues

Possible historic contamination but
the development of the site could
lead to cleaning up.

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Loss of grade 2 land. All site included.

Loss of Grade 2 agricultural land

loss of grade 3b (not currently
agricultural land)

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

Not in sfaeguarding area

Not in safeguarding area

NYCC within minerals safeguarding
area. Brick and clay.

NYCC within minerals safeguarding area. Brick
and clay.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited
scope to develop or improve the GI

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI. A
large mixed use site within the GI could have
an adverse impact.

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

NE advise there is a SINC at Sowerby NE identify no issues.
Flatts.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/009/003
Thirsk

T/009/004
Thirsk

T/009/005
Thirsk

T/009/006/E
Thirsk

The rear of the site, beyond the frontage
development, is readily visible from PROWs to
the north. Particularly as there is no
development in depth on this side of the road.
Not prominent from wider view points.

The site will be prominent from Bagby Lane, the main
approach to the village from the south (York A19). It
will be seen against Sandown Close which is a
development circa 1960 of mainly bungalows but the
development of the site will be prominent.

Prominent in views towards the
settlement and as a gatewat to the
town. The site is within industrial
estate.

site is not prominent in significant views
towards the settlement. Site is adjacent to A19
which is a boundary between settlement and
site.

The proposed development would replace
existing large agricultural buildings
(accommodating 800 pigs on a 10 week cycle)
but any housing development would be
intrusive as there is no development in depth
on this side of the road beyond the frontage
development.It would result in the loss of large
modern agricultural sheds and the large lorry
movements through the village associated with
800 pigs).

The site is on the southern edge of the village. The
proposed site will not extend the ribbon of
development as it is to be to the rear of dwellings on
the road frontage. Could be considered to be a
'rounding off' but it will be readily visible from Bagby
Lane as the land slopes up from the lane on the
southern appraoch to the village.

site is within existing industrial
estate. It fits with form and
character.

site is outside development limits at the other
side of the A19 where there is currently limited
development. The site does encompass
existing employment use, so further
employment uses may be complementary.
However, the proposed scale of the site is not
complementary to the existing built form and
loss of open countryside on this scale would
have negative impact on character of
settlement.

Bagby airfield to south

site proposed for expansion land for existing
business ‐ no conflicting uses.

Adjacent to A19 and includes existing employment use. If
developed for employment use, there should be no
conflicting uses as no residential areas adjacent to site.

Residential development would be appropriate and could be No no onforming uses adjacent to the site
argued to improve envirnoment as it would result in the loss
of the agricultural sheds. There will however be a detrimental
landscape impact with housing development beyond the
existing development limits.

site proposed for expansion land for existing
business ‐ no conflicting uses.

Adjacent to A19 and includes existing employment use. If
developed for employment use, there should be no
conflicting uses as no residential areas adjacent to site.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in Flood zone 3

north east corner of site is in flood zone 2 but
no issues
this part of site is already built on. It is not part
of the expansion land.The sfra Note that the
flood risk in parts of the development footprint
currently within FZ2 could potentially increase
to FZ3 magnitudes in future due to climate
change.
no issues
no issues

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Is the development in an
Airfield to south of village
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

Does the site have a history Minor surface water flooding to south east of site outside the Small finger of land to north eastern conrner included in surface water small section of the expansion land is
of surface water flooding? site
susceptible to surface water flooding
interm, Western band of site included in surface water less area

large sections of the site are susceptible to surface water
flooding

Will development increase N/A
the risk of flooding?

Surface water flooding is concentrated to the western end of the site. small section of the expansion land is
Development may increase risk of flooding
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

large sections of the site are susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

N/A

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

"Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy

Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input

NE identify no isssues, however concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

NE identify no issues, however concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

No conservation area in Bagby

No conservation area in Bagby

HE no issues.

HE no issues.

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

g

N/A

HE no issues.

HE no issues.

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
input
enhance the
setting of the National Park "
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect N/A
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Thirsk

To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/009/003
Thirsk

T/009/004
Thirsk

T/009/006/E
Thirsk

g

g

Would development affect Bagby Hall listed building to immediate west of site on main
the setting and/or
village street. See comment c
significance of a Listed
Building?

N/A

HE no issues.

HE listed milestone to north east of site.

Will the development of
No issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

No issues

CO no issues.

CO no issues.

Would development impact No issues known
sites of archaeological
importance?

No issues

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

No isssues known
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.

No issues known
Will development of the
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

No issues

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

No issues

HE no issues.

HE no issues.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
provide affordable housing policies on affordable housing
on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/009/005
Thirsk

g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

site has been proposed for expansion of business site put forward for employment use

site has been proposed for expansion of business site put forward for employment use

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design
considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles standards considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r The site has a frontage on Bagby Lane. Visibility may be
an issue as the site has a limited frontage and the verge is
narrow. The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way. For residential
development the layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph
zone for the site and should comply with NYCC design
standards.

= r The site does not include a sufficient frontage to enable an access
of acceptable standards to be formed onto the public highway.The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a . Highways to advise

= r The site is not served by a footway and there will be a requirement Highways to advise.
to provide a crossing to the footway on the opposite side of Bagby
Lane.
This site may be affected by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by order. (PROW DO ON THE
SITE)
Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement to
serve the development.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

EXTRA

T/017/001
Thirsk
Barrowby
OS Field 111 Gate Lane Borrowby North Yorkshire

Address

T/024/001
Thirsk
Carlton Husthwaite
Part OS Field 5300 Croft Lane Carlton
Husthwaite North Yorkshire

Paddock

7

6

T/025/002
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

Land Off Ripon Way Ripon Way Carlton Miniott
North Yorkshire

Land South Of Carlton Close Carlton Way Carlton Miniott
North Yorkshire

Pasture land

Redundant nursery (fallow)

Housing
3.02
50

Housing
0.41
Unknown

Agricultural

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Housing
1.17
10+

Housing
0.25
5

SINC to east of site on other side of A19

8

T/025/001
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

NE no issues

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.
information to follow.

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Trees to rear boundary

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national standards.
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a footpath to the immediate west of the site No pavements on highway which site
which forms a track to the rear of the village. It links fornts on to. No cycle route evident.
to footpaths to the north and west. There is no
PROW in close proximity to site.
pavement to the front of the site it is located on a
narrow land used by vehicles. The facilities and
services in the village are poor.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Links to existing footpaths are adequate

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Most of Borrowby has superfast broadband. This site no
appears to be outside the area covered.

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

No the site is an undeveloped agricultural field

greenfield

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

Some parts of this 1km grid square are in bands of
elevated radon potential. Maximum radon potential
is 1‐3 %.Build design can minimise radon levels.

radon affects site but the
Possible historic contamination on western no issues
development of the site could lead to boundary but the development of the site
cleaning up.
could lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Loss of grade 3b land. All of site included.

grade 2

loss of grade 3b in majority and small
section of grade 2

loss of grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

Not in mineral safeguarding area

no issues

NYCC within minerals safeguarding area.
Brick and clay.

NYCC no issues

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited
scope to develop or improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

check GIS data

check accuracy of GIS data

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

PROW runs through site. Site does not
extend boundary to include link to Ripon
Way. The boundary would need to be
extended to link into Ripon Way which has
pavements and links to highway. Highways
to advise.

Site boundary is adjacent to private track which
links to Carlton Way and Carlton Close which in
turn link to the highway (Carlton road). There are
public footpaths on Carlton road and a connection
to the National cycle network is in fairly close
proximity. However, clarification is needed on
whether access can be permitted via the adjacent
private track. Highways would also need to
advise.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

No pavements on highway which site Potential to link to PROW. Site does not
fornts on to. No cycle route evident. extend boundary to include link to Ripon
PROW in close proximity to site.
Way. The boundary would need to be
extended to link into Ripon Way which has
pavements and links to highway. Highways
to advise.

Site boundary is adjacent to private track which
links to Carlton Way and Carlton Close which in
turn link to the highway (Carlton road) providing
access to public footpaths and cycle route.
However, clarification is needed on whether
access can be permitted via the adjacent private
track. Highways would also need to advise.
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/017/001
Thirsk

T/024/001
Thirsk

T/025/001
Thirsk

T/025/002
Thirsk

The site is elevated and prominent from the approach site is prominent in significant views
along Gate Lane, the approach road from the eastern towards settlement from Butt Lane
end of the village and prominent on leaving the village and Croft Lane. Development would
as it is on brow of a hill.
result in loss of open countryside
which is currently prominent view
towards settlement.

The site is set behind existing housing to the The site is open and prominent but given the fairly
small scale of the proposed development,
south and is fairly well screened by
vegetation to the west, so it is not visible
sensitive design would reduce the impact of built
from the highway. Part of the southern end development
of the site is adjacent to the existing
development limits to the south and is
bound by the railway to the east. The site
is not prominent in significant views
towards the settlement from the highway
but would have some prominence from the
railway.

The site is outside the built form of the village which The proposed scale of the site does
not fit well with character and form
is largley linear in form running north to south. It is
located oppostie open land with open land to the
south. Its elevated nature and location beyond the
back land will make it intrusive and out of character
with the pattern of development. (Access difficult due
to narrowness of road and configuration)

The site is set behind existing housing to the The northern end of the site is adjacent to the
south and is fairly well screened by
development limits and the eastern boundary is
adjacent to a carpark for the adjacent
vegetation to the west, so it is not visible
from the highway. The site is adjacent to employment area. Therefore the site fits fairly
well with the existing built form. There would be
the existing development limits to the
impact on character of this area but careful design
south and is bound by the railway to the
could mitigate against the potential impact
east. There would be minimal impact on
form and character.

Is the development in an
A19 to the east of the site
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

site boundary is in close proximity to main line railway no issues
so noise mitigation would need to be considered. There
is a scrap yard to the north of the site. N

Is the proposed preferred No non conforming uses but will appear an incongrous intrusion into
use for the site appropriate open countryside and highway issues due to narrowness of lane.
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

site boundary is in close proximity to main line railway no issues
so noise mitigation would need to be considered. There
is a scrap yard to the north of the site.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flodd zone 2

no issues

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

no issues

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history No surface water flooding issues
of surface water flooding?

no issues

majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding

no history of surface water flooding

Will development increase N/A
the risk of flooding?

no issues

majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding
so development could increase risk of flooding

site is within flood zone 1 and has no history of surface water
flooding on or near the site.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

N/A

no issues

majority of site is susceptible to surface water flooding
to mitigation may be difficult

n/a

Does the site have a

Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general

NE no issues

NE no issues identified. However, concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. However, concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of the Borrowby Conservation Area.
The loss of this open area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area.
See
Comments (d)

HE no issues
HE: This site adjoins the boundary of the
Carleton Husthwaite Conservation Area. The loss
of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area. See Comments (d)

HE no issues

Rate25_ConsArea

a

a

g

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
enhance the
setting of the National Park Within 5000 of North York Moors SSSI
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect The development of the site will appear incongrous and affect the
historic form of the village. It is an elevated Conservation Area.
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

g

HE no issues
HE: This site adjoins the boundary of the
Carleton Husthwaite Conservation Area. The loss
of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area. See Comments (d)

HE no issues
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/017/001
Thirsk

T/024/001
Thirsk

T/025/001
Thirsk

T/025/002
Thirsk

a

g

g

Would development affect There are a number of listed buildings in close proximity to the site
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE acknowledges listed building but make no
comment. HDC: site is in listed building
consultation zone.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of
Non known
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact Non known
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

There is no data to suggest that the development of this There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
site would affect any non‐designated site of
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
archaeological importance.
importance.

Non known
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

The site is very close to the edge of the elevated CA and any
Will development of the
site affect the setting of an development is likley to detract from its setting
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect Non known
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

Not applicable.

Not applicable

HE no issues

HE site is within 500m of Sandhutton Cross boundary
cross.

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

a

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to the site is likely to be under the current thresholds for affordable
provide affordable housing on affordable housing
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
housing provision
for those who cannot afford
.
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good
good design standards considering the principles design standards considering the principles of secure by standards considering the principles of secure by design
design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r The site has a boundary with Gate Lane which is single track.
Visibility at the junction of Gate Lane and Borrowby Village Street is
restricted. The site is not served by a footway and given the size of
the site and that Borrowby has no footways in that area it is unlikely
that a footway will be provided to the site. The developer would need
to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This
site is affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order.

= g ‐ Highways state:The site has a frontage on
Croft Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved.For residential development the
layout shall be designed to achieve a 20mph
zone for the site.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= r The site is not served by a footway and given the size of the site
and that Borrowby has no footways in that area it is unlikely that a
footway will be provided to the site.

= a ‐ Highways state:The site is not served by a highways to advise
footway and there will be a requirement to
extend the footway along the site frontage.May
require additional facilities / service provision
which will need to be investigated. .Extend
existing foot / street lighting system for the
settlement to serve the development.

= a ‐ This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

= g Access onto Carlton Road, Visibility requirements
must be met.
Site does not extend boundary to include link to Ripon
Way. The boundary would need to be extended to link
into Ripon Way which has pavements and links to
highway. Highways to advise

Highways to advise.

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. From a point within the site
to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

10

T/025/003
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

11

T/025/004
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

12

T/025/005
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

The Dog And Gun Inn Carlton Road Carlton The Dog And Gun Inn Carlton Road Carlton Autogas 2000 Ltd Carlton Road Carlton
Miniott North Yorkshire YO7 4NJ
Miniott North Yorkshire YO7 4NJ
Miniott North Yorkshire YO7 4NJ

T/025/006
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott
Jackson Plant Limited Builders Yard At The Grange
Carlton Road Carlton Miniott North Yorkshire

DISUSED PUBLIC HOUSE AND ASSOCIATED
HARDSTANDING AREA

PUBLIC HOUSE CAR PARK AND AMENITY AREA

Business

Plant Hire / Builders Yard & Equestrian / Grazing

Housing
0.28
8

Housing
0.21
6

Housing
0.54
14

Housing
1.42
7

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues
There is one TPO in the centre of the there is a TPO on the north eastern
site
corner of the site

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is PROW opposite the site.
Back lane to the side and rear of the
site. There are footways to carlton
road

There is a PROW opposite the site,
No PROW invicinity. Site has access
and back lane to the rear of the site. onto Carlton road which has public
A footway does not adjon the site but footpath on both sides. No cycle
route in proximity. NCN begins at
there are footways along carlton
road, linking to the schools, station Station road.
and thirsk

There are footways to Carlton Road linking to
Carlton Minniott and Thirsk.n This is located
across the road from the site

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

there are limited opportunities to
create new links

there is limited potential for the
creation of new links

Site has access onto Carlton road
which has public footpath on both
sides. No cycle route in proximity.
NCN begins at Station road.

There are limited opportunities to create new
links

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

There is access to superfast
broadband along Carlton Road

There is acces to superfast
broadband along Carlton RoadG

yes

The site is possibly has coverage for superfast
broadband. The NY NET Map has a gap at this
location. Access should be checked

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Brownfield, Public house , car park
and garden

Car park and pub garden

approx 50% previously developed
and 50% green land which is back
land to buildings.

Use needs to be clarified/ Brownfield if
predominantly B2/B8 use.
Part greenfield

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

This is a public house and car park

More than half of the site is
loss of grade 2
hardstanding for a car park, the other
part is not within argicultural use

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC minerals safeguarding area.
Brick and clay.

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick NYCC within minerals safeguarding
and clay.
area. Brick and clay.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

check accuracy of GIS data
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/025/003
Thirsk

The site is not prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement.

T/025/004
Thirsk

The site is not prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement

Development of the whole site would The settlement is characterised by
have an impact on the linear form of linear development at this location.
The development of the site would
the settlment at this location.
have some impact on the form of the
settlement.

T/025/005
Thirsk

Site is set behind existing residential The site is prominent in views towards cartlon
dwellings which front on to Carlton minniott,
road. The site is not prominent in
significant views.

With exception to the access, the site Further development of the whole site at this
is outside the development limits.
locaiton would have an impact on form and
While the development would extend character of the settlement. The site is
beyond the development limits, there detached from the built form, located within a
are other buildings in this part of the gap between the two distinct parts of Carlton
settlement which extend out. The
Minniot.
impact on character and form would
therefore be limited.

Is the development in an
There are large farm buildings to the rear of the there are large argricultural buildings to the
area where noise, dust light site, which may affect the amenity of new
seast of the site which has the potential to
or smell is likely to cause
residents
affect the amenity of future residents.
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

Is the proposed preferred see above
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

See above

no issues

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

T/025/006
Thirsk

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history small part of the site is liable to serface water
of surface water flooding? flooding (1/200 event)

There is a small area of land which cousld be
small section to edge of site is susceptible to
liable to surface water floodinf to the rear of the surface water flooding.
site. (1 in 200 year event)

More than half of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding.

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Will development increase there is potential for development of the site to There is potential for the risk of flooding to be
the risk of flooding?
increase the risk of surface water flooding.
increased by development on the site.

small section to edge of site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

There is potential for the risk of flooding to be
mitigated

There is scope that th erisk of flooding can be
mitigated

depends on scale of development and mitigation There is potential that the risk of flooding can be mitigated

Does the site have a

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified

HE no issues identified.

NE no issues, however concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

g

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

There is potential that developmet of the site may increase
the risk of surface water flooding
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/025/003
Thirsk

T/025/004
Thirsk

T/025/005
Thirsk

g

HE Carlton House adjacent to this site is a Grade
II Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment (b)

HE Carlton House adjacent to this site is a Grade HE no issues
II Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment (b)

NE listed building within buffer zone. CO Carlton House lies
to the north west, development here could potentially
impact upon its setting.

CO no issues
Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues however the wall to the front boundary appears
to be of some age although has been altered over time.

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
sites of archaeological
designated site of archaeological importance.
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

HE no issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Not applicable
Will development of the
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE no issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

Not applicable

Not applicable.

Not applicable

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

g

T/025/006
Thirsk

g

g

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford .
.
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles standards considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g
There is access onto Carlton Road, visibility
requirements must be met.

=a
Access is only available through T/025/003

=g
= g ‐ Acceptable onto Carlton Road. To reflect desire lines
There is access onto Carlton Road. Site boundary through the site to the nearest service centre/Village.
includes access to highway ‐ highways to advise

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

Highways to advise

Highways to advise

=a
= a ‐ This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
If using existing access this may need widening. comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be
considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.
Suggest pedestrian crossing is introduced if development is
built.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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14

15

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/025/007
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

T/025/008
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

T/025/010
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

Address

Land to the South and South East of Poplar Terrace and OS Fields
6328, 7343, 7530 & 8438 Carlton Road Carlton Miniott North
Yorkshire

OS Fields 7215 and 9022 Carlton Road Carlton Miniott
North Yorkshire

Carlton Miniott Business Park Carlton Road Carlton Miniott North
Yorkshire YO7 4NF

Current Use

Farm land, green field

Farmland, Greenfield

employment and agriculture

Housing
5.55
180

Housing
9.18
240

Housing
3.37
105

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

no issues

NE no issues identified.

HE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time
of assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy All residential development should address energy efficiency
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
with relevant national standards.
national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW in vicinity of site. Part of the eastern boundary
of the site is adjacent to private track which links to
Carlton Way and Carlton Close which in turn link to the
highway (Carlton road). There are public footpaths on
Carlton road and a connection to the National cycle
network is in fairly close proximity. However, The agent
indicates in the submission form that access can be taken
from Carlton Close as the land owner has retained
ownership of the access land. However, highways would
need to advise on access and suitability of this given the
proposed scale of the site.

PROW is in close proximity to site. National cycle route link is
No PROW invicinity. Site is landlocked. It has no
access to highway, footpath or cycle route. Agent in close proximity to entrance of site. Public footpath runs
along Carlton road which site fronts onto.
states in submission form that site would be
dependent on gaining access through T/025/007
which is apparently under same ownership.
However, T/025/007 has uncertainties about access
to highway which need to be clarified. Highways
will need to advise on access.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity of site. Part of the eastern boundary
of the site is adjacent to private track which links to
Carlton Way and Carlton Close which in turn link to the
highway (Carlton road). There are public footpaths on
Carlton road and a connection to the National cycle
network is in fairly close proximity. However, highways
would need to advise on access and suitability of this
given the proposed scale of the site.

Site fronts onto highway providing direct link to public
No PROW invicinity. Site is landlocked. It has no
access to highway, footpath or cycle route. Agent footpaths and proximity to cycle route. Close links to PROW
network.
states in submission form that site would be
dependent on gaining access through T/025/007
which is apparently under same ownership.
However, T/025/007 has uncertainties about access
to highway which need to be clarified. Highways
will need to advise on access.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

around 50% is previously developed land

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

Possible historic contamination adjacent to eastern Possible historic contamination ‐ but the development of the
boundary but not within site
site could lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

not known at present

NYCC within safeguarding area. Brick and clay.

NYCC not in safeguarding area.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

check accuracy of GI data

check accuracy GIS data

check accuracy of GIS data

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/025/007
Thirsk

T/025/008
Thirsk

T/025/010
Thirsk

A site on this scale is prominent in significant views
towards the settlement, particularly impacting on views
into the settlement from the main east coast mainline.

The site is open and prominent in significant views Residential development on this site at the proposed scale
towards the settlement, particularly impacting on would be open and prominent in terms of views from the east
views into the settlement from the main east coast coast mainline.
mainline.

A site of this scale does not fit with well the existing
character and form of the settlement. Development of
this scale would have a detrimental impact on the open
character and appearance of the surrounding countryside.
It would not retain important glimpses into the open.

The scale and location of the site does not reflect,
and has a poor relationship with the existing built
form. Development would have a detrimental
impact on the open character and appearance of
the surrounding countryside.

The northern section of the site which fronts on to Carlton
road is within the development limits. This section is currently
occupied by employment use which forms part of Carlton
Miniott Business Park. Redevelopment with residential use
would therefore change the character but with good design
has potential to improve the road frontage. However, around
50% of the site is greenfield and residential development at
the proposed scale which extends into the countryside would
impact on form and character of the settlement.

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

Eastern edge of the site bounds the east coast main line and therefore there may
be need for mitigation against noise from railway.

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

Eastern edge of the site bounds the east coast main line and therefore there may
be need for mitigation against noise from railway.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

various sections across the central area of the site are susceptible
to surface water flooding.

the south west corner of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding, this
extends towards the centre.

Will development increase There are small sections across various parts of the site which are
various sections across the central area of the site are susceptible
the risk of flooding?
susceptible to surface water flooding, so development may increase risk of to surface water flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding
flooding

the south west corner of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding, this
extends towards the centre and therefore development may increase risk of
flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

no issues

NE no issues. However concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

HE no issues. However concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

HE no issues

HE no issues

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

Does the site have a history There are small sections across various parts of the site which are
of surface water flooding? susceptible to surface water flooding

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/025/007
Thirsk

T/025/010
Thirsk
g

Would development affect no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect any
non‐designated site of archaeological importance.
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the
no issues
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect no issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

Not applicable

Not applicable

HE no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
provide affordable housing affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= a ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. However, the agent indicates
in the submission form that access can be taken from Carlton Close as the
land owner has retained ownership of the access land. However, highways
would need to advise on access and suitability of this given the proposed
scale of the site.

= r ‐ Site is landlocked. It has no access to highway. Agent states = g ‐ Acceptable onto Carlton Road. TA/TP required. To reflect desire lines
in submission form that site would be dependent on gaining access through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. Site is close to railway line
through T/025/007 which is apparently under same ownership.
and aware that Network Rail place restrictions on working near their network.
However, T/025/007 has uncertainties about access to highway
which need to be clarified. Highways will need to advise on access.
Highways state that he site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP required. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend exisitng footway to serve the = a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to
site. TP and TPA required. The agent indicates in the submission form that serve the site.
access can be taken from Carlton Close as the land owner has retained
ownership of the access land. However, highways would need to advise on
access and suitability of this given the proposed scale of the site.

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to serve the site.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected
to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/025/008
Thirsk
g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

Highways to advise.
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T/025/011
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

T/025/012
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

Address

Land Off Ripon Way Ripon Way Carlton
Miniott North Yorkshire

OS Field 7343 Carlton Road Carlton Miniott North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Pasture Land

Field for grazing

Greenfield/Agricultural

Arable

Housing
3.93
80

Housing
0.88
21

Housing
1.42
20

Housing
1.35
not known

NE no issues

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified. Concern if
general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No

T/025/013
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

19

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/025/014
Thirsk
Carlton Miniott

Land East Of Ashtree Cottage And Pennine
Land West Of 8 Mowbray Houses Carlton
View Carlton Road Carlton Miniott North
Road Carlton Miniott North Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy All residential development should All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
address energy efficiency and
with relevant national standards.
sustainable building practices in line sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.
with relevant national standards

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Site includes access to Ripon Way
which has pavements both sides. No
cycle route close to site but there the
NCN is in fairly close proximity (near
the train station). PROW runs close to
eastern and northern boundary of
site.

Site boundary is adjacent to private track which
links to Carlton Way and Carlton Close which in
turn link to the highway (Carlton road). There are
public footpaths on Carlton road and a connection
to the National cycle network is in fairly close
proximity. However, clarification is needed on
whether access can be permitted via the adjacent
private track. Highways would also need to advise.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to PROW network.
Potential to link to Ripon Way which
has pavements on both sides and
links to highway (Carlton road).
Highways to advise.

Site boundary is adjacent to private track which
links to Carlton Way and Carlton Close which in
turn link to the highway (Carlton road). There are
public footpaths on Carlton road and a connection
to the National cycle network is in fairly close
proximity. However, clarification is needed on
whether access can be permitted via the adjacent
private track. Highways would also need to advise.

Potential to link into Bridleway
access route. Potential to link to
pavements on Carlton road with
close proximity to Carlton Miniott.

The site fronts onto A61 (Carlton
road) which has public footpaths on
both sides. No cycle route evident
adjacent to site but but the national
cycle network is on Station road.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

Possible historic contamination on
part of western edge of site but the
development of the site could lead to
cleaning up.

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 2 and grade 3b

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC minerals safeguarding area.
Brick and clay.

not known at present

no comment from NYCC

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

check GI data

check accuracy of GIS data

check GIS data

check accuracy of GIS data

No PROW in vicinity. The site fronts
Site fronts onto Carlton road and
there are pavements near the north onto A61 (Carlton road) which has
east corner of the site which link into public footpaths on both sides. No
Carlton Miniott. National cycle route cycle route evident adjacent to site
along Carlton Road. Bridleway runs but the national cycle network is on
along western boundary of site.
Station road.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/025/011
Thirsk

T/025/012
Thirsk

T/025/013
Thirsk

Part of the eastern boundary of the
The site is set behind existing housing The site is open and prominent, particularly in
views towards the settlement from the east coast
site is adjacent to development
to the south and is fairly well
main line.
limits. However, the proposed scale
screened by vegetation to the west,
so it is not visible from the highway.
of development would be prominent
The site is adjacent to the existing
when entering the settlement of
development limits to the south and
Carlton Miniott.
is bound by the railway to the east.
The site is not prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement from the highway but
would have some prominence from
the railway.

T/025/014
Thirsk

the site is not prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site is set behind existing housing The northern boundary of the site is adjacent to Part of the eastern boundary of the
the site fronts onto Carlton road
site is adjacent to development
to the south and is fairly well
the development limits. The north west and north
which marks the development limits.
limits. However, the proposed scale However, the site extends into the
screened by vegetation to the west,
east corners of the site are adjacent to
so it is not visible from the highway. development limits. However, development of the of development would not fit well
farmfields further back than the
site would represent a an extension of the
with the existing form and character existing built form of the settlement
The site is adjacent to the existing
and this does not fit well with the
of the settlement.
development limits to the south and settlement into the countryside and would impact
on the character and form of this area.
is bound by the railway to the east.
existing character and form.
There would be minimal impact on
form and character.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

eastern boundary of site is adjacent to main
railway line so noise mitigation would need to
be factored in. There is a scrap yard to the north
of the site too

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

eastern boundary of site is adjacent to main
railway line so noise mitigation would need to
be factored in. There is a scrap yard to the north
too

no issues

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 2

no issues

site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

the site is outside floodzone 3

no issues

site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history the vast majority of the site is susceptible to
of surface water flooding? surface water flooding. hDC maps not up to
date, SFRA indicates some surface water
flooding but not for the majority of the site. FRA
required

the site has a small section which is susceptible to surface water
flooding towards the eastern boundary.

minor section of site susceptible to surface
water flooding

two sections of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding and these sections
extend from the edge of the site into the centre.

Will development increase the vast majority of the site is susceptible to
the risk of flooding?
surface water flooding so development would
increase risk of flooding. hDC maps not up to
date, SFRA indicates some surface water
flooding but not for the majority of the site. FRA
required

there is a small section susceptible to surface water flooding
which may increase risk of flooding in this area

minor section of site susceptible to surface
water flooding so development unlikely to
increase risk of flooding

two sections of the site are susceptible to
surface water flooding and so development may
increase risk of flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

minor section of site susceptible to surface
water flooding so development unlikely to
increase risk of flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation

NE no issues. However, concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified. Concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

HE no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

g

g

g

HE no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

the vast majority of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development would
increase risk of flooding and mitigation may be
difficult. hDC maps not up to date, SFRA
indicates some surface water flooding but not
for the majority of the site. FRA required

Does the site have a

NE no issues identified. However concern if

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

Rate25_ConsArea

g

To maintain &
negative impact on the
general combustion processes >50MW energy
enhance the
setting of the National Park input.
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/025/011
Thirsk

T/025/012
Thirsk
g

T/025/013
Thirsk
g

T/025/014
Thirsk
g

Would development affect HE no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Will the development of
CO no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

HE no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable.

HE no issues

CO no issues

CO no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

g

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
sites of archaeological
development of this site would affect any non‐
importance?
designated site of archaeological importance.

HE no issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?
Will development of the
Not applicable
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE site is within 500m of Sandhutton Cross
the setting of a Scheduled boundary cross.
Ancient Monument?

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford .
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Site includes access to Ripon Way ‐ highways to
advise

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. From a point within the site
to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service
centre/village.

=g
Access to Carlton Road.

currently has gateway access onto highway.
Highways to advise

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

highways to advise

= a ‐ This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will
enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

highways to advise

Highways to advise

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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21

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/027/001
Thirsk
Catton

Address

Land To The South Of Caelum House,
Land to the Rear of 8 and 8 Catton Village
Street Catton North Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

horses

Multiple
1.71
5‐10

Housing
1.37
10

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

No

23

T/037/002
T/037/003
Thirsk
Thirsk
Dalton
Dalton
Land To Rear Of Chapel Row Dalton North Yorkshire Land Adjacent Rose Cottage Pit Ings Lane
Pond House Dalton North Yorkshire YO7
Dalton North Yorkshire
3HS

no issues

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

22

T/037/001
Thirsk
Dalton

garden and paddocks

Paddock

Housing
0.41
4

Housing
0.37
7

no issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of available at time of assessment. Further
assessment. Further information to information to follow.
follow.

NE do not identify any issues

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

No

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW in vicinity of site but there PROW is in close proximity to site boundary.
are PROWs within the village. Site Site fronts onto Chapel Row and there is a
fronts on to highway but there are no pavement on the same side of the road. No
pavements at this point. There is a cycle route evident.
pavement network which
commences close to the northern
corner of the site. No cycle route
evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity of site but there
are PROWs within the village in close
proximity. Site fronts on to highway
but there are no pavements at this
point. There is potential to link to
pavement network which
commences close to the northern
corner of the site. No cycle route
evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

No PROW invicinity. Site fronts on to
Back Lane and Pit Ings Lane. These
are not adopted and single track and
there are no pavements. No cycle
route.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

no, greenfield

yes

yes

90% greenfield

no, greenfield site

contamination is adjacent to site but no issues
no contamination issues on site

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

Potential to connect to PROW network which No PROW invicinity. Site fronts on to
is in close proximity to site boundary. Site
Back Lane and Pit Ings Lane. These
fronts onto Chapel Row and there potential to are not adopted and single track and
link directly to the existing pavement on the there are no pavements. Limited
same side of the road. No cycle route
potential to improve links. No cycle
route.
evident.

loss of grade 3b

no issues

loss of grade 2 but majority grade 3b

site overlaps with mineral safeguarding area site overlaps with mineral
for Brick Clay
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

The site is not near to GI corridor, The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
there is limited scope to develop or limited scope to develop or improve the GI
improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/027/001
Thirsk

T/037/001
Thirsk

T/037/002
Thirsk

The site is fairly well screened by Site is set back behind existing built
vegetation (high hedges and trees) development which fronts onto highway and
when approaching the settlement on so visibility would be limited. The site would
Dalton Lane and therefore the site not be prominent in significant views.
would not be prominent in significant
views towards the settlement.

T/037/003
Thirsk

The development would be well
screened from the highway by
existing built development and
vegetation and would not be
prominent in significant views
towards the settlement.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

The site is outside development The proposed scale and location of the site
limits, however, it still has some would have limited impact on form and
connection to the built form of the character.
settlement which extends along
Dalton Lane. A development at the
proposed scale would have limited
impact on character and form.

The site is outside but is adjacent to
the development limits. A
development of the proposed scale in
this location would form a fairly
logical extension to the settlement
with limited impact on form and
character.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Possibility of some noise from the adjacent
no issues
industrial use to south west so mitigation may
be needed.

no issues

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Possibility of some noise from the adjacent
no issues
industrial use to south west so mitigation may
be needed.

no issues

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to
All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
type and nature are not known at present.
known at present.
type and nature are not known at present.

ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

floodzone 2 marginally overlaps the eastern edge of the
site

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

floodzone 3 marginally overlaps the eastern edge of the
site

no issues

Does the site have a history
of surface water flooding?

There is a pond on site which may be a source of areas affected by surface water flooding are in fairly close
some susceptibility to surface water flooding, proximity to the eastern end of the site but no surfcae
however this could be addressed as part of the flooding within site
design of any development

no issues

Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

There is a pond on site which may be a source of floodzone 2 and 3 marginally overlaps the eastern edge of
some susceptibility to surface water flooding, the site but this is negligible and so development is unlikely
however this could be addressed as part of the to increase risk of flooding
design of any development

site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
surface water flooding on or near the site so
development would not be expected to increase
risk of flooding

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Does the site have a

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park
Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Rate25_ConsArea

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

n/a

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

g

HE do not identify any issues

n/a

n/a

no issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

g

g

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/027/001
Thirsk

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

Would development impact
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of the
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

T/037/002
Thirsk

T/037/003
Thirsk

g

g

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

no issues

not known at present

not known at present

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
All sites that are put forward for residential development
development will be expected to meet policies will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
on size type and tenure

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
.

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good
good design standards considering the principles design standards considering the principles of secure by
of secure by design
design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ highways state: Direct access is available
from Dalton Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout To comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards.

= r ‐ Highways advise: Direct access is available
from Pit Ings Lane which is a green lane at this
location. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout To comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards. HDC: No frontage to an
adopted highway.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing footway / = a ‐ Highways state: Minor works may be required to
street lighting system to serve this
extend existing footway/ street lighting to serve the site.
development.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/037/001
Thirsk
g

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

= a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available from Chapel
Row however the frontage is very narrow and an access of
acceptable standards may be difficult to achieve. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout To comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards. HDC: Site incorporates a residential dwelling
which fronts onto Chapel Row and it is not clear as to
whether this will be retained or be demolished to create
wider access.

Highways to advise.

= a ‐ Highways state: Works will be required to
improve the existing road and extend existing
footway / street lighting to serve the site.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address

25

26

T/037/004
Thirsk
Dalton
Land To The South Of Garth House Dalton
North Yorkshire

T/037/005
Thirsk
Dalton
OS Field 7353 Back Lane Dalton North
Yorkshire

T/037/006
Thirsk
Dalton
Dalton Transport And Storage Ltd Dalton
Lane Dalton North Yorkshire YO7 3HR

Farmstead

Paddock

Warehouse and Service Yard

27

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Housing
1.39
20

Housing
0.44
10 dwellings

T/037/008
Thirsk
Dalton

Moor And Pheasant Inn Dalton Moor
Dalton North Yorkshire YO7 3JD

Land To The South Of Garth House Dalton
North Yorkshire

Licensed accommodation & caravan park

Agricultural

Housing
0.62
18‐20+

Housing
0.44
8

Housing
1.37
22

no issues

no issues

no issues

NE do not identify any issues

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW in vicinity but there are
links to PROW within village. Site
fronts onto Back Lane which is not
adopted and there are no pavements
or cycle routes. Site boundary does
not include access to adopted
highway.

PROW is in close proximity to part of
site which fronts onto Back Lane.
There are no pavements accessible
from the site as Back Lane is a private
track. No cycle route evident.

PROW in close proximity. Site fronts
on to highway but there are no
pavements at this point. No cycle
route evident.

PROW on opposite side of road to
site. Site fronts onto highway but no
pavements at this point. No cycle
route evident. The site is
disconnected from pavement nework
in Dalton.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

No PROW in vicinity but there are
links to PROW within village. Site
fronts onto Back Lane which is not
adopted and there are no pavements
or cycle routes to link to. Site
boundary does not include access to
adopted highway so no direct access
to pavements on highway.

PROW is in close proximity to part of
site which fronts onto Back Lane and
connnections may be made to this.
However, there are no pavements
accessible from the site as Back Lane
is a private narrow track. No cycle
route evident.

Potential to connect to PROW. Site
fronts on to highway but there are no
pavements at this point. Potential
for establishing new pavements is
limited as roadsaide verge is narrow.
No cycle route evident.

PROW on opposite side of road to
site but limited connectivity. Site
fronts onto highway but no
pavements at this point to link to.
No cycle route evident. The site is
disconnected from pavement nework
in Dalton.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

previously developed land 100%

no, greenfield site

90% previously developed

90% previously developed

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

no issues

Possible historic contamination but
the development of the site could
lead to cleaning up.

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 2 (no loss as previously loss of grade 2
developed site)

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is within the GI and could
The site is not near to GI corridor,
have a potential negative impact but there is limited scope to develop or
may provide an opportunity through improve the GI
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

28

T/037/007
Thirsk
Dalton

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/037/004
Thirsk

T/037/005
Thirsk

T/037/006
Thirsk

T/037/007
Thirsk

The site is visible from the road. The The site is not near the highway and
is not prominent in any significant
prominance in views towards the
settlement is reduced by the existing views towards the settlement.
tree covearge to the western
boundary

The site already encompasses built
development and hard standing and
redevelopment to housing is unlikely
to be prominent in any significant
views towards the settlement.

The site does not relate well to the
existing built form. The site does
contain existing structures therefore
development in principle would not
harm the form of the settlment

The site is outside the development
limits and is disconnected from
existing built development. The site
does not fit well with character and
form of settlement.

The site is outside the development Residential development in this
limits but already encompasses built location would be disconnected from
the settlement. A new development
development and hard standing.
in this location would be out of
However, housing development in
this area would be disconnected from character with the area.
the existing built form of the
settlement.

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

Entirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.

no issues

The eastern / southern edge of the site is in
floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

Entirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.

no issues

The eastern / southern edge of the site is in
floodzone 3

Does the site have a history no issues
of surface water flooding?

negligible area susceptible to surface water
flooding

negligible area susceptible to surface water
flooding

The eastern section / southern section of the
site is susceptible to surface water flooding

Will development increase site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
negligible area susceptible to surface water
the risk of flooding?
surface water flooding on the site. There is
flooding so development not expected to
negiligible areas of surface water flooding near increase risk of flooding
to site but development would not be expected
to increase risk of flooding

negligible area susceptible to surface water
flooding so development not expected to
increase risk of flooding

The eastern / southern edge of the site is in
floodzone 2 and 3 and is susceptible to surface
water flooding so development may increase
risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

n/a

n/aEntirely in FZ1, but site extent exceeds 1Ha.
FRA required

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

g

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

T/037/008
Thirsk

Site already encompasses built
development and therefore this
already impacts on views to the
settlement. Redevelopment with
residential use would have minimal
impact.

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

g

T/037/004
Thirsk
g

g

g

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE identidy listed buildings in area but do not
comment. HDC: the site is within consultation
zone for listed buildings but impact could be
mitigated against through good design

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

no issues
Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of
HE do not identify any issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of the
no issues
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

no issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues.

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

T/037/005
Thirsk

T/037/006
Thirsk

T/037/007
Thirsk

T/037/008
Thirsk

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford .
.
.
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable
at the public expense. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

= r ‐ Highways advise that access is onto an un‐
surfaced green lane (Back Lane). The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. HDC: Currently no
road frontage onto adopted highway ‐ Back Lane
is single track.

= g ‐ site fronts onto highway ‐ Highways state:
Direct access is available from Dalton Lane. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.
Internal road layout To comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

= g ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Dalton Moor. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout To comply
with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway
design standards

= r ‐ Highways state:The site has no direct
= a ‐ Highways advise that works will be
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable required to improve and surface the existing
at the public expense
road and provide footways / street lighting to
serve the site.

= g ‐ nothing flagged up in highways response.

= g ‐ Highways state: no additional works
identified by highways.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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30

31

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/037/009
Thirsk
Dalton

T/037/010
Thirsk
Dalton

T/052/001
Thirsk
Felixkirk

Address

Land To The Rear Of Springfield House
Dalton North Yorkshire

Hollybank Dalton North Yorkshire YO7 3HS

Land To The West Of The Howe Felixkirk North Yorkshire

Current Use

Paddock

field with outbuildings ‐ our own use for animals
and bees

Agriculture

Housing
0.22
20

Housing
0.32
Minimum of 5 dwellings

Housing
1.31
30

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

32
T/065/001
Thirsk
Holme
Land To The East Of Swiftholme Holme On Swale North
Yorkshire

Agriculture/Garden

Housing
0.24
5 dwellings

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information not available
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

No issues identified

no issues

no issues

no issues

Trees on north and south boundaries

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

All residential development should address energy
All residential development should All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
address energy efficiency and
with relevant national standards.
sustainable building practices in line relevant national standards.
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW in vicinity of site. Site does
not front onto adopted highway and
there are no pavements to link to.
No cycle route evident.

There are PROW links within the
There is a bridlepath to the west of the site. The site's
village. There are no pavements at
southern boundary is immediately adjacent to the
this point of the highwat but there
highway serving the village but there is no
are pavements in close proximity that footpath.Village not well served with services/facilities
could be linked to. No cycle route
evident.

PROW runs along edge of site. No pavements to
access. No cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW in vicinity of site and links
could be established. Site does not
front onto adopted highway and
there are no pavements to link to. No
cycle route evident.

There are PROW links within the
Potential to link with existing network. No pavements
village. There are no pavements at
adjacent to the site.
this point of the highwat but there
are pavements in close proximity that
could be linked to. No cycle route
evident.

No pavements to access. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

No superfast broadband available

no

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

90% greenfield with some
outbuildings

Greenfield site

greenfield

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues
Some parts of this 1km grid square are in bands of
elevated radon potential. Maximum radon potential is 1‐
3 %.Build design can minimise radon levels.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

Western third of site is Grade 3b agricultural land

loss of grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

Not in a mineral safegaurding area

overlaps with brick and clay

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

Not near to GI corridor

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

NE do not identify any issues

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/037/009
Thirsk

The site is set back behind existing
built development and the highway
and therefore does not impact on
significant views into the settlement

T/037/010
Thirsk

The site is set behind existing
residential development and well
screened by vegetation. The site is
not prominent in significant views
towards the settlement.

The site is outside development limits The majority of the site is outside but
adjacent to development limits. Any
and is disconnected from existing
new development would be adjacent
built development. It does not fit
to existing built development and
well with existing character and
form.
form a fairly logical extension. There
should be no negative impact on
form and character.

T/052/001
Thirsk

T/065/001
Thirsk

Parts of the site will be clearly visible from the
The site is prominent in views towards the settlement
Bridlepath, and from within the Carpenters Arms
when approaching on the PROW from the east.
grounds. Not readily visible from the adjacent highway as Development of site would result in loss of open
the southern boundary is bounded high hedge.
countryside which is currently prominent view
Removal/lowering would make the site very prominent towards the village when approaching on the PROW.
on approach to village. Site is very steeply sloping up
Site is not prominent from highway.
toward the village making any development stand out
from long distance views from PROWs in area and from
public road.

The site appears outside of the village beyond the
existing loose pattern of the village on its western edge.
It would be a large extension to a small settlement on
the main approach to the village.Steeply sioping nature
of the site would be incongrous with pattern of
development in village which is on flater ground to the
immediate east.

The site is adjacent to existing built development.
Development at this location would fit with the
existing linear pattern of development which extends
west to east along Swale Lane. Proposal is small scale
so impact on character through loss of open
countryside is limited. However, this end of the
village is not on an adopted road and there is no
through road. This end of the settlement is
characterised by open countryside.

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

The site is close to the Carpenters Arms, a busy and thriving local pub
with rooms. The 4 x 4 Outdoor centre is immediately to the north of the
site which could result in disturbance.

no issues

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

The site is largely in the open countryside, beyond the settlement limits
with eastern boundary joined to the curtilage of The Howe a detached
dwelling.

no issues

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Flood zone 2 is adjacent to the eastern end of
the site but does not overlap site boundary.

no issues

Not in flood zone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Flood zone 3 is adjacent to the eastern end of
the site but does not overlap site boundary.

no issues

Not in flood zone 3

no issues

no issues

Top northern corner in surface water interim area, most of northern area small section susceptible to surface water flooding on eastern side of
of site located within surface water Less area.
site.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

Does the site have a history Area susceptible to surface water flooding is
of surface water flooding? adjacent to eastern end of site but does not
overlap the site boundary.

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Will development increase Floodzone 2 and 3 are adjacent to the site and site is within flood zone 1 with no history of
the risk of flooding?
there there is a history of surface water flooding surface water flooding on or near the site so
adjacent to the site, so new development in that unlikely to increase risk of flooding
location may increase risk of flooding

Areas of the site are susceptble to surface water flooding and
development may therefore increase the risk of this.

small section susceptible to surface water flooding on eastern side of
site so development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation n/a

Depends on scale and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

no issues

no issues

"Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input
North York Moors NP (2km) ‐ All development with significant impact on
landscape"

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE DO NOT IDENTIFY ANY ISSUES

HE do not identify any issues
Very close to edge of CA. This site adjoins the boundary of the Felixkirk
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area.
See
Comments (d)

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

A

HE DO NOT IDENTIFY ANY ISSUES

This site adjoins the boundary of the Felixkirk Conservation Area. The loss HE do not identify any issues
of this open area and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

g
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/037/009
Thirsk

T/037/010
Thirsk

T/052/001
Thirsk
A

g

Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

no issues

Listed buildings within village, not closely associated with the site.
Majority of site within consultation buffer zone.

HE acknowledge listed building but do not comment. HDC: Manor
House is a listed building in the village, however, the site would not
impact on setting of the listed building.

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

No impacts

no issues

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

No archaeology on the site but see below re bowl barrow

not known at present

Will the development of
HE do not identify any issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE DO NOT IDENTIFY ANY ISSUES

No impacts idenfified

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of the
no issues
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

No impacts identified

no issues

HE DO NOT IDENTIFY ANY ISSUES

The bowl barrow at Howe Hill is a Scheduled Monument. The loss of this HE do not identify any issues
currently‐undeveloped area could harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment (g)

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/065/001
Thirsk

g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing affordable housing
for those who cannot afford .
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r ‐ Highways advise: The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable
at the public expense but could be accessed
through site 002. See site 002 for details of the
access limitations. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. HDC: No frontage to an adopted
highway.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct
= g ‐ no additional works identified by highways = g ‐ no additional works identified by highways. The developer would
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
at the public expense

= a ‐ Highways state: The private road leading to the site will need to
be brought up to an adoptable standard.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

= g ‐ Highways advise: Direct access is available
from Dalton Lane. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved.

Highways to advise.

= g The site has a frontage on the C101. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. The site is
not served by a footway and that there is a low level of footway provision
in Felixkirk it is unlikely that a footway will be provided to the site. To
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.
For residential development the layout shall be designed to achieve a
20mph zone for the site.

Highways to advise.

= r ‐ Highways state: The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. However, there is access
from the private road Swale Lane – which is also a public right of way.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved. The private road leading to the site will need
to be brought up to an adoptable standard. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided
and confirmed by order. Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address

35
33
34
T/088/001
T/088/002
T/088/003
Thirsk
Thirsk
Thirsk
Knayton with Brawith
Knayton with Brawith
Knayton with Brawith
Land Adjacent Rosedene Moor Road Knayton North Yorkshire Land Rear Of Southfields Fanny Lane Knayton Former Tennis Courts Knayton North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire

36
T/088/004
Thirsk
Knayton with Brawith
OS Field 265 Knayton North Yorkshire

Agricultural

None

Hard Tennis Court

Agriculture/Transport café/Former cricket ground

Housing
0.62
8

None
0.51
12

Housing
0.30
5+

Housing
4.15
20 +

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

No issues

No impact

No impacts

No impact

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information
time of assessment. Further information to follow.
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Not within 500m

No issues

No issues

Not within 500m

Indigenous hedge on frontage

No TPO issues. Trees in Conservation
area

Trees surrounding site on all sides.

Large tree in middle of site, hedge on west
boundary

No

No

No

No

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption
Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.
Employment development should have the potential to
be Green if they follow BREEAM standards.

All residential development should
All residential development should address All residential development should address
address energy efficiency and sustainable energy efficiency and sustainable building energy efficiency and sustainable building
building practices in line with relevant
practices in line with relevant national
practices in line with relevant national
national standards.
standards.
standards.
Employment development should have Employment development should have the Employment development should have the
the potential to be Green if they follow potential to be Green if they follow
potential to be Green if they follow
BREEAM standards.
BREEAM standards.
BREEAM standards.
Tarmaced footpath to front of property National Route to south of site and PROW National Route to north of site and link to
Moor Lane is a National Cycle Route and links nearby
on village street. PROW opposite
on eastern edge of the site, running
with a PROW to the south west and a further path to
PROW to Borrowby to north of site in close
the south of the village.Site well connected by cycle
northern corner of site giving access to through site. Pedestrian tarmaced footpath proximity. Routes do not give access to
path and PROW but access to local services and facilities other PROWs in area.No easy access to to south, to Knayton and tarmaced
loccal services or facilities. Hillside Rural
footpath on opp site of road to west of site activities Park to immediate west of site
poor.
local services/facilities
accessed across local service road.
to Borrowby Borrowby

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Already well connected to existing network

Well connected to PROWs in area

Already well connected to existing
network

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Knayton has available superfast braodband coverage.

Knayton has available superfast
braodband coverage.

Knayton has available superfast braodband Knayton has available superfast braodband
coverage.
coverage.

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Greenfield Site.

Site includes dwelling, and out buildings Site has two redundant hard surfaced
tennis courts
and open field to rear.

Woodside Transport Café occupies some of
the site on the eastern boundary and there
is a small cricket pavilion in the northern
most corner

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

No issues

Some parts of this 1km grid square are in
bands of elevated radon potential.
Maximum radon potential is 1‐3 %.Build
design can minimise radon levels.

Some parts of this 1km grid square are in
bands of elevated radon potential.
Maximum radon potential is 1‐3 %.Build
design can minimise radon levels.

Some parts of this 1km grid square are in
bands of elevated radon potential.
Maximum radon potential is 1‐3 %.Build
design can minimise radon levels.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Loss of Grade 3 land

Loss of Grade 3b

Loss of Grade 3b

Loss of Grade 3b

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

Not within the safeguarding area

Not in mineral safeguarding

Not in the safeguarding area

Overlapping area of mineral safeguarding
Brick and clay

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide
an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide
an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

Already reasonably well connected.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/088/002
Thirsk

T/088/003
Thirsk

T/088/004
Thirsk

The site comprises part infill site with a road frontage
with a larger field area to the rear which wraps to the
rear of a recent affordable housing development.The
site is not prominent and outside CA

The site frontage is located within the
village and is visible from village street.
Attractive stone outbuidlings to rear.
Land beyond stone 'u' shaped buildings
drops down to A19. The rear of the site is
visble from Swan Lane to the north and
PROWs to the south

The site is in in a sunken area of land and
surrounded by trees (Some not in
ownership of site). It is only visible from
A19 fly over, through the trees, and partly
from adjacent road/National Route
Oaktree Bank.

The site is open and prominent from the
road leading to Borrowby from A19 and in
views from local road network and cycle
route.

The pattern of development in the village ia mainly
linear with development along each side of Moor Lane.
The land to the front/south of the site is an infilling of
development, the land to the rear would be a large
intrusion into the countryside beyond the linear present
pattern of development.

The full extent of the site goes beyond
the natural west limit of the village and
would appear to be a form of backland
development, dependant on the extent
of the development proposed.Frontage
development likley to be acceptable plus
possible conversion of outbuildings. Any
further would extend existing
development and affect CA.

The site is outside the village of
Knayton/Barrowby but adjacent to
outlying dwellings to the north east of the
site.

The site is outside the village of Knayton
and Borrowby and is therfor in open
countryside beyond the established
settlements.

Is the development in an
The site is close to a working farm to the east and what appears to be a The western area of the site will be close to the A19
area where noise, dust light haulage yard further east. There are however existing dwellings between to the west with associated noise and dust.
or smell is likely to cause
these possible niose/dust sources.
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

The site lies between the A19 and the flyover so has
the potentail to be niosy and dusty, although it is in a
sunken position.

The site is very close to the adjacent A19 and any
development will be affected by noise and dust, (light
pollution) from the road.

Is the proposed preferred The adjoining land to the immediate east and west is housing. The larger The site is largely surrounded by housing, a housing
use for the site appropriate area to the rear is agricultural land. No non conforming uses.
use may be appropriate (on a small scale)
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Site has no unneighbourly existing uses.

Any development on the site will be affected by its
proximity to the adjacent busy road

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

T/088/001
Thirsk

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

No issues

Not in flod zone 2

No issues

Not in flodd zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

No issues

Not in flood zone 3

No issues

Not in flood zone 3

No issues

Much of the western half of the site is in the Surface
Water imterim area. Most of the site is included in the
Surface water less area

Small area of southern part of the site included in
Surface water interim. Larger area included in surface
water Less area. Southern area included in Deep
surface water 1 in 30 years and similar area included in
Deep surface water 1 in 200 years

ensure re‐use

Does the site have a history Part of the western boundary is included in Deep surface water 1 in 200
of surface water flooding? years. A large area of the souther part of the site is included in the
Surface water Less and Interm areas

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Will development increase As above. Site susceptible to surface water flooding and all development N/A
the risk of flooding?
could lead to an increase in the risk of flooding.

As above. Site susceptible to surface water flooding and As above. Site susceptible to surface water flooding and
all development could lead to an increase in the risk of all development could lead to an increase in the risk of
flooding.
flooding.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Depends on the scale of development and mitigation

N/A

Depends on the scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general combustion

"Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW energy input general combustion processes >50MW energy input
Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of >
20m3/day"

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

Knayton Conservation Area on opposite side of A19
Western boundary of the site within 144m of edge of Conservation Area Located within the Knayton Conservation Area.
This site adjoins and, at its eastern end lies within,
the Knayton Conservation Area. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Knayton Conservation Area approximately 130 metres
to east and across the A19

Rate25_ConsArea

G

G

To maintain &
negative impact on the
processes >50MW energy input
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect No impact on Conservation Area
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

R

G

N/A
This site adjoins and, at its eastern end lies within,
the Knayton Conservation Area. The loss of this open
area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the
Conservation Area.
See Comments (d)

Depends on the scale of development and mitigation

Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if
general combustion processes >50MW energy input

No impact
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/088/001
Thirsk
G

T/088/002
Thirsk
R

T/088/003
Thirsk
G

T/088/004
Thirsk
G

Would development affect Closest Listed Building approximatley 145 m to west of western
the setting and/or
boundary of the site.
significance of a Listed
Building?

South Fields to the east of this site is a Grade II Listed No impact
Building. The loss of this currently‐open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (b)

No listed buildings near to the site

No non designated Heritage assets nearby
Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

No known non designated assets

No impact

Non known in the vicinity

Would development impact Unknown at this stage
sites of archaeological
importance?

No impacts

No impacts

Non known in the vicinity

Will the development of
None
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No impacts

No impacts

Non known in the vicinity

Will development of the
None
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

No impacts

No impacts

No issues

No impacts

No impacts

No issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on
size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on All sites above the current threshold will be assumed All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
provide affordable housing affordable housing .Threshold is 2 or more in rural area.
to meet policies on affordable housing .Threshold is 2 meet policies on affordable housing .Threshold is 2 or meet policies on affordable housing .Threshold is 2 or
for those who cannot afford
or more in rural area.
more in rural area.
more in rural area.
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good All new development will be expected to adopt good
All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure design standards considering the principles of secure by design standards considering the principles of secure by
by design
design
design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=g.
The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable at
the public expense. However, there is access from the private road
Swale Lane – which is also a public right of way.The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.
The private road leading to the site will need to be brought up to an
adoptable standard.This site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as an
alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order.Road layout
to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.

=a
Access can be achieved but the existing carriageway
needs significant improvements.
HDCExisting access onto Knayton village street with
good visibility. Highways to advise

Given the gradient of the road which leads over the
A19 overbridge access to the site is likely to be taken
from Oaktree Bank. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a Highways to advise

=a
Access can be achieved but the existing carriageway
needs significant improvements.

= a Works will be required to extend existing footway
Extension to footway leading to Knayton would be
and street lighting to serve the site.
required. Crossing point on Oaktree Bank would be
required.This site is affected by a registered public right
of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction
until such time as an alternate route has been provided
and confirmed by order.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Access'= g . Access to the site is available from Oaktree
Bank. The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. For
residential development the layout shall be designed to
achieve a 20mph zone for the site. To reflect desire
lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/village.

Highways to advise.
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37
Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/088/005
Thirsk
Knayton with Brawith
OS Field 3548 Fanny Lane Knayton North Yorkshire

38
T/118/001
Thirsk
Pickhill with Roxby
Land To The Rear Of The Cottages Street
Lane Pickhill North Yorkshire

T/118/002
Thirsk
Pickhill with Roxby
Land East Of Amberleigh House Lowfields Lane
Pickhill North Yorkshire

Grazing land

garden

Not in use

Housing
0.90
More than 5

Housing
0.11
5

Housing
0.54
six +

Address

39

40
T/118/003
Thirsk
Pickhill with Roxby
Church Farm Swainby Lane Pickhill North
Yorkshire YO7 4JP

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

No impact

NE do not identify any issues

Housing
1.88

NE do not identify any issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.
Employment development should have the potential
to be Green if they follow BREEAM standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Site has PROW along its immediate southern
boundary giving access to PROW network to north
south east and south west. Access to Services and
facilities remote

PROW in fairly close proximity to site. Bridleway is in close proximity to site. There
There are pavements on the same
are no pavements on highway to which site
side of the highway. No cycle route fronts onto. Opportunity to add pavements is
evident.
limited as road is too narrow. No cycle route
evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Already well connected

PROW in fairly close proximity to site. There are no pavements on highway to which There are no pavements on the
site fronts onto. Opportunity to add
highway near site. The access road is
There are pavements on the same
pavements is limited as road is too narrow.
narrow. No cycle route evident.
side of the highway so potential to
link to these. No cycle route evident. Close to pavements within the village.
Highways to advise. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Available Superfast braodband coverage

no

no

no

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Greenfield Site

majority greenfield

greenfield

95% farm buildings

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues
Some parts of this 1km grid square are in bands of
elevated radon potential. Maximum radon potential is
1‐3 %.Build design can minimise radon levels.

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

No issues

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

Overlapping Brick Clay safeguarding area

site overlaps with sand and gravel

The site overlaps with brick and clay and sand NYCC do not identify any issues
and gravel

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is within or adjacent to the GI and could have The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
a potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to improve the GI
improve the environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

There are no pavements on the
highway near site. The access road is
narrow. No cycle route evident.
PROW in fairly close proximity to site.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/088/005
Thirsk

T/118/001
Thirsk

T/118/002
Thirsk

T/118/003
Thirsk

the site is prominent in significant
views towards the church and
conservation area.

The site is very open and prominent in views from
adjacent footpaths to south and east. Not an infill
site. Very much at the end of the village in open
counrtyside and road would need upgrading

The site is not prominent in
significant views towards the
settlements. The site is within the
village and is screened by existing
built development and vegetation.

The site is on the southern edge of the village in open
countryside. It is open and does not relate well to the
linear form of the village.It is very open in views from
the south.

The front end of the site is within the Site is partly adjacent to but is outside the
development limits. The site is within development limits. The site is not so well
connected to the main built form of the village.
the village. The proposed scale
would not have a negative impact on Development would result in loss of open
form and character. However, this
countryside which is important to character of
would be backland development with this part of the settlement, the CA and listed
no road frontage.
church. Devlopment would be prominent as
land is higher than existing housing facing the
green

The site is disconnected from the
main built form of the settlement.
The proposed scale is not in keeping
with the settlement.

Is the development in an
The site is adjacent to a working farm to the east.
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred Working form to the east served by narrow lane to the south
use for the site appropriate boundary of the site.
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present
at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history South eastern corner of site included in 'Surface water ‐ Less' area.
of surface water flooding?

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

no issues

no issues

Will development increase Dependant on mitigation in south east of the site.
the risk of flooding?

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding

no issues

no issues

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

Dependant on scale/design of development

depends on scale of development and mitigation n/a

Does the site have a

Concern if any process could cause air pollution/ if general

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of Knayton Conservation Area. The loss HE do not identify any issues
of this open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation
Area.
See Comments (d)

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Pickhill
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area. See
Comments (d)

HE: This site lies adjacent to the boundary of
Pickhill Conservation Area. See Comment (f)

Rate25_ConsArea

A

a

a

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

This site adjoins the boundary of Knayton Conservation Area. The loss HE do not identify any issues
of this open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation
Area.
See Comments (d)

HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Pickhill
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area. See
Comments (d)

HE: This site lies adjacent to the boundary of
Pickhill Conservation Area. See Comment (f)

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

Site would be some prominence in significant
views towards the church from the highway.
Visibility of site is limited in part due to high
hedges.

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
combustion processes >50MW energy input
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

g

no issues

NE do not identify any issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

Would development affect
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

T/088/005
Thirsk
A

T/118/001
Thirsk
g

The site is 125 metres to the closest Listed Building South Fields and HE do not identify any issues
adjoining property. There are two further listed buildings to the north
in the village.The development on the site will not significantly
detract from the listed buildings subject to an appropriate design and
scale.

T/118/002
Thirsk
a

HE acknowledge listed building in area but do not comment. HE no issues. HDC: All Saints Church ‐ GII* ‐
HDC: Site is within consultation zone for listed buildings.
listed building in proximity. Site in consultation
zone for listed buildings.

None Identified
Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would development impact None idenfified
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of
None identified
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE no issues

Will development of the
None identified
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect None identified
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

no issues

no issues

HE idenifies Money Hill motte and bailey castle
within settlement. HDC: site within 500m of
scheduled monument.

HE identify Money Hill motte and bailey castle within village. HE no issues
HDC: site within 500m of scheduled monument.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
provide affordable housing on affordable housing. Threshold is 2 or more in rural area such as this assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford site.
.
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/118/003
Thirsk
a

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt
considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles standards considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r . Highways to advise. Site is located on narrow single track lane
with agricultural central gated access on southern boundary. The lane
is shared with dwelling to west and farm to east. The lane/PROW is a
continuation of main village street to west.The site is not served by a
footway and that there is a low level of footway provision in that area
of Knayton it is unlikely that a footway will be provided to the site.To
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design
standards.
For residential development the layout shall be designed to achieve a
20mph zone for the site.

= a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Street Lane, however the frontage is very
narrow and an access of acceptable standards
may be difficult to achieve. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout
to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards.

=r
= g ‐ Highways to advise: Direct access is available from
Difficult access: Swainby lane very narrow in
Lowfields Lane but the existing highway will need to be
brought up to an appropriate standard.The developer would nature with no footpath links
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. Internal road layout to comply with North
Yorkshire County Council’s highway design standards.To
reflect desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/village.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= r . Suitable access will be required on to the lane, including the
widening of the lane and visibility splays, including removal of
boundary hedge. Highways to advise.Extend existing foot / street
lighting system for the settlement to serve this development.

= a ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from Street Lane, however the frontage is very
narrow and an access of acceptable standards
may be difficult to achieve.

= a ‐ Highways to advise: the existing highway will need to
be brought up to an appropriate standard.

highways state:

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address

41
T/118/004
Thirsk
Pickhill with Roxby
Station Farm Pickhill North Yorkshire YO7
4JG

42

44

T/126/002
Thirsk
Sandhutton

T/126/003
Thirsk
Sandhutton

Os Field 2587 Sandhutton North Yorkshire

Church Farm Sandhutton North Yorkshire
YO7 4RW

Old Skipton Upon Swale Airfield, Sandhutton, Thirsk

Grazing

Farm Yard

Agricultural

Housing
0.66
18

Housing
0.81
10

0.00

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

43

T/126/001
Thirsk
Sandhutton

Housing
0.90

no issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE no conerns

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

Await GIS data

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

There is a pavement on same side of Site is within fairly close proximity to
road as site. No cycle route evident. pavements in the village. However,
PROW runs along eastern boundary. site does not front on to adopted
highway. It is a private single track
route which has no pavements. No
cycle route evident.

PROW in close proximity. No
pavements on Sandhutton Lane at
point site fronts on to highway. Site
is in close proximity to village centre.
Pavements are adhoc in village.
Opportunity to link site to pavements
limited as roadside verge is narrow.
Highway to advise. No cycle route
evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to pavement on
same side of road as site.

Site does not front on to adopted
highway. It is a private single track
route which has no pavements.
Highways to advise on feasibility of
upgrading route.

No pavements on Sandhutton Lane at
point site fronts on to highway. Site
is in close proximity to village centre.
Pavements are adhoc in village.
Opportunity to link site to pavements
limited as roadside verge is narrow.
Highway to advise. No cycle route
evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

no

no

no

The area does not have access to super fast
broadband and is not in the 2017 phase 2 programme

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

majority agricultural buildings.

greenfield

majority is farm buildings and hard
standing

Argricultural use.

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Yes ‐ former military site, airfield

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

majority loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2 (currently farm yard
and farm buildings)

Grade 2 and Grade 3, NE concerned about the loss of
grede 2 agricultural land.

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

not in mineral safeguarding area.

overlaps with sand and gravel

overlaps with brick and clay and sand greater than 10ha and falls within both the sand and
and gravel
gravel and Brick clay safeguarding boundaries, the
County Planning Authority would need to be
consulted.within the boundary of the site, there is an
existing waste facility which has been proposed for
safeguarding with the Minerals and Waste Joint Plan.
Non waste development has the potential to conflict
with existing waste management facilities, the District
Council would be required to consult the County
Planning Authority on all proposals which may conflict
with this waste facilities.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

There are public rights of way along the western
boundary of the site and through the site, east to west
connecting the site with Sandhutton and the wider
public right of way network.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

This is a large site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/118/004
Thirsk

Site is fairly well screened from
highway on approach into
settlement.

T/126/001
Thirsk

T/126/002
Thirsk

T/126/003
Thirsk

At proposed scale, housing
The site and the surrounding area are on level low
Site is not prominent in significant
lying land. There are distant views into the site from
views towards the settlement. Site is development will have some
A61, Holme and parts from the A167.
set behind existing built development prominence on approach into the
settlement but given that the site is
and screened by vegetation.
currently farm yard, and adjacent to
the built form, it would not impact on
significant views. Sensitive design
could enhance approach into
settlement.

Proposed scale does not fit well with Site extends well beyond the existing
character and form of settlement.
build line. The proposed scale is not
in keeping with character or form.
Loss of this open countryside would
have negative impact on CA.

This is a substantial site which is detached from the
The front end of the site is well
screened by vegetation. The site is existing settlement. Additional development of the
adjacent to built form of settlement. site will have an impact on character and form.
The site currently comprises built
development and hard standing.
Impact on form is limited. With
sensitive design, redevelopment of
the farm yard with housing could
improve the character and entrance
to the settlement and CA.

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

no issues

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

no issues

The northern, western and eastern edges of the site are within Flood
Zone 2.he SFRA indicates that A large portion of this area is within the
Functional Floodplain. Further, the flood risk in parts of this area
which are currently within FZ2 may increase to FZ3 magnitudes in
future due to climate change.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history no issues
of surface water flooding?

negligible area susceptible to surface water
flooding on western boundary of site.

no issues

The northern, western and eastern edges of the site are within Flood
Zone 3. the SFRA indicates that A large portion of this area is within
the Functional Floodplain. Further, the flood risk in parts of this area
which are currently within FZ2 may increase to FZ3 magnitudes in
future due to climate change.
There are areas that are liable to surface water flooding within the
site.

Will development increase no issues
the risk of flooding?

negligible area susceptible to surface water
flooding on western boundary of site.
Development unlikely to increase risk of
flooding.

no issues

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

no issues

n/a

n/a

Does the site have a

no issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE state: The southern part of this site lies
HE state: This site lies within the Sandhutton
within the Sandhutton Conservation Area. See
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area
comments (f)
and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area. See Comments (d)

Rate25_ConsArea

g

r

r

HE state: This site lies within the Sandhutton
Conservation Area. The loss of this open area
and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to the significance of
the Conservation Area. See Comments (d).

HE to advise
HE state: The southern part of this site lies
within the Sandhutton Conservation Area. See
comments (f). HDC: given that the site is
currently a farm yard with farm buildings, there
may be opportunity through sensitive design to
complement the character and appearance of
the CA.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

NE no concerns

HE to advise
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/118/004
Thirsk
g

T/126/001
Thirsk
r

T/126/002
Thirsk

T/126/003
Thirsk

a

Would development affect HE: The Old Vicarage to the south of this site is a HE identify listed building in area but do not
the setting and/or
Grade II Listed Building. See Comment C. HDC:
comment.
significance of a Listed
site would impact on setting of listed building.
Building?

HE identify listed buildings in area but do not
HE to advise
comment. HDC: the site would not affect setting
of listed building.

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

no issues

HE to advise

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

not known at present

HE to advise

Will the development of
HE no issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE to advise

Will development of the
no issues
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE no issues. HDC no impact on setting.
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

no issues

HE to advise

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE to advise

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford .
.
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

=r
Highways state:Lowfield Lane very narrow in
nature with footpath links.

= r ‐ Highways state:The site has no direct
connection/frontage to a highway maintainable
at the public expense, however access can be
gained from the private road How Hill Lane. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

Highways state:

= a ‐ Highways state: The private road leading to = g ‐ Highways state: no additional works
identified.
the site will need to be brought up to an
adoptable standard.The existing 30mph speed
limit extents may need to be moved to
incorporate the proposed development.

Highways to advise

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

= g ‐ Highways state:Direct access is available
Highways to advise
from Sandhutton Lane. The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe
access can be achieved. Internal road layout to
comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards.To reflect desire lines
through the site to the village.

Highways to advise.
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45
Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/129/001
Thirsk
Sessay

Address

Hill And Son Funeral Directors Storage Garage At
Low Lane Hutton Sessay North Yorkshire

Current Use

Two commercial buildings and one agricultural building

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

46
T/129/002
Thirsk
Sessay
Land South Of Scarthroyd Cottage And North Of The
Lodge Low Lane Hutton Sessay North Yorkshire

Housing
0.79
?

47
T/129/003
Thirsk
Sessay
Land North Of The Paddocks Main Street Sessay North Yorkshire

Not in use

Agricultural

Housing
0.22
?

Housing
0.19
TBC

No issues

No issues

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

No issues

No issues

No issues

Trees to frontage of eastern end of site

No issues

No issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficience and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy efficience and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Public Footpath 60 metres to south and
Public footpath to north of site giving access to PROW network. No
Bridlepath on eastern boundary and public
footpath to south. No pavement to either side bridlepath similar distance to north on opposite pavements to either side of road through village.
of Low Lane. Availability of local service poor. side of the road. No pavements on either side of
Low Lane. Access to good local services poor

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Links to footpaths could be improved

Connectivity could be improved

Connectivity could be improved to existing network.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Within phase 2 of broadband connection

Within phase 2 of broadband connection

Within phase 2 of broadband connection

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Site occupied by 4 agricultural buildings.
Approx 20%

greenfield (caravan on part of site)

Greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

Some parts of this 1km grid square are in
bands of elevated radon potential. Maximum
radon potential is 1‐3 %.Build design can
minimise radon levels.

No issues

Most of the site is affected by radon but the development of the site
could lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

All of site in Grade 2 agricultural Land

All land in grade 2 agricultural land

All of site Grade 2 agricultural land

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

In area overlapping brick and clay safeguarding Site overlapping brick and clay safeguarding area Site overlapping brick and clay safeguarding area
area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI.
Site is 1km away from GI corridor

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/129/001
Thirsk

T/129/002
Thirsk

T/129/003
Thirsk

Site appears very open and prominent from
Due to open and flat nature of the landscape the Due to the open and flat nature of the landscape the site will be
Low Lane on the approach to the village from site is prominent from Low Lane to the west and prominent from the PROWs to the east of the village as it currently
the north east. It is open and not well screened east approaches to the village.
appears as a large open space.
on its eastern boundary. It is located in a
prominent position at the head of the main
village street and open views are afforded
directly into the site from the village road. Not
prominent from western approach to village
due to screening and curve of road.

Site is outside the main body of the village
which is to the south of the site and linear in
form. It would detract from the character of
the landscape due to open nature of site
particularly on its eastern boundary. Existing
buildings on site do not enhance the
appearance of the site.

It will seved to consolidate existing more
Sessay is very linear in its form with continuous development either
sporadic development on the edge of the village side of the main village road up until the houses on the western side of
the road opposite the three proposed sites which form a more recent
ribbon of development on the edge of the village. The site(s) form part
of a large agricultural field. There are houses to the south and houses to
the north but the open area has a frontage of almost 300 metres and
cannot therefore be considered to be an infill site. The development
would consolidate the more recent ribbon of devlopment on the
western side of the road.(Only the most southerly site would be
adjacent to existing housing if the sites were to be developed
separately.)

Is the development in an
No issues. The Oaks Fishing Complex and caravan site to the No known issues
area where noise, dust light immediate west
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

No issues

Is the proposed preferred No issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

No non conforming uses

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

Site to north used for funeral parlour business and for
agriculture.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known facilitities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.
at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history Very small area to north of site in surface water
of surface water flooding? intermediate, larger area to north of site in surface water
less area

Area in southern half of site located in the surface water less
area

All of the site is in the surface water interm and less areas

Will development increase An area in the northern area of the site is susceptible to
the risk of flooding?
surface water flooding and therefore development may
increase risk of flooding

An area of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding.
Therefore, development may increase risk of flooding.

the site is susceptible to surface water flooding. Therefore, development may increase risk
of flooding.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation
measures

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

Does the site have a

No issues

No issues

Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

N/A

N/A

N/A

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

N/A

N/A

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect N/A
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/129/001
Thirsk

T/129/003
Thirsk
g

Would development affect No impact on listed buildings to the south in the village
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

N/A

Honeysuckle Cottage and Path Head opposite this site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss
of this currently‐open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to their significance.
See comment (b)

Will the development of
N/A
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

N/A

N/A

Would development impact N/A
sites of archaeological
importance?

N/A

N/A

Will the development of
N/A
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

N/A

Will development of the
N/A
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect N/A
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable housing.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
provide affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/129/002
Thirsk
g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g Direct access is available from Low Lane. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
can be achieved. There are no existing pedestrian
facilities.This site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until such
time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order. Internal layout to comply with NYCC standards

= a Direct access is available from Low Lane. It is preferred that
any access is located towards the northern end of the site onto
Low Lane rather than the village street.There are no existing
pedestrian facilities.This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way.Internal road layout to comply with NYCC
standards.

= a Direct access is available from Main Street. The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.There are no existing pedestrian facilities.This
site is not affected by a registered public right of way.Internal roads to comply with NYCC
standards.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= g The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved.

= a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable
and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced.
This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.There are no existing
pedestrian facilities.

= a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

49

50
T/129/006
Thirsk
Sessay
Land To The East Of The Gables Station
Road Sessay North Yorkshire

T/129/004
Thirsk
Sessay
Land North Of The Paddocks Main Street Sessay North Yorkshire

T/129/005
Thirsk
Sessay
Land North Of The Paddocks Main Street Sessay North Yorkshire

Agricultural

Agricultural

Unused field

Housing
0.42
TBC

Housing
0.61
TBC

Housing
0.84
9

Address

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

No issues

No issues

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficience and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy efficience and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Public footpath to north of site giving access to PROW network. No
pavements to either side of road through village.

Public footpath to north of site giving access to PROW network. No
pavements to either side of road through village.

Public footpath directly opposite the
site and bridlepath to north across
Low Lane. No pavements to any side
of site or opposite. No easy access to
local services.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Connectivity could be improved to existing network.

Connectivity could be improved to existing network.

Connectivity could be improved

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Within phase 2 of broadband connection

Within phase 2 of broadband connection

Within phase 2 of broadband
connection

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Greenfield site

Greenfield site

Greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

Most of the site is affected by radon but the development of the site
could lead to cleaning up.

Most of the site is affected by radon but the development of the site
could lead to cleaning up.

radon contaimination affects the
majority of the site but the
development of the site could lead to
cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Loss of grade 2 agricultural land. All of the site.

Loss of grade 2 land. All of site

All of site in grade 2 agricultural land

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

Site overlapping brick and clay safeguarding area

Site overlapping brick and clay safeguarding area

The site overlaps the brick and clay
safguarding area.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/129/004
Thirsk

Due to the open and flat nature of the landscape the site will be
prominent from the PROWs to the east of the village as it currently
appears as a large open space.

T/129/005
Thirsk

Due to the open and flat nature of the landscape the site will be
prominent from the PROWs to the east of the village as it currently
appears as a large open space.

T/129/006
Thirsk

Due to the flat and open nature of
the land the site is very prominent in
views from Low Lane on the
appraoch to the village from the east
and west and from PROW on land to
east.

The development of the site will
Sessay is very linear in its form with continuous development either
Sessay is very linear in its form with continuous development either
side of the main village road up until the houses on the western side of side of the main village road up until the houses on the western side of serve to consolidate the more
the road opposite the three proposed sites which form a more recent the road opposite the three proposed sites which form a more recent sporadic development on the edge of
ribbon of development on the edge of the village. The site(s) form part ribbon of development on the edge of the village. The site(s) form part the village.
of a large agricultural field. There are houses to the south and houses to of a large agricultural field. There are houses to the south and houses to
the north but the open area has a frontage of almost 300 metres and
the north but the open area has a frontage of almost 300 metres and
cannot therefore be considered to be an infill site. The development
cannot therefore be considered to be an infill site. The development
would consolidate the more recent ribbon of devlopment on the
would consolidate the more recent ribbon of devlopment on the
western side of the road. (Only the most southerly site would be
western side of the road. (Only the most southerly site would be
adjacent to existing housing if the sites were to be developed
adjacent to existing housing if the sites were to be developed
separately.)
separately.)

Is the development in an
No issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

No issues

Funeral business and agricultural yard opposite
the site

Is the proposed preferred No non conforming uses
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

No non conforming uses

No issues of concern

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilitities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history All of the site is in the surface water interm and less areas
of surface water flooding?

Most of the site is in the surface water interm and less areas

A large area of the site is in the surface water
interm area. Most of the site is in the surface
water less area

Will development increase the site is susceptible to surface water flooding. Therefore, development may increase risk
the risk of flooding?
of flooding.

the site is susceptible to surface water flooding. Therefore, development may increase risk
of flooding.

Much of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding. (Site appears wet with reed
vegetation.)

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

will depend on the scale of any development and mitigation measures

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day

Concern if any discharge to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day

No issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

N/A

N/A

N/A

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

N/A

N/A

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect N/A
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/129/005
Thirsk

T/129/006
Thirsk

g

g

Would development affect Honeysuckle Cottage and Path Head opposite this site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss
the setting and/or
of this currently‐open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which
significance of a Listed
contribute to their significance.
See comment (b)
Building?

Honeysuckle Cottage and Path Head opposite this site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss
of this currently‐open area and its subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to their significance.
See comment (b)

N/A

N/A
Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

N/A

N/A

Would development impact N/A
sites of archaeological
importance?

N/A

N/A

Will the development of
N/A
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

N/A

Will development of the
N/A
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect N/A
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on affordable housing. All sites put forward for residential development will be expected to meet the councils
policies for affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards considering the
principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= a Direct access is available from Main Street.The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.There are no existing pedestrian facilities.This
site is not affected by a registered public right of way. Internal roads to comply with NYCC
standards.

= a Direct access is available from Main Street.The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.There are no existing pedestrian facilities.This
site is not affected by a registered public right of way. Internal roads to comply with NYCC
standards.

= g Direct access is available from Main Street
and Station Road. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Access is preferred from Main
Street. There are no existing pedestrian
facilities. This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way. Internal layout to comply
with NYCC standards

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

= a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
= a There are no existing pedestrian facilities.
achieved. This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for
the area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/129/004
Thirsk
g

Highways to advise.
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52

53

54

55

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/132/001
Thirsk
Sinderby

T/132/002
Thirsk
Sinderby

T/137/001
Thirsk
South Kilvington

Address

OS Fields 2384 & 2588 and Fairfields
Sinderby North Yorkshire YO7 4JD

Fairfields Sinderby North Yorkshire YO7
4JD

Land South East Of Springfield Upsall
Road South Kilvington North Yorkshire

Current Use

GRAZING / RESIDENTIAL

GRAZING / RESIDENTIAL

Agriculture

Agricultural grazing land

Rybeck Farm

Housing
1.68
5

Housing
0.33
5

Housing
4.82
40

Multiple
3.38
102

Mixed
29.12

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

T/137/002
Thirsk
South Kilvington

T/137/003
Thirsk
Thirsk

Land Opposite Street Close West Side Of
OS Fields 1059, 1646, 2031, 9436, 9628,
Stockton Road South Kilvington North
9719 & 9913 Stockton Road and OS Fields
Yorkshire
2112 & 3823 Stoneybrough Lane Thirsk

NE identify no issues

NE identify no issues.

NE no issues identified

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

TPOs bound south east corner of site

No

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW invicinity. There are
pavements on both side of highway
to which site fronts on to. No cycle
route evident.

No PROW invicinity. Pavements on
both sides of highway to which site
fronts onto. No cycle route evident.

PROW runs along the western
boundary. There is a public footpath
along Upsall Lane which the northern
end of the site fronts on to. These
public footpaths continue along
Thirsk road into Thirsk town centre.
No cycle route evident

PROW in fairly close proximity to
western boundary of site. Public
footpaths run along both sides of A61
which the site fronts on to. No cycle
route evident.

Pavements on both sides of highway
to which site fronts onto. Bridleway
runs along southern boundary. PROW
runs through site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

There are pavements on both side of Pavements on both sides of highway Potential to link to PROW network.
Potential to link to public footpath
to which site fronts onto. No cycle
highway to which site fronts on to.
network that leads into Thirsk town
route evident.
No cycle route evident.
centre. No cycle route evident

Potential to link to public footpaths
which run along both sides of A61
which the site fronts on to. No cycle
route evident.

Pavements on both sides of highway
to which site fronts onto. Bridleway
runs along southern boundary. PROW
runs through site.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

90% greenfield

farm buildings / out buildings

No, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

greenfield

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

site is not in safeguarding area

not overlapping with safeguarding
area

NYCC within minerals safeguarding
area. Brick and clay.

not known at present

NYCC not within minerals
safeguarding area.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within or adjacent to the
GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/132/001
Thirsk

T/132/002
Thirsk

T/137/001
Thirsk

T/137/002
Thirsk

T/137/003
Thirsk

The site would be fairly well screened
by the tree line along A61 which the
site fronts onto. However, the scale
of the proposed number of dwellings
would mean some prominence in
views towards Thirsk.

site is prominent in significant views
towards the settlement.
Development will result in loss of
open countryside which is currently
prominent view on approach towards
the settlelment. Site is also
prominent from A19.

The site is within the village and is
not prominent in significant views
towards the settlement.

site is within village and is not
prominent in significant views
towards the settlement.

The site is open and prominent and
impacts on significant views towards
the settlement, particularly from the
A19. Built development at the
proposed scale will have a negative
impact in this location.

The site is within the village but the
site extends beyond the existing line
of development and at the proposed
scale does not fit well with form and
character of settlement.

the site is adjacent to built
development. New housing would be
set behind existing residential
development and at proposed scale,
its visibility would be limited. It
would therefore have limited impact
on character but it would be
backland development with some
impact on form.

The site is adjacent to development The site is outside development limits Site is disconnected from the
settlement. The proposed scale will
limits of South Kilvington, however, in open countryside. The proposed
the scale and location of the site does scale and location of the site does not have negative impact on form and
reflect, and has a poor relationship character of settlement.
not reflect, and has a poor
relationship with, the existing built with, the existing built form.
form.

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

Potential traffic noise from the A19. Some
mitigation should be provided by the existing
tree belt but further mitigation may be needed
if development was to go ahead

no issues

eastern edge of site is adjacent to A19 so traffic
noise mitigation may need to be considered

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

Potential traffic noise from the A19. Some
mitigation should be provided by the existing
tree belt but further mitigation may be needed
if development was to go ahead

no issues

eastern edge of site is adjacent to A19 so traffic
noise mitigation may need to be considered

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

The southern half of the site is in floodzone 2

The western end of the site is in floodzone 2

majority of site is in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

The site is outside floodzone 3

The western end of the site is in floodzone 3

small area of site is in floodzone 3 (along route
of Whitelass Beck)

Does the site have a history The area identified as providing access to the
area identified as providing access to highway is There are various sections across the site which The western end of the site and small sections of majority of site is susceptible to surface water
of surface water flooding? highway is susceptible to surface water flooding susceptible to surface water flooding
are susceptible to surface water flooding
the eastern end of the site are susceptible to
flooding
surfce water flooding

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Will development increase The area identified as providing access to the
area identified as providing access to highway is There are various sections across the site which The western end of the site in in flood zone 3
the risk of flooding?
highway is susceptible to surface water flooding susceptible to surface water flooding so
are susceptible to surface water flooding and so and has a history of surface water flooding
so development may increase risk of flooding
development may increase risk of flooding
development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

majority of site is susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may increase risk of
flooding

depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

NE no issues. However, concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues however, concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. However, concern if
general combustion processes >50MW energy
input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

g

g

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Would development affect HE no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/132/001
Thirsk

T/132/002
Thirsk

T/137/001
Thirsk

T/137/002
Thirsk

T/137/003
Thirsk

g

g

g

g

Would development affect HE no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE Spa House to the west of this site is a Grade
II Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance.
See comment (b)

HE Spa House to the west of this site is a Grade
II Listed Building. The loss of this currently‐open
area and its subsequent development could
harm elements which contribute to its
significance. See comment (b). HDC: site split so
only includes east side of highway so no direct
impact

no issues
Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

CO no issues.

no issues

CO no issues.

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

A small number of archaeological events have
been found within or within close proximity of
the site which may suggest archaeological
potential.

HE no issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues

no issues
Will development of the
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE no issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford .
.
.
.
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r ‐ Highways state: Direct access is available
from the C187, however the frontage is very
narrow and an access of acceptable standards
may be difficult to achieve. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved.

= a ‐ Highways state:Direct access is available
from the C187, however the frontage is very
narrow and an access of acceptable standards
may be difficult to achieve. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and
safe access can be achieved. Internal road layout
to comply with North Yorkshire County Council’s
highway design standards.

= g ‐ Access can be gained for site from Upsall
Lane. TP required. To reflect desire lines through
the site to the nearest service centre/Village.
This site is affected by a registered public right
of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route
has been provided and confirmed by order.

= a ‐ Access onto Stockton Road. Part of site
appears to be highway verge. Details required to
cross cycleway grass verge. This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way. To
reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village.

= g ‐ Access from site can be gained ‐ Stockton
Road. TP/TA required. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be
kept clear of any obstruction until such time as
an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= g ‐ Highways state: no additional works
identified.

= g ‐ Highways state: no additional works
identified.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site. Will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan.

= a ‐ This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A
comprehensive development brief for the area
needs to be produced. This will enable
cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed.

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site. Will require
additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan. Improvement to exisitng footway required.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

56
T/138/001
Thirsk
South Otterington
Crosby Lodge South Otterington North Yorkshire DL7 9HT

57
T/138/002
Thirsk
South Otterington
The Forge South Otterington North Yorkshire DL7 9HJ

Address

58
T/138/003
Thirsk
South Otterington
Whitley Grange South Otterington North
Yorkshire DL7 9HU

59
T/138/004
Thirsk
South Otterington
OS Field 4234 South Otterington North
Yorkshire

Garden Ground

Agricultural Engineering Yard

Grazing

Agricultural

Housing
0.75
As plan

Housing
0.87
To be discussed

Housing
2.71
25‐50

Housing
1.53
40

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. of assessment. Further information to follow.
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

No issues

No issues

No issues

No issues

Hedge on frontage. Trees/hedge to south boundary

TPOs to south of site, on raod edge.

Trees/hedges within site

No issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards

All residential development should address energy efficiency All Residential development should
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
address energy efficiency and
national standards
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Network of footpaths and bridlepaths to south, east,
west and north. Pavement to front of site giving
access to PROW network. Local services and facilities
poor

Public footpath to north of site very close to part of northern There is a public footpath running
boundary. No pavements on main A167, busy and fast road along the northern boundary of the
at this point. Footpath would give good access to primary
site. There are pavements along the
site frontage (A167) and on the
school from the site.Facilities in village poor
opposite side of the road (further
north) giving access to PROW
networks. Services/facilities in village
poor

A public footpath runs through the
site. There are pavements on either
side of the A167 through the village.
Local services/facilities poor

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Connections adequate

Connections adequate but fast road at this point

Adaquately connected to existing
networks

Routes to existing network adequate

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Superfast broadband available now

Superfast broadband available now

Superfast broadband available in the Superfast broadband available in the
village
village

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Frontage of site contains 2 detached dwellings and
associated curtilages

Parts of site occupied by existing buildings. Less than 25%

Part of site contains house and
outbuildings. Less than 25%

Attached garge to be reomoved and
other outbuildings. Less than 25%

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

No issues

Small area in the south of the site between the workshop
buildings

No issues

No issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Loss of grade 2 agricultural land. All of site included

All of site included in the grade 3 agricultural land category

All of site included in loss of grade 2
agricultural land

All of land Grade 2 agricultural
classification

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

The site overlapping safeguarding area for brick and The site overlapping safeguarding area for brick and clay
clay

Overlapping saguarding areas for
Brick Clay,
Sand & Gravel

Included in the overlapping brick and
clay safeguarding area

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is immediately adjacent to the GI (opposite
side of the main road) and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

The site is located within the GI area The site is located within the GI area
The site is located within the GI area and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an opportunity and could have a potential negative and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an
through careful design and landscaping to improve the green impact but may provide an
infrastructure .
opportunity through careful design opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the green and landscaping to improve the green
infrastructure .
infrastructure .
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/138/001
Thirsk

The site is on the edge of the village and readily
visible from the main road to Northallerton. Any
development in depth will be prominent from the
PROWs to the southeast and north and Station Road
as development in depth will go beyond the current
development line on the eastern side of th village.

T/138/002
Thirsk

T/138/003
Thirsk

The front of the site is generally screened from prominent Site prominent from A167 and from
footpath within the site
views on the northern approach to the village as it has
development to the north and south and a small woodland
to the immediate north. The site is enclosed on its western
boundary by the Primary school. Much of the western half of
the site will however be readily visible from the adjacent
public footpath.The site also slopes up away from the main
road in the western half and development in depth will as
such be prominent from the main road.

Any development in depth will go beyond the current Although it is on the edge of the village the site appears as a
line of development on the eastern side of the village large infill site being developed on its north and west sides
and being fairly central to the main cross roads in the village
as this is currently frontage only apart from The
Laurels to the immediate north which is set behind and being adjacent to the main local school facility. It may
the dwelling on the frontage and Whig Hall Farm to offer some opportunity to extent the play/open space
the east of the site which is set back off the road.
provision at the school. Due to its gently rising nature in its
western half development to the rear of the site will be
prominent on the northern approach to the village. Frontage
development only may be acceptable with green space to
rear. Offers the opportunity to 'tidy' the current working
site.

T/138/004
Thirsk

The site would not be prominent in
long distance views of the village as
located behind the village frontage
and seen with backdrop of other
more recent dwellings. Prominent
from existing footpath running
through the site

Could be seen as an in filling of
To some extent this is 'rounding
off'as the site is bounded by more
existing form of development. Will
recent development to the north and require careful planning to avoid
has frontage development to the
overlooking issues for existing
east. Any development will be readily dwellings.
visible, due to flat nature of the land
on the southern approach to the
village.

Is the development in an
No issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

No issues. The alternative use of the site may offer some benefit to the village No issues known
in terms of loss of noise and vehicle disruption. There will be a loss of
employment.

No issues known

Is the proposed preferred No issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

No issues

No non conforming uses adjacent to the site

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

Residential development would not be a none
conforming use

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste, All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
the exact type and nature are not known at present.
type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

The northern corner of the site is in flood zone 2 associated with Howe Beck

A larger area in the south west corner of the site Not in flood zone 2
is in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

The northern corner of the site is in flood zone 3 associated with Howe Beck

A small south western corner of the site is in
flood zone 3

ensure re‐use

Not in flood zone 3

Does the site have a history Central area of site and small area to site frontage located in surface The northern area of the site is included in the intermediate and less
of surface water flooding? water less area
areas.The areas in the north od the site close to the Beck are in the deep
surface water are 1 in 30 years and much of the eastern half of the site is in
the deep water 1 in 200 years area.

A band running centrally north to south through Parts of the western and central areas of the site
the site is included in the surface water less
are in the surface water less area
area. An area in the north weatern corner is
included in the deep surface water 1 in 200
years area.

Will development increase There is a possibility that develoment may increase the risk of
the risk of flooding?
surface water flooding

There is a possibility that develoment may increase the risk of surface water
flooding

Development may increase risk of flooding

Development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

will depend on the scale of any development
and mitigation measures

will depend on the scale of any development
and mitigation measures

Does the site have a

Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input

Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy input

Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

Concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

No Conservation Area

No Conservation Area

No conservation area in South Otterington

No conservation area in South Otterington

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

g

N/A

N/A

N/A

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect N/A
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/138/001
Thirsk

T/138/003
Thirsk

T/138/004
Thirsk

g

g

Would development affect No listed buildings nearby
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

St Andrews Church and the Rectory are located to the west beyond the
Primary school

No listed buildings nearby

No listed buildings nearby

Will the development of
No issues known
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

Limited impact

No known issues

No known issues

Would development impact No issues known
sites of archaeological
importance?

No issues known

No known issues

No known issues

Will the development of
No issues known
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

No issues known

No known issues

No known issues

Will development of the
No issues known
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect No issues known
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

No issues known

N/A

N/A

No issues known

No known issues

No known issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites put forward for residential development All sites put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type
will be expected to meet policies on size type
and tenure.
and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
provide affordable housing policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/138/002
Thirsk
g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

The site has the capacity for more than 10
dwellings. All sites put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet the
councils policies for affordable housing

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= a Direct access is available from the A168.The developer would
need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.This site is not affected by a registered public right of way.
Road layout to comply with NYCC standards

= a Direct access is available from the A168. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order. Internal road layout to comply with NYCC standards

= a Direct access is available from the A168,
however the frontage is very narrow and an
access of acceptable standards may be difficult
to achieve.The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of
any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by
order. All internal raod to comply with NYCC
standards

= g Direct access is available from the A167. The
developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. This
site is affected by a registered public right of
way which must be kept clear of any obstruction
until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order. Internal
layout to comply with NYCC standards.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the settlement to = a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access
serve this development. Footway provision required from the site can be achieved.Extend existing foot / street lighting system for the
to the existing public maintained highway, existing footway opposite settlement to serve this development.
junction that pedestrians could cross over and use.

= a The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.Extend existing foot / street lighting
system for the settlement to serve this
development.

= a The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved.Extend existing foot / street lighting
system for the settlement to serve this
development.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
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60
61
T/138/005
T/139/001
Thirsk
Thirsk
South Otterington
Sowerby
OS Fields 3942 & 4234 South Otterington North
Land To South Of St Oswalds Close Back
Yorkshire
Lane Sowerby North Yorkshire

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Housing
1.53
20

62

63

T/139/002
Thirsk
Sowerby

T/139/003
Thirsk
Sowerby

Land On The South Side Of Saxty Way Sowerby North
Yorkshire

Brynklehowe York Road Thirsk North Yorkshire YO7 3AA

Agriculture

GRASS

Domestic

Housing
0.34
10

Housing
1.15
10

Housing
0.55
8

No issues

NE Within SINC buffer zone, Sowerby NE no issues.
Flatts

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All Residential development should
address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant
national standards.

All residential development should All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards.
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Public footpath running through adjacent
site (T138/004). Pavements to either side
of main village street from PROW.
Services in village poor

PROW runs along western boundary. Site does not currently front on to highway or access
Public footpath runs along Back Lane road. There is currently no access to pavements. No
which the site fronts on to. No cycle cycle route evident. No PROW in close proximity.
route evident

PROW runs along boundary of site. Pavements on
opposite side of highway to which site fronts on to
so pedestrian safety issues to be considered. No
cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to make links through the site
to join PROW network

Potential to link to PROW which runs Potential to establish access to existing residential
estate roads and pavements on eithe Saxty Way or
along western boundary and
potential to link to existing public
Cocked Hat Park. Highways would need to advise.
footpath running on the opposite
side of Back Lane which the site
fronts on to. No cycle route evident.

Potential to link to PROW which runs along
boundary of site. Potential to link to pavements on
opposite side of highway to which site fronts on to
so pedestrian safety issues to be considered. No
cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

Superfast broadband available in the
village

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

all green field

no, greenfield site

greenfield (grass land)

50:50 green and brownfield

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

All of land Grade 2 agricultural
classification

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

Included in the overlapping brick and clay NYCC not within safeguarding area.
safeguarding area

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC within mineral safeguarding area. Brick and
clay.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is located within the GI area and
could have a potential negative impact
but may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the green infrastructure .

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve
the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

NE within buffer zone of SINC at Sowerby Flatts.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/138/005
Thirsk

T/139/001
Thirsk

T/139/002
Thirsk

The site is not prominent in significant views towards
The site would not be prominent in long The site is open and prominent in
significant views towards the
the settlement. The site is set behind existing
distance views of the village as located
behind the village frontage and seen with settlement when approaching on the residential properties.
backdrop of other more recent dwellings. A168, but sensitive design would
Prominent from existing footpath running reduce the impact of built
through adjacent site
development, given its proximity and
relationship with the existing built
form and the low numbers of
dwellings proposed

Could be seen as an in filling of existing The site would form a natural small
form of development. Will require careful scale extension and is immediately
planning to avoid overlooking issues for adjacent to the built form
existing dwellings.

T/139/003
Thirsk

The site is fairly well screened from the highway by
high hedges on approach into the settlement. The
site encompasses residential property on site and
so built development is already established.
However, at the proposed scale the site would
have some prominence in views towards the
settlement and the CA, particularly from the
various PROWs.

The site is adjacent to existing residential
development and so would fit well with exitsing built
form. However, the value of this greenspace would
need to be considered. Loss of this greenspace could
impact on character of area.

site is disconnected from the main built form of
the settlement. It is on opposite side of road to
industrial estate but does not fit with the
character of the area.

Is the development in an
No issues known
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

no issues

site fronts on to a main route through to the A19 so traffic noise
mitigation may need to be considered.

Is the proposed preferred No non conforming uses adjacent to the site
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

no issues

site fronts on to a main route through to the A19 so traffic noise
mitigation may need to be considered. Site is also near to
entrance to industrial estate so access issues will need to be
addressed.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present

development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

Not in flood zone 2

The site is outside floodzone 2

no issues

southern edge of site is in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

Not in flood zone 3

The site is outside floodzone 3

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history Large north western corner of the site in the surface
of surface water flooding? water less flooding area

The site is not susceptible to surface water
flooding

small section of site susceptible to surface water flooding

marginal section susceptible to surface water flooding

Will development increase Development may increase risk of flooding
the risk of flooding?

site is within flood zone 1/no history of surface
water flooding

small section of site susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding

southern edge of site is in floodzone 2 and marginal section
susceptible to surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

will depend on the scale of any development and
mitigation measures

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

Concern if general combustion processes >50MW

NE no issues. However, concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues. However concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE no issues however concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input
Close prox to LWS

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

No conservation area in South Otterington

HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Thirsk HE no issues.
and Sowerby Conservation Area. The loss of this
currently‐open area and its subsequent
development could harm elements which
contributes to its significance
See comment (d)

HE This site lies close to the boundary of the Thirsk and Sowerby
Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which contributes
to its significance
See comment (d)

Rate25_ConsArea

g

a

g

a

The eastern edge of the site is adjacent to the
CA boundary but there is scope to mitigate
against any impact through careful design

HE no issues.

CO this site lies adjacent to the Conservation Area boundary and
could impact upon its setting. This area has historically been
considered of high value to the landscape setting and also
biodiversity of the wider Flatts.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
energy input
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect N/A
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/138/005
Thirsk
g

T/139/001
Thirsk
a

T/139/002
Thirsk
g

Would development affect No listed buildings nearby
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

There are listed buildings within close proximity HE no issues.
along Front Street.

HE no issues

Will the development of
No known issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues.

CO no issues

Would development impact No known issues
sites of archaeological
importance?

The site is within close proximity of Sowerby’s There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
historic town centre and numerous events have affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.
been recorded close by. This site may have
archaeological potential.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance.

No known issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE no issues

Will development of the
N/A
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect No known issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

CO no issues.

HE The site is within 500m of scheduled ancient HE no issues.
monument ‐ Pudding Pie Hill ‐ bowl barrow

All sites put forward for residential development will All sites that are put forward for residential
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure. development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/139/003
Thirsk
a

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
The site has the capacity for more than 10 dwellings. All sites above the current threshold will be
provide affordable housing All sites put forward for residential development will assumed to meet policies on affordable housing policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford be expected to meet the councils policies for
.
to buy or rent on open
affordable housing
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design
design standards considering the principles of secure good design standards considering the principles standards considering the principles of secure by design
by design
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
=a
highway maintainable at the public expense. The site may be able to achieve access.
will need to be consider in connection with
T/138/004.This site cannot be viewed in isolation as
previously stated. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be
achieved and internal layout of roads to meet NYCC
standards.This site is not affected by a registered
public right of way

= g ‐ Acceptable onto Saxty Way. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to
be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. To reflect desire lines through the
site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is not affected by
a registered public right of way.

= g ‐ Access acceptable onto York Road. This site cannot be
viewed in isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the
area needs to be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts
to be considered and for arrangements to secure funding for
strategic infrastructure improvements to be developed. From a
point within the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to
the nearest service centre/village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a Extend existing foot / street lighting system for
the settlement to serve this development.

=a
Can be achieved but width of back lane and
footpaths will need increasing in width.

= a ‐ Developer needs to be prepared to improve Saxty Way to
develop site. Will require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

= a ‐ Footway will need to be extended to connect to exisiting
footway along York Road.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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66

T/139/004
Thirsk
Sowerby

Address

Station Road Farm Station Road Thirsk North Yorkshire YO7 1QH

Current Use

Farming/agricultural

Part residential, part agricultural with planning
permission for mixed use development

Garden

Agricultural

Housing
46.28
TBC greater than 250

Mixed
72.93
TBC

Housing
0.05
2

Housing
1.75
50

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

NE no issues identified.

T/139/005
Thirsk
Sowerby

67

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/139/006
Thirsk
Sowerby

T/139/007
Thirsk
Sowerby

Land East Of Topcliffe Road And South Of Land To The Rear Of 7 And 8 Green Lane
Gravel Hole Lane Topcliffe Road Sowerby
East Mac Arthur Close Sowerby North
OS Field 2081 Back Lane Sowerby North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire
Yorkshire

NE no issues.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at time Locally specific biodiversity
of assessment. Further information to follow.
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

NE within SINC buffer zone

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission

no issues

no issues

This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address energy efficiency This sitebenefits from an extant
and sustainable building practices in line with relevant
planning permission
national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Site encompasses several residential dwellings with access to This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission
highway, but clarification is needed that owner consent is
given to put land forward for development. Also clarification
needed as to whether existing dwellings are to form part of
developable area (are the properties to be redeveloped etc).
If access to highway is permitted, there are links to national
cycle route and public footpaths on Station road.

PROW runs along western boundary. Public
footpath runs along Back Lane which the site
fronts on to. No cycle route evident

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Site encompasses several residential dwellings with access to This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission
highway, but clarification is needed that owner consent is
given to put land forward for development. Also clarification
needed as to whether existing dwellings are to form part of
developable area (are the properties to be redeveloped etc).
If access to highway is permitted, there are links to national
cycle route and public footpaths on Station road.

Potential to link to PROW which runs along
western boundary and potential to link to
existing public footpath running on the
opposite side of Back Lane which the site
fronts on to. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

majority is greenfield

This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

Possible historic contamination but the development of the
site could lead to cleaning up.

This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

majority is loss of grade 2

This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission

loss of grade 1 and 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC within mineral safeguarding
area. Sand and gravel

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the environment

This sitebenefits from an extant
planning permission

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide
an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/139/004
Thirsk

T/139/005
Thirsk

T/139/006
Thirsk

T/139/007
Thirsk

The site is open and prominent in significant views towards This sitebenefits from an extant
the settlement where built development will have a negative planning permission
impact.

The site is open and prominent in significant
views towards the settlement when
approaching on the A168, but sensitive
design would reduce the impact of built
development, given its proximity and
relationship with the existing built form

The northern boundary of the site is adjacent to development This sitebenefits from an extant
limits and in sections it overlaps into the built form to
planning permission
encompass existing residential dwellings. However, the scale
and location of the site does not fit well with the character
and form of the settlement, it would result in loss of a large
area of open countryside between Thirsk and Carlton Miniott.
The southern boundary is adjacent to the Sowerby Gateway
allocation and so development of the proposed site would
lead to a scale of development which would significantly
change the character and form of the settlement.

The eastern end of the site is adjacent to
built development (development limits) and
the north western side of the site is in close
proximity to existing built development.
However, given the proposed scale of
development, the site has the potential to
impact on the character and form of the
settlement but careful design could mitigate
against the potential impact

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

no issues

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for waste,
the exact type and nature are not known at present.

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is outside flood zone 2

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

The site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is outside flood zone 3

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

The site is outside floodzone 3

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

Does the site have a history continous sections of the northern end of the site are susceptible to surface
This sitebenefits from an extant planning
of surface water flooding? water flooding. Some sections in south west corner of siteare susceptible. There permission
are other small sections across the site which are susceptible.

The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding

Will development increase There are several areas of the site which are susceptible to surface water
the risk of flooding?
flooding although this is more concentrated in the northern section.
Development may increase risk of flooding.

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

The majority of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding and so development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

NE no issues however concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy NE raise no issues. However, concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues. However concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

The eastern edge of the site is adjacent to the CA
boundary but there is scope to mitigate against any
impact through careful design

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

a

HE no issues

HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Thirsk and
Sowerby Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐
open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contributes to its significance
See comment (d)

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
input
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/139/004
Thirsk

T/139/006
Thirsk

T/139/007
Thirsk
r

Would development affect HE no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE listed milestone in close proximity.

HE within buffer zone for consultations on listed buildings,
however CO suggests this site is unlikely to create an
impact affecting setting.

Will the development of
CO no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues.

CO loss of historic strip fields

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect any The site has had a number of archaeological
non‐designated site of archaeological importance. However, a monument line is investigations as part of the previous LDF
sites of archaeological
evident on the HER and may require further investigation
allocation, a number of events are recorded
importance?
within the site which may suggest archaeological
potential.

The site is within close proximity of Sowerby’s historic
town centre and numerous events have been recorded
close by. This site may have archaeological potential.

HE no issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues.

Not applicable
Will development of the
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE within 500m of Thirsk Castle
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

HE no issues

HE The site is within 500m of scheduled ancient
monument ‐ Pudding Pie Hill ‐ bowl barrow

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
provide affordable housing affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
meet policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

This sitebenefits from an extant planning
permission

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure by
design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Site boundary does include sections which link to the highway but this
does encompass other residential dwellings and clarification is needed on
whether owners consent is given to put land forward ‐ Highways state that
access is acceptable onto Station Road. TP/TA required. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until
such time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by order.

= g ‐ Access acceptable onto Topcliffe Road.
HGVs movements is acceptable onto Topcliffe
Road. TP/TA required. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be
kept clear of any obstruction until such time as
an alternate route has been provided and
confirmed by order.

= g ‐ Access from Back Lane. From a point within the site
to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the nearest
service centre/village. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been
provided and confirmed by order.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to serve the site.
Will require additional facilities/service provision as determined in a traffic
assessment and/or travel plan. Will require major improvements on Station
Road to allow site to be developed.

= a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend
existing footway to serve the site.Will require
additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan. Footway improvement on Topcliffe Road
(B1448) Access onto Topcliffe Road likley to
require major improvement. Need to take in to
account of pedestrian and cyclist facilities.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major
road and extend existing footway/street lighting to serve
the site. Works to Back Lane will be required to footways.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected to
meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/139/005
Thirsk

g

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish
Address

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

70

T/139/010
Thirsk
Sowerby

71

T/139/011
Thirsk
Sowerby

Land Off Green Lane West Sowerby North Power Plastics Ltd Station Road Thirsk North Yorkshire YO7 DEFRA Warehouse Buffer Depot Sowerby North Yorkshire YO7
Yorkshire
1PZ
1QY

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

69

T/139/009
Thirsk
Sowerby

T/139/012
Thirsk
Sowerby
Land At York Road Thirsk North Yorkshire

Greenfield

Factory, hardstanding, parking

Storage and Distribution (B8 Use Class)

Greenfield

Housing
1.48
42

Housing
0.61
25

Housing
1.12
30

Housing
2.62

NE identify no issues

NE within buffer zone of SINC at Sowerby Flatts

NE within 500m buffer zone of Sowerby Flatts SINC

NE Site is within buffer zone of SINC at
Sowerby Flatts.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available Locally specific biodiversity information not available at Locally specific biodiversity information
at time of assessment. Further information to follow. time of assessment. Further information to follow.
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should All residential development should address energy
address energy efficiency and
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
sustainable building practices in line with relevant national standards
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
All residential development should
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with address energy efficiency and sustainable
relevant national standards
building in line with relevant standards

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

PROW on Green Lane (track) bounds There are footways to Racecource Mews. Linking to
the northern boundary of site. The wider prow network
north east corner of site is adjacent
to public footpaths along both sides
of Green Lane (highway). The
southern edge of the site is adjacent
to existing public footpaths on Saxty
Way. No cycle route evident.

There are footways to Racecourse mews, however
access to this requires development of another adjacent
site. This would connect to the wider PROW network.
There is no continuous footway to Melbourne Place

PROW runs through the centre of the site
and across the north west corner. There is
a public footpath along the A170 which
the site fronts on to. No cycle route
evident

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to PROW network.
Potential to link to existing public
footpaths on Green Lane (highway)
and Saxty Way. No cycle route
evident.

limited potential to create new links

There may be ptoential to crease new links.

Potential to link into PROW network.
Potential to establish links to the existing
public footpaths along A170. No cycle
route evident

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

There is access to superfast broadband

The area has access to superfast broadband

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

Brownfield

No, greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

Former railway line runs through northern boundary
of the site. There is a former Road haulage site to the
north of the site (now residential devt0

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 3b

The site is not in argicultural use it is in employment
use.

The site is B8 Warehouse use.

Loss of grade 3

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC not within safeguarding area

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC not within minerals safeguarding area.

NYCC site within minerals safeguarding
area. Brick and clay.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

Consideration should be given to its location within
The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but the GI corridor and opportunities to improve links at
may provide an opportunity through this location should be explored
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

The site is within the GI corridor consideration should be The site is within the GI and could have a
given to the potential to make improvements.
potential negative impact but may provide
an opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/139/009
Thirsk

T/139/010
Thirsk

T/139/011
Thirsk

The site is immediately adjacent to
the built form and would form a
natural infill site. The site is not
prominent in any significant views
towards a settlement.

The site is not prominent in key any significant views The site is not prominent in any significant views into
into the the settlement
the settlment

The site is open and prominent in
significant views towards the settlement ‐
where built development will have a
negative impact

The site is immediately adjacent to
the built form and would form a
natural extension / infill between
existing built development and the
development limits set for the
Sowerby Gateway development.

the development of the site would have little impact The development of this prevsouly developed land
on the overall form of the development.
would have limited impact on the form of development.
The site is presently vacant therefore development is
likely to have some impact on the character of the area.
Considearation should be given to design layout and
landcaping .

The eastern end of the site is adjacent to
the development limits, however, the site
extends westwards into the countryside.
It does not fit well with the existing
character and form of the settlement.

Tesco service deliver to the east of the site. There is an employment
use (currently vacant) to the south of the site.

The eastern end of the site fronts onto a main road
(A170) so traffic noise may be an issue. Commercial /
industrial premises are on the opposite side of the road
which may generate additional traffic and noise.
Mitigation may be needed

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

There is an employment use to the north of the site. This has been put
forward for housing

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?
Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

T/139/012
Thirsk

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present

The eastern end of the site fronts onto a main road
(A170) so traffic noise may be an issue and mitigation
may be needed. Commercial / industrial premises are
on the opposite side of the road which may generate
additional traffic and noise. Mitigation may be
needed.
All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

ensure re‐use
Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

The majority of the site is in floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

The site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history a small section of the south west corner of the
of surface water flooding? site is susceptible to surface water flooding

The gis layer indicates that the site has an area to the north that may
be liable to surface water flooding

Marginal sections to the edge of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding

Will development increase the site is in floodzone 1 with only a small
the risk of flooding?
section of the site susceptible to surface water
flooding so development may result in some
increase in risk in flooding

There is potential for the development to increase the risk of flooding
however there may be opportunities to mitigate flooding

Marginal sections to the edge of the site are
susceptible to surface water flooding

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

NE no issues. However concern if general

NE no issues, however concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE no issues identified. However, concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

NE identify no issues. However, concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues.

HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Thirsk and Sowerby
Conservation Area.
See comment (f)

HE This site lies close to the boundary of the Thirsk and
Sowerby Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐
open area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contributes to its significance.
See comment (d)

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

a

a

HE no issues.

HE This site adjoins the boundary of the Thirsk and Sowerby
Conservation Area.
See comment (f)

CO site lies within close proximity of the Conservation
Area and would impact upon its setting. This is an area
where development has always been resisted for its
sensitive landscape character and biodiversity value.

To maintain &
negative impact on the
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

depends on scale of development and mitigation
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where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/139/009
Thirsk

T/139/010
Thirsk

T/139/011
Thirsk

T/139/012
Thirsk

g

a

a

Would development affect HE no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues.

HE no issues.

HE no issues.

Will the development of
CO no issues.
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues.

CO This site lies to the west of Victorian Terraces which are key to the
CO no issues.
character and form of the street pattern. These are identified as NDHAs
in the CAA.

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
sites of archaeological
designated site of archaeological importance.
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance. The site is
within close proximity of Thirsk’s historic town centre and numerous
events have been recorded close by. This site may have archaeological
potential.

There is no data to suggest that the development of
this site would affect any non‐designated site of
archaeological importance.

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues.

HE no issues

HE no issues.

Will development of the
Not applicable
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect no issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

Not applicable.

Not applicable

Not applicable.

HE no issues.

within 500m buffer zone of Thirsk Castle.

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
provide affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing on affordable housing .
to meet policies on affordable housing .
affordable housing .
for those who cannot afford .
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Acceptable onto Saxty Way/Green Lane
East. TP required. To reflect desire lines through
the site to the nearest service centre/Village.
This site is affected by a registered public right
of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route
has been provided and confirmed by order.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
by design

= a ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to be
produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. From a point within the site to reflect
the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service centre/village.
This site is not affected by a registered public right of way. Site fronts
onto Melbourne Place which is not adopted highway maintainable at the
public's expense.

= g ‐ Access is acceptable onto York Road. This site
cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced.
This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic
infrastructure improvements to be developed. This site
is affected by a registered public right of way which
must be kept clear of any obstruction until such time as
an alternate route has been provided and confirmed by
order.

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
Highways to advise.
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site.
Developer needs to be prepared to improve
Saxty Way to develop site. May also be possible
to improve Green Lane West by improving
condition of lane. Owners consent required.

Highways to advise.

= a ‐ Needs to link into exitisng pedestrian/cycle
facilities. Improvements to footways along York Road
required to encourage residents to walk from the
development.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

= a ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. This site cannot be viewed in
isolation. A comprehensive development brief for the area needs to
be produced. This will enable cumulative impacts to be considered
and for arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed. From a point within the site to reflect
the most convenient desire lines to the nearest service centre/village.
This site is not affected by a registered public right of way. Site is at
the end of an unadopted road which has access to Station Road, main
access used by Ford Garage.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/139/013
Thirsk
Sowerby

T/139/014
Thirsk
Sowerby

T/139/016
Thirsk
Sowerby

Address

Land Between Parkholme And West House Station
Road Thirsk North Yorkshire

OS Field 0006 and 7306 Carlton Road Carlton Miniott North
Yorkshire

OS Field 3026 Thirsk North Yorkshire

Current Use

Raceday car parking and grazing.

Farmland, Greenfield

Agricultural grazing land

Housing
2.57
All housing ‐ number of dwellings yet to be decided

Housing
6.22
195

Housing
5.61
198

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues identified.

NE no issues

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available at
time of assessment. Further information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not available
at time of assessment. Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

TPOs fall within the tree belt which is in close
proximity to the eastern boundary. Providing
the access point to the highway does not affect
these, there should be no issues.

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line with
relevant national standards.

All residential development should address energy
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

SUSTRANS NCN Link runs along the highway
which the northern edge of the site fronts on to.
There are public footpaths along both sides of
Station road that the site fronts onto with close
connectivity to the town centre. There are links
to cycle routes.

There is no PROW invicinity. The site is landlocked with no PROW runs along eastern boundary and cuts through
access to highway, footpath or cycle route. Agent states in northern end of site. SUSTRANS National cycle Route
submission form that site would be dependent on gaining Link and public footpath runs along Station road
which site is in proximity to. However, clarification on
access through T/025/008 & T/025/007 which is
access to highway is required as access is not clear.
apparently under same ownership (if these were
developed). However, T/025/007 has uncertainties about Highways would also need to advise on access. Site
does not front directly onto highway. The northern
access to highway which need to be clarified. Highways
will need to advise on access.
end of the site bounds the carpark of the Old Red
House pub. The eastern edge of the site bounds a
private track which links to the highway.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Potential to link to SUSTRANS NCN Link runs
along the highway. Potential to link to public
footpaths which run along both sides of Station
road into the town centre.

There is no PROW invicinity. The site is landlocked with no Potential to link to PROW. Potential to link to
access to highway, footpath or cycle route. Agent states in SUSTRANS National cycle Route Link and public
submission form that site would be dependent on gaining footpath runs along Station road, however,
clarification on access to highway is required as access
access through T/025/008 & T/025/007 which is
apparently under same ownership (if these were
is not clear. Highways would also need to advise on
developed). However, T/025/007 has uncertainties about access. Site does not front directly onto highway. The
northern end of the site bounds the carpark of the Old
access to highway which need to be clarified. Highways
Red House pub. The eastern edge of the site bounds a
will need to advise on access.
private track which links to the highway.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

Grass land used for race day car parking but
there is no hard standing so remains as grass
land

no, greenfield site

greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

Possible historic contamination adjacent to the eastern
boundary with only marginal overlap into the site.

Possible historic contamination but the development
of the site could lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 2 and 3b (almost 50:50)

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC not within minerals safeguarding area.

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC not within minerals safeguarding area.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

check accuracy of GIS data

The site is within the GI and could have a potential
negative impact but may provide an opportunity
through careful design and landscaping to improve the
environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/139/013
Thirsk

T/139/014
Thirsk

T/139/016
Thirsk

The site is open and prominent in significant views
The site is within the development limits, in
close proximity to the town centre. The site is towards the settlement
within the built area of the town. It is therefore
not prominent in significant views towards the
settlement.

The site is set behind existing built development along
Station road and this reduces the prominence of the
site from the highway. However, the site is prominent
from the railway. Overall, sensitive design would
reduce the impact of built development.

The site is within the development limits, in
close proximity to the town centre. The site is
within the built area of the town and
development would act as an infill site.
However, the site is also a fairly large open
greenspace (field). Mature trees bound the
north, east and southern boundaries and there
are also mature trees within the site.
Development of this greenfield site would
impact on the character of this area of town.

The scale and location of the site does not reflect, and has
a poor relationship with, the existing built form.
Development would have a detrimental impact on the
open character and appearance of the surrounding
countryside.

The northern end of the site bounds the development
limits. The western edge of the site bounds the east
coast main line. However, the site extends
southwards into the countryside beyond the
development limits to the east and in this respect
does not fit so well with the character and form.

Is the development in an
potential noise issues from traffic on Station road but there is
area where noise, dust light potential for mitigation through good design.
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

no issues

The western edge of the site bounds the east coast main line and
therefore there may be need for some mitigation against noise from
railway.

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

no issues

The western edge of the site bounds the main east coast railway and
therefore there may be need for some mitigation against noise from
railway.

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities for
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.
present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient facilities
for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

site is outside floodzone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

site is outside floodzone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

Does the site have a history the north west corner, northern end and north east corner of
of surface water flooding? the site is susceptible to surface water flooding. This extends
part way along the eastern boundary.

there is a section in the eastern end of the site which is susceptible to
surface water flooding

the north east corner of the site and small section in the southern end
of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding

Will development increase Over one third of the site is susceptible to surface water
the risk of flooding?
flooding so development may increase risk of flooding

there is a section in the eastern end of the site which is susceptible to
surface water flooding, so development may increase risk of flooding

the north east corner of the site and small section in the southern end
of the site is susceptible to surface water flooding and therefore
development may increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

NE no issues identified. However, concern if general

NE no issues identified. However concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input

NE no issues however, concern if general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

if development was to go ahead on this site, it would be a key
site on the approach into Thirsk town centre which is a
conservation area, therefore careful consideration should be
given to design.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Rate25_ConsArea

a

g

g

Would development affect
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

if development was to go ahead on this site, it would be a key
site on the approach into Thirsk town centre which is a
conservation area, therefore careful consideration should be
given to design.

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park
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where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/139/013
Thirsk

T/139/016
Thirsk
g

Would development affect HE no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will the development of
CO no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the development of this site
sites of archaeological
would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological
importance?
importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would affect
any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this site would
affect any non‐designated site of archaeological importance.

Will the development of
HE no issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

no issues

Will development of the
Not applicable.
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect no issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

Not applicable

Not applicable.

HE no issues

HE no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be expected
to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
provide affordable housing policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies on
affordable housing .

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet policies
on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design standards
considering the principles of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= a ‐ Acceptable onto Station Road. TA/TP required. To reflect
desire lines through the site to the nearest service
centre/Village. Access from site might be improved if combine
with site T/139/004. Site access might interfere with
Racecourse access.

= r ‐ The site is landlocked with no access to highway, footpath or cycle
route. Agent states in submission form that site would be dependent on
gaining access through T/025/008 & T/025/007 which is apparently under
same ownership (if these were developed). However, T/025/007 has
uncertainties about access to highway which need to be clarified. Highways
state that the site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. TA/TP required. To reflect desire lines
through the site to the nearest service centre/Village.

The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway maintainable
at the public expense TP/TA required.To reflect desire lines through
the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is affected by a
registered public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has been provided
and confirmed by order.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the existing major road = a ‐ Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to serve the Minor works may be required to extend existing footway to serve the
site.
site. Will require additional facilities/service provision as determined
and extend existing footway/street lighting to serve the site.
in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.
Will require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

All sites that are put forward for residential development will
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/139/014
Thirsk
g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

a

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/139/017
Thirsk
Sowerby

T/145/001
Thirsk
Sutton‐Under‐Whitestonecliff

T/145/002
Thirsk
Sutton‐Under‐Whitestonecliff

T/145/003
Thirsk
Sutton‐Under‐Whitestonecliff

Address

OS Field 0020 Topcliffe Road Sowerby
North Yorkshire

OS Field 8037 Sutton Under
Whitestonecliffe North Yorkshire

Land South Of Stone Lea Sutton Under
Whitestonecliffe North Yorkshire

OS Field 8037 Sutton Under Whitestonecliffe North
Yorkshire

Current Use

Agricultural

AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE

Housing
6.07
138‐184

Housing
0.20
05‐Jun

Housing
0.42
Nov‐13

Housing
1.03
26 ‐31

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

NE no issues identified.

NE state: Gormire
North York Moors (2,000m)

NE state: Gormire
North York Moors (2,000m)

NE state: Gormire
North York Moors (2,000m)

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

Not affected

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

No PROW

PROW runs through northern end of
site. No pavements adjacent to site.
Close to existing pavements in
village. Opportunity to extend
pavements from village centre may
be limited due to narrow road side
verges and this is a busy main road to
the North York Moors. Highways to
advise. National cycle network runs
past site.

No pavements adjacent to site. Close PROW runs through northern end of site.
Bridleway runs along southern boundary.
to existing pavements in village.
No pavements adjacent to site. Close to
Opportunity to extend pavements
existing pavements in village. Opportunity
from village centre may be limited
due to narrow road side verges and to extend pavements from village centre
this is a busy main road to the North may be limited due to narrow road side
verges and this is a busy main road to the
York Moors. Highways to advise.
National cycle network runs past site. North York Moors. Highways to advise.
PROW in fairly close proximity to site. National cycle network runs past site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs through northern end of
site. No pavements adjacent to site.
Close to existing pavements in
village. Opportunity to extend
pavements from village centre may
be limited due to narrow road side
verges and this is a busy main road to
the North York Moors. Highways to
advise. National cycle network runs
past site.

Close to existing pavements in
village. Opportunity to extend
pavements from village centre may
be limited due to narrow road side
verges and this is a busy main road to
the North York Moors. Highways to
advise. National cycle network runs
past site. PROW in fairly close
proximity to site.

PROW runs through northern end of site.
Bridleway runs along southern boundary.
No pavements adjacent to site. Close to
existing pavements in village. Opportunity
to extend pavements from village centre
may be limited due to narrow road side
verges and this is a busy main road to the
North York Moors. Highways to advise.
National cycle network runs past site.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

loss fo grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 3b

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

Loss of Grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC within safeguarding area. Sand no issues
and gravel

No issues

no issues

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

Within green infrastructure corridor, The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
potential negative effect on
improve the GI
biodiversity

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/139/017
Thirsk

Visible from railway

T/145/001
Thirsk

The site is open and prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement. Development would
result in loss of open countryside
which is currently a key view into the
settlement and is important to the
setting of the listed building on
northern boundary.

The site is adjacent to existing built
Open countryside but extends
development much further north and form to the north and farm buildings
to the west. However, development
away from services
would result in loss of open
countryside which is key to the
character of the entrance into the
settlment and key to the setting of
the listed building on the northern
boundary.

T/145/002
Thirsk

Site is open and prominent in
significant views towards the
settlement. Development would
result in loss of open countryside
which is currently key view on
approach into to settlement.

T/145/003
Thirsk

Site is open and prominent in significant
views towards the settlement.
Development would result in loss of open
countryside which is currently key view on
approach into to settlement.

Site is not so well connected the main Site is not so well connected the main built
form of the settlement. At proposed scale,
built form of the settlement. At
proposed scale, the development
the development would have negative
would have negative impact on
impact on character of settlement.
character of settlement.

Is the development in an
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Site fronts on to A170 which is busy main road
to North York Moors so traffic noise mitigation
may need to be considered.

Site fronts on to A170 which is busy main road
to North York Moors so traffic noise mitigation
may need to be considered.

Site fronts on to A170 which is busy main road to North
York Moors so traffic noise mitigation may need to be
considered.

Is the proposed preferred
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

Site fronts on to A170 which is busy main road
to North York Moors so traffic noise mitigation
may need to be considered.

Site fronts on to A170 which is busy main road
to North York Moors so traffic noise mitigation
may need to be considered.

Site fronts on to A170 which is busy main road to North
York Moors so traffic noise mitigation may need to be
considered.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and nature
are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history Susceptible to surface water flooding
of surface water flooding?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Will development increase
the risk of flooding?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

no issues

no issues

no issues

NE comment: Concern if could cause air
pollution/ combustion processes >20MW energy
input/ residential development of 100 units or
more/ infrastructure such as
warehousing/industry if floorspace exceeds
1000m2.
HE do not identify any issues

NE comment: Concern if could cause air pollution/
combustion processes >20MW energy input/ residential
development of 100 units or more/ infrastructure such as
warehousing/industry if floorspace exceeds 1000m2/ any
discharge to ground/surface water of > 5m3/day

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Does the site have a

NE no issues. However, concern if general

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues.

NE comment: Concern if could cause air
pollution/ combustion processes >20MW energy
input/ residential development of 100 units or
more/ infrastructure such as
warehousing/industry if floorspace exceeds
1000m2.
HE do not identify any issues

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

g

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

To maintain &
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE no issues.
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/139/017
Thirsk
g

T/145/002
Thirsk

T/145/003
Thirsk

g

Would development affect HE no issues.
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE acknowledge listed building in area but do
not comment. HDC: site would impact on
setting is listed building.

HE acknowledge listed building in area but do
HE state: Sutton‐under‐Whitestonecliffe Methodist
not comment. The site would have some impact Church to the north of this site is a Grade II Listed
on setting of listed building (Chapel House).
Building. The loss of this currently‐open area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance. See comment (b)

CO no issues.
Will the development of
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
sites of archaeological
designated site of archaeological importance.
importance?

not known at present

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of
HE no issues.
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of the
Not applicable.
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE no issues.
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

no issues

no issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and
tenure.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

g

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing
.
.

provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/145/001
Thirsk
g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles design standards considering the principles of secure by
of secure by design
design
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Acceptable onto Topcliffe Road. TP/TA required.
To reflect desire lines through the site to the
nearest service centre/Village. This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way.

= g ‐ Highways state:The site has a frontage on = g ‐ Highways state:The site has a frontage on
A170. The developer would need to
A170. The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. Internal road layout to comply with be achieved. The site is not served by a footway
North Yorkshire County Council’s highway design and the footway leading to the site on the east
standards.
side of the road is narrow.

= g ‐ Highways state:The site has a frontage on A170.
The developer would need to demonstrate that a
suitable and safe access can be achieved. For residential
development the layout shall be designed to achieve a
20mph zone for the site.

The site is not served by a footway and there will be
difficulty providing a continuous footway link to the site
from the village.

The site is not served by a footway and there
will be difficulty providing a continuous footway
link to the site from the village.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

Minor works may be required to extend existing = a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot /
footway to serve the site. Will require additional street lighting system for the settlement to
serve this development.
facilities/service provision as determined in a
traffic assessment and/or travel plan. As
determined in the traffic assessment/travel
plan.

= a ‐ Highways state: For residential
development the layout shall be designed to
achieve a 20mph zone for the site. Extend
existing foot / street lighting system for the
settlement to serve this development.

= a ‐ Highways state: This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route has
been provided and confirmed by order. May require
additional facilities / service provision which will need to
be investigated. Extend existing foot / street lighting
system for the settlement to serve this development.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/145/004
Thirsk
Sutton‐Under‐Whitestonecliff

T/145/005
Thirsk
Sutton‐Under‐Whitestonecliff

Address

Scotts Garth Sutton Under Whitestonecliffe North
Yorkshire YO7 2PR

OS Field 6238 Sutton Under Whitestonecliffe North
Yorkshire

Current Use

FARM BUILDINGS AND FRAMHOUSE

AGRICULTURE

Unused

Agricultural

Housing
0.70
17 ‐21

Housing
0.78
19‐23 SEE PLAN AND STATEMENT

Housing
0.80
20

Housing
3.70
Up to 50

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

T/152/004
Thirsk
Thirsk

OS Field 6692 South Dowber Lane Thirsk Part Os Fields 9370 8564 9454 Stockton Road Thirsk
North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire

NE state: Gormire
North York Moors (2,000m)

NE state: Gormire
North York Moors (2,000m)

NE no issues, however concern if
general combustion processes
>50MW energy input.

NE no issues, however concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

T/152/002
Thirsk
Thirsk

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should address
All residential development should address energy All residential development should
energy efficiency and sustainable building
efficiency and sustainable building practices in line address energy efficiency and
practices in line with relevant national standards. with relevant national standards.
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

Site does not currentl identify access to highway.
PROW runs through northern end of site. Site
No access to pavements. PROW runs along
identifies access to highway. No pavements on
highway at this point. Close to existing pavements northern boundary.
in village. Opportunity to extend pavements from
village centre may be limited due to narrow road
side verges and this is a busy main road to the
North York Moors. Highways to advise. National
cycle network runs past site.

Bridleway runs adjacent to the
PROW runs in close proximity to the western
western boundary. PROW links to
and northern boundary of the site. There are
public footpaths on Shire road which is part of
the south west corner of the site.
There are no public footpaths or cycle the existing housing estate which bounds the
site. No cycle route evident
routes to connect to from this
location. The site is bound by the A19
to the east and existing residential
dwellings to the west and agricultural
land to the south

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

PROW runs through northern end of site. Site
Site does not currentl identify access to highway.
identifies access to highway. No pavements on
No access to pavements. PROW runs along
highway at this point. Close to existing pavements northern boundary.
in village. Opportunity to extend pavements from
village centre may be limited due to narrow road
side verges and this is a busy main road to the
North York Moors. Highways to advise. National
cycle network runs past site.

Potential to link to Bridleway and
PROW but no evidence for potential
to link to public footpaths or cycle
route

Potential to link to PROW network. Potential
to link into existing public footpaths in Shire
road which bounds the site. No cycle route
evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

majority farm buildings

greenfield

no, greenfield site

no, greenfield site

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 3b

loss of garde 3b

loss of grade 3b

Majority is loss of grade 3b with small section
as grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

no issues

no issues

NYCC not within minerals
safeguarding area.

not known at present

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited The site is not near to GI corridor, there is limited The site is within the GI and could
scope to develop or improve the GI
scope to develop or improve the GI
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

T/145/004
Thirsk

T/145/005
Thirsk

T/152/002
Thirsk

T/152/004
Thirsk

The site is prominent in significant views towards
the settlement. Development at proposed scale
would result in loss of farm buildings and rural
character of this part of the settlement.
Development would also impact on views to the
listed building (Chapel House) from the PROW &
bridleway.

Site is prominent in significant views towards the The site is open and prominent but
settlement from bridleway and PROW. Site would given the scale of the proposed
result in loss of open countryside which is key to development, the impact is limited
the character of te settlement and conservation
area.

The site is well screened by vegetation from
the west and north and is screened by
existing residential development from the
east and south. The site is not prominent in
any significant views towards a settlement.

The northern edge of the site is adjacent to the
existing built form and a small part is inside the
development limits. However, at the proposed
scale the site does not fit well with the character
and form of the settlement. Development would
impact on setting of listed building.

The site does not fit well with the character and
form of the settlement. Development would
result in loss of open countryside which is key to
the character of the settlement and conservation
area and listed building to north.

The site is adjacent to the
development limits. The site has the
potential to impact on the character
and form but given the scale of the
proposed development, the impact is
limited

The eastern boundary of the site is adjacent
to the development limits / built
development. However, the site has the
potential to impact on the character and form
of the settlement given that this is an area of
open green space which is adjacent to the
Cod Beck corridor and partly within the
conservation area

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

adjacent to farm so noise or odour issues may be issue

There is the issue of noise pollution from the
traffic on the A19 but there is potential for this
to be mitigated

no issues

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

adjacent to farm so noise or odour issues may be issue

There is the issue of noise pollution from the
traffic on the A19 but there is potential for this
to be mitigated

no issues

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known at
present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

no issues

The site is outside floodzone 2

While the proposal is for 50 dwellings, this includes
proposal to designate 2ha to green space. However, the
vast majority of the site is in flood zone 2 leaving limited
scope for development, particularly at the proposed scale

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

no issues

The site is outside floodzone 3

While the proposal is for 50 dwellings, this includes
proposal to designate 2ha to green space. However, the
vast majority of the site is in flood zone 3 leaving limited
scope for development, particularly at the proposed scale

Does the site have a history no issues
of surface water flooding?

no issues

The central section of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding

While the proposal is for 50 dwellings, this includes
proposal to designate 2ha to green space. However, the
vast majority of the site is susceptible to surface water
flooding, leaving limited scope for development

Will development increase no issues
the risk of flooding?

no issues

The central section of the site is susceptible to
surface water flooding so development may
increase risk of flooding

Majority of site is within flood zone 3 and 2 and majority of
site has history of surface water flooding so development
would increase risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

no issues

no issues

depends on scale of development and mitigation Given the extent of the flood zone, only a small part of the
site is developable and mitigation would be required

Does the site have a

NE comment: Concern if could cause air pollution/ combustion

NE comment: Concern if could cause air pollution/ combustion

NE identify no issues.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE no issues
HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Sutton‐under‐
Whitestonecliffe Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐
open area and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contributes to its significance. See comment (d)

HE state that this site lies within the Thirsk and Sowerby
Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open area and
its subsequent development could harm elements which
contributes to its significance
See comment (d)

Rate25_ConsArea

g

a

r

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
processes >20MW energy input/ residential development of 100 processes >20MW energy input/ residential development of 100
enhance the
setting of the National Park units or more/ infrastructure such as warehousing/industry if
units or more/ infrastructure such as warehousing/industry if
floorspace exceeds 1000m2.
floorspace exceeds 1000m2
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

g

HE no issues
HE state: This site adjoins the boundary of the Sutton‐under‐
Whitestonecliffe Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐
open area and its subsequent development could harm elements
which contributes to its significance. See comment (d)

NE no issues

Development at the proposed scale would have a negative
impact on the character and appearance of this part of the
CA.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/145/004
Thirsk
g

T/152/002
Thirsk
g

T/152/004
Thirsk
r

Would development affect HE acknowledge listed building in area but do not make
HE state: Sutton‐under‐Whitestonecliffe Methodist Church and HE no issues
the setting and/or
comment. HDC: Access to site is adjacent to listed building. Site Seven Stars to the north of this site are Grade II Listed Buildings.
significance of a Listed
would impact on setting of listed building.
The loss of this currently‐open area and its subsequent
Building?
development could harm elements which contribute to their
significance. See comment (b)

HE state that this site could affect the setting of a listed
building. St Mary's church lies to the south east and this
site has the potential to impact on its setting.

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

CO no issues

CO: The site lies to the east of The Holmes which contains
the sluice gate to the mill race. Any development would
need to consider the impact on NDHAs.

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

The site is within close proximity of Thirsk’s historic town
centre and numerous events have been recorded close by.
This site may have archaeological potential.

HE do not identify any issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Will development of the
no issues
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

HE do not identify any issues

HE no issues

This site lies 115 metres from the moated site which is a
Scheduled Monument. The loss of this area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (g)

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All sites that are put forward for residential development will be All sites that are put forward for residential development will be All sites that are put forward for residential
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/145/005
Thirsk
a

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
provide affordable housing policies on affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to meet
policies on affordable housing

All sites above the current threshold will be
All sites above the current threshold will be assumed to
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing meet policies on affordable housing .
.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design
standards considering the principles of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good
good design standards considering the principles design standards considering the principles of secure by
of secure by design
design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= r ‐ Highways state: The site does not include a sufficient
frontage to enable an access of acceptable standards to be
formed onto the public highway.The developer would need to
demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can be achieved. For
residential development the layout shall be designed to achieve
a 20mph zone for the site.

= r ‐ Highways state:The site has no direct connection/frontage
to a highway maintainable at the public expense. The developer
would need to demonstrate that a suitable and safe access can
be achieved. For residential development the layout shall be
designed to achieve a 20mph zone for the site.

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage
to a highway maintainable at the public
expense. South Dowber Lane is not adopted.
This site is affected by a registered public right
of way which must be kept clear of any
obstruction until such time as an alternate route
has been provided and confirmed by order.
South Dowber Lane could be upgraded needs
closer inspection.

The site is not served by a footway and there will be difficulty
providing a continuous footway link to the site from the village.

= g ‐ Highways state that access chould be gained from
Shire Road. TA/TP required. To reflect desire lines through
the site to the nearest service centre/Village. This site is
not affected by a registered public right of way. As
determined in the traffic assessment/travel plan. Only
adopted road that links to site is Shire Way

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a ‐ Highways state: Extend existing foot / street lighting
system for the settlement to serve this development. This site is
affected by a registered public right of way which must be kept
clear of any obstruction until such time as an alternate route has
been provided and confirmed by order. May require additional
facilities / service provision which will need to be investigated.

= a ‐ Possible pedestrian/cycle link along
= a ‐ Highways state: This site is affected by a registered public
footpath network if this was upgraded.
right of way which must be kept clear of any obstruction until
such time as an alternate route has been provided and confirmed
by order. May require additional facilities / service provision
which will need to be investigated.

Minor works may be required to extend existing '= a ‐
Highways state that the footway to serve the site. Will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel plan.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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T/152/005
Thirsk
Thirsk

Address

41 Station Road Thirsk North Yorkshire
YO7 1QH

Current Use

Domestic/amenity

Farmland/Pasture

residential and commercial store and workshop

Rear of 131 Long Street

Housing
1.23
Not certain, but many more than 5

Housing
2.07
tailed appraisal as some buffer/shelter belt is nece

Housing
0.27
11

Housing
0.24
Possession available immediately

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

T/152/007
Thirsk
Thirsk

86

Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/152/009
Thirsk
Thirsk

OS Field 8759 South Dowber Lane Thirsk Nissan Motors Station Road Thirsk North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire
YO7 4LS

T/152/010
Thirsk
Thirsk
Land To The Rear Of 131 Long Street Thirsk
North Yorkshire

NE no issues identified.

NE state: North York Moors (7,000m)

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

NE do not identify any issues,
however express concern if general
combustion processes >50MW
energy input.
Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information
not available at time of assessment.
Further information to follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and sustainable
building practices in line with relevant
national standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

site fronts on to Station road which No direct access to highway or
has public footpaths and cycle route pavements. Bridleway runs along
southern boundary. PROW runs to
and either side of the road.
site. No cycle route accessible.

SUSTRANS National cycle Route Link runs
along Station road. Public footpath runs
along both sides of Station road. PROW runs
adjacent to southern end of site. There is a
private track adjacent to the westen
boundary of site but access to highway needs
clarification as it is not clear.

There are pavements on highway and
there is a local cycle route along the
highway but the site boundary does not
identify access to highway. PROW in fairly
close proximity to site.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

The site boundary encompasses an No direct access to highway or
pavements. Bridleway runs along
existing residential property and
southern boundary. PROW runs to
private track which provides
site. No cycle route accessible.
potential to link directly to the
highway and the public footpaths and
cycle routes.

Potential to link into PROW network. A
private track bounds the north west corner of
site and part of western boundary. The
private track does link to the highway and
this provides a direct link to cycle route and
public footpaths on Station road. However,
access to highway needs clarification as it is
not clear. Highways would also need to
advise on access.

There are pavements on highway and
there is a local cycle route along the
highway but the site boundary does not
identify access to highway.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

yes

yes

yes

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

75% greenfield and 25% brownfield
(existing residential property and
outbuildings).

greenfield

majority of site is previously developed

site includes some out buildings but it is
mainly garden behind existing residential
properties.

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues
Possible historic contamination ‐
Contamination issues but the
development of the site could lead to
cleaning up.

no issues

no issues

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 2 (majority)

loss of grade 3b

loss of grade 2 (but not currently agriculture
and majority of site is previously developed
land).

loss of grade 3b

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC minerals safeguarding area.
Brick and clay.

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

NYCC not within safeguarding zone.

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is within the GI and could have a
potential negative impact but may
provide an opportunity through careful
design and landscaping to improve the
environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

NE no issues

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/152/005
Thirsk

The northern end of the site which
fronts onto the highway is part of the
existing built form. The remaining
section of the site is outside the
development limits, however, the
northern and eastern boundary of
the site is adjacent to the
development limits. The site is not
prominent in any significant views
towards a settlement.

T/152/007
Thirsk

site has limited prominence in
significant views towards the
settlement from the A19 due to
screening by vegetation.

Western edge of site is close to the
The site is partly within and partly
adjacent to the existing built
existing built form, but the site is
form.The site would form a natural disconnected by a bridleway which is
extension and the proposed scale and a track separating the site from the
location would not have a negative existing residential area. It does not
impact on form and character.
fit well with form and character.

T/152/009
Thirsk

T/152/010
Thirsk

The site is not prominent in any significant
views towards a settlement.

site is within settlement. Visibility from
highway is limited as it is set behind
existing residential properties. Does not
impact on significant views into
settlement.

The north and eastern boundaries are
adjacent to the development limits. The site
is previously developed land. However, the
site is a long narrow strip of land and this may
limit the design options for the development
may may result in impact on character of the
area.

site is within settlement. Visibility is
limited as site is behind existing
residential properties. Site is largely
adjacent to existing built development. It
would result in backland development
with no frontage and exted into the CA,
resulting in loss of green space. Some
impact on form and character.

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

noise from A19 traffic so noise mitigation may
be needed.

commercial use adjacent to the eastern boundary and
some mitigation may be needed against noise from
delivery vehicles.

no issues

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

noise from A19 traffic so noise mitigation may
be needed.

appropriate, however, there is a commercial use adjacent
to the eastern boundary and some mitigation may be
needed against noise from delivery vehicles.

no issues

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to provide
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
sufficient facilities for waste, the exact type and
known at present.
nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

no issues

site is not in floodzone 2

no issues

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

no issues

site is not in floodzone 3

no issues

Does the site have a history almost quarter of the site is susceptible to
of surface water flooding? surface water flooding. This extends from the
eastern boundary across into the centre of the
site.

Central area of site is susceptible to surface
water flooding. This is vast majority of site.

small area susceptible to surface water flooding in
southern end of site and a marginal area in northern end.

no issues

Will development increase almost quarter of the site is susceptible to
the risk of flooding?
surface water flooding and therefore
development may increase risk of flooding

Central area of site is susceptible to surface
water flooding. This is vast majority of site so
development may increase risk of flooding.

site does include small areas which are susceptible to
no issues
surface water flooding and given the limited scale and and
width of the site, this may present issues.

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation

no issues

Does the site have a

NE no issues however concern if general

NE no issues

NE no issues identified. However concern if general
combustion processes >50MW energy input.

NE no issues, however concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input.

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE: This site lies within the Thirsk and Sewerby
Conservation Area. The loss of this currently‐open
area and its subsequent development could harm
elements which contributes to its significance
See comment (d)

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

r

HE no issues

HE no issues

CO: This site is within the CA and views can be had
towards the church, however suitable development
may be achievable without harm to the character and
significance of the CA

To maintain &
negative impact on the
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/152/005
Thirsk

T/152/009
Thirsk

T/152/010
Thirsk

g

a

Would development affect HE no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE identify that the site could fall within the setting of
a listed building. The Church lies to the south west
and development could impact upon the setting.

Will the development of
CO no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

CO no issues

CO no issues

Development of this site is unlikely to impact upon
NDHAs.

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
sites of archaeological
designated site of archaeological importance.
importance?

There is no data to suggest that the
development of this site would affect any non‐
designated site of archaeological importance.

There is no data to suggest that the development of this
The site is within close proximity of Thirsk’s historic
site would affect any non‐designated site of archaeological town centre and numerous events have been recorded
importance.
close by. This site may have archaeological potential.

HE no issues
Will the development of
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE no issues

HE no issues

HE no issues

Not applicable.
Will development of the
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE no issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HE no issues

Not applicable

Not applicable

HE no issues

HE no issues

This site lies 115 metres from the a moated site which
is a Scheduled Monument. The loss of this area and its
subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (g)

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential development
will be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies on size
type and tenure.

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

the site is likely to be under the current
provide affordable housing thresholds for affordable housing provision
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/152/007
Thirsk
g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

All sites above the current threshold will be
the site is under the current thresholds for affordable
assumed to meet policies on affordable housing housing provision
.

All sites above the current threshold will be assumed
to meet policies on affordable housing .

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles design standards considering the principles of secure by
of secure by design
of secure by design
design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= g ‐ Acceptable onto Station Road. TP/TA
required. From a point within the site to reflect
the most convenient desire lines to the nearest
service centre/village. This site is not affected by
a registered public right of way.

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a ‐ Possible pedestrian/cycle link along
= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
footpath network if this was upgraded
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site. Will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan.

= g ‐ Highways no issues identified.
This site cannot be viewed in isolation. A comprehensive
development brief for the area needs to be produced. This
will enable cumulative impacts to be considered and for
arrangements to secure funding for strategic infrastructure
improvements to be developed.

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage
to a highway maintainable at the public
expense. This site is affected by a registered
public right of way which must be kept clear of
any obstruction until such time as an alternate
route has been provided and confirmed by
order. South Dowber Lane could be upgraded
needs closer inspection

Highways to advise.

The site has no direct connection/frontage to a highway
maintainable at the public expense. From a point within
the site to reflect the most convenient desire lines to the
nearest service centre/village.

All new development will be expected to adopt good
design standards considering the principles of secure
by design

= r ‐ The site has no direct connection/frontage to a
highway maintainable at the public expense. From a
point within the site to reflect the most convenient
desire lines to the nearest service centre/village. This
site is not affected by a registered public right of way.

Highways to advise.
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/152/011
Thirsk
Thirsk

T/158/001
Thirsk
Thornton‐le‐Street

T/163/001/E
Thirsk
Topcliffe

T/163/002/E
Thirsk
Topcliffe

Address

OS Field 7258 Station Road Thirsk North
Yorkshire

Hawthorne Cottage Thornton Le Street North
Yorkshire YO7 4DS

Land To The South Of John Smith And Sons Site
Dalton Old Airfield Industrial Estate Dalton North
Yorkshire

OS Field 6717 Eldmire Lane Dalton North
Yorkshire

Greenfield

Agriculture

former airfield

Housing
0.70
5

Employment
13.95

Employment
26.50

Current Use
Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

Housing
2.29
up to 66

NE no issues identified.

No issues

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity information not
available at time of assessment. Further
information to follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

no issues

No issues

no issues

no issues

no issues

No issues

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

All residential development should
address energy efficiency and
sustainable building practices in line
with relevant national standards.

All residential development should address
energy efficiency and sustainable building
practices in line with relevant national
standards.

Employment development should have the
potential to be Green if they follow BREEAM
standards.

Employment development should
have the potential to be Green if they
follow BREEAM standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

SUSTRANS National cycle Route Link
runs along Station road which site
entrance fronts onto. Public footpath
runs along both sides of Station road.

PROW connection to north of site on former
Roman Road through village. Bridle path to
west of site crossing busy Thirsk to
Northallerton road. No pavement through
village. Local facilities/services poor

No PROW invicinity. Site does not front on to No PROW invicinity. Site fronts onto
highway. There are no pavements. No cycle
highway but no pavements at this
point. No cycle route evident.
route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

Site boundary includes an access
onto the highway, providing direct
link to SUSTRANS National cycle
Route Link and public footpaths
which run along Station road.

Little prospect of improving cennectivity

No PROW invicinity. Site does not front on to
highway. There are no pavements. Site is
disconnected from services. No cycle route
evident.

No PROW invicinity. Site fronts onto
highway but no pavements at this
point. Site is disconnected from
services. No cycle route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

No superfast broadband available

yes

partly falls within area

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

site encompasses residential dwelling Dwelling and garge on frontage
and private track but majority of site
is greenfield.

disued airfield but currently arable

disused airfield. Currently farm land

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

no issues

No issues

Possible historic contamination but
Possible historic contamination but the
development of the site could lead to cleaning the development of the site could
up.
lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

loss of grade 3a and 3b

All of site on grade 3 agricultural land

loss of grade 2

loss of grade 2

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

NYCC not within safeguarding area.

Overlapping sand and gravel safguarding area

Site is within mineral safeguarding area for
Brick Clay

Site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is within the GI and could
have a potential negative impact but
may provide an opportunity through
careful design and landscaping to
improve the environment

All of site in the GI area and could have a
potential negative impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design and
landscaping to improve the environment

The site is not near to GI corridor, there is
limited scope to develop or improve the GI

The site is adjacent to the GI and
could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the
environment

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/152/011
Thirsk

T/158/001
Thirsk

The site is open and prominent as it The site is very prominent from the main road
between Thirsk and Northallerton (A168)
extends out from the existing built
form into the countryside with open
farmland on the western, eastern
and southern boundaries, however,
sensitive design would reduce the
impact of built development.

T/163/001/E
Thirsk

T/163/002/E
Thirsk

The site should not be prominent in significant The site is not prominent in sigificant
views towards the settlement. The
views towards the settlement. The site is
site is well screened by high hedges
within a former airfield and in proximity to
(vegetation).
industrial estate

The devlopment of the site will be at odds with
the village form which is frontage only
development. Any development in depth on
this site will readily visible form the main road
to the west.

The site would not impact on form and
The site would not impact on form
character of the settlement. The site is within and character of the settlement. The
a former airfield and in proximity to industrial site is part of disused airfield and is
close to industrial estate.
estate

Is the development in an
no issues
area where noise, dust light
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

Any development will be located close to the adjacent road
noise.

no compatibility issues

not incompatible use

Is the proposed preferred no issues
use for the site appropriate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

If the principle is acceptable there are no non conforming uses no compatibility issues
adjacent

not incompatible use

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

The northern end of the site is
adjacent to the existing built form,
however, the site extends out from
the existing built form into the
countryside with open farmland on
the western, eastern and southern
boundaries and this would have
some impact on the character of this
part of the settlement.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not known
at present.

All new development will be expected to provide sufficient All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
facilities for waste, the exact type and nature are not
type and nature are not known at present.
known at present

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

the site is outside floodzone 2

No issues

no issues

floodzone 2 overlaps into northern edge of site

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

the site is outside floodzone 3

No issues

no issues

no issues

Does the site have a history the southern end of the site is susceptible to
of surface water flooding? surface water flooding and a central section
extending to the eastern boundary is also
susceptible.

No issues

the majority of the site is affected by surface water flooding small sections susceptible to surface water
(although not continuous there are many sections
flooding in centre of site
susceptible). SFRA maps indicates surface water flooding
does not affect the majority of site. FRA required

Will development increase almost 50% of the site is susceptible to surface
the risk of flooding?
water flooding so development may increase
risk of flooding

No issues

the majority of the site is affected by surface water flooding
(although not continuous there are many sections
susceptible) so development may increase risk of
flooding.SFRA maps indicates surface water. flooding does
not affect the majority of site. FRA required.

floodzone 2 overlaps into northern edge of site
and small sections susceptible to surface water
flooding in centre of site so development may
increase risk of flooding.

ensure re‐use

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

depends on scale of development and mitigation No issues

depends on scale of development and mitigation. FRA
required.

depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

NE no issues, however concern if general

"Concern if general combustion processes >50MW energy
input
"

NE do not identify any issues

NE do not identify any issues

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE no issues

Not in a conservation area

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

g

N/A

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

To maintain &
negative impact on the
combustion processes >50MW energy input.
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect no issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?
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Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/152/011
Thirsk

T/158/001
Thirsk

T/163/002/E
Thirsk

g

g

Would development affect no issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

St Leonards Church and Ford Cottage nearby. Listed gate
houses on other side of A168. Possible impact on openness
and setting of gate houses, dependant on design/location

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will the development of
CO no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

As above possible impact on setting of Thornton Park
entrance buildings.

no issues

no issues

Would development impact There is no data to suggest that the
sites of archaeological
development of this site would affect any non‐
importance?
designated site of archaeological importance.

Designated sites close by

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

N/A

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues

Will development of the
Not applicable.
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect no issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

N/A

HE do not identify any issues

no issues

All sites that are put forward for residential
development will be expected to meet policies
on size type and tenure.

Thornton le Street medieval settlement which is a Scheduled HE do not identify any issues
Monument lies 60 metres from this site. The loss of this area
and its subsequent development could harm elements which
contribute to its significance.
See comment (g)

HE state: This site lies 400 metres from the
Maiden Bower and Cock Lodge which is a
Scheduled Monument. The loss of this area and
its subsequent development could harm
elements which contribute to its significance.
See comment (g)

All sites that are put forward for residential development will site has been put forward for industrial / employment use
be expected to meet policies on size type and tenure.

site has been put forward for business /
employment use

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/163/001/E
Thirsk

g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

g

All sites put forward for residential development the site is likely to be under the current thresholds for
provide affordable housing will be expected to meet the councils policies for affordable housing provision
for those who cannot afford affordable housing
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

site has been put forward for industrial / employment use

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt good design
good design standards considering the principles standards considering the principles of secure by design
of secure by design

All new development will be expected to adopt good design All new development will be expected to adopt
standards considering the principles of secure by design
good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

= a ‐ Access onto Station Road may be possible.
TP/TA required. To reflect desire lines through
the site to the nearest service centre/Village.
This site is not affected by a registered public
right of way. Site access may need to combine
with T/139/004 to provide a safe access onto
Station Road.

Highways state: NYCC do not comment
= a . Direct access is available from the unclassified U1837.
Highways would not support any proposals to have an access
from the A168. The developer would need to demonstrate
that a suitable and safe access can be achieved.This site is not
affected by a registered public right of way. Internal layout to
comply with NYCC standards.

Highways state:NYCC do not comment

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

= a The developer would need to demonstrate that a suitable Highways state:NYCC do not comment
= a ‐ Works will be required to improve the
and safe access can be achieved.
existing major road and extend existing
footway/street lighting to serve the site. Will
require additional facilities/service provision as
determined in a traffic assessment and/or travel
plan.

Highways state: NYCC do not comment

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

site has been put forward for business /
employment use
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Site ID
Sub Area
Parish

T/163/003/E
Thirsk
Topcliffe

Address

Alanbrooke Business Park Station Road
Topcliffe North Yorkshire YO7 3SE

Current Use

Industrial Park vacant land

Paddock

Paddock

None
1.66

Employment
0.57
0

Employment
0.57
0

Preferred Use
Site Size (HA)
Total Dwellings
Would the development
impact on nationally and
internationally protected
sites (SSSI,SINCs) in close
proximity to the site?
Does the site have any
biodiversity issues?

To Protect and
enhance bio‐diversity
and geo‐diversity
Would the development
impact on a local nature
reserve?
Are there any TPO trees on
the site?

Is the site within a source
To Protect and
enhance water and protection zone 1, 2 or 3?
reduce water
consumption

T/163/004/E
Thirsk
Topcliffe

T/163/004/E
Thirsk
Topcliffe

Plot 1 Dalton Old Airfield Industrial Estate Plot 1 Dalton Old Airfield Industrial Estate
Dalton North Yorkshire
Dalton North Yorkshire

NE do not identify any issues

NE state: North York Moors (10km)

NE state: North York Moors (10km)

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

Locally specific biodiversity
information not available at time of
assessment. Further information to
follow.

no issues

no issues

no issues

There are TPOs in the southern end
of the site

no issues

no issues

No

No

No

Will the development
promote low and zero
carbon technologies and
renewable sources?

Employment development should
Employment development should
Employment development should
have the potential to be Green if they have the potential to be Green if they have the potential to be Green if they
follow BREEAM standards.
follow BREEAM standards.
follow BREEAM standards.

Is there links to footpaths
and cycle routes?

no pavements, no PROW in vicinity,
no cycle route evident.

No PROW. Site fronts on to Eldmire
Lane. There are no pavements. No
cycle route evident.

No PROW. Site fronts on to Eldmire
Lane. There are no pavements. No
cycle route evident.

Is there potential for new
links to footpaths and cycle
routes?

no pavements, no PROW in vicinity,
no cycle route evident.

No PROW. Site fronts on to Eldmire
Lane. There are no
pavements.Limited opportunity to
add pavements as very narrow road.
Disocnnected from services. No cycle
route evident.

No PROW. Site fronts on to Eldmire
Lane. There are no
pavements.Limited opportunity to
add pavements as very narrow road.
Disocnnected from services. No cycle
route evident.

Is there access to superfast
broadband service?

yes

no

no

Will the development re‐
use brownfield land?

previously developed site

greenfield site within industrial
estate

greenfield site within industrial
estate

Is the site potentially
subject to contamination or
other ground condition
issues?

Possible historic contamination but
the development of the site could
lead to cleaning up.

Possible historic contamination but
the development of the site could
lead to cleaning up.

Possible historic contamination but
the development of the site could
lead to cleaning up.

Would there be loss of best
and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1,2
or 3a)?

(not currently agricultural land)

not currently agricultural land

not currently agricultural land

Is the development within
or does it impact on a
mineral safeguarding area?

Site overlaps with mineral
safeguarding area for Brick Clay

NYCC ‐ no issues

NYCC ‐ no issues

Is there scope to develop or
improve green
infrastructure through the
development?

The site is not near to GI corridor,
there is limited scope to develop or
improve the GI

The site is adjacent to the GI and
could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the
environment

The site is adjacent to the GI and
could have a potential negative
impact but may provide an
opportunity through careful design
and landscaping to improve the
environment

To protect and
improve air quality
and reduce climate
change

To protect and
enhance soils and the
most efficent use
land
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To provide a good
quality built
environment.

Site ID
Sub Area
Is the site prominent in any
significant views towards a
settlement?

What is the impact on form
and character of a
settlement?

T/163/003/E
Thirsk

site is not prominent in significant
views towards a settlement.

T/163/004/E
Thirsk

T/163/004/E
Thirsk

site is not prominent in significant
site is not prominent in significant
views towards the settlement. Site is views towards the settlement. Site is
within industrial estate.
within industrial estate.

site is not within or near settlement ‐ Site is within industrial estate. Site
no impact on form and character
will not impact on form and
character of settlement.

Site is within industrial estate. Site
will not impact on form and
character of settlement.

Is the development in an
no issues ‐ proposing business use within
area where noise, dust light existing industrial estate
or smell is likely to cause
nuisance to new or existing
residents?

site put forward for industrial use within
industrial estate so should be no issues

site put forward for industrial use within
industrial estate so should be no issues

Is the proposed preferred no issues ‐ proposing business use within
use for the site appropriate existing industrial estate
to the land uses of the
surrounding land (north,
south, east, west)?

site put forward for industrial use within
industrial estate so should be no issues

site put forward for industrial use within
industrial estate so should be no issues

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

All new development will be expected to
provide sufficient facilities for waste, the exact
type and nature are not known at present.

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 2

no issues

North east corner of site is in flood zone 2

North east corner of site is in flood zone 2

Is part of the site or whole
site in Flood Zone 3

no issues

North east corner of site is in flood zone 3

North east corner of site is in flood zone 3

Will the development
contain individual /
To reduce level of communal site facilities /
waste produced and infrastructure?

ensure re‐use

Does the site have a history small area within south east corner of site is
of surface water flooding? susceptible to surface water flooding

Northern end of site is adjacent to land which is Northern end of site is adjacent to land which is
susceptible to surface water flooding
susceptible to surface water flooding

Will development increase small area within south east corner of site is
the risk of flooding?
susceptible to surface water flooding ‐ site is
already developed land so impact should be
negligible

North east corner of site is in flood zone 3 and 2.
Northern end of site is adjacent to land which is
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding.

Can any increase in risk of
flooding be mitigated?

n/a

depends on scale of development and mitigation depends on scale of development and mitigation

Does the site have a

NE do not identify any issues

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

NE comment: Concern if general combustion
processes >50MW energy input

Is the development in a
Conservation Area?

HE do not identify any issues

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

Rate25_ConsArea

g

g

g

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

To ensure all
development is
resilient to climate
change and reduce
the risk of flooding

To maintain &
negative impact on the
enhance the
setting of the National Park
character of AONB & or AONB?
National Park

Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the character and
appearance of the
Conservation Area?

North east corner of site is in flood zone 3 and 2.
Northern end of site is adjacent to land which is
susceptible to surface water flooding so
development may increase risk of flooding.
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To preserve and
where enhance the
historic environment
and improve
understanding of
local cultural heritage

Site ID
Sub Area
Rate26_AffectCons

T/163/003/E
Thirsk

T/163/004/E
Thirsk
g

Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the setting and/or
significance of a Listed
Building?

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

Will the development of
no issues
the site affect non‐
designated heritage assets?

no issues

no issues

Would development impact not known at present
sites of archaeological
importance?

not known at present

not known at present

Will the development of
HE do not identify any issues
the site affect a Registered
Historic Park and Garden or
Registered Battlefield?

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

HE do not identify any issues. HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

Will development of the
no issues
site affect the setting of an
elevated conservation
area?
Would development affect HE do not identify any issues
the setting of a Scheduled
Ancient Monument?

HDC: industrial estate so no issues.

HDC: industrial estate so no issues.

HE do not identify any issues.HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

HE do not identify any issues.HDC: industrial
estate so no issues.

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

site has been put forward for employment use

site has been put forward for industrial /
employment use

site has been put forward for industrial /
employment use

site has been put forward for employment use

site has been put forward for industrial /
employment use

site has been put forward for industrial /
employment use

provide affordable housing
for those who cannot afford
to buy or rent on open
market? Is this supported
by a viability appraisal?

To reduce crime &
the fear of crime

T/163/004/E
Thirsk
g

To provide a mix of
housing types and
Will the development
tenures

g

Will the site incorporate
the principles of secure by
design reducing the
potential for crime and
discouraging anti‐social
behaviour?

All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt All new development will be expected to adopt
good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles good design standards considering the principles
of secure by design
of secure by design
of secure by design

Is there potential for a
suitable access to a
highway?

Highways state:

Highways state: NYCC do not comment

Highways state: NYCC do not comment

Will off site work be
required and what will the
impact be on viability?

Highways state:

Highways state:NYCC do not comment

Highways state:NYCC do not comment

Is there sufficient capacity
in the highway network to
accommodate the
development?

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.

Highways to advise.
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